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Since the Report of the Committee was signed 
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assistance we received from -him. Although not a 
member, he was closely associated with the work of 
the Committee and brought to bear on it his long 
administrative experience, his mature judgment and 
above aJ.l, his deep sympathy for the welfare of the 
rural population of India. By his premature death, 
the Co-operative movement has been deprived of a 
true friend who had abiding faith in silent and un
ostentatious work. By his good humour, sweet courtesy 
and social charm, he had endeared himself to each one of 
us and we shall always cherish the memory of the days we 
spent with him. 
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CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

AppoiDtmoat .of In accordance with the recommendation made in Resolution 
:: ... d:i;:':'.';:!; No. III passed by the 14th Conference of Registrars of 
of roforoaee. Co-operative Societies (1944), the Government of India, Depart-

ment of Education, Health and Lands, in their letter No. 
3936-A/44-(D) dated the 18th January, 1945, appointed a 
Committee, its terms of reference being " to draw up a plan 
of co-operative development." The Committee consisted' pf 
the following members :-

1. Mr. R. G. Saraiya, O.B.E. (Chairman), 
• Chairman, Bombay Provincial Co-operative Bank Ltd., 

Bombay: · 

2. Rao Bahadur J. C. Ryan, 
Joint Registrar, Co-operative Societies, Madras, 
Madras. 

3 .. Sir Madhavrao G. Deshpande, K.B.E., 
Managing Director, 
C. P. & Berar Provincial Co-operative Bank Ltd., 
Nagpur. 

4: Rai Sahib A. B. N. Sinha, 
Mithapur, 
Patna. 

5. Mr. M. R. Bhide, I.C.S., 
Registrar, 
Co-operative Societies, Punjab, 
Lahore. 

6. Mr. Siddiq Hasan, I.C.S., 
Registrar, 
Co-operative Societies, United Provinces, 
Lucknow. 

7. Mr. S. M. Ikram, I.C.S., 
Reg·istrar, 
Co-operative Societies, Bombay Province, 
Poona. 

B. Dewan Bahadur Principal Hiralal L. Kaji, J.P., I.E.S, 
(Retd.), President, All-India Co-operative Institutes 
Association and Indian Provincial Co-operative Banks 
Association, 
Bombay. 
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Pracedun of 
work. 

a Brigadier J. H. Wilkinson, 
Director of Resettlement, 
General Headquarters, 
Simla. 

10. Sir Abdul Halim Ghuznavi, M.L.A., 
Calcutta. 

*11. Prof. C. N. Vakil, 
Economist, 
Department of Planning & Development, 
Government of India, 
New Delhi. 

12. Mr. Sher Jang J{han, . 
Chief Officer, 
Agricultural Credit Department, 
Reserve Bank of India, 
Bombay. 

Mr. Sher Jang Khan was appointed as Secretary of the 
Committee. Sir Abdul Halim Ghuznavi did not attend any 
of the meetings. 

2. The Committee was not expected to undertake _any 
elaborate enquiries about the working of the Co-operative move
ment in the past as .it was required to complete its work within 
as short a time as possible. To begin with, the Chairman prepared 
a note containing the. points on which information was required 
to enable the Committee to formulate its plans. In preparing. 
the note help was obtained from the Agricultural Credit Depart
ment of the Reserve Bank of India. Help was also sought 
from the provincial governments and some important Indian 
states in collecting material for the preparation of the Report. 
Simultaneously, a synopsis giving the outlines of the Report 
for discussion at the first meeting of the Committee was prepared. 

3. The first meeting of the Committee was held at Bombay 
at the Reserve Bank of India, from the 19th to the 22nd March, 
1945. The meeting discussed the synopsis and decided to address 
prominent co-operator~. important co-operative institutions 
and economists in the country for their views on co-operative 
planning with special reference to the subjects mentioned in 
the synopsis. Most of the replies received to our request were 
considered by the Committee. 

4. The first draft of the Report was prepared in the light 
of the discussions at the first meeting and considered at the second 
and third meetings of the Committee held at Bombay and 
at Delhi from the 11th to the 18th July, 1945 and from the 18th 
to the 24th October, 1945 respectively. The final draft was 
consid~red and passed at the fourth meeting of the Committee 
held at Bombay from the 15th to the 19th November, 1945. 

• He was nominated as a member of the Committee by the Gove~oment of 
India.-vid• letter No. Dy. 3936·A/44-(D) dated the 8th March, 1945. 
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Acbowlq• 
ment• and 
tb..W. 

lntroductoi"J. 

II. We are indebted to all the provincial governments and 
some of the Indian states namely, Hyderabad, Mysore, 
Travancore, Bar~da and Porbandar, for extending to us their 
full co-operation and supplying us the information that we 
required. We are also indebted to co-operative institutions 
and co-operators both official and non-official (it will be invidious 
to mention them individually) who responded to our request 
and gave the Committee the benefit of their views on the various 
aspects of the subject under enquiry. We are, in particular, 
thankful to the Reserve Bank of India for placing the entire 
staff of the Agricultural Credit Department and its records at 
our disposal and to its Deputy Governor, Mr. Wajahat Hussain, 
who gave us very valuable help and guidance at every stage 
of our work. We should like to place on record our great appre
ciation of the services rendered by the stafi of the Agricultural 
Credit Department in connexion with the compilation of the 
data for drafting the Report and attending to other matters 

· relating to the work of the Committee.. Our special thanks 
are also due to Mr. Bhagwan Sahay, •O.B.E., Joint Secretary 
of the Department of Agriculture, Government of India, New 
Delhi, for attending the first two meetings of the Committee 
at our special request and offering very helpful and constructive 
criticism of the proposals under discussion. Finally, we should 
like to take this opportunity to express our sincere recognition 
of the work done by our colleague and Secretary, Mr. Sher Jang 
Khan, who brought to bear on the problems before-the Committee 
his experience. in the Agricultural Credit Department, and his 
knowledge of the working of the movement in practically every 
part of India. 

CHAPTER Il. 

CO-OPERATION AND PLANNING. 
Co-operation is a form of organization in which persons 

voluntarily associate together on a basis of equality "for the 
promotion of their economic interests. ·Those who come together 
have a common economic aim which they cannot achieve by 
individual isolated action because of the weakness of the economic 
position of a large majority of them. This element of individual 
weakness is overcome by the pooling of their resources, by making 
self-help effective through mutual aid, and by strengthening 
the bonds of moral solidarity between them. 

, I , • 

· 2. Co-operation is a form of economic democracy inasmuch 
as the constitution of a co-operative society is based on the 
equality of vote of each member. ' One man one vote ' is the 
ruling principle, no member having more votes on the stren~th 
of his stake in the institution. The membership of a co-operative 
organization is open, without restriction, to all per~ons who ca.n 
derive a benefit from it. Further, the democratic outlook IS 
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reflected in the principle governing the distribution of profits. 
Capital gets only a regulated moderate dividend, the surplus 
being distributed among members, in proportiol\ to their dealings 
with the undertaking. Rendering the best service to the members 
and not earning the highest profit is the aim set before a co
operative organization. 

3. The need for Co-operation arises principally from a marked 
consciousness of a common interest in the accomplishment of a 
definite purpose. " Economic security could conceivably exist 
with a high degree of material prosperity in the slave State but 
at the price of slavery."* The Co-operative movement 
encourages and teaches the citizen to do things for himself on the 
principle of mutual aid, and secures desirable results while 
avoiding the tendency to drab uniformity, regimentation and 
bureaucratization. As distinguished from other forms of social 
organization, " a co-operative philosophy of society ", it has 
beell'Observed," must rest on free, universal association, democra
tically governed, conditioned by equity and personal liberty."t 

4. The Co-operative movement endeavours to • strengthen 
the economic independence of its members by the development 
of agriculture, the promotion of organized methods of marketing, 
the improvement of industrial processes and by various other 
activities ; it also aims at the promotion of all possible improve
ments whether in social customs, education or sanitation, and 
at the removal of all disabilities which hamper the growth of a 
rising standard of living. Its main purpose is the promotion 
of all-round well-being, increased production and better dis
tribution being only the means towards tlie achievement of 
that end. It is. a moral movement, the co-operative spirit helping 
to make better men and a better society. 

5. The Co-operative movement in India which completed 
forty years of its life in 1944, has passed through many vicissitudes 
in its endeavour to attain these objects. Four main stages in 
its history may be distinguished 

(a) The Co-operative movement in India may. be said 
to begin with the passing of the Co-operative Credit Societies 
Act of 1904. The Act provided only for the formation of credit 
societies. Special stress was laid on rural rather than urban 
credit in view of the greater importance of the former in India, 
credit societies being distinguished as rural or urban according 
as at least four-fifths of their members were agriculturists or 
not. Unlimited liability was the rule in rural societies ; in the 
urban societies the question was left to their option. Societies 
were subject to audit and inspection by officers deputed by 
Government and were exempted from payment of income-tax, 
stamp duties and registration fees. 

• Quoted in "Co-operative Organizations and Post-War Relief", 1944-
Jnternational Labour Oflic&-page 1. . 

t A Social Philosophy of Co-operation by J. ]. Worley (1942)-page 23. 
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There was a rapid growth in the number and activities 
of the societies between 1906 and 1911 and the Act of 1904 was 
found insufficient to meet the growing needs of the movement. 
In the first place, it did not give legal protection to societies 
formed for purposes other than credit. Secondly, the growth 
in the number of societies and the difficulty experienced in raising 
capital locally, gave rise to the question of establishing some 
form of central organization to provide capital to local societies 
and also to supervise them. These defects were sought to be 
removed by the Act of 1912 which granted legal recognition to 
productive and distributive societies and to different forms of 
central organizations. The distinction between rural and urban 
societies was abolished andjn its place was substituted the classi
fication of unlimited and limited liability societies. 

The immediate effect of the new Act was to give a fresh 
impetus to the growth of the movement. The number of societies, 
their membership and the amount of working capital increased 
steadily. New types of societies for the sale of produce, purchase 
of manure, and the retailing pf farm implements and common 
necessaries, were registered and in most cases seemed to be 
prospering. Before fostering and supporting further growth, 
the Government wanted to be sure that the movement was 
developing on sound lines and appointed the Maclagan Committee 
in October, 1914, to review the movement. The Report of the 
Maclagan Committee made far-reaching proposals for the future 
development of the movement. 

(b) Under the Reforms Act of 1919, Co-operation became 
a provincial transferred subject and was placed under the charge 
of a Minister. During the early years of the working of the 
reformed constitution, several provinces made progress on lines 
most suitable to their special requirements, Bombay giving a 
lead to other provinces by passing a separate Co-operative 
Societies Act in 1925. Non-official institutions for propaganda 
and education were encouraged. Some provinces appointed 
Committees of Inquiry into the progress of the movement and 
the Reports of the Royal Commission on Agriculture and of 
the Central and Provincial Banking Enquiry Committees were 
noteworthy contributions to co-operative thought and practice. 
The expansion of the movement was rapid till 1929, when the 
depression set in and the various defects, which had been noticed 
by the Maclagan Committee but were partly obscured during 
the period of rising prices and prosperity, became prominent. 

(c) The movement received a set-back with the slump 
in agricultural prices and the consequent decline in the income 
of the farmer during the depression which began in 1929. A 
number of Committees of Inquiry were appointed in. different 
provinces and states to suggest ways and means of reconstructing 
the movement ; and consolidation, rectification and rehabilitation 
of the movement rather than expansion, leading to an increase 
in official control, were the predominant features of this period. 
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(d) The rise in agricultural prices that took place after 
the war eased a difficult situation for the movement. There 
was a general tendency on the part of agriculturists and members 
of co-operative societies to repay their debts both to the money
lenders and co-operative societies. Again, the deposits with 
well-managed co-operative banks increased ; but the demands 
for fresh loans from the affiliated societies became smaller. 
Consequently, many of the banks were faced with the problem 
of surplus funds. 

As a result of the war, and the consequent introduction 
of economic controls and food rationing, a stimulus was imparted 
to the growth of consumers' co-operative stores which were 
established to obtain foodstuffs at fair prices, and to co-operative 
marketing. 

6. The last period is distinguished by a new spirit of planning. 
Almost all the plans that have been proposed in recent times 
like the Bombay Industrialists' Plan, Prof. Agarwal's Plan, 
the Radical Democratic Party's Plan and the Second Report 
on Reconstruction Planning issued by the Reconstruction 
Committee of Council of the Government of India, give an 
important place to the Co-operative movement as a suitable 
agency for carrying out a number of their recommendations. 
The Committee is a direct outcome of this new spirit as 
Co-operation has a significant role to play in planning the economic 
life of the country. 

7. In drawing up a plan of Co-operative development we 
have to make certain assumptions without which Co-operation 
can scarcely succeed in its high mission. These assumptions 
may be classified as political, economic and educational. 

First, for the success of Co-operation, a responsible, 
democratic form of Government is necessary, as it alone creates 
an atmosphere for the development of individual initiative and 
sense of responsibility. 

Again, planning pre-supposes the end of the policy of 
laissez-faire which has been followed in India and has failed to 
provide a reasonable standard of living to the people. This 
means the assumption by the State of enlarged functions in 
spheres like education, communications, health, agriculture, 
industries, etc. Private initiative in the economic field is bound 
to be greatly restricted in the present stage of development 
of this country because of the high degree of risk that is involved 
in all spheres of activity. While the co-operative method of 
organization is itself a method of reducing the risk to be shouldered 
by each, by pooling the responsibilities of all, there is a limit 
beyond which even a co-operative organization cannot go in 
reducing the risks and hazards of enterprise. For this reason 
it is essential that the State should intervene and take the 
necessary measures to reduce the risks inherent in economic 
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life, to a level whi~h priva~e initiati':e c~n reas~nably be expected 
to shoulder .. While the.nsk~ are h1gh mall hnes of production, 
they are part.Icularly senous m the sphere of agriculture, because 
of the ~aganes of the monsoon, the inelasticity of production, 
the Iarg~ number of small producers and the wide range of price 
fluctuations. Moreover, the fluctuations in agricultural prices 
in particular, unbalance the whole economy of the countrY 
since ~hey affect the incomes of more than 70 per cent of the 
population, thereby affecting the demand for all types of com
modities. Besides, they also influence the prices of industrial 
goods through their effects on the costs of living and on costs 
of raw material. The position of the agriculturists is rendered 
particularly helpless in a period o( slump of agricultural prices. 
The State must, therefore, adopt a policy of actively supporting 
agricultural prices within a range which is fair both to the producer 
and the consumer, if a slump is to be avoided in the next few 
years, if stability is to be introduced in the whole economic 
system, if the risks involved in production, trading and processing 
are to be reduced to manageable proportions and if the Co-opera
tive movement is to be enabled to compete with other forms of 
enterprise with greater success. It is, therefore, upon a policy 
of active economic development by the State that the success 
of Co-operation will depend. 

Further, the pace.of co-operative progress will be governed 
by the pace of educational progress within the country. In 
fixing the targets for co-operative development it is necessary 
to bear in mind the difficulties in the way of rapid educational 
development in India, mentioned in the Report of the Central 
Advisory Board of Education (1944); the pace of co-operative 
development can be accelerated if these difficulties are removed. 

8. Before discussing a plan of co-operative development 
we propose to examine the apparent contradiction between 
planning and Co-operation. Co-operators have insisted that 
Co-operation should be based on the voluntary principle. It 
is, further, argued that planning in Co-operation would mean 
a departure from this principle inasmuch as some form of 
compulsion is inherent in planning and that if Co-operation is 
to find a place in a planned economy, the voluntary principle 
must undergo modifications. It is interesting to recall in this 
connexion the resolution passed at the 13th, Registrars' Confer
ence (1939) which recommended that "persons should no~ .be 
compelled to join a co-operative society ; nor shou!d the .decision 
of such society be binding on non-members except m cases 
involving the provision of some utility service which at least 
two-thirds majority of those concerned desire." At the 14th 
Registrars' Conference (1944) the view was taken that where 
the execution of a plan required action by all members of an 
economic category or group, it should be made compulsory 
for all either to join a co-operative society for the purl?ose. or 
otherwise to car.ry out the plan. After a careful exammation 
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of the· views contained in the two recommendations, we have 
come to the conclusion that the voluntary principle governing 
admission to the membership of a co-operative society should 
be respected, and that no one should be compelled to join a 
society. In certain kinds of. co-operative activities like con
solidation of holdings, crop protection or irrigation, if compulsion 
is not introduced, it is likely that what is generally admitted 
as an object essential for economic progress will not be attained. 
We, therefore, recommend that in the larger interests of the 
country, a resolution passed by the members of a co-operative 
society who form two-thirds of the community affected should 
be made binding by law on non-members also. For this purpose 
suitable amendments to the Co-operative Societies Act, on the 
lines of the Chapter relating to the crop protection societies in 
the Bombay Co-operative Societies Act, 1925, would be necessary 
for making provisions for effecting recoveries from non-members 
and setting up a responsible agency for determining whether a 
particular scheme is essential. It would also be desirable to 
provide for referring disputes arising from the working of the 
scheme to the Registrar or his nominee as under the Co-operative 
Societies Act. 

_ 9. We are of the opinion that responsible nation-building 
departments of the Government with a new outlook will be able 
by means of education, propaganda, persuasion and demonstra
tion to bring about the organization of co-operative activities 
along planned lines without resort to compulsion. Planning 
implies that " in practice we must get the answers right, and 
that somehow people must do the things which the planners 
have planned that they shall do ............ First, one way of 
getting people to carry out our plans is by direct order ..... . 
The alternative is to get people to do the work you have planned 
that they should do, not by direct order on individuals, but 
by so arranging the conditions and attractions of the work that 
a suitable number of people voluntarily choose to do it ; out 
of..the range of opportunity open to them, enough people prefer 
the particular jobs that the plan needs done. Planning by 
attraction and planning by inducement are always alternatives 
to planning by direct compulsion ; ...... There is a very wide 
range of motives to which the State can appeal, beginning with 
public spirit-it has to be put first, even if it is not the most 
powerful-and ending with financial advantages."• The induce
ments may take the form of a denial of privileges to those who 
refuse to join a scheme for an approved purpose. For example, 
members of a co-operative organization may be offered improved 
seed, fertilizers, agricultural implements and facilities for land 
improvement on terms which may be more liberal than those 
offered to farmers acting individually. There would ~e perfect' 
justification for such a course as the State would find it easier 

• Barbara Wootton in "Can Planning be democratic "-Routledge (IV") 
-Pages '3-,5. · 
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and more economic to deaf with organized units than with 
unorganized individuals. The State would also find it easier 
and more economic to supervise and ensure the proper use of 
the facilities offered by it if it had to deal with a number of 
organized societies. The idea of implementing a State policy 
by denial of privileges found its most recent expression in the 
U.S.A. The U.S.A. Administration wanted to regulate the 
production of agricultural commodities like cotton.. It, therefore, 
passed the Agricultural Adjustment Act (1933) under which 
a reduction in the acreage or in the production for market could 
be ·effected through agreements with producers or by other 
voluntary methods. Besides the hope of prite enhancement 
which such reductions held out to farmers, further inducements 
were offered by rental or benefit payments in such amounts as 
the Administration deemed fair and reasonable. In practice, 
payment for agreements to reduce production took a wide 
variety of forms. This policy of indirect compulsion by denial 
of concessions has been working successfully ever since. With 
action of this type coming into vogue, after public opinion has 
been awakened in support of such a policy, legal compulsion 
would not be necessary. 

10. The co-operative society has an important role to play 
as the most suitable medium for the democratization of economic 
planning. It provides the local unit which can fulfil the dual 
function of educating public opinion in favour of a plan and 
of executing it. In carrying out its plans, the State will wish 
to enlist the goodwill of the sections of the community for and 
through whom planning has to be undertaken. In this task, 
it can derive considerable assistance from a body organized 
for a definite economic purpose and designed to carry out effec
tively this work of education and the awakening of a live interest 
in schemes of social and economic betterment. The co-operative 
society will study the implications of the plan and explain them 
to the individuals who constitute its membership. By making 
the plan popular, it will better create the atmosphere needed 
for its execution, voluntarily. 

11. Co-operation has been described as the keystone of an 
.arch without which technical knowledge offered from the side 
of the State and enterprise on the part of the people will not 
succeed in supporting a progressive rural economy among millions 
of small farmers and cottage workers. It is only through 
organized bodies built upon the smallest and the most numerous 
economic units that large-scale improvements can be introduced 
successfully. Such an economic unit need not necessarily be 

·confined to a village. A feature of the co-operative system 
·which renders it particularly attractive is its extreme adapta
bility. The institutions organized can be so adjusted in their 
methods and practices as to suit the diverse requirements of ~he' 
various elements comprising the social structure, person~ w1t.h 
different way..- and habits of life and with different economic 
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needs. Co-operation has helped, in several countries, even to 
harmonize conflicting social and economic interests. The method 
of federation adopted in the movement imparts to it the strength 
which individual institutions standing alone obviously lack. 
By this means, the movement secures that degree of concentration 
which is needed for effective functioning in a modem community ; 
and for this reason, it appears to be about the only machinery 
that reconciles the conception of large-scale economic planning 
to individual enterprise and initiative. 

12. Planning necessarily implies direction by the State and 
we envisage official guidance in co-operative planning, as in 
any other kind of planning. There is nothing revolutionary 
in this. Most co-operators now accept as commonplace the 
principle that the State should provide a special fundamental 
law for the regulation of co-operative societies. The State 
should also educate public opinion as to the most suitable lines 
of co-operative development and provide the atmosphere and 
facilities for such development, the object being to foster a spirit 
of mutual help and self-reliance among the people. 

13. No plan of the State will, however, succeed unless it is 
accepted by the p-eople and becomes a part of their ideology. 
The co-operative agency can successfully carry out the plans 
of the State only if they are worked out by the people and for 
the people. It is necessary, therefore, to enlist the full support 
of non-official co-operators both in drawing up and carrying 
out plans of co-operative development. The machinery of 
consultation and administration must be so designed that there 
is constant interchange of views and opinions between the non
official co-operators and the officials. It should be then possible 
to modify the co-operative plans of development in the light of 
popular opinion. This is all the more necessary as popular 
opinion will be based on the actual experience of the working 
of the co-operative plans and will, therefore, be able to suggest 
modifications and improve(IIents of great practical value. 
InCidentally, the close association of non-officials with the 
movement will serve to emphasize its democratic nature. While 
the State can only assist and guide the m~vement, its growth 
as a live force for the development of the country will depend 
upon the popular support that it will get through close and 
.s:ontinuous association with non-officials. 

14. Any plan of post-war development should take into 
account the extent to which it not only provides for the suitable 
resettlement of ex-services persons, but also the extent to which 
it can and should benefit from the training which such men 
and women have received and the experience which they have 
gained during their time in the Services, by employing them 
in· the various grades of executive and administrative posts 
which will be created in order to implement the plan. We 
strongly endorse the recommendation of the Crops and Soils 
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Wing of the Board of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry in 
India (Imperial Council of Agricultural Research•) that the 
question of the post-war absorption of soldiers must be regarded 
as part of a large-sca:le plan for the development and welfare 
of the country as a whole. 

. During their service, men and women learn the value of 
common effort, of comradeship and of thoroughness ; they are 
taught the necessity for discipline and toleration, to both of 
which they become accustomed. In the Defence Services 
to-day, there· are many thousands of men skilled in a great 
variety of trades. These include all forms of agricultural activi
ties; technical trades, including the handling of heavy and 
complicated machinery of many natures ; trades in connexion 
with road making, forestry, transportation, bakeries, medical 
work, and all kinds of clerical work including accountancy. 

Moreover, the principles and value of the Co-operative 
movement as a means of self-help towards an improved standard 
of living has received, and continues to receive, particular 
attention as an item of the Services' educational programme. 
As recruitment to the Services has been from all over India, there 
would appear to be a great opportunity for imparting a wide
spread impetus to the Co-operative movement through ex
services men and women. Every effort should be made to 
attract them into the co-operative fold in as great numbers 
as possible, either as members of existing societies, or to start 
new ones, or as staff for the expansion of the movement. In 
all cases, they should be encouraged to invest their war savings 
and gratuities in these societies. In this connexion we also 
suggest that any special assistance given by Government to 
ex-soldiers should as far as possible be given not individually 
but collectively, preference being given to a co-operative form 
of organization. The Co-operative Department in each province 
should, therefore, arrange for publicity to the Services ; through 
the employment agencies set up to assist the resettlement of 
ex-services personnel ; through Sailors'; Soldiers', and Airmen·~ 
Boards, and by any other means considered suitable. 

15. It is as well to state here the limitations of Co-operation. 
Co-operation will succeed only in fields where association into 
groups is of greater advantage than individual action. It 
is not the proper agency in fields where certain services must 
be rendered to every citizen as is the case with sanitation or 
education. Again, Co-operation js only a method. If the plan 
for which it is used is unsound, and if such a plan fails because 
of its own inherent defects, it 'hill not be the fault of the co
operative method used to implement it. 

16. A brief mention may be made at this stage of the causes 
of the limited progress that has been made by the Co-operative 
movement in India. The main causes are, the laissez-faire 

• Meeting held at Baroda in November, 1943. 
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policy of the Stile, the illiteracy of the people and the fact that 
the movement did not, especially in its initial stages, take the 
life of the individual as a whole. Amongst the other causes 
are, the small 'size of the primary unit and undue reliance on 
honorary services for even day to' day work with resultant 
inefficiency in management. It is hoped that the causes res
ponsible for the limited progress of the movement will be removed 
in the near future, and that the Co-operative movement will 
make its influence· felt, in an increasing measure, among all 
sections of the community. 

17. In conclusion, a mention may be made here of the targets 
aimed at in our Report. These targets are but· approximations 
and only of general applicability. The plans that we have 
indicated, for example, regarding the number of societies to be 
organized, do not, and cannot follow any mathematical or 
geometrical pattern. .Thus in backward regions, the rate of 
development will have to be slow, particularly in the initial 
stages. In these areas, therefore, it may not be possible to 
secure the full results aimed at by the targets ; but this does 
not deprive the latter of their value. We envisage a planned 
and stable development of the Co-operative movement; viewed 
in this light, our targets do not appear to be unreasonable or 
over-ambitious. We expect that if all our recommendations 
are carried out, a far greater proportion of the people than hitherto 
will be co-operative-minded and the Co-operative movement 
will provide the organization for the execution of a,great number 
of plans for the economic development of the country. 
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(i) Land. 

CHAPTER m. 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION. 

The main object of planning is to ensure the well-being 
of ~h~ people by increas!~g thei~ production and consequently 
their mcome ~nd _thus ~aismg their standard of living. Agricul
tural production m India per acre as well as per capita is on an 
extremely low level. The following figures show India's average 
annual production of the principal crops *:-

Cereals 

Pulses .. 
Fat. & Oils 

Fruits 

Vegetables 
tSugar 

:Million tons. 
' 6o·9 

7"5 
I '9 

6·o 

9'0 

tCotton 

tJute . ; 
tTobacco 

(dried leaf). 

tCoffee 
{cured). 

I ·07 tTea 
(I942·4J). 

4·6 million baleo (194•-
43). 

6·9 million bale• (1943). 
4,2J,OOO tono (1940•41). 

The volume of production of food crops, though apparently 
large, is not sufficient even for the requirements of a well
balanced and nutritive diet of the people. The production 
of other crops has also to be increased to provide the raw material 
for the growing industries of the country and to yield an adequate 
surplus for export to pay for the import mainly of capital goods, 
and also of such consumer goods as are not available in India. 
In this .Chapter we propose to consider the part that the Co
operative movement can play in increasing agricultural production. 

2. The resources that are necessary for this purpose are 
(i) land, (ii) labour, (iii) livestock, (iv) farm equipment, (v) seed 
and manure, (vi) ir~igation, (vii) transport and (viii) credit. 

Besides, the incentive to agricultural production is con
siderably influenced, by the system of land tenure. 

The total area available in British India for cultivation 
is 354 million acres of which 210 million acres are actually 
cultivated and 144 million acres are reported to be culturable. 
Of these 144 million acres, 4 7 million acres are current fallow, 
that is to say, fields which are -being given rest or \\!hich lie 
uncultivated owing to the temporary incapacity of their owners 
to cultivate. As regards the remainder of 97 million acres, no 
reliable figures are available to show what portion is ,capable 
of being brought under the plough, and what is for all practical 
purposes unculturable. According to some rough estimates 

• Memorandum on the Development of Agriculture and Animal Huobaodry 
in India of the Advisory Board of tbe I.C.A.R 

t The Indian Year Book-1944-45. 
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recentlJ made by certain provincial governments, there may 
be about 10 million acres which can, under certain conditions, 
be reclaimed and made cultivable*. We recommend that a 
systematic survey should be made by provincial governments 
to find out how much of this culturable waste is capable -of 
making a contribution to agricultural production. and under 
what conditions. 

We would like to sound a note of warning in connexion 
with the extension of cultivation. India has suffered in the 
last 75 years from deforestation on a very large scale, especially 
near the foothills. The result has been that soil erosion and the 
consequent formation of ravines have been spreading. It will 
be necessary, in order to check these tendencies, to conserve 
a large part of the unculturable area for purposes of reafforestation. 
It appears, therefore, that in most provinces a large increase in 
agricultural production by "increasing the area under the plough 
is not practicable, and the principal means of increasing agri
cultural production is confined to the improvement of the yield. 

(ii) Laboar. · Labour is required in the field for such operations as 
ploughing, sowing, weeding, reaping and harvesting and also 
for such services as construction of embankments, digging of 
wells, irrigation, etc. Much of this labour is provided by the 
peasant and his family but owing to the short period in which 
most of the agricultural operations must be completed casual labour 
is also employed on a fairly large scale. Inquiries show that 
work on the farm ordinarily gives to the peasant employment 
for 200 to 220 days in the year and to the casual agricultural 
labour for a much shorter period. The general standard of 
living of both is low ; and in addition, they suffer from lack of 
educational, medical, sanitary and housing facilities. The 
Co-operative movement can render valuable help to both classes 
by introducing subsidiary occupations like cottage industries 
and by organizing labour co-operatives. These subjects have 
been dealt with in Chapters VII and VIII. • 

(iii) Uvootock. Cattle supply practicany all the motive power for ploughing, 
for lift irrigation, etc. They are also important for increasing 
the supply of milk. In spite of the importance to this country 
of good and healthy livestock, both for draught and milk supply, 
conditions in this respect leave much to be desired. The problems 
of anima:! husbandry and the part co-operative societies can play 
in their solution have been dealt with in Chapter IV. 

(iv)" Fum In most parts of India, the cultivator uses a wooden plough 
eqaipmeDt. which merely scratches the soil. He cuts the harvest by hand, 

threshes the grain under the bullocks' feet and winnows cereals 
by the agency of the wind. Efforts are being made to replace 
these primitive implements by improved ones. According to 
the authors of ' Indian Rural Problem ' about seven or eight 

• The Land and its Problems-Page •· (Oxford Pamphlets on Indian Affairs.) 
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thousand ploughs of improved variety are sold annuaiiy through 
the Agricultural Departments ; but they form only a smaii percen
ta!5'e. of the total num~er of -plo.ughs in use in India, namely, 32 
m1lhons. • Co-operative soc1etles should be made the principal 
~gency for popularizing the use of. and distributing improved 
implements ~s they already play an Important par(in the supply 
of farm equ1pment. 

The area covered by seed of improved varieties is only 
1 0·3 per cent of the total area cultivated in British India. More
attention in the use of seed of improved varietie$ has been paid 
to commercial crops like sugar-cane, cotton and jute ; but rice 
and miiiets which form the largest proportion of India's food 
crops have suffered from neglect, the former having li per cent 
and the latter only 0·5 per cent under improved varieties. 
Wheat has received some attention in the Punjab and Sind 
where 25 per cent of the sown area is underimproved varieties. The 
rapidity with which the improved varieties of sugar-cane gained 
popularity in the United Provinces and Bihar, and of wheat in 
the new colonies of the Punjab shows that the Indian cultivator 
is shrewd enough to adopt an improvement if its benefit is 
demonstrated to his satisfaction. Improvement of seed and 
investigation of its adaptability to a particular soil and climate 
and local conditions requires long and patient research and can 
be undertaken only by the Agricultural Department; but the 
distribution of improved seed at the commercial stage must be 
made througn co-operative societies. Marked success in dis
charging this function has been achieved by the cane develop
ment societies in the United Provinces and in respect of cotton 
seed by co-operative societies in Bombay. We strongly re
commend the distribution of seed through the co-operative 

' agency because the official agency being smaii in size cannot 
reach ail individuals and effectively supervise or control the 
use of the supply made by it. 

There are greater prospects for increased productivity 
through an improvement in fertility of the soil which has become 
so impoverished that its deterioration has become 'stabilized'. 
The preliminary problem in India is not so much to seek the 
aid of science to make nature give more as to restore to nature 
what it has been despoiled of. The soil should be given back, 
either by the use of natural manure or artificial fertilizers, the· 
chemical elements of which it has been denuded. Farmyard 
manure is not put to its proper use chiefly because the ordinary 
viiiager has no access to wood fuel. A scheme has been adopted 
in the United Provinces for establishing plantations for the supply 
of smail timber and fuel. If similar schemes are adopted ail 
over India, a large proportion of the 480 miiiion t.onst of farm-

• Indian Rural Problem-by Sir lllanilal B. Nanavati and Prof. ]. ]. 
Anjaria-2nd Edition-Page 27. 

t Memorandum on the Development of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 
in India of the Advisory Board of the I.C.A.R.-Page 27. 
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yard manure per annum, which is burnt or otherwise lost at 
present, will become available for the field. The schemes should 
be prepared by officers of the Forest Department, and their 
execution undertaken by co-operative societies. Another easily 
available source of supply of natural fertilizers is from leguminous 
crops and green manures. In this connexion, the system of 
mixed crops, that is of growing wheat and a pulse crop on the 
same field in alternate furrows is of interest, since, the exhaustion 
of the soil from cereals is set off by its enrichment by the legumin
ous pulse crops. In this case also co-operative societies can 
make a contribution by encouraging their members to make 
use of this source on a larger scale than at present. The deficiency 
will, however, continue, both in quantity and certain essential 
elements like nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash and lime, until 
artificial fertilizers are made available. The manufacture of 
fertilizers requires an organization and an effort beyond the 
resources of the Co-operative movement, and. should be under
taken by Government. So far the Central Government have 
acknowleaged their responsibility in respect of nitrogenous 
fertilizers by adopting a scheme for manufacturing them. 'The 
scheme aims at dividing the country into suitable units within 
each of which a factory will be set up so as to be located within 
easy reach of the farms. The Central Government have consulted 
the provinces as regards the suitable localities and sites for 
factories, and the local demand for fertilizers. It seems necessary 
that Government should undertake a very early survey of soils 
in order to find out where soils are deficient in essential chemicals. 
As regards compost, the data collected by the Indian Institute 
of Science, Bangalore, show that for every 10,000 of urban 
population about 1,000 tons of compost manure could be obtained 
annually and that it should be possible ultimately to supply for 
agricultural purposes about a crore of tons"' of compost manure 
annually by a proper utilization of waste. The Co-operative 
movement should be the agency. for the distribution of fertilizers. 

An assured source of water supply is necessary for agri
cultural production. But in India, on account of the precarious 
nature of the rainfall, the supply of water is uncertain. Artificial 
sources of supply ensure timely irrigation, and consequently, 
proper germination, growth and maturity.· These sources 
include canals, tanks and wells. Recently, the exploitation 
of subsoil water by electric lift has been added to the list, and 
projects are afoot for the construction of large storage reservoirs 
for impounding surplus supplies during the monsoon for supple
menting river supplies in dry seasons. Government alone have 
sufficient resources to undertake the construction of canals, 
electric tube wells, river pumping schemes and storage reservoirs. 
Works of irrigation should, therefore, continue to remain the 
primary responsibility of the State. But much of the field-work 

• Technological Possibilities of Agric11ltura1 Development in India.-
W. Burns, C.I.E.-Pages 121-122. 
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connected with the distribution of water like fixation of outlets 
allocation of supplies to fields, repairs and maintenance of channel~ 
as distinguished from those of the machinery or the head-works, 
and assessment and collection of water rates can be delegated 
to co-operative societies. They already play a useful part in 
executing minor irrigation works like the sinking of wells, erection 
of small dams and, sometimes, construction and maintenance 
of tube wells worked by electric power. In Bengal, for instance 
there are 1,020 irrigation societies with a membership of 22,500, 
reserve and other funds of Rs. 17,483 and paiqup share capital 
of Rs. 3,51,410. The schemes undertaken by them are the 
excavation and re-excavation of tanks, the erection of irrigation 
embankments for the storage of water and the construction of 
masonry weirs across small perennial streams. In Madras, 
there are 15 irrigation societies serving 9,210 acres of land under 
cultivation. A few ' kudimaramat' societies have been started 
in the Deltas for keeping irrigation channels in proper repairs. 
The North Arcot District Co-operative Electric Motor and Power 
Pump Supply Society supplies motor and power pumps to members 
after purchasing them wholesale and recovers the cost in instal
ments spread over about seven years. There are 146 irrigation 
societies in the United Provinces. They sink wells and improve 
facilities for irrigation. In the Punjab there are no irrigation socie· 
ties as such, but there are 21 silt clearance societies which clear silt 
in the inundation canals to ensure better supply of water. 
Bombay has a few dam construction and irrigation societies. 
Although the co-operative irrigation societies have not achieved 
much success so far, they indicate the possibilities of co-operative 
effort in this direction. The construction of minor irrigation 
works should be entrusted to co-operative societies in preference 
to individual contractors. Funds. for such works should be 
provided by Government or by co-operative financing institutions 
wherever they exist under proper safeguards and on the security 
of land belonging to those whose lands are likely to benefit from 
these works. If some plot-holders who are likely to benefit 
by the scheme refuse to join a co-operative society for carrying 
out minor irrigation works, the Collector of the district should 
be empowered to make a proportionate levy on them and recover 

, the levy as arrears of land revenue. State assistance for sinking 
I wells should be given through co-operative societies. 

India is deficient in the means of transport.:lion ; with an 
area of approximately 1,580,000 sq. miles* she has only about 
41,000 miles of railway while Europe, excepting the U.S.S.R., 
with an area of 1,660,000 sq. miles has 190,000 miles of railway. 
Similarly, in British India, the proportion of road mileage. to 
area works out at 35 miles pee 100 sq. miles; the correspondmg 
figure for the U.S.A. is 100 and for the U.K. 200. The P?sition 
regarding coastal shipping and inland water transport IS ~!so 
unsatisfactory. A large expansion of the means of commumca-

• A Plan of Economic Development for India-Page 35. 
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tion is, therefore, necessary if farm equipment and farm products 
are to move freely within the country. We do not think that 
the Co-operative movement can make any substantial contri
bution in this scheme of expansion of transport as it will require 
an organization and an effort beyond its resources. The scheme 
of expansion should, therefore, be undertaken by Government. 
But the Co-operative movement can play a useful part in the 
organization of transport co-operatives, (Chapter XIII) and in 
the organization of labour co-operatives for the construction and 
maintenance of roads (Chapter VIII). 

The financi~l needs of the agriculturist may be classified, 
according· to the period for which accommodation is required 
by him, into three divisions, namely, (1) short·term credit 
for purchasing seed and fertilizers, paying wages, maintaining 
the family and meeting other expenses such as payment of 
land revenue and rent, and interest on debt, (2) medium·term 
credit for purchasing livestock and implement, and (3) long
term credit for purchasing land and expensive agricultural 
machinery and for effecting permanent improvement. The 
part which the Co-operative.movement can play in agricultural 
finance is discussed in Chapter VI. 

Agricultural production is substantially influenced by the 
system of land tenure. A proper system should aim at fixity 
of tenure and the assurance of a reasonable return to the culti
vator. " The problem of tenure is of basic importance and is 
often a pre-requisite to other agrarian reforms.''• The defects 
of the existing systems of land tenure in the various parts of 
India are serious. The time is approaching fast when the status 
of tenants under landowners will have to be altered more 
substantially than hitherto, as it is unnatural to expect a tenant 
whose right in land is temporary to improve or nurse it. We 
are not dealing with this matter as we consider that recommenda
tions as regards institutional changes are outside our scope. 

3. The analysis of the various resources that are necessary 
for increasing agricultural production and of the extent to which 
these resources are undeveloped in India, brings ..out the fact 
that the Indian cultivator is beset with difficulties and needs 
help and guidance at every step. By the use of improved 
varieties of seed and manure and implements, with timely and 
adequate water supply, by the protection of crops from the 
rav~ges of pests and diseases, and, generally, by fully developing 
the resources necessary for production, India can raise the 
yi_eld of food crops, within a period of 10 years, by 50 per cent.t 

4. Cultivators as a class are too poor individually to under
take most of these improvements. The question· of creating 
appropriate agencies for initiating, carrying out and supervising 

• H. Belshaw-Foundations of Rural Welfare, in International Labour 
Review, March 1945-Page 296, Footnote 2. 

f Memo,randum on the Development of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 
in India of tbe Advisory Board of the I.C.A.R.-l'age 10 
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these improvements is, therefore, important. We consider 
that . Governm~nt must actively participate in all activities 
~elatmg ~o a?ncultural development ; but as the official agency 
IS small m SIZe and as there are certain items of work in which 
success will be achieved better by the voluntary effort of non
officials, agencies which would harness local talent should, 
the~efore,. be sought 3;nd encouraged. The village ~o-operative 
soc1ety IS a usefl}l mstrument of economic d!lvelopment: 

15 .. The activities of co-operative societies have, however, 
been mostly confined hitherto to the sphere of supplying credit. 
But the supply of credit touches only one aspect of the life of 
the cultivator; the proper course is to take into account 
all aspects of .his life as a whole. This is possible only if primary 
co-operative societies undertake !f!Ultiple objectives. This idea 
is reflected in the Government of India's scheme for organizing 
villages into groups having multi-purpose co-operative societies, 
as mentioned in the Second Report on Reconstruction Plan
ning. • This means that village co-operative societies would 
undertake all those activities which affect the daily life and 
business of the agriculturists and artisans, and that it should 
not confine itself merely to credit business but should also 
" be a social organization which will tend to promote better 
living and minor improvements in village conditions, and to 
eliminate feuds, litigation and friction." 

6. We recommend that the primary credit society should 
be reformed and reorganized so as to serve as a centre for the 
general economic improvement of its members and should, 
in particular, (a) finance crop production; (b) act as agent for 
the sale of crop to the nearest co-operative marketing organiza
tion ; (c) supply the farmers' simple needs for crop production 
like seed, cattle-feed, fertilizer and agricultural implements, 
and also consumers' goods like cloth, kerosene, salt and matches 
on indent basis or on the basis of established needs ; (d) serve 
as milk collecting station for the nearest dairy and as a centre 
for animal first-aid and the maintenance of stud bulls; (e) serve 
as a centre for maintaining agricultural machinery for the joint 
use of members ; and (f) encourage subsidiary occupations for 
Its members. 

7. The membership of the society should be open to all persons 
residing in its area of operation. The society should be so org~n
ized as to have at least 50 members, and 1ts area of operatiOn 
should be such as would permit adequate business and, at the 
same time, efficient supervision and effecti~e control.. The_ busi
ness of the society may include all the obJects mentioned m t~e 
ptevious paragraph or as many of them ~s may be de.emed ~dviS·' 
able. It is not expected that every society should, Immediately 
on its registration, take up all the different items of work men
tioned above ; but its aim should be gradually to undertake all 
these activities as it gains experience and strength. 
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Tara:et anoi coot 8. \Ve recommend that an attempt should be made to 
, bring 50 per cent of the villages and 30 per cent of the 
rural population within the ambit of the reorganized primary 
societies within a period of 10 years, in two ~ve-year periods. 
We also recommend that the membership of a primary 
society should be at least 50. The 1941 Census Report 
gives the rural population in British India as 257·8 mil
lions. Taking the average membership of a family as five, it 
will be necessary to have about 15·5 millions of the popula- · 
tion as members of the primary societies in order to reach the 
target fixed above. The membership of the existing primary 
credit societies is 3 million, the average per society being 32. 
Thus the 95,357 existing societies will enro111·7 million additional 
members at the rate of 18 per society and the total membership 
of the existing societies will be 4·7 millions, leaving a balance 
of 10·8 millions to be organized into new societies within the next 
10 years. This means that on an average 1·08 million persons 
should be brought into the co-operative fold and 21,600 societies 
organized every year. 

9. The cost of management of a society will vary from province 
to province; but it can be roughly e_stimated to be Rs.150 per 
annum per society. The total cost of management of the exist
ing societies and those proposed to be organized will, therefore, 
amount to Rs.1,75,43,550 per annum, increasing by Rs.32,40,000, 
being the cost of management of the new societies, every year. 
The Government should give a subsidy amounting to 50 per cent of 
the cost of management to all the societies for the first five years, 
i.e., the total subsidy for the first ten years being Rs.l0,05,58,875. 
·we recommend subsidy to the existing societies also as the sphere 
of their work will, on reorganization as proposed by us, expand 
considerably. 

10. According to our target, 50 per cent of the villages in British 
India, namely 228,780 should be served by primary societies. 
About 97,000 villages are already served by such societies and 
if the programme of organizing 21,600 societies every year as 
suggested above is carried out more than half the villages will 
be covered during the period of ten years. 

11. The success of the plan will depend to a large extent on 
the arrangement for direction, supervision and audit of the 
21,600 societies proposed to be organized every year and the staff 
employed for the purpose. We consider that there should be 
2 Supervisors and 1 Auditor for every group of 50 societies ; ' 
1 Inspector for 100 societies, 1 Assistant Registrar for 1,000 

• societies and 1 Deputy Registrar for each Revenue Division. 
On this basis a staff of 864 Supervisors, 432 Auditors, 216 Inspec
tors and 21 Assistant Registrars per year will be necessary. As 
regards Deputy Registrars, we have stated above that there 
should be one for every Revenue Division, which is taken to 
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consist on an average of 5 districts. There are 225 districts 
in British India ; on this basis, it will be necessary to appoint 
45 Deputy Registrars in the ten year period, or roughly 5 Deputy 
:Registrars every year. We, however, consider that a larger 
staff will be needed for direction and supervision in the first year 
to initiate the. development scheme. We, therefore, propose 
that 20 Deputy Registrars should be appointed in the very first 
year. 

12. We attempted to draw up an estimate of the total cost 
of our proposal ; but on account of the variation in the designa
tion, jurisdiction and scales of pay of the- staff from province to 
province it was found impossible to make an accurate estimate 
unless it was made for each province separately. Yet, it was 
considered desirable that a rough estimate should be prepared 
on a uniform basis. Such an estimate for the first year is given 
below:-

Description of the staff. 

. 
Dy. Registrar . . . . .. 
Asst. Registrar . . . . .. 
Inspector . . .. . . 
Auditor .. .. .. . . 
Supervisor . . . . .. 

Total cost for the 1st year .. 

·No. required 
during the 
first year . 

20 

21 

216 

432 

864 

.. 

I 
Average pay [ 
per month. 

Rs . 

888 

403 

145 

73 

73 

. . -I 
I 

Cost per 
annum. 

Rs. 

2,13,120 

1,01,556 

3,75,840 

3,78,432 

7,56,86-& 

18,25,812 

The total cost wil'l be Rs.l8,25,812 increasing by 
Rs.l6,l2,692 every year up _to the end of the fourth year. From 
the fifth year onwards, five Deputy Registrars will be appoint~d 
each year. The cost of the plan for the ten years will be as shown 
below:-

Cost for the 1st year 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th' 
7th 
8th 
9th 

lOth 

Total cost fer 10 years 

Rs. 
18,25,812 
34,38,504 
50,5!,196 
66,63,888 
83,29,860 
99,95,832 

1,!6,61,80<1 
1,33,27, 776 
1,49,93,748 
1,66,59, 720 

9,19,48,140 or say Rs. 919 
lakho. 

We observe that some provinces already employ first grade 
officers such as Joint Registrars and Deputy Registrars and we 
have no doubt that these will be taken into account in working 
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out the cost for each province. The Government should bear 
the cost also of the additioqal staff required for the expansion· 
of the Co-operative Department. 

13. The estimate given in the previous paragraph is for the 
societies proposed to be organized and does not include the addi
tional staff required for the inspection, supervision and audit of 
the existing societies on the new scale. The total number of 
primary credit societies in India is 95,357 and the staff employed 
for their inspection, supervision and audit consists of 138 Assist
ant Registrars, 3,659. Supervisors and Auditors and 1,024 
Inspectors. This staff falls short of the number, suggested by us 
under the scheme, by 24 Assistant Registrars, 2,211 Supervisors 
and Auditors and 394 Inspectors. The cost per year of the 
additional staff is shown below :-

Assistant Registrars 
Supervisors and Auditors 
Inspectors 

"• 

Rs. 
1.16,064. 

19,36,836 
6,8M60 

Total , , 27,38,460 or ••Y 
Ro. 27 lakhs. 

The Government should pay for this additional staff also. 

Adoptioa of 14. We have given considerable thought to the question of 
limi:! .:~.iii~ the nature of the liability on which the reformed and reorganized 
:h. noq..UZ:. primary society should be based. Agricultural credit societies, 
eocietJ, which are at present the most widespread type of co-operative 

organization in India, are based on unlimited liability. There 
is a body of opinion which advocates that unlimited liability 
should continue to be the basis of co-operative organizations. 
This opinion is based on various grounds. There is, first, the 
empirical ground that the suitability of unlimited liability as 
the basis of agricultural credit societies in India has been examin
ed by a number of commissions and committees, and their 
verdict almost invariably has been in its favour. Next, it is 
claimed that unlimited liability is an essentially co-operative 
principle in that it creates among co-operators a sense of collective 
responsibility and mutual watchfulness ; and it is feared that its 
replacement by limited liability will undermine this responsibility 
and through it the basic principle of Co-operation, " Each for all 
and all for each." There is a further reason for insisting on 
unlimited liability. Co-operative societies are generally organiz
ed for persons of small means whose individual credit is low, but, 
on the basis of unlimited liability, they can jointly command 
credit sufficient to satisfy their. productive needs. Financial 
institutions look upon unlimited liability as an important source 

·.J>f ultimate security of their business, and there is a serious danger 
of credit ·being curtailed if this security is not forthcoming. 
While it is frankly admitted that a rigorous enforcement of 
unlimited liability is likely to cause hardship, it is claimed that 
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through long experience of its application, the Co-operative · 
Departments have so framed the rules for its enforcement as to 
soften its rigours. The critics, however, hold that in certain 
provinces no rules could a void the rigours, and that in others the 
principle of unlimited liability has never been enforced 
and has remained a dead· letter. In their opinion, the reason 
for this state of affairs is not far to seek. Even when the principle 
was introduced in Act X of 1904, a warning was sounded that 
unlimited liability would keep away from the Co-operative 

. movement those very classes of people whose help would be 
most needed and would be indispensable, and the warning has 
been justified by experience. So long as there is no bar on the 
alienation of their prope•ty by members, unlimited liability is 
largely illusory. Members of co-operative societies are un
hampered in having resort to the village money-lender, and the 
-actual fact seems to be that unlimited liability has not helped 
the development of either collective responsibility or mutual 
watchfulness so far, at least, as financial transactions are con
cerned. In actual practictl, a financial institution dealing with 
a co-operative society pays more attention to the efficient 
management of the latter and to the control and supervision 
exercised by Government, and, in giving loans and advances to 
individual members, looks upon the pledge of crops or mortgage 
of immovable property as the most eligible security. 

-
It is claimed that in Madras, unlimited liability has been 

successfully enforced in many rural credit societies under liquida
tion and lakhs of rupees of bad debts due to the central banks 
and depositors have been recovered in this way and that, never
theless, unlimited liability has not prevented responsible men 
from joining these societies. Many rich people have joined them 
with the object of helping them to function efficiently and few 
who needed credit have kept out of these societies for the reason 
that they are based on unlimited liability. In most cases, good 
management has been the result of the existence of unlimited 
liability and of its enforcement in the neighbourhood. It is 
feared there that central banks will not lend freely and deposits 
will shrink if unlimited liability is dropped by rural credit 
S_l)Cieties. Consequently, we consider that it will not be advis
~ble to lay down limited liability as the rule for all provinces. 
Where it has been found to work successfully, no change is called 
for. 

1~. In most provinces, however, unlimited liability has not 
been very helpful to the progress of co-operative credit. In 
this Report, we are recommending that a primary village society 
should undertake a large number of non-credit activities and we 
have suggested in their respe~tive p~a~~s how credit is t? be 
raised to finance each one of these activities. In most provmces 
the trend of thought is in favour of limited liability. We 
recommend, therefore, that, except where unlimited liability 
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has produced good results, the liability of the reformed and 
reorganized primary society should be limited. This liability 
should, however, be limited eithl!r to the value of shares held 
by a member or to a multiple thereof provided that a substan
tial part of the funds required by the society .can be raised 
through share capital. There may, however, be cases in which 
unlimited liability is more appropriate. For instance, the 
adoption of limited liability may prevent the benefit of co
operative credit being derived by persons of small means who 
have no tangible security (which the limited liability society 
will usually demand) to offer for loans. Similarly, for societies 
which cover only one village and do not contain multiple func
tions, \iniimited liability may be more suitable. We suggest 
that such cases should be treated by the Registrars on their own 
merits and with regard to local opinion and circumstances. 

16. One of the greatest obstacles in the way of increasing 
agricultural production is the existence of uneconomic holdings. 
An attempt to·remove this obstacle has been made through 
co-operative consolidation of holdings in some provinces, notably 
in the Punjab. The main object of a co-operative consolidation 
of holdings society is to secure more compact holdings for each 
member. Every member on joining a society undertakes to 
agree to a scheme of reallocation of land approved by two-thirds 
of all the members in a general meeting. In actual practice, 
however, no scheme is ordinarily enforced unless it is acceptable 
to every member. All holdings of the members are pooled in 
the first instance. The managing committee then · places, 
subject to the approval of the general meeting, each field in its 
·appropriate class, and draws up a scheme of reallocation in con
sultation with the members concerned. In the reallocation an 
effort is made to ensure that each member gets the same area 
and classes of land in compact blocks as he had originally in 
scattered holdings. After the scheme has been approved by the 
members, the new blocks are marked out and necessary steps are 
t~ken to have possession redistributed. A separate staff trained 
fu revenue work is provided by the Government to assist these 
societies, a part of the cost, usually based on the area consolidated, 
being borne by the members. In the Punjab there were 1,763 
societies for consolidation of holdings on July 31, 1942 and 
t\rirteen lakhs of acres were consolidated up to 31st July, 1941. 
In the United Provinces there were 233 such societies in 1942. 
They have been able to consolidate one lakh of pu~a bighas• 
and reduce_ the number of plots from 177,635 to 12,392. 
There were 40 such societies in Delhi and 22 in Madras. 

17. Consolidation through the Revenue Department is also 
provided by the Central Provinces Consolidation of Holdings Act, 
1928, the Punjab Consolidation of Holdings Act, 1936 and the 
United Provinces Consolidation of Holdings Act,· 1939, In the 

• I pucca bigha.=t a.cre. 
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Punjab, the scheme of consolidation is binding on the whole of a 
village only when at least two-thirds of the landowners holding 
not less than three-fourths of the cultivated area agree in writing 
to consolidation. From the beginning of the scheme up to the 
end of March, 1943, an area of 259,691 acres distributed over 333 
villages had been consolidated. According to the United Prov
inces Consolidation of Holdings Act, 1939, the proprietor of a 
village or the lambardar or cultivators of more than one-third 
of the cultivated area in it may apply for an order of consol
idation. The main provision of the Central Provinces Consol
idation of Holdings Act, 1928, is that when one-half of the 
villagers holding two-thirds of the land apply for consolidation 
a special officer prepares a scheme . with the assistance of a 
panchayat, and the scheme is put into force after confirmation by 
the Settlement Commissioner. In the Central Provinces the 
holdings of nearly a lakh of permanent holders covering an area 
-of about 1,133,000 acres split up into 2,433,000 plots have been 
4:onsolidated into 361,000 compact plots. 

18. The evils of fragmentation of holdings seem to be 
widespread and not peculiar to India. Throughout the European 
Continent, sub-division of land among the heirs in each generation 
·Constitutes one of the major obstacles to progress in farming 
technique. In Switzerland, among small holdings of less than 
2! acres in size, there were, at the last Census, no fewer than 220, 
.each of which was divided into 50 or more separate strips. It 
is estimated that in Western Europe one-quarter to one-third 
·of the land is parcelled out in this manner ; in many parts of 
Eastern Europe the proportion is still higher. The experience 
·of France, Switzerland, Belgium, Germany, and Denmark proves 
that voluntary consolidation of holdings among peasant-pro
prietors does not secure compact and reasonably-sized holdings 
:and that the remedial measure lies in legislation. In Denmark 
farms have· been saved from being divided into small strips by a 
:series of Acts of Parliament dating from the beginning of the 
nineteenth century prohibiting the sub-division of farms below 
.a certain size. 

19. We are of the opinion that in the task of consolidating 
dwarf holdings " into economic units it would be well to follow 

the Danish example and prescribe by legislation minimum sizes 
.below which farms must not be sub-divided in any case. We do 
not, however, propose that nothing should be done tiH such 
.action is taken. Consolidation of holdings has been attempted, 
.as described earlier, in Indian provinces both by the Co-operative . 
Department and the Revenue Department. In view of the 
success attained· by co-operative consolidation, particularly 
in the Punjab,. we recommend that co-operative societies shou~d 
be encouraged· to take up consolidation of holdings. · We also 
recommend that legislation for the consolidation of holdings 

·should be passed in those provinces, where no such legis Ia tion 
..exists at present. 
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20. We, however, consider that for a permanent solution 
of the problem of increased agricultural production, some form 
of large-scale cultivation is necessary. There are four types of 
large-scale farming, viz., collective farming, State farming, 
corporate farming and co-operative farming. 

21. Collective farming in Soviet Russia is a conspicuous 
example of large-scale method of cultivation. There, the 
collective farms are of three types. The simplest is a mere 
cultivating or herd-tending partnership common among the 
nomads. At the other end of the scale, is the full commune, 
in which the members live together round a common dining-hall 
and kitchen and have no separate belongings excepttrifling objecta 
of personal use. Collectives of this type do not form more than 
one per cent of the whole number. In the vast bulk of the 
collectives, the members surrender their land irrevocably, the 
work is common, the rights in land and in live and dead stock . 
are joint, and the surplus product is divided among the members ; 
but the incomes are separate, and the members live, and, mostly 

_feed, with their families and in their own houses. The collectives 
are under a legal obligation to admit other members having the 
required qualifications. An important individualistic element 
in them is, however, the small separate yard, or garden allotment, 
ordinarily adjoining the living house and worked by the family. · 
The collectives are highly mechanized, and in this connexion a 
very important part is played by the Machine Tractor Stations 
maintained by the State in suitable areas. . These stations 
number 6,647, and keep tractors, combines and harvesting 
machines for the use of the collectives which pay in kind at a 
fixed rate for their services. A quarter of a million of these 
collectives, occupied in 1935, 94 per cent of the whole cultivated area. 
The average size of the farm varies widely in different regions. 
It is below 600 acres in White Russia, above 1,800acres in Ukraine 
and is twice or three times as large on the middle and lower 
Volga. For the whole country it averages 1,600 acres.* 

The collective farm is an " economic community of farming 
families who pool their resources and undertake to work together 
under a management committee chosen by themselves. This 
committee is responsible for farm management, allocation of 
work, distribution of income in kind and in money, and disposal 
of surpluses. All the working members are placed in labour 
groups (or brigades) and work is allocated on a group basis. The 
brigade leaders check up on the amount and ·quality of work 
done by their members, including household tasks. The re
muneration of collective farmers is calculated in ' work day • 
units, i.e., the value of the average amount of work that can be 
performed by a collective farmer in one working day, as fixed 
by a standard quota for each type of work. Differences in skill 
or special efficiency are remunerated by grading up some jobs. 

• The Russian Peasant and Other Studies by Sir J oha Maynard, p. 308. 
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to a higher equivalent in ' work day ' units than others. " • 
The prod~cti<_>q plan ~or e~ch farm is, however, laid down by the 
State which Issues directions about the acreage under different 
crops, the number of animals to be kept, etc. Each collective 
has also to sell to the State at a prescribed rate a fixed proportion 
of what is assumed to be an average yield. As a result of col
lectivization and the consequent large-scale mechanization 
there_ has been a considerable increase in agricultural production. 
The mcome of a member family has, in terms of grain, risen 
from 0·6 ton in 1932 to 1·7 ton in 1937; the money income rose 
from 106·2 roublest in 1932 to 348·1 roubles in 1937~. 

22. Russia has made experiments with State farms also. 
These farms are equipped with up to date machinery, managed 
in accordance with the latest methods of agronomy and scientific 
animal husbandry and worked by paid labour. The first farms 
were organized by the Soviet Government in 1918, but their 
rapid development began in 1928-29 when large State grain farms 
were organized all over the country. They are to be found in 
all the republics and regions of the U.S.S.R. and even in those 
parts where the population had previously been non-agricultural. 
In 1934, the State farms employed over 3 million persons and 
cultivated over 40 million acres, of which over three-quarters 
were under grain. They had nearlyonemillion horses,4!million 
large homed-cattle, 8! million sheep and goats~. Besides 
producing foodstuffs like grain, meat, milk, butter, fruit and 
vegetables for the urban industrial centres, the State farms 
produce raw materials like cotton, flax, wool, sugar-beet, vegetable 
and essential oils for industries. · 

The main distinguishing feature of State and collective 
1farms' is that the workers on a St11!_e_j_arro. are_~age-earners, 
while those on a collective farm are peasant . members. The 
collective farm by its special method of paying wages, according 
to the work done by the individual member and according to 
the net output of the farm, provides an incentive for the improve
ment of the farm ; and its members, owing to their collective 
ownership of the means of production, have greater freedom to 
decide upon the management of the farm. 

23. _.(;:!Jrpo~t~f-~_mi,ngj§ based on capitali~t ~ethods. !he 
plantations of America afford an example of this kind of farnung. 
It has the usual advantages of large-scale enterprise and leads to 
larger production and better marketing. Its m~in mot~ve being 
profit and not the interests of the actual cultivator, ~t suffers 
from all tlle defects associated with absentee landlordism . ..,. 

24. Co-operative fanning societies. have b~en organized_ in 
some foreign countries such as ~t~ly, Bulg~na and Pales_tme. 
The societies in Italy usually begm by takmg land 011 either 

* World Co-operation, 1844-1944, by Dr. Barou, p. 29. 
t 1 rouble=2'1 sh. . 
t Year Book of Agricultural Co-operation, 1942, p. 20,. 
~ The Russian Peasant and Other Stud1es, by Sit John !\lay nard, page 299. 
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rent or profit-sharing basis and after gaining experience of land 
management, purchase it. They are generally ,of two types, 
viz., Conduzione unita and Conduzione divisa. Under the former 
the land is cultivated jointly by the members, the means of pro
duction being owned by the society. The members work on 
wages, but the surplus income, after meeting expenses and 
providing for reserves, is distributed among them in proportion 
to the wages earned. The Condttzione divisa society usually 
consists of small tenants who join· together to obtain the 
advantages of association. The land is leased out to members 
for individual cultivation. The society exercises the function 
of direction and supplies common services such as credit, market
ing, and use of costly machinery. 

In Bulgaria, the societies are usually for joint farming. 
According to a report published in 1941, the number of Bulgarian 
co-operative societies for collective farming was 21 at the end of 
1940. The twenty-one societies had 1,601 landowners as 
members, the minimum number of members in a society being 
11 and the maximum 329. They managed 29,590 decares* of 
land of which 24,322 decares belonged to the members in 
individual ownership, 1,435 to the co-operative societies and 
3,833 decares were leased from the communes. 

The societies in Palestine have been organized by the Jews. 
They are of two types, viz., farmers' settlements and small-holders' 
settlements. The farmers' settlements are collective farms 
established on land of the Jewish National Fund or on land leased 
from the Palestine Jewish Colonization Association. The chief 
aim of these organizations is to develop co-operative villages. 
They are governed by an elected committee which divides itself 
into sub-committees directing different activities of the settle
ment. The society owns all the property in a settlement ; 
members own nothing privately. No wages are paid; and 
even the money earned on outside work goes to the common 
purse of the settlement. The societies operate entirely on 
borrowed capital. Their produce is sold collectively either 
to or through co-operative marketing societies. They maintain 
all communal institutions, clubs, hospitals and schools and pay 
the expenses of outside education. They also undertake the 
support of dependents of members. Towards the end of 1940, 
there were about 200 large and small agricultural settlements 
~ith a population of 41,000. They played an important part 
m the process of economic readjustment, necessitated by war-time 
conditions. 

The main objective of the small-holders' settlements is to 
organize the settlement of their members as individual farmers, 
~e~taii_t operations like cultivation of certain areas and crops, 
rrngatlon ~nd water supply, sale of produce and purchase of 

· • ·10 decares=2.6 acres. 
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requirements, use of agricultural machinery and storage are 
however, undertaken collectively. The small-holders' settlement~ 
often start with collective ownership and later make individual 
allotments. About 10,000 people live in these settlements. 

Both the types of settlements are affiliated to a central 
organization ( Thuva ) for marketing their produce. 

. !"n i~teresting synthesi~ of these two types of settlements 
1~ bemg tned. It bears affimty to the Russian collectives. There 
is joint owner~hi~ ~nd management of all agricultural property, 
but there are mdlvtdual houses for each family. The members 
are paid at a uniform rate for their work with family allowances 
and enjoy complett' freedom in the spending of their earnings. 

25. The question to be considered is whether collective 
farming, State farming, corporate farming or co-operative farming 
is the most suitable in Indian conditions. 

The main motive of corporate farming is generally profit 
and not the interest of the farmer. It suffers from the usual 
defects of a capitalist organization. We do not, therefore, 
recommend it. 

In the existing conditions of the country State farming should 
not be taken up except where land is already held by the State · 
and for the purposes of experiment and demonstration. 

As regards collective farming, a fear has been expressed 
that it may be misunderstood as expropriation and raise socio
economic problems. Its idea is unfamiliar and its acceptance 
depends on the manner in which and the agency through which 
it is introduced. The deep attachment of the Indian farmer 
to the ownership of land will seriously stand in the way of its 
introduction, and there will be justification for his opposition 
to it as it does not seem proper that while owners of factors of 
production in other fields of industry should remain undisturbed 
in their ownership, he alone should be asked to part with his 
title deeds. We are of the opinion that the introduction of the 
system of collective farming is not suitable in the existing circum
stances of India. 

26. The problem then is of the introduction of a method of 
farming which, without affecting any of the fundamental social 
institutions or customs and interfering with the framework of 
private property, will give increased production. We are of 
the opinion that the method which has a fair prospect of success 
in this country is the one which combines tpe preservation of 

.proprietary rights of the cultivators with co-operative farming. 
The 14th Registrars' Conference recommended that " the system 
of co-operative joint farming should be introduced ~herev~r 
circumstances are favourable, but at least one expenment m 
co-operative farming should be carried out in each province 
and state ". J'he Bombay Industrialists' Plan also suggests 
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that for promoting an efficient agricultural system co-operative 
farming appears to present less difficulties than any other method 
that may be suggested, and observes that co-operative farming 
increases the size of the holding for- purposes of cultivation 
without depriving cultivators of their right to ownership of their 
holdings. 

27. A co-operative farming society may takG one of the 
following four forms :-

The society is designed to introduce improved methods of 
farming. The members agree to follow a plan of cultivation 
laid down by it. In furtherance of its object it may undertake 
joint purchase of seed or manure, or pooling, cleaning, grading, 
and selling the produce, or joint ploughing or joint harvesting, 
or joint arrangements for watch and ward, or joint use of 
machinery. Each member is, however, independent except 
for the specific purposes for which he joins the society. He 
pays for the services which he receives, and at the end of the year 
he may receive a patronage dividend. 

. (a) This type of society suggests pooling of land on the 
part of small owners whose separate holdings are not large enough 
to permit of economic farming. Members work on the pooled 
land in accordance with the direction of an elected committee 
and the manager appointed by it. They work jointly and each 
member receives wages for his daily labour. The ownership 
of each member in his holding continues and is recognized by the 
payment of a dividend in proportion to the value of his land. 
The produce which is raised collectively is also disposed of collec
tively, and the proceeds after meeting all the expenses of 
cultivation including payment for the use of land, wages and 
cost of management and providing for a reserve fund are shared 
.by members in proportion to the wages earned by each. The 
ordinary functions of this form of society are the planning of a 
crop programme, the joint purchase of farm requirements and 
joint sale of farm produce, raising of funds on the security of 
land, crops and other movable and immovable assets of the 
society for land improvement, purchase of machinery and pay
ment of operational expenses, land improvement and all other 
activities calculated to promote the development of agriculture. 
A subsidiary agreement is generally made between the society 
and each member that if any improvement is made on his plot 
of land he will repay its cost when he ceases to belong to the 
SCICiety. 

(b) We have been impressed with the scheme· for Joint 
Village Management described by Mr. Tarlok Singh, in his 
" Poverty and Social Change". We are of the opinion that 
the main features of the system described by him come within 
the scope of the Co-operative Joint Farming Society. " The 
words ' joint management ' connote a system in which the claims 
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of ownership are respected, but owners pool their land for the 
purpose of management. " This applies to the Co-operative 
Joint Farming Society also . 

. The scheme sets out to answer three questions which are 
bas1c to any system of co-operative farming based upon a pooling 
of individual holdings. These questions are :-

(i) What should be the unit of management ? 
(ii) How should the rights of ownership be rewarded l 

(iii) How should work be organized and evaluated ? 

Mr. Tarlok Singh suggests that there are important advantages 
in taking the village, wherever possible, astheunitofmanagement. 
Despite quarrels and factions, the. village is the basic social unit 
of the country and is bound by definite loyalties and traditions. 
In taking the village as the unit of management, ' we can reduce 
to smaller proportions several personal, religious and tribal 
difficulties which tend to crop up if the area of a village is divided 
into, say, five, seven, or ten farms of 100 to 200 acres, and are 
inevitable in any attempt to rationalize agriculture '. Even 
with a radical change in agricultural technique, the village will 
ordinarily be found to be a farm of sufficient size. The village 
will also be ' a convenient unit for organizing the shift into 
non-agricultural occupations, within as well as outside the village, 
of all those who will be displaced when agriculture is reorganized.' 
Finally, if the village is organized as the unit of farm management, 
it can play an important part in relation to industrial 
development. 

In considering the solution of the second and third problems 
mentioned above, attention is invited to the following 
considerations ;-

(1) Income from land divided into two parts-income'due 
to ownership and income due to work. The system of rents 
prevailing in any area gives practical expression to this distinction, 
although at present, for various reasons, land rents are excessive. 

(2) So long as mechanized techniques are not introduced 
or until the village organization becomes so highly integrated 
as to be able to enforce a wage system, in which remuneration 
depends upon the quantity and quality of work done and there 
are adequate sanctions against inefficiency, we must discover a 
principle for allotting work which carries its own internal 
incentives. 

For insecure and hilly areas Mr. Tarlok Singh suggests an 
organization on the lines of the Co-operative Better Fanning 
Society, described earlier in this Report, with the village as 
the unit. For secure areas in the plains he suggests that, apart 
from such land as may be set apart for joint operation, for 
instance, as a fruit garden or a vegetable farm, in the first stage 
of development the cultivated area of the village should be 
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divided into ' work units •. Each work unit would be operated 
by an adult worker assisted by his family. Individuals to whom 
these work units are allotted would be in the position of tenants 
for a specified period of the village farm as a whole and would 
be liable to pay rents at the rate common in any given area. 
If, for instance, the customary division of produce between 
the tenant and the owner is in equal proportions, one-half of 
the produce of each work unit would belong to the operator. 
The other half of the produce from each work unit would go int() 
a common pool. The village community will meet its common 
obligations and will incur necessary common investment from 
the pool, and will be able to distribute the balance as ' ownership 
dividend ' to each of the owners in proportion to the value of. 
the land, etc:, contributed by him in advance to the village 
farm. The fact that customary rents are pitched at a high level 
will lead to a larger common pool and therefore to . greater 
potential investment than might otherwise be possible. As 
technical change takes place and the village organization becomes 
,stronger, and more highly integrated, in place of work units 
operated by families, work will be allotted to. individuals. 
Secondly, the ownership dividend, which is based' on current 
rentals, may come to take the form of fixed or variable share 
in profits. Mr. Tarlok Singh describes the change in the nature 
of ownership implicit in the scheme in the following words :-

" Ownership, however, will not now imply permanent physical pos
session over or association with a specific piece of land, nor will it imply 
the right to let that piece of land to a tenant at will in return for rent. 
When all the land of a village passes into joint management, each owner 
will have the right to receive an income from the farm as a whole, accord
ing to the value of the contribution he has made. Secondly, he will have 
the right to work on the farm. Thus, while ownership remains, it comes 
to acquire a new significance. Joint management also retains the prin
ciple of equal inheritance. Sons will not now share particular bits of 
land. They will share equally the ownership dividend due to their holding 
.and each of them will have the right to work in the jointly managed village. 
The land will remain under joint management and its operation will not be 
affected by changes and accidents of legal sub-division. In this way, a 
fundamental social principlo, which has been perhaps the greatest sing!& 
cause of inefficiency in peasant agriculture in thickly populated countries 
like India and China, can bocome a progressive and equalising factor in 
social development." 

This type of society owns land in freehold or lt>asehold, . 
but its holding is divided into smaller holdings each of which 
is leased to an individual tenant cultivator who is a member of 
the society. The whole area is cultivated in accordance with 
a plan laid down by the society, but the manner in which the 
plan is executed is left to the discretion of each individual tenant. 
The society undertakes to supply credit, seed, manure, and 
costly agricultural implement and even to arrange for the market
ing of the tenant members' produce, but it is open to each tenant 
member whether or not to avail himself of these facilities. Each 
tenant pays a fixed xent for his holding, but the prodnce of the 
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holding is his own and entirely at his disposal. This type of 
society replaces the superior landlord, and the profits, after 
m~eting all expenses and providing for a reserve fund, are dis
tnbuted among the tenant members in proportion to the rent 
paid by each. ' 

This type of society also holds land in freehold or lease-hold 
and all other means of production. It undertakes joint cultiva
tion for which all its members pool their labour resources and 
each receives in return prescribed wages. Large-scale cultivation 
facilitates mechanization of agricultural production, and this 
is the society's most important gain. The profits ·are worked 
out at the end of the year after deducting wages, cost of manage
ment and allotment to reserves, and divided in proportion to 
the wages earned by each member. 

28. We may here refer to the main points of difference between 
a collective farm of Russia and the Co-operative Collective Farming 
Society discussed above. The latter is a fully democratic insti
rtution managed !:>y the members themselves without any State 
control or dictation. The land of the society is taken in freehold 
or lease-hold. It is open to a member of a Co-operative Collective 
Farming Society to resign from the society and after due notice 
receive a refund of any capital he may have subscribed. A 
collective farm on the other hand, though apparently managed 
democratically is largely controlled by the State which makes 
it serve the production and price policies determined by the 
f:tate. The State defines the production programme of a collec
tive farm and lays down a rigid price policy for the greater part 
of the marketable produce of the farm. The land of a collective 
farm though originally belonging to the members becomes the 
property of the collective farm for its permanent use and the 
member loses irrevocably the right of individual ownership. 

Reeommonda. 29. The advantages of Co-operation in farming have not 
tiono. been demonstrated in India. " Probably the best way to over

come peasant dislike of such an innovation would be to get the 
scheme successfully working in one or two villages and then 
give the widest publicity, in the .form of leaflets and wall-notices, 
to the economic benefits obtained, at the same time urging the 
peasants of neighbouring villages to visit the experiment and 

F.tisfy themselves on the spot."* We, .therefore, reconun_end 
that experiments in co-operative farming should be orgamzed 
in every province. 

• 
30. The organization of a Co-operative Collective Farming 

or a Co-operative Tenant Farming Society depends upon the 
society's holding land. We suggest that whenever the State 
acquires land by reclamation or otherwise, it should set it apart 
for the settlement of ex-servicemen, and, when these men are 

• Food and Farming in Post-War Europe by P. Lamertine Yates and D. 
Warriner-page 74. · · 
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sdtled, they should be organized into Co-operative Collective or 
Tenant Farming Societies. Facilities to settle themselves on 
la.nd should also be given to landless labourers. The capital 
outlay of these societies on agricultural machinery or operational 
·needs should be provided by the State. In Madras, the State 
assists Co-operative Tenant Farming Societies with grants and 
loans for capital expenditure and guarantees repayment of 
loans supplied by central co-operative banks for operational 
needs. 

31. We further recommend that Co-operative Better Farming 
Societies should be more extensively organized. In our opinion 
there should be at least two Co-operative Better Farming Societies 
in each district. State aid consisting of the provision of (a) 
expert staff, (b) long-term loans to the society for its buildings, 
permanent improvements to the land and expensive agricultural 
machinery, and (c) intermediate-term loans for purchase of cattle 
and equipment and inexpensive agricultural machinery for the 
use of members should be given. 

32. We recognize that the organization of Co-operative Joint 
Farming Societies may not be feasible in all places in India, 
and we, therefore, recommend that a modest beginning should 

i be made by organizing two such societies in each suitable 
district. These societies should be organized wherevt>r possible 
on the lines suggested by us in the previous paragraphs, and 

,experiments may also be made on the lines SL6gested by Mr. 
"1Tarlok Singh, subject to such modification as may be considered 
~necessary in the circumstances of each locality. As the formation 
of such societies is imperative in the economic interests of the 
country, the State should promote their formation by means of 
grants, subsidies and technical assistance and should make 
the greatest immediate contribution by supplying the services 
of farm advisers or manager or other staff. The working of 
these societies should be watched by the Co-operative Department 
and a report on them should be submitted by it after three years 
of their establishment to the Provincial Co-operative Council 
which would then decide whether more such societies should be 
started and suggest suitable areas for the new societies. 

Each Co-operative Joint Farming Society should employ 
a farm manager, who is a trained agricultural graduate. It 
will also stand in need of the services of one overseer, one 
accountant and two clerks. 

33. a'he benefits of co-operative joint farming will flow from 
the greater economic use of land and from. the employment of 
more efficient technique, but it will take some time before they 
are realized. In the first few years, therefore, the expenditure 
on the entire establishment of a Co-operative Joint Farming 
Society should be met by the State. We suggest that the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies should prepare an estimate 
of income and expenditure when he decides to start a Co-operative 
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Joint Farming Society and should calculate what financial 
assistance should be forthcoming from the State in order that 
there may be sufficient surplus left for distribution of a fair 
return to the members of the society. We recommend that 
the financial assistance as calculated by the Registrar should 
be given by the State. The Registrar should review his estimates 
every year and make every effort to dispense with the State aid 
at the earliest possible date. 

34. The central co-operative bank of the district to which 
the Co-operative Joint Farming Society is affiliated should give 
short-term and intermediate-term loans. Its long-term financial 
requirements should be provided by land mortgage banks on 
the security of land managed by the society. A subsidiary 
agreement should be taken from each member authorizing the 
society to pledge his land for the loans raised by the society tor 
land improvement. As, however, owing to the experimental 
nature of co-operative farming, members may be unwilling to 
mortgage their land through the co-operative society, and as 
the land mortgage banks themselves may be unwilling to make 
these loans for want of proper security, we recommend that the 
State should, where necessary, provide the long-term finance or 
guarantee the loans granted by co-operative banks. 

35. As many demobilized soldiers may find it advantageous 
to join one or other of the co-operative farming societies described 
above it would be advantageous to have them trained for this 
purpose in improved methods of agriculture in classes especially 
conducted for the purpose by the Agricultural Department. 

. 36. An important question that has to be considered in 
dealing with c<roperative farming is the desirability or otherwise 
of mechanization. In most parts of Europe it has been unprofit
able to mechanize to any considerable degree owing to the low 
rates of agricultural wages. In India these wages are lower 
still. We are of opinion that the pace of mechanization of the 
farms will depend on the speed at which surplus labour can be 

• transferred from agriculture to other occupations. Before a 
co-operative farming society decides to introduce mechanization, 
it should apply to the Provincial C<roperative Council through 
the Registrar of Co-operative Societies for its advice and if the 
Council is satisfied that mechanization will improve agricultural 
production on the farm of the society it should recommend to 
Government to give necessary help, financially and otherwise, 
for the supply of machinery required by the society. 

37. The total average annual production of fruits and 
vegetables in India has been estimated at 6 and 9 million tons 
respectively. Although the production of fruits works out at 
2 ounces per day for each adult, which is the bar~ minimu~ 
considered necessary for health, a very large population of I.nd1a 
has no fruits to eat. The first step that should be taken IS to 
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review the production and requirement of each region and to 
determine what increase and of what kind are necessary.· Such 
a review should be undertaken by the Agricultural Departments 
which should suggest areas suitable for growing fruits and 
vegetables. Fruit growing is largely hampered in this country 
by Jack of irrigation. The survey suggested above should pay 
special attention to this factor and make proposals how the 
means of irrigation can be developed. After the areas have 
been selected, Co-operation can undertake the organization of 
fruit-growers. The Central Food Advisory Council,. which met 
at Delhi recently, recommended that co-operative societies 
should be started in order to stimulate the production of fruits 
and vegetables and to improve the marketing machinery. The 
Council also recommended that co-operative societies should be 
organized for processing industries such as vegetable and fruit 
canning and preservation. 

38. The existing position in India is that there are more than 
100 fruit and vegetable growers' co-operative societies: the 
Punjab has 81 societies, Madras 18 and Bombay, . Bengal, 
North-West Frontier Province, United Provinces, Central Provin
ce5&Berar and Coorg have a few each. The societies in the Punjab 
deal mainly in mangoes, apples, dates and cherries. The 18 socie
ties in Madras have 1,410 members who cultivate fruits on 
29,177 acres of land. The. value of the fruits marketed by 
the societies in 1943-44 amounted to Rs. 5.55 lakhs. The 
Kodur Fruit Growers' Co-operative Society in the Madras 
Province deals mostly in oranges, limes, mangoes and melons ; 
it sold fruits worth Rs. 4.83 lakhs in 1943-44. It received from 
Government a free grant up to 50 per cent of the cost of construction 
.of a fruit grading station and a warehouse, subject to a maximum 
of Rs.3,000 and a subsidy to meet half the cost of establishment 
and rent of 6 fruit depots, subject to a maximum of Rs.20 per 
mensem per depot. In 1943-44 it supplied fruits to the Military 
Department which made an interest-free advance of Rs.50,000 
for loans to its members. Government sanctioned a special 
staff of one co-operative sub-registrar and three inspectors to 
supervise the scheme of supplying fruits to the Military Depart
ment. In Coorg there is a provincial organization for marketing 
oranges with sales depots at Mysore and Bangalore. · 

39. The main objects of these societies are to (i) teach members 
improved methods of cultivation of fruits and supply implements, 
seed, manure and grafts, (ii) give loans to.members for growing 
more fruits and (iii) undertake such other activities as are inci• 
dental or conducive to the development of fruit growing. Their 
activities have, however, been so far mostly confined to the sphere 
of marketing. 

40. ln foreign countries, particularly in th!) . U.S.A., the 
main function of fruit and vegetable growers'. co-operative 
associations is marketing. But many fruit and vegetable 
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growers' co-operative associations in the U.S.A. realize that an 
association exclusively for marketing does not meet all the needs 
of the members and more than half of them now handle fertilizers 
insecticides and other production supplies. Production credit 
corporations owned by one or more associations are becoming 
more .common, so th~t the services of financing, procurement of 
supphes and marketmg of the crop may be obtained by the 
producer through one CO-Qperative organization. Fruit and 
vegetable co-operatives in two • states namely, Maine and 
Washington, are developing plans to furnish their members 
with complete service of this type. 

41. During the war, fruit and vegetable farms have been 
organized with the assistance of military authorities for meeting 
the requirements of the Army. Now that the war has ended and 
demobilization will begin shortly, these farms should be handed 
over to ;md managed by civilians including ex-servicemen, on 
co-operative lines. It is necessary to ensure that the benefits 
of the increased production and the experience gained during 
the war should not be lost. 

42. We would like to refer here to the scheme of municipal 
" Green Belts " prepared by the General Headquarters. The 
object of the scheme is to reserve a stretch of open country (Green 
Belt) girdling a town for growing fruits and vegetables, providing 
grazing grounds for the dairy and meat cattle and sheep and 
developing such subsidiary activities as poultry-farming and 
bee-keeping in order to ensure a plentiful supply of protective 
food to the people within their easy reach. Certain areas in 
the belt are also to be set aside for recreational purposes. 

-.c~ 

According to the scheme, all municipalities which are 
planning their future development should provide for the creation 
of Green Belts. The area to ·be developed as a Green Belt 
will be demarcated by the municipality and declared as such by 
the provincial government. , . 

, The municipal authorities will decide whether the dairy 
farms and garden farms should be worked by individual peasants, 

·by the municipality itself, or by co-operative societies, but the 
scheme suggests that the co-operative method is calculated to 
serve the best economic interests of the community imd that the 
municipalities should encourage the farmers to organize them
selves into co-operative societies. The municipality should 
render, whenever necessary, every assistance to the Pa.rmers in 
making the change to the production of protective foods.· The 
Greth Belts will then be divided into convenient areas, for allot• 
merit to market garden co-operative societies and co-operative 
dairy societies. The members of each society will be settled in 
a small colony within or on the edge of the Green Belt. . Each 
co-operative society will have a number of sales depots m the 
urban area. 
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We recommend that where land within a Green Belt is on 
sale, the municipality concerned should purchase it and make it 
available on easy terms to co-operative societies, the membership 
of which should consist of ex-servicemen and others in the Belt. 

43. · As fruits and vegetables are perishable by nature, it is 
necessary to provide for quick transport to the markets and 
for storage ;md refrigeration. We propose that production of 
fruits and vegetables should he increased on a large scale. In 
order to avoid seasonal gh,1ts and scarcity it is necessary that 
preservation and canning industry should be established. In 
the existing circumstances no such industry seems to have a · 
chance of establisping itself without protective measures against 
foreign competition. We are of the opinion that this industry 
should receive protection. Where sufficient cold storage facili
ties are not available on any railway or any other forms of 
transport service, the fact should be reported by the Reg
istrar to the Provincial Co-operative Council who should see to 
it that such facilities are made available. 

44. Our recommendations are that :-

(i) In every area found suitable for fruit-growing, cultiva
tion of fruits should be undertaken through co-operative societies. 

(ii) The functions of the societies should be to:-

(a) encolirage self-help, thrift and co-operation among 
members, 

(b) act as the agent for the joint purchase of the require
ments of members, 

(c) teach members improved methods of cultivation of 
fruits, and supply implements, seed, manure, 
grafts, insecticides and sprayers, · 

(d) arrange the sale of fruits of members, 
(e) give loans to members for cultivation and 
(f) undertake such' other activities as are incidental or 

conducive to the growing and marketing of fruits. 

(iii) The societies generally require finance for three 
purposes, viz., (a) to finance cultivation of fruits, (b)' to make 
partial payment prior to sale of fruits and (c) to buy, build or 
lease inexpensive plants. The necessary finance should be 
obtainabl~ ordinarily from the central co-operative bank. The 
period of loans advanced by central banks for the purpose may 
extend up to seven years. 

(iv) When a sufficient number of fruit and vegetable 
growers' co-operative societies have been organized in a particular 
area, they should be federated into Marketing Associations for 
co-ordinating the activities of the primaries specially as regards 
supply of il_nproved seed and manure, provision of cold storage 
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and transport facilities and opening sales depots. Finance for 
seed, manure, and running sale depots should be obtainable 
from co-operative central banks. 

(v~ Provision of cold storage and refrigeration will be 
expens1ve and a co-operative society will not be able to provide 
them without financial assistance from the State. We, therefore, 
recommend that the State should give this assistance. 

(vi) The vegetable farms now run by the military authorities 
should be handed over to civilians including ex-servicemen to 
be run on co-operative lines. 

(vii) Where municipalities adopt the Green Belt Scheme, 
the Green Belt farms and industry should be organized on 
co-operative lines. The members of co-operative societies so 
organized will be the existing owners of the plots of land in the 
area and ex-servicemen also may be settled on land acquired by 
the municipalities. 

(viii) The Co-operative Department in each province should 
appoint a Fruit Growing Officer with the l).ecessary staff, who will 
work under the Registrar and promote, supervise and guide 
the work of fruit and vegetable growers' co-operative societies. 

45. Forests give protection against erosion and flood. They 
also supply fuel and small timber to the villagers and raw material 
for industries. It is estimated that the minimum area of forests, 
properly distributed for protective purposes and supplying the 
requirements of the general and the village consumer, is between 
20 and 25 per cent of the total area of the country. In Assam, 
Central Provinces & Berar and Madras the forest area comprises 
more than 20 per cent of the total area, but in the United 
Provinces, Bihar, Orissa, the Punjab, North-West Frontier 
Province and Sind the forest area is inadequate and unequally 
distributed. Preservation and extension of forest areas are, 
therefore, of great importance to this country. 

46. A forest is a slowly maturing asset with little return on 
the investment in the early years which may in some cases be 
longer than a man's average life. The development of forests 
cannot, therefore, be left entirely to private enterprise which, 
naturally, expects full return within a shorter period and may 
exploit the resources to the serious detriment of forest man
agement. The Co-operative movement is also ill-equipped to 
undertake this work as it has neither the necessary funds nor the 
necessary technical knowledge. Forest preservation, protection 
and management must, therefore, be the special responsibility 
of the State. 

47. There is;-however, a small sphere in which co-operative 
societies are rendering useful service. In the Punjab, for examJ?Ie, 
on Sl-7-44, SO co-operative village forest societies were working 
in the Kangra District a scheme prepared by the Forest Depart-
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rnent for the preservation and scientific exploitation of village 
forests. These societies have been entrusted with the work of 
protection, management and improvement of all the forest areas 
in their jurisdiction; including those belonging to Government. 
Special staff has been appointed by the Co-operative Department 
to organize and supervise such societies. A society is organized 
when 75 per cent of the right-holders in the village paying two-thirds 
of the total land revenue agree to join it. Applications under 
Section 38 of the Forest Act for closure of private and 'sharnlat' 
lands are taken and a plan of work is prepared for each society 
by a special officer of the Forest Department in consultation with 
the villagers. The plan is then put to the general meeting for its 
approval. For watch and ward and supervision of the area 
administered by it, the society maintains a staff of forest guards, 
etc. Only trees marked by the District Forest Officer can be cut 
with his permission and for agricultural and household needs and 
ceremonies only. The forests and closures of the society are period
ically inspected by Forest Officers who advise and guide the staff 
of the societies and the Co-operative Department in all technical 
matters. Government assist the societies by giving them as 
grants all the revenue collected from the Government forests in 
the areas administered by them_ The position of the societies 
on 31-7-44 is given below:-

Area under management (in acres). 
No. of No. of 

societies. members. Protected Undemar- Total Of which under 
or Reserve. cated. closure. 

30 3,750 7,963 !9,456 27,410 19,375 

48. Co-operative societies for reclamation and improvement 
of 'chos' and waste land have been organized on a large scale in 
some parts of the Punjab where a good deal of land has become 
uncultivable as a result of erosion. The main object of these 
societies is to jointly control, reclaim. and manage waste lands and 
'cho' ridden areas in that locality. When right-holders constituting 
at least 35 per cent of the total number or owning at least two
thirds of the land in the area concerned agree to closure, the 
provincial government is approached andrnaythen enforce certain 
Sections of the Indian Forest Actfor closure of the land to grazing, 
etc_ An up to date record of rights of the area concerned is then 
prepared by the Revenue Department while the Forest Department 
works out a detailed plan for reclamation and management of the 
area. Members have to individually agree to work the plan, the 
penalty for failure to do so being a fine that may be imposed by 
the managing committee. The recovery of the land so closed is 
not generally left to nature, but is assisted by the construction of 
darns, digging of contour trenches and plantation of suitable 
shrubs and trees. The work is mostly done by members· under 
the direct supervision of the managing committee and under the 
guidance of the Co-operative and Forest Departments' staff. 
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To ensure effective closures, forest guards are appointed to watch 
and protect the land against damage and provision has been made 
for levy of compensation to the society in such cases. The land 
conti!lues to be closed till the working plan is complete or till the 
land IS declared by the Forest Department as fit for cultivation or 
other use. Working plans generally extend over a period of 5 to 
I 0 years. If a society fails to effectively protect the land, com
pulsory protection if and when considered essential by the Forest 
Department can be resorted to under certain Sections of the Land 
Preservation Act. Income from the closed lands goes to the 
society and after necessary deductions for reserve fund, etc., is 
distributed to the members according to the rights held by them in 
the land. Government make grants to the societies through 
the Forest Department on the recommendation of the Co-opera
tive Department. On 31-7-44 there were about 400 of such 
societies throughout the province with a total membership of 
over 12,000. 

49. In almost every village in India, there are tracts of land 
which are either unculturable or covered by scrub jungle. Co
operative societies of the owners of such land should be formed 
with the objects of planting trees on culturable waste land and 
improving the scrub jungle so as to provide supplies of timber 
for building purposes or for agricultural tools and implement, or 
of wood for fuel. We have referred at another place in this 
Report to the enormous waste of farmyard manure by its use as 
fuel ; this waste will be stopped if these societies are successfully 
organized and worked. We recommend that the Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies should, in consultation with the Forest 
Department, organize Co-operative Forest Development Societies 
~ suitable villages in which surplus land for afforestation is 
available. • 

50. Co-operative societies should also be formed in the villages 
which suffer from excessive erosion and have been badly cut up 
by ravines. Experience shows that afforestation of ravine lands 
and the growth of grass go a long way in checking denudation, 
but the success of any anti-erosion measure depends largely upon 
rotational extraction of timber and grazing. We recommend 
that a scheme in each such village for the protection of ravine 
lands should be prepared by the Forest Department, and its 
execution entrusted to a co-operative society of the owners of 
the land, under the supervision of the Forest Department. 
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CHAPTER IV . 

. ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND FISHERIES. 

Animal husbandry has been defined as the art of producing, 
maintaining and disposing of all species of domestic animals 
and birds, and their products, to the best advantage of man. 
The subject may be divided into many sections such as cattle 
husbandry, sheep . husbandry, dairy husbandry, poultry 
husbandry, and such industries as those of wool, silk, eggs and 
hides and skins. 'India has a large livestock population consisting 
principally of over 200 million cattle, 100 · 5 million sheep* and 
190·7 million poultryt. the number of cattle being the largest 
of any country and nearly one-third of the world figure. Cattle 
are reared in India not only for milk and meat but also for the 
plough and the cart ; sheep breeding is important for its wool 
and meat ; and poultry farming provides eggs and birds. Besides, 
the livestock industry offers other by-products such as hides 
and skins, bones and manure; 

2. The Royal Commission on Agriculture (1926) stated that 
India was maintaining an excessive number of cattle. " Having 
regard to the very poor quality of the grazing available, and 
to the fact that it fails to afford adequate maintenance for cattle 
at the season of the year when fodder grown on cultivated land 
is scarcest, we are of opinion .that this number of cattle is a heavy 
stock for land to carry. If the cattle ar~ to yield a profit which 
would be accepted as satisfactory in countries where stock
keeping is strictly economic; the bullocks would require to be 
fully employed, the cows to be of a heavy milking strain and the 
manure to be carefully conserved and returned to the land. "t 
The Commission further observed that cattle were not only 
excessive in number but also generally extremely poor in quality ; 
a few good indigenous breeds existed in the country, but they 
too were affected by the process of deterioration that was at 
work. Since the Commission reported, conditions have not 
materially improved, and now a determined effort seems necessary 
to place the industry on a high level of efficiency. 

3. Cattle improvement has been the principal object of the 
prganizatio:o of co-operative cattle breeding societies in India. 
At present there are about 824 such societies in British India, 
of which 739 are in the Punjab. The objects of a typical society 

• Report on the Marketing of Milk in India and Burma-page 2. 
t IU>port on the Marketing of Eggs in India and Burma-page 6. 
~ Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture in India-paragraph 16'. 
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are : to improve the breed, purchase and sell improved stock and 
e?uc~te members especially in the breeding of cattle. It is 
bmdmg on members not to allow their animals to be served by 
any bull other than the one selected by the society or the Veteri
nary J?epartment. The ~anagin~ committe~ of the society 
supery1ses the proper breedmg, feedmg and grazmg of the animals, 
exam~es the cattle annually, recommends the. rejection of 
defechve ones and arranges for veterinary aid in case of need. 
The society maintains a record of all stock and of progeny of each 
pedigree bull, and milk records of animals bred for milk 
production. Members pay a fee to the society on calving of 
young stock and a commission on the sale of animals. The . 
work of these societies is supervised by a staff of 6 inspectors 
and 2 sub-inspectors. In Madras, some of the societies maintain 
one or two stud bulls each, at their own cost or out of Government 
grant, while in some other societies the bulls are maintained by 
selected members and the society shares· with them equally the 
subsidy paid by the Veterinary Department for maintaining 
pedigree bulls. Rural credit societies also assist in cattle improve
ment by advancing loans ta their members for purchase of cattle 
of superior breed, while some of the more efficient among them 
maintain a pedigree bull. 

~. . A co-operative society with limited membership working 
with _small resources and unskilled personnel, and depending 
largely on State subsidy to maintain its stud bulls, cannot 
shoulder a task which requires systematic effort involving a 
studied selection of breeds that are to be propagated in the area, 
the supply over a period of a sufficient number of pedigree bulls to 
serve all the cattle in that area and the elimination of all bulls 
not required for breeding. In our opinion it is the duty of the 

};tate to undertake this work of selecting breeds and supplying 
bulls in sufficient numbers. For this purpose, it should establish 
cattle farms, first, in the principal cattle-rearing areas, and, 
later in other areas. To eliminate scrub bulls and other bulls 
not ;equired for breeding, it should enact legislation providing 
1or the compulsory castration of such animals over a certain 
age and should entrust this work to the Veterinary Department. 

5. Once the State has made these arrangements, cc>-operative 
societies can play their part in multiplying the improved ~reeds 
all over the country. We recommend that every pnmary 
cc>-operative society should have its members' cattle served by 
approved bulls. To defray the expen~es, the society .shoul.d 
levy a fee on mell).bers either at the hme when an anu~al. IS 
served or when it calves, and may also collect a commiSSion 
when an improved stock is sold. Loans to members for the 
purchase of superior cattle should be advanced on easy terms by 
the State through co-operative organizations. We further 
recommend that the Co-operative and Veterinary _Departments 
should take active interest in the work of cattle Improvement 
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and should encourage the rearing of good animals by periodically 
holding cattle shows at which prizes should be awarded for animals 
of outstanding qualities. 

6. There are a few nomadic tribes in India like the ' rabaris 
of Gujarat who own and breed cows and buffaloes and the ' odes 
of the Punjab who own and breed mainly sheep. With a view to 
providing them with facilities for improving their animals, they 
should be organized into co-operative societies, inducement 
being provided by the State or local authorities by reserving 
grazing areas for such societies. Surveys should, therefore, be 
made with a view to finding out whether grazing land exists 
which could be allotted to these societies, and Government 
farms should supply pedigree bulls and rams t~ them. 

7. The problem of fodder shortage can be solved to some 
extent through " controlled " grazing and conservation of green 
fodder. " Controlled " grazing has been recommended by the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture in the following terms : " .... 
. . ·-· .... an attempt should be made to demarcate those areas 
likely to be most suitable for grazing, and to assign them to 
groups of occupiers of tillage land at ;nominal rates, on condition 
that they graze the land in rotation, exclude cattle not owned 
by the group, and cut grass from part of the area for use in the 
hot season."* We recommend that the primary village co-opera
tive societies should acquire on lease grazing lands where available 
and allow members, on payment of stipulated charges per animal, 
to graze their cattle on them according to a scheme of regulated 
grazing prepared by the society and approved by the Forest 
Department. 

8. The green fodder available during the monsoon can be 
conserved for periods of fodder scarcity by the method of silage. 
The process consists commonly in digging pits of a' given size, 
filling them with green succulent fodders and weighting with 
earth or stones. The Royal Commission on Agriculture estimated 
that a pit 10 feet long, 8 feet wide at the surface and 7 feet widP. 
at the bottom and 8 feet deep would hold all the silage that a 
cultivator owning 3 or 4 cattle would need to bring his stock 
through the hot season in good condition. The rural co-operative 
societies should undertake to conserve fodder threugh silage for 
distribution during the dry season. This function should 
ordinarily be undertaken by the multi-purpose societies, but when 
the out-tum of silage is great, a special society may be established 
for this purpose. The Forest Department should permit such 
societies to remove grass from the Reserve forests free of cost 
for ensiling purposes. The Agricultural Department also should 
assist societies undertaking silage making, as proper preparation 
of silage requires a certain amount of technical knowledge, use 
of mechanical chaff-cutters as well as proper accounting of the 
receipt of green fodder and distribution of silage. 

• Report of the Royal Comr:tission on Agriculture in India-Paragraph 183. 
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9. Disease control is a function of the Veterinary Department. 
f\t present, a large number of cattle perish. annually through 
dtsease because the cattle owners often do not have veterinary 
aid withi_n easy reach. Another reason for the large mortality 
of cattle IS that the owners too often venture to have the animals 
treated at home by persons having little knowledge of medicine. 
If, therefore, the various efforts at cattle improvement are not 
t? be f':'s~rated, as they haye been hitherto, by the ravages of 
dtsease, 1t IS necessary that m the first instance the Veterinary 
Department should extend its services so as to reach as near. 
as possible to every cattle-owner. In the urban areas, a 
veterinary centre in a convenient part of the town would suffice. 
In the rural areas, while it would be ideal for each village to have 
its veterinary post, we recommend as a minimum requirement 
'that there should be at least one veterinary centre for a group 
of 2 to 5 villages. Secondly, it would be necessary to keep the 
cattle-owners informedOf the veterinary services within their 
reach and to persuade them to have their diseased cattle treated 
by the veterinary personnel. For this purpose, the co-operative 
societies will have to function as an intermediate agency. In 
order that they may know the arrangements made from time to 
time in each area by the Veterinary Department, we recommend 
that the Co-operative Department should obtain up to date 
information from the Veterinary Department regarding the 
veterinary services mainlained in each area and make such 
information available to each society. We further recommend 
that the society should report to the local veterinary office the 
outbreak of epidemics, persuade members to bring their diseased 
cattle for proper and timely treatment and see that the disease
controlling measures are carried out. The veterinary personnel, 
besides attending to disease, should also periodically visit the 
villages and inspect the cattle. 

10. Milk is recognized as the most valuable single article of 
man's diet, being both a nutritive and a protective food. It has 
been estimated by the Milk Sub-Committee appointed by the 
Policy Committee on .Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries that ~e 
total production of milk a~ present is 21 mill!on tons (a y~ar), 
of which only 27 per cent IS used a~ whole ':mlk, and that tf. 50 
per cent was to be used, it would ~ti~ necesstta~e the production 
of 60 million tons to meet the mmunum reqwrements of each 
individual in India. It has also been estimated that there are 
22,800,000 producers of milk in India. No attempt t_o reach _the 
target figure of production within a reasonable penod of time 
will be successful unless the very large number of producers are 
properly organized. We are of the opinio~ th.at co-ope!at!ve 
organization is the most suitable form of orgamzation for bnngmg 
logether the producers of milk in suitable groups s? as to enab~e 
them to adopt improved methods of milk production. There ts 

\
considerable scope for co-operative organization in the distribution 
of milk also. . . 
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11. Co-operation in the field of milk distribution and manu
facture of milk products has made great progress in European 
countries. Denmark has been the home of co-operative dairies. 
There, the co-operative dairies handle milk of 86 per cent of the cows 
in the country. They have been formed into district associations 
and national federations, and are greatly assisted by export, 
stock-breeding and cow-testing societies. Again, in Ireland, the 
co-operative creamery movement is the most important branch 
of Co-operation. The societies have been an important source 
of credit to their members, usually for the purchase of cows. In 
Finland and New Zealand also nearly four-fifths of the dairy 
industry is co-operatively organized ; and a number of centralized 
selling agencies have been set up in Holland. It is interesting 
to note the way in which Swiss cheese-making co-operatives 
grew up. Each society started initially with unlimited liability, 
raised credits, equipped a small factory and leased it to a profes
sional cheese-maker, the latter undertaking to purchase milk at 
an agreed price, to manufacture the cheese, and to sell it also at 
a fixed price to the Central Union of Dairy Societies ; but it was 
not long before the society itself started manufacturing cheese. 

12. Most of the milk is produced in rural areas while the 
profitable market for milk and milk products is largely urban. 
Co-operative milk supply societies and unions have been organized 
for ensuring adequate supplies of fresh milk to urban consumers. 
Before the war, the societies supplied only about l per cent of the 
demand of the urban fluid milk trade, but recently attempts 
have been made to increase their share in milk distribution in 
Madras, the United Provinces and Bengal. There are 24·unions 
and 388 primary societies at -present in British India. The 
unions situated in the towns arrange milk supplies through 
primary " feeder " societies located in the villages within a radius 
of 15 to 20 miles of the town. The unions are largely responsible 
for the business of the primaries, the assembling of milk produced 
in the villages, the pasteurization and quality analysis of milk, 
and its regular distribution to the urban consumers. 

i3. The Calcutta Co-operative Milk S~pply Societies' Union 
has 128 member societies divided into groups of about five each 
under a supervisor who attends to the quality and regular supply 
of milk. Three. milkers and one carrier are employed by the 
Union for a society having 40 to 50 members and supplyillg one 
to one and a half maunds of milk per day. Cows are milked at 
~ach member's place. For each group a separate depot manager 
1s employed at the headquarters of the group for receiving the 
milk. The societies have their own cans for sending milk from 
villages to depots. Lactometer tests are carried on in the villages 
by supervisors, at the group headquarters by depot managers 
and at the Union's office ~.t Calcutta by a special 
staff employed for the purpose. Milk is pasteurized at the 
premises of the Union and distributed in the City through delivery 
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men ... The Union has also retail selling depots in some of the 
mumctpal markets. Other activities of the Union include the 
distribution of stud-bulls for free service to members' cows 
and the employment of a veterinary inspector who inspects and 
treats the cattle. The Calcutta Corporation assisted the Union 
with a non-recurring grant of Rs.5,000 and an interest-free loan 

. of Rs.60,000 for erecting its pasteurizing plant. 

14. The Madras Milk Supply Union admits both societies and 
individuals as members. At the commencement of each season 

. every member makes an agreement to supply a minimum and 
a maximum quantity of milk. The animals are milked at central 
places on the country-side and the milk is transported to the city 
where it is pasteurized before distribution. The normal cost of 
pasteurizing is 1l to 2 pies per seer, but due to tlte war the cost 
now amounts to 3 to 3l pies per seer. Delivery men on cycles 
distribute the milk in bottles to consumers ; but milk is also 
retailed through 6 sales depots spread throughout the city. 
The Union also advances loans to members of afliliated societies 
for purchasing milch-cattle and fodder. Government provided 
the Union with a loan of Rs. 25,000 at3 per cent interest, repayable 
in 10 years, at the time of setting up its pasteurizing plant. 
Under a recent scheme for increasing milk supplies to the City, 
Government have sanctioned to the Union an interest-free 
advance of Rs.4·20 lakhs for granting loans for the purchase 
of milch-cattle, and have also sanctioned, free of cost, a staff of 
one Deputy Registrar, 18 Junior Inspectors, 3 Co-operative 
Sub-Registrars, and 2 Veterinary Officers. The Union supplies 
about 8,000 lbs. of milk daily to the Army with whom this 
arrangement has been entered into in return for financial assist
ance to the Union of an interest-free advance of Rs. 2 · 4 lakhs 
for purchasing milch-cattle, an advance of Rs.60,480 equal to 
the value of a month's supply of milk, and supervising staff. 
transport service, etc., free of cost. 

15. The Lucknow Milk Supply Union admits primary milk 
supply and other co-operative societies and individuals as 
members. Societies have to purchase each a share of the value 
of Rs.100 payable in equal instalments in 10 years and individuals 
each a share of Rs.50 payable half on allotment and the remainder 
within 6 months thereafter. Animals are milked at a common 
place in each village in the presence of officials of the society. 
Milk is moved in cans provided by the Union and collected at 
centres where it is weighed and tested, adulterated milk being 
returned to the society. Milk is then despatched to the dairy 
at Lucknow where it is weighed, boiled, cooled and kept in cold 
storage. Consumers are supplied at their door by delivery men 
on cycles ; a system of payment with coupons is followed. The 
cost of -collecting, cooling and distributing milk worked out to 
about Rs.l-8-7 per maund in 1940-41. A staff of one manager, 
one assistant manager, one dairy expert, one accountant and a 
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number of clerks and bicycle-men is employed at headquarters 
and a staff of one supervisor, two dairymen, one clerk and a 
number of carriers is attached to each collecting centre. 
Government have assisted the Union with grants of Rs. 20,000 
for general purposes, Rs. 5,000 for a motor van and Rs. 5,400 
on a contributory basis, for constructing milking sheds. 

16. We recommend the formation of .co-operative societies 
of milk producers in the villages situated within a rlldius of about 
30 miles from towns with a population of 30,000 or more. The 
societies should especially be formed in those areas lying beyond 
a distance of 10 miles of the town, for, the milk producers there 
have much greater difficulty on account of distance than those 
in the less distant areas in moving their milk to the urban market, 
and often the former group of producers find this market 
totally inaccessible to them. The special transport arrangements 
that the milk unions will be able to place at the disposal of the 
societies will provide a much stronger incentive to the producers 
in distant areas to join the societies in order to reach the urban 
market than to those nearer the town who have relatively easier 
access to it. If a majority of members of the village primary 
society is interested in milk supply, we recommend that it should 
serve as a milk collecting agency also ; in villages where there 
is no such collecting agency, we recommend that a separate 
milk supply society should be organized. It is necessary to 
prescribe a minimum daily quantity which each such society 
must produce and supply. The quantity will vary according 
to the local conditions ; but a minimum of 300 lbs. should 
be aimed at. The functions of the village primary society or 
the milk supply society Will be to notify to the milk union at 
the commencement of each month the approximate quantity 
of milk its members can supply daily, disburse payments to its 
members at the end of each month, and distribute among members 
any subsidy given by the union. Members' cattle should be milked 
in the presence of the secretary of the society in charge of milk 
supply and at a conveniently situated common shed, which 
should have, among other things, an impervious floor and a 
covered roof. Where such common sheds are not available, a 
scheme whereby the members can supervise each other's milking 
should be prepared. We recommend that the funds for con
structing the shed should be provided by the State. The ordinary 
financial needs of the members for, e.g., the purchase of cattle 
of an improved breed or cattle feed, will, however, be satisfied 
by loans and advances made by the village primary society or 
the milk supply society. These societies will draw their funds 
from loans from the milk union or the central co-operative bank. 
Each society will incur a monthly expenditure of about Rs. 50 
under the following heads :-

Pay of secretary in charge of milk arrangements .. 
Pay of one menial . . . . . . . , .. 
Stationery and contingencies 

Total 
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17. The milk unions will be entirely producers' organizations, 
formed by a federation of the village societies organized for milk 
supply. The number of societies affiliated to a union will depend 
upon the location of the societies, their distance from the union 
availability of roads and transport arrangements and the quantity 
of .milk they are able to produce. Perhaps, on the average, a 
umon will have about 25 to 30 societies affiliated to it. It may 
also be necessary to collect milk from a group of villages first at a 
primary collecting centre and to transport it to· the union there
from. The main function of the unions will be to collect milk in 
villages, transport it to the towns and market it to the best 
advantage of the producers. The milk arrangements to be made 
by the unions must include (i) a guarantee to the producers of a 
fair price for a standard quality of milk, (ii) the appointment of a 
supervisor for a group of villages within the itinerary of a single 
milk collecting van, who is to weigh and test the quality. of milk 
and generally supervise the work of the village societies and (iii) 
the provision of speedy transport vehicles and sanitary milk 
containers to move the produce from the village to the union's 
office in the town either direetly or via the primary collecting 
centres. In the Chapter on Consumers' Co-operation we have 
suggested that the raw milk supplied by the unions is to be 
delivered daily on a contractual basis to consumers' milk dis
tributing societies which will undertake its pasteurization and 
distribution to consumers. The contract will, among other 
things, prescribe the minimum and maximum quantities of milk 
that the union is to supply daily to the society. Ordinarily, 
it will happen that all the milk collected by the union will be taken 
away by the society. If supplies fall short on any day, the union 
will have to resort to buying milk from individual producers to 
make up the deficiency, and on the other hand, if supplies are 
excessive on any day, the consumers' society will have to assist 
in its disposal by marketing as much as possible and processing 
the remainder. As regards the capital required by the union 
for purchasing transport vehicles and milk containers, which we 
estimate at about Rs. 50,000 we are of opinion that its share 
capital will not be able to provide any large proportion of it and that, 
therefore, the State will have to meet the entire capital require
ments. Even the working expenses of the unions are likely to be 
heavy at least initially and we recommend that the State should 
bear them to the extent of 50 per cent for the first five years. 

18. An average milk union will incur the following costs:
Rs. 

1. Capital expenditure on buildings. transport 
vehicles and milk containers . . 50,000 

2. Establishment : 
Secretary • . 150 p.m. 
Accountant . . . . . . 100 ,. 
6 Supervisors (at Rs. 50 p.m. each) . . 300 ,. 
6 Transport drivers (at Rs. 30 p.m. each) 180 ,. 

Note :-If the milk union is expected also to process the m !lk 
before distribution, it will require a proper dairy and a mtl k 
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processing plant. It will also need technical and adminis
trative staff for this work. These have not been included in 
the above figures, on the assumption that the milk will be handed 
over to the consumers' societies as suggested in Chapter IX. 

(b) Ia 1111"1• 19. In larger cities, as for instance those with a population 
cities. of one lakh and over, the interests of the consuming public 

may be served best by the establishment of statutory Milk 
Marketing Boards. In this connexion a reference may be made 
to the Milk Marketing Board for England and Wales organized 
for the purpose of regulating the milk trade. The scheme under 
which the Board was established divided the country into eleven 
regions and required all producers in them having more than four 
cows to register themselves. Producers in each region elected 
one member to the Board and the registered producers as a whole 
elected five more members. The Board, after consultation with 
the purchasers of milk, was to fix the wholesale and retail prices 
for liquid milk and the wholesale price for milk going into 
manufacture. Producers contracted as before to sell milk to 
their clients, the only difference now being that the Board also 
formed a party to the contract and all payments were to be made 
to it.. It further bound itself to accept any milk which the 
producer could not sell, and dispose of it by sale or manufacture, 
for which it usually charged a commission from him. Producers 
in each region were paid for their milk by the Board according 
to a regional pool price which was calculated monthly as follows : 
Each region was credited with the receipts from all milk sales 
in it ; on the total sales a levy was made for the purpose of meeting 
the expenses of the Board and a further levy was made only on 
the liquid milk sales for the purpose of granting inter-regional 
compensation ; the balance was then allocated among the pro
ducers according to the quantity supplied by each. In the 
expenses of the Board were included the payment of a premium 
for milk which satisfied certain standards laid down by it and 
any losses incurred by it on account of handling milk. Transport 
charges and any deductions for inferior quality were charged 
to individual producers. Under this scheme the class of pro
ducer-retailers received special treatment. These persons were 
required to register themselves and to adhere to the prices and 
regulations laid down by the Board but were allowed to receive 
payments direct from the purchasers. They had to pay to the 
Board the inter-regional compensation levy, the general levy 
(when required) and a sum equal to three-fourths of the difference 
between the regional pool price and the local retail liquid milk 
price. In India, an attempt should be made to organize co-opera
tive societies for the distribution of milk, wherever possible, as 
recommended in Chapter IX. The Boards which we contemplate\ 
for the larger cities will differ greatly from the English Board. 
They would be public corporations composed of the representa
tives of Government, the municipalities, co-operative milk 
supply unions and producers of milk. They would be authorized 
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1o purchase raw milk from milk unions. They would then 
pasteu~ize and distribute it to consumers and process any surplus 
m~o milk P.roducts. They would guarantee to the unions a fair 
pnce for mlik of tested quality and an offtake of all the produce 
colle~te~. ~ile these Boards would not have a monoply of 
the hqmd milk market, they. should be in a position to supply, 
say, 30 p~r cent .of the reqmrements of the cities in which they 
are established, m order to be able to make an effective contri
bution to the improvement of the milk situation. In those 
to-:vns where co-oper~ti~e societies for the supply of milk already 
exist and are funcbonmg well, or can be organized, no Milk 
Marketing Boards, as recommended above, need be set up. 

20. At present there are 43 towns with a population of 1lakh 
and over, 76 with a population of 60,000 to 1,00,000 and about 
95 with a population of 30,000 to 50,000. In order to make an 
efi,ective contribution to the organization of milk supply to these 
(owns, we estimate that about 300 milk unions will have to 
be started within a period of five years. Their total capital 
costs will roughly amount to Rs. 1. 5 crores and their recurring 
costs to about Rs. 26.28 lakhs a year. The State should bear 
the capital costs to the full extent and the recurring costs to the 
extent of 60 per cent, that is, Rs. 13.14 lakhs per annum. In 
meeting this large expenditure and thereby helping to keep milk 
prices low the State will to some extent discharge its responsibility 
for the nutritional condition of all its people. 

21. Recently, the Government of Madras have sanctioned 
a scheme for salvage of dry cattle in Madras on a co-operative 
basis. Under it a co-operative society has commenced work, 
and is assisted at present by a Co-operative Senior Inspector. 
It receives dry cows from members and delivers them to a Veteri
nary Assistant Surgeon specially appointed for this purpose and 
stationed at Madras, who arranges to send them, when a sufficient 
number is collected, to a forest area reserved for salvage work. 
There, a stockman-compounder takes charge of the animals 
and tends them till they calve again, when they are sent back, 
in batches, to the. Veterinary Officer at Madras and returned 
to the respective member-owners by the society. A salvage 
fee of Rs. 6 per month per cow is levied. The cost of sending 
the animals to the forest area is met out of the funds obtained 
from salvage fees, but the cost of bringing them back is borne 
by the owners. The risk of loss of animals through disease, 
theft, etc., is borne by the owners. . The scheme provides for the 
maintenance of three bulls by the stockman-compounder for 
serving the cows in his charge. The functions of the society 
are : to collect the animals and salvage fees from members, to 
inform them about the condition of their animals on the farm and 
about any ailments or casualties reported by the Ve~erinary 
Officer and to issue permits to them to bring back the':f cows 
whenever they desire to do so. Government have sanctioned a 
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non-recurring expenditure of Rs. 5,150 and a recurring expendi
ture of Rs. 10,044 on the scheme. In the larger cities where pro
ducers experience great difficulties in maintaining dry cattle, we 
recommend that special co-operative societies should be organized 
for doing the work of salvaging the dry animals. They should 
collect at convenient intervals dry cattle as well as young stock 
which the owners in cities are unable to rear and send them to 
neighbouring pasture· lands acquired on lease for the purpose. 
The cattle should be placed in charge of the Veterinary Depart
ment of Government which should be equipped with the necessary 
staff. For the success of this scheme it is necessary that every 
member sending his cattle to the salvage depot should do so at 
his own risk. 

22. Salvaging is, however, only a temporary solution of the 
problem of milch cattle in the cities. The conditions under 
which buffaloes and cows are stabled in large cities like Bombay 
are, to put it mildly, appalling, unhygienic, insanitary, unnatural 
and expensive. It has been suggested that dairy farms, on the 
lines of the military dairy farms, where animals can be main
tained in colonies, should be established on the outskirts of towns 
and cities. These farms should be organized on co-operative 
lines, and owners of milch cattle particularly ' gowlis ' and; 
others owning a few cattle in large cities should be induced tol 
form co-operative societies. They will settle in these colonies 
with their cattle. The societies should prOVide stables, milking 
yards, dairies, stud bulls, veterinary aid, storage accommodation 
for feed, etc. Each member will look after his own cattle stationed 
in the stables and deliver milk to the societies' dairy. Such 
societies should be offered by Government or local bodies sites 
on attractive terms, for keeping their cattle, at convenient 
distances from the cities. It should be possible for such farms to 
stable 300 to 400 animals at a time. Convenient grounds for 
exercise and grazing would be available outside the cities and 
within the range of the cattle farms. These co-operative cattle 
owners' societies should be able to adopt improved methods of 
milk production which have already been current in the military 
dairy farms. They should also be able to engage some of the 
personnel which will be released from the military dairies in 
course of time. It will also be possible on these farms to arrange 
for the proper care of dry animals and rearing of the young 
stock and to provide facilities for grazing, silage making, etc. 
These societies will be in a position to supply regularly the milk 
produced by the cattle kept by them to milk unions or consumers' 
milk distributing societies in the urban area. 

~3 .. Milk. products are made on a large scale in some important 
da1rymg regtons of the country. In the United Provinces, co-opera
tive societies have undertaken the preparation and marketing of 
such products as ghee, khowa, casein, etc. Besides, a Khowa 
Scheme is in operation under which co-operative societies 
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assemble their members' milk in about 30 centres where it is 
turne~ into khowa. · We recommend that in those areas where 
~here IS no local market for liquid milk or where milk is generally 
~n surplus or where. the manufacture of milk products is an 
lmpor:tant cottage mdustry, co-operative societies should be 
orgamzed to undertake the manuf;tcture of dairy products 
such as butter, ghee, khowa, casein, etc., these co-operatively 
made products being " Agmarked ". 

Sheep breed· 24. Sheep breeding to-day provides an income from "both 
ing. wool and meat to a number of graziers, cottage weavers and 

others. In order to improve the quality of Indian wool, the 
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research has sponsored a 
number of experimental schemes for sheep breeding in various 
provinces. Co-operative societies organized among sheep-owners 
will greatly facilitate the fruition of these schemes. We, therefore, 
recommend that attempts should be made to organize co-opera
tively the flock-owners in the north-western parts of the country 
such as Rajputana, North-West Frontier Province, Baluchistan, 
etc., as well as in other hill regions where sheep-rearing is practised 
on a large scale. As information regarding the conditions in 
these regions is lacking, it is not possible to indicate the number 
of such societies to be organized and the general lines on which 
they should work. We, therefore, recommend that the Provincial 
Co-operative Council should examine the needs of particular 
areas for setting up co-operative societies for sheep breeding. 
The State should provide these societies with the staff and 
equipment necessary to undertake the freeing of wool from 
dirt and yolk and the grading of the product. 

Poultry farm· 25. Poultry farming merits attention because it provides an 
U.,. important source of subsidiary income to the poorest classes of 

pj:ople in the country. The existing poultry farming societies 
~re chiefly concerned with the collection, grading and sale of eggs. 
The number of such societies in British India is not large. These 
societies collect eggs from their members on the basis of outright 
purchase and pay the price once a month. The eggs are tested 
by water test, weighed, graded A orB and then packed. The 
advantages of selling through a society of this type is that a 
member gets better f>rice for his eggs and a bonus pro rata 
according to the number of eggs sold through it. 

26. In a few provinces, like the United Provinces, provincial 
organizations have been set up for the propagation of improved 
:breeds of poultry an~ for the marketing of eg?s a~d ~oult!Y ; 

/
but no concerted action has so far been taken m th1s drrectwn, 
, and the central organizations where they exist are languishing 
for lack of patronage. The country-bred poultry has, for lack 
of proper feeding an~ owing to indiscriminate breedin~ and 
careless rearing, detenorated to such an extent that, as m the 

1 case of cattle, a determined effort has to be made to place poultry 
farming on a high level of efficiency. We recommend, therefore, 
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that every province should h~ve a Model Poultry F~rm at con
venient centres the cost of wh1ch should be borne entirely by the 
provincial government. It should be entrusted_ with the duty of 
propagating improved breed: of poultry by act~ng as a nurse_ry 
from which better breeds will be taken. It will fqrther adv1se 
individuals or associations interested in poultry breeding as 
regards the feeds, protection against diseases, incubation and 
rearing of chicken. It may also undertake the disposal of the 
product of poultry farms. It may also introduce the use of 
improved containers for the packing and transport of eggs. It 
should, in any case, establish contacts with large customers like 
the Army or hotels or organized markets so that it can be in 
a position to give information on the marketing of eggs and 
chicken to the persons or societies who or which deal with them. 
We recommend that the Co-operative Department should take 
advantage of the Central Model Poultry Farm by widening the 
functions of the existing poultry farming societies and starting 
new ones, and bringing the latter in close contact with the former. 
In order that the Co-operative Department may be enabled 
effectively to discharge this duty we recommend that it should 
have a special officer and staff to promote, supervise and guide 
the work of poultry farming societies. 

27. There appears to be considerable scope for Co-operation 
in the proper use of valuable products which can be recovered 
from dead animals, and many of which at present run to waste. 
Hide can be used for making tanned leather, meat and bone and 
blood may be use<J, for making valuable manure, and fat and 
guts can be used for industrial purposes. The disposal of dead 
animals is at present done by the most backward classes of the 
community. Their organization into co-operative societies will 
serve the double purpose of improving the standard of living of 
these classes and of making available to the country valuable 
by-products of animal husbandry. This question should be 
fully investigated by the Provincial Co-operative Council. 

28. The fishing industry of India consists of two main classes, 
inland and marine. The inland fishery, again, falls into two 
divisions, fresh water and estuarine ; and the marine fishery 
also has two classes, foreshore and off-shore, and deep sea. Sea 
fishery is at present confined to the foreshore. If the supply of 
sea fish is to be increased, off-shore fishery should be developed 
with the help of better equipment, such as power boats and 
trawlers. Deep sea fishing is a more difficult job and can be 
undertaken at a later stage after fishing grounds have been 
surveyed and better equipment and refrigeration facilities made 
available. 

29. The fishe~mel?' are so _poor that they cannot be expected 
to make a contnbubon to fishery development unaided. They 
are indebted to middlemen and financiers and hence the share 
they get in the profits of their business is hardly fair. Moreover, 
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the arrangem~nt.s !or handling, assembly, transport and marketing 
of ~sh are pnmtbve and unorganized. There is no cold storage 
~qutpment anywhere nor any arrangements for icing ; and there 
ts a complete absence of regulated markets run under the super
vision of sanitary and health authorities. 

30. The~e are a few co-operative fishery societies working in 
Madras, Onssa and Bengal, their number being 67 55 and 7 
respectively. In the United Provinces a scheme for the supply of 
fresh fish to Lucknow and a few other larger towns was introduced 
in November, 1943, by the Co-operative Department. With the 
experience gained in the working of this scheme, the Depart
ment proposes to organize fishermen on co-operative lines. The 
primary production societies will arrange finance for the mem
bers and sell their catch, till central societies are organized to 
take over marketing. In Bombay, some prominent members 
of the Koli community have recently formed themselves into 
the Akhil Koli Samaj Co-operative Fishery Producers' Society, 
Ltd. The Society was registered at Bombay on 28th June, 1945. 
Its aims and objects are :-(i) to hire and purchase launches 
from Government for catching and carrying fish, (ii) to erect an 
ice factory and cold storage, (iii) to open a factory for extracting 
oil from shark and other fishes, (iv) to open a factory for produc
ing twine thread required for netting, (v) to supply the 
necessary materials to members to carry on their business and 
(vi) to grade and market fish. The Society was registered by 
the Assistant Registrar, Co-operative Societies, Bombay, in con
sultation with the Director of Fisheries. The present paid up 
capital is Rs. 35,000. 

31. Most of the fishermen's societies in Madras, Orissa and 
Bengal are of the ordinary credit type, mainly financing the 
members, and occasionally assisting them in the sale of fish. 
There are, however, a few societies which undertake a larger 
number of functions. For instance, the Ajanur Fishermen's 
Society in South Kanara, Madras, finances its members, and 
pools their catch for sale either fresh or after curing. F~nancial 
aid is given to only tltose members who agree to sell thetr catch 
through the society. The sale proceeds are distributed accord~ng 
to the individual catch. The society arranges for purchasmg 
boats and nets for the use of its members. 

32. The Government of India appointed in 1944 a Fish 
Sub-Committee of the Agricultural Policy Committee, the report 
of which has already been published. It has made certain 
recommendations which it is unnecessary to repeat here. We 
would, however, like to lend our support to the Committee's 
conclusion that no real advance can be made unless the Govern
ment of India accept full responsibility for placing the fishing 
industry of the country as a whole on a firm foundation, and, 
as has been done by Governments of almost all Europ_ean and 
American countries and Japan, provide finance forbothdtrectand 
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indirect assistance to this very backward and neglected industry. 
In Japan, the State grants are made only to co-operative societies 
of fishermen and the entire cost of establishing new ventures is 
borne by the State. We recommend that in India also State 
aid should be given largely through co-operative societies. 
Co-operative societies should, therefore, be organized on an 
extensive scale. These societies should give financial assistance 
to their members and stock and sell fishing craft and tackle at a 
fair price. They should also undertake marketing functions, 
i.e., functions involving proper arrangements for handling, 
assembly, preservation, transport and distribution of fish. 
These societies should be grouped together under central societies 
which should have their headquarters in towns. The main 
function of the central society should be the organization of 
fish markets and marketing of fish. 

33. Central co-operative banks should provide finance for 
working expenses both to primary and central fishing societies. 
We have recommended earlier that funds required for the provi
sion and repair of improved types of craft and gear, cold storage 
and transport should be provided by the State either in the form 
of loans at a low rate of interest or as subsidies. 

34. Some of the ex-services personnel are already trained 
in veterinary science, animal husbandry and poultry farming, 
and can be employed by co-operative organizations. The 
fishery industry offers an opportunity for the employment of 
ratings who have served in the Navy, specially those recruited 
from Konkan and Ratnagiri districts of Bombay and the coastal 
districts of Bengal, Assam, Orissa and Malabar. 
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CHAPTER V. 

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING. 

Mar~eting is a comprehensive term covering a large number 
of functions. The small surpluses of individual farms are 
collected and concentrated in a wholesale market; the fluctuating 
supply of farm products is adjusted to the constantly changing 
consumers' de!lland ; the proper volume and quality of supply 
are made available to final consumers. In working out these 
processe.s, several necessary functions are performed, viz., (1) 
~ssemblmg, (2) storing, (3) financing, (4) insuring, (5) standardiz
mg, (6) selling and ·(7) transporting. In order to reach their 
ultimate market, farm products are collected ·or assembled 
from various sources ; they are held or stored in warehouses ; 
somebody's money is invested during the course of their move
ment ; the danger or loss from price fluctuations or deterioration 
is guarded against ; the products are prepared for the market 
by sorting and grading, packing and repacking, and being broken 
into small parcels ; then they are sold and ultimately transported 
to the consumers' destination. 

2. Some of these functions may be performed by the farmer, 
as he does when, for instance, he packs and carts his crops to 
the local market, but these functions are entirely different and 
distinct from farming. They are usually undertaken by a 
different set of persons who possess specialized knowledge and 
special resources to discharge them. They know, for instance, 
when the demand for a particular product is keen or where the 
price is high and regulate the supply accordingly. The farmer 
does not come by this knowledge in the course of farming opera
tions; he may acquire it, but if he takes up any of the middleman's 
functions, he engages in a subsidiary occupation separate and 
distinct from farming. 

3. The middlemen's charges for service~ rendered in per· 
forming the functions of marketing are known as marketing 
costs. They are represented by the difference between the 
price received by the farmer and the price paid by the consumer ; 
and the factors affecting them are, besides those already dealt 
with in analysing the functions of marketing, perishability, 
wastage or shrinkage, and preparation for the market. On the 
assumption of private enterprise and free co~ petition, the ret~rn 
to the middleman should be the lowest poss1ble for the serv1ces 
rendered. Statistics dealing with the . middleman's charges 
in India are scanty, but it appears from wha~ever i~orma.tion 
~s available that in 1937 the wheat grower m Ind1a rece1ved 

61 per cent of the price paid by the ultimate consumer. Further, 
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in the paddy trade in Madras, the cultivator's price was 6_5 · 3 
per cent, railway freight coming to 12 · 9 per cent.. As agamst 
these in the U.S.A. where markets are best orgaruzed and the 
retailer's margin is large, the weighted average percentage of 
retail prices of farm products received by farmers was 58 in 1917 
and 45 in 1927. In India, backwardness of transport adds 
heavily to the costs of marketing, transport costs having been 
estimated to be about 20 per cent of the consumers' price. The 
cost of transportation, however, varies greatly, depending on the 
relative importance of such factors as bulk in relation to value, 
distance, special facilities to preserve the product en route, 
necessary terminal facilities, and the type of transportation. 

4. The assumption, made above, of free and fair competition 
does not hold good in most markets. The primary producers 
lack education and knowledge and are at a disadvantage in 
dealing with big business and with middlemen who have no 
hesitation in taking advantage of the former's weak position. 
The disabilities under which the Indian farmer suffers have been 
briefly summarized by the Royal Commission on Agriculture. 
" From all provinces we received complaints of the disabilities 
under which the cultivator labours in selling his produce in 
markets as at present organized. It was stated that scales 
and weights and measures were manipulated against him, a 
practice which is often rendered easier by the absence of standar
dized weights and measures and of any system of regular inspec
tion. Deductions which fall entirely on him but against which 
he has no effective means of protest are made in most markets 
for religious and charitable purposes and for other objects. 
Large ' samples ' of his produce are taken for which he is not 
paid even when no sale is effected. Bargains between the 
agent who acts .for him and the one who negotiates for the 
purchaser are made secretly under a cloth and he remains in 
ignorance of what is happening. The broker whom he is com
pelled to employ in the larger markets is more inclined to favour 
the purchaser with whom he is brought into daily contact than 
the seller whom he only sees very occasionally." These disabili
ties are in addition to what the farmer suffers from when he 
borrows from a money-lender or buys on credit for production 
or maintenance, and the creditor limits the farmer's freedom to 
sell his produce. 

5. These disabilities provide the justification for co-operative 
marketing which strengthens the farmer's positio~ as a seller, 
assures him of a regular trade outlet, and enables him to obtain 
better prices. It, at the same time, integrates marketing and 
productive operations, reduces waste by preventing duplication 
of age~cies, and provides facilities for improvement in the quality 
of agT!cultural products. It, further, attempts to eliminate 
those undesirable forms of speculation in which the motive is 
profit from price manipulations. No influence is so important 
in the economic education of farmers as their own efforts in. 
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co-operative ~arketing. The very attempt on the part of farmers 
to solve the1r problems teaches them basic economic truths 
The operation of co-operative marketing organizations teache~ 
farmers that agriculture is primarily a forrri of business. Co
operatiye I?arketing also teaches farmers that the problem of 
marketmg IS closely related to. the problem of production. The 
marketing organizations have found from experience that the 
demand for agricultural products is increased by an improvement 
in production methods which result in products of higher quality. 
Again, when farmers themselves undertake marketing programme, 
the practices which greatly reduce the economic value of their 
products, are brought home to them. Co-operatives also serve 
an important function in supplying information on the many -
factors which affect the economic status of farmers. 

6. Before organizing a marketing society, it is advisable to 
make certain enquiries. Is there an absence in the market of 
free competition, and is the spread between the producers' and 
the consumers' prices or between the prices in the local and outside 
markets wide ? Is there a lack of adequate facilities in the 
market or of service 'by the existing middlemen ? Is the service 
honest and reliable ? What definite savings or improvements 
can a co-operative society make ? Will the savings or improve
ments be commensurate with the risk, financial investment 
and the time and labour spent ? Will the co-operative society 
receive the support of the best farmers in the locality ? If the re
plies to these questions are satisfactory, further satisfaction should 
be sought on the points whether the co-operative society will have 
sufficient business, adequate capital, lasting loyalty of its members 
and enough patience to build up the organization gradually 
and not expect it to be a pronounced success from the start. 
Above all, it should be ensured that the management of the 
society is in the hands oi an efficient and well-paid manager 
who is honest, reliable and capable, and possesses the knowledge 
of the commodities with which he has to deal and qualities which 
will win over the confidence of the members. 

7. Co-operative marketing has achieved striking success 
in some foreign countries. In Denmark, co-operative sale 
societies discharge most of the marketing functions ; the co-opera
tive dairies in that country receive 91 per cent of the milk 
delivered to dairies and supply most of the butter exported. 
In Norway, between 80 per cent and 90 per cent of the producers 
of milk were members of co-operative dairies, while in the 
Netherlands, co-operative dairies marketed 65 per cent of the 
butter and 45 per cent of the cheese. In Sweden, co-operative 
dairies marketed almost 90 per cent of the butter produced 
in the country. In the U.S.A., there were at the end of 1941-42, 
10 550 Farmers' Marketing and. Purchasing Associations with a 

. m~mbership of 3,600,000, and business of almost 3 billion ~ollars; 
these Associations handled cotton, dairy products, frmts and 
\"egetables, livestock, poultry, etc. They arrange for processing 
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and own warehouses. In Canada, co-operative marketing 
societies handle wheat, fruits, milk, livestock, eggs and poultry. 
The number of co-operatives dealing in wheat is, however, the 
largest. The Canadian Wheat Producers Ltd. which was the 
central association of the provincial wheat pools handled more 
than 100 million bushels of wheat per year. Co-operative 
marketing associations in the Union of South Africa handh 
maize, wheat, peanuts, tobacco, cotton, sugar, fruits, etc. In 
1935-36, they marketed agricultural produce worth about £13 
millions. In Australia, in 1932, there were 14 pools for different 
commodities. In New Zealand, co-operative sale societies 
handle mainly cheese, butter, fruit, wheat and meat. Almost 
the entire quantity of cheese produced in that country is manu
factured in co-operative factories while about 90 per cent of the 
butter is produced by co-operative dairies. 

8. No dogmatic statement can be made concerning the number 
of functions which a co-operative society should undertake, the 
criterion being the economic possibilities of such undertaking. 
What may be unwise at its inception may prove expedient when 
the organization has gained more experience, established its 
business and accumulated sufficient reserves to take up new 
ventures. It seems advisable at this stage of development 
of the Co-operative movement in India to undertake only the 
necessary functions. This is the conclusion to be drawn from 
the failures of some co-operative societies which found it difficult 

·to resist the temptation to hold up produce in the hope of getting 
a better price. The Preliminary Report, published by the Reserve 
Bank, advised caution in the matter of holding up for a rising 
market. " It is often argued that the most important factor 
which prevents the farmer from obtaining the full price for his 
crop is the fact that owing to the lack of holding power he has 
to sell his produce immediately after the harvest even though 
the prices may then be low, and there is a widespread sentiment 
that if the farmer could be helped to hold up his crop till prices 
improved he would be greatly benefited. There are obviously 
two sides to the question. If a large portion of a crop can be held 
up in this way a decline in prices at harvest time might be pre
vented, but the produce must come on the market sooner or 
later. Storing means cost and risk of fall in prices and da'mage 
and these might more than counter balance the problematical 
higher price that is anticipated. Without great skill and an 
intimate knowledge of the facts regarding the market demand 
for the produce, an experiment in holding up a crop might prove 
more harmful than beneficial and if it was attempted by the 
co-operative godown societies, which would not ordinarily possess 
these qualifications, it might involve them in serious loss. " 
A crisis like this occurred early in 1940 when the prices fell 
instead of rising, as was generally expected, on the outbreak 
of war. Co-operative marketing in India should, therefore, 
make a cautious start. 
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9. There are many co-operative societies which commence 
operations exclusively with the sale of one farm product but 
expand to include a variety of products. In Denmark, the 
general practice was for one co-operative society to deal with 
one farm. product, and a farmer was a member of as many' 
co-operatives as the number of products of his farm. The same 
was true o~ th? UJ?ited States. The practice is, however, changing 
and no obJection 1s taken now to one co-operative society dealing 
with a few closely related farm products. The advantages of 
a single commodity co-operative are: (i) identity of interest of 
members, (ii) modest resources required, (iii) limits to the capacity 
and efficiency of the manager, and (iv) ease in allocating the 
cost of handling one commodity. If closely related products 
like fruits and vegetables, are dealt with by the same co-operative 
society, the following further ad vantages are likely to be gained : 
(i) continuous marketing is facilitated, if the seasons of the crops 
concerned are different, (ii) overhead charges per unit handled. 
are reduced, and (iii) a fuller line of commodities is available and 
~uyers are better attracted. 

10. There are three methods of handling and paying for 
farm products followed by co-operative societies, viz., (i) paying 
the farmer cash ·On delivery of his products, which are thus 
bought outright, (ii) paying the farmer what his individual 
products are actually sold for, after deducting the charges made 
by co-operative societies, and (iii) paying the farmer the net pool 
price after the products in the pool to which his were added 
are sold. The advantages of outright purchase for cash are : 
(I) falling in with the usual market practice, (2) the satisfaction 
of the farmer's need for immediate cash, (3) the elimination of 
the factor of uncertainty, ( 4) meeting the competition of private 
traders who have a powerful appeal in their cash offerings, (5) 
increasing the society's volume of business more readily by 
purchase from non-members, (6} better return to individual 
farmers for the superior quality of their products, and (7) the 
reduction in the volume of work in connexion with book-keeping. 
One of the disadvantages on the other hand, is that the society 
assumes additional risks olllrice fluctuations. These fluctuations 
follow no regular cycle, and the amount of difference cannot 
always be predicted. The risk is specially large when prices 
are declining and it is important to remember that the benefits 
of Co-operation are quickly forgotten, but the losses haunt the 
memory. The other disadvantages are the need for a larger 
working capital, and the necessity for employing a higher paid 
managerial staff and weakening. of the bond between a member 
and the society as soon as the price has been paid. The practice 
of payment of what is obtained on the sale of individual farmer's 
products has the advantage of obtaining for h4n the price which 

. the quality of the product co~ands in the ~arket, ~d of the 
society being able to work Wlth a smaller capital, but 1t suffers 
from the disadvantages of the cost o~ the service to the farmer 
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and the ·labour of book-keeping being increased, and of being 
against an organized and orderly way of marketing. The third 
method, viz., pooling spreads marketing risks, ena'bles marketing 
according to a well-considered programme, facilitates financing, 
and helps a society operating on a large scale, to play an importa~t 
part in fixing and stabilizing prices. It may, however, lead to 
speculative operations, against which the co-operative society 
must be on guard. For full benefits being reaped from it, the 
society must have an expert and adequately paid manager. In 
countries like Denmark, U.S.A., and Canada where co-operative 
marketing is most highly developed, the practice ·of outright 
purchases is rare and that of pooling and deferred payment 
common. Advance payments to relieve the farmer of his 
immediate need for cash are made under the deferred payment 
system, the amount of advance being a certain percentage of 
the price which is based on quotations fixed by Price Quotation 
Committees set up by co-operative. societies. 

11. A common feature of marketing societies is a contract 
for a certain period, with each member, binding him to deliver 
his product, either all that he produces or a proportion based 
upon the advance which he takes from the society, or the size 
of his farm. This has been found necessary in order to be assured 
of a sufficient volume of business for a period long enough to 
meet the expenses and establish the society, and to ensure the 
repayment of advances, thus sustaining the credit of the farmer. 
The membership contract for from 1 to 20 years is universal in 
Denmark where the spirit of Co-operation is so deep-seated. 
It is also universal in U.S.A., but there, probably, for the reason 
that the spirit is not so deep-seated. 

Preoeat poai- 12. · Co-operative marketing of agricultural products has :;:of :;.,-o'!""•· made some progress in India chiefly in Madras, Bombay, the 
1a ~n'.iia-:~.f United Provinces,. Punjab, Central Provinces and Berar, Bengal, 
nnew. Coorg, Baroda and Mysore. 

Maclru. 13. In Madras, there were 181 primary marketing societies 
at the end of 1943-44. They issued loans to the extent of 
Rs.139·18lakhsandsold produce worth Rs.91~35lakhs. These 
societies dealt in a variety of goods like paddy, groundnut, cotton, 
potatoes, etc. Twenty-eight sale societies owned 37 godowns ; 
25 per cent of the cost of the godowns was met from a free grant 
and the. balance from a long-term loan from the Government 
repayable within 30 years. Besides, there were 5 marketing 
federations which sold produce worth Rs.55· 67 lakhs during 
1943-44. The marketing societies and the federations were 
recognized as the agents of the Grain Purchase Officers for the 
purchase of paddy and rice. The federations undertook the 
processing and grading of produce before sale in order to ensure 
an additional return to the producers. The Provincial Marketing 
Society at Madras co-ordinated the activities of the other market
ing organizations in the province. It maintained 8 rice ration 
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depots, 6 fuel ration depots, 2 standard cloth depots, 1 fruit 
dep~t, 1 vegetabl~ godown a~d 1 s~Ies emporium for marketing 
the .P.roducts of. cottage m~ustnes. In the extraordinary 
con~1tlons created by the war 1t was allowed to transact retail 
busmess . also. The. ~adras Government have encouraged 
co-operative sale soc1et1es and rural co-operative credit societies 
to construct their own godowns by offering loans and free grants 
the loans being for a period of 30 years. Each year the Govern: 
ment placed a lump sum at the disposal of the Registrar for the 
grant of loans for the construction of godowns. Besides the 28 
sale societies owning 37 godowns, 49 credit societies have built · 
52 godowns. The total. cost of construction of godowns was 
Rs.5•13 lakhs. Further, the Madras Government sanctioned 
20 godowns costing Rs.9· 51 lakhs out of the Government of 
India Groundnut Fund . 

. Bombay. 14. There were 142 sale societies at the end of 1942-43 dealing 
in cotton, fruits, vegetables, chillies, arecanut, paddy, etc. The 
total value of sales effected by them during 1942-43 amounted 
to Rs.281. 5 lakhs. In some areas they acted as agents for the 
purchase of foodgrains for the Civil Supply Department. Special 
mention should be made of the cotton sale societies at Gadag 
and Hubli which sold cotton worth Rs.24• 39lakhs during 1942-43 
and of societies in the Surat District and Broach sub-division 
which sold cotton worth Rs.35· 64 lakhs and cotton seed worth 
Rs.S· 38 lakhs. The societies in Surat and Broach supplied 
pure seed to their members and pooled the produce, and estab
lished ginning factories. They have also organized themselves 
into a sales union for effecting sales in the Surat market. There 
were also a number of other purchase and sale unions in the 
province. A Provincial Marketing Society co-ordinates the 
working of the sale societies. It has organized a price intelligence 
service for its members, and has four sections for cotton, grain 
and seeds, fruits \(nd vegetables and consumers' goods. 

UDited Pro- 111. There were 116 marketing unions in 1942-43 for the 
Yin<eo. sale of wheat, barley, pulses, oil seeds, hemp, tobacco, etc. There 

were also 727 ghee societies and 8 unions spread over 12 districts 
which handled ghee worth Rs.3·64 lakhs and made a profit 
of Rs.l· 29 lakhs. The greatest achievement in co-operative 
marketing has, however, been with regard to the marketing of 
sugar-cane. There were 86 central cane societies (u~i~ns) and 

-1,117 societies. The work of cane development soctetles now 
covers 17,325 villages. Over 80 per cent of the 16 crores mam_tds 
of sugar-cane used in sugar factories is supplied by co-operative 
societies and unions, which provide seed and manure, ma~e 
advances to their members for cultivation expenses and asstst 
in selling the produce to the factories. The Government have 
made it an offence for a factory to purchase sugar-cane fr_on_t a 
member of a society direct and have fixed the rate of comm1sston 
to be realized from factories. These unions have also undertaken 
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projects such as road development and the opening ofseed stores. 
A Co-operative Development and Marketing Federation . has 
been recently organized to co-ordinate the activities of the various 
marketing unions. 

16. Bihar has also organized the cane development societies 
exactly on the same lines as the United Provinces. The quantity 
of cane marketed through them in 1942-43 was 90 · 36 lakh 
maunds. 

17. At the end of 1943-44 there were 37 sale societies and 
commission shops in the Punjab. Goods worth Rs.78 lakhs 
were sold by them during that year. The Okara Zamindar 
Society alone sold goods worth Rs.38 • 2 lakhs. 

18. Co-operative marketing has to a limited extent made 
progress in other provinces like the Central Provinces and Berar 
and Bengal and also in Coorg, Baroda and Mysore. 

19. We recommend that within 10 years, 25 per cent of the 
total annual marketable surplus of agricultural produce should 
be sold through co-operative organizations and that for this 
purpose 2,000 marketing societies, 11 provincial marketing 
societies and an All-India Marketing Association should be 
e5tablished. These organizations will perform all such services 
as are necessary for effective marketing of produce like assembling, 
storing, financing, standardizing, selling and transportation. 

20. (J) We are of the opinion that for the proper development 
of Indian agricultural economy, credit should be linked with 
marketing. To ensure this we recommend that one of the con
ditions of loans given by a primary society, whose establishment 
we have recommended in Chapter III, should be that each member 

· will sell all the marketable surplus of his farm produce through 
this primary society. 

(iJ) It should be the duty of the primary society to assemble 
the produce of its members. 

(ii~) Transportation of the assembled produce should in all 
cases be supervised and where necessary arranged for by the 
primary society. 

(iv) The duties of the primary societies as regards marketing 
will cease on delivering the assembled produce to the marketing · 
society which we are recommending, and on receiving the payment 
for it. 

(v) The payment to the member by the primary society 
may be made by it out of its own funds, if they are sufficient, 
or out of the advance which may be taken from the marketing 
society or the central bank on the security of goods. The primary 
society should pay to a member after keeping an adequate margin. 
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21.. (~) At each of the 2,000 mandies (wholesale markets) 
and, m any case, for roughly each group of about 200 villages, 
there should be a marketing society. 

(i~) The main function of a marketing society will be to 
arrange for the sale of the members' produce to their best 
adva.ntage. It may .also undertake the functions of pooling, 
gradmg and processmg. As has been noted earlier these 
~unctions ~re discharged in highly developed co-operative sdcieties; 
m countnes like Denmark, U.S.A. and Canada, although the 
practice of outright purchase is rare, pooling and deferred payment 
are common. We would, however, add that the ultimate 
objective of a marketing society should be to persuade its member 
to agree to pooling so that it may be able to discharge the functions 
of grading, and if necessary processing. 

(iii) The marketing society may give an advance to the 
member after keeping an adequate margin at the time the produce 
is delivered to it. The produce will be kept in a warehouse or 
godown under the custody of the marketing society and the 
bank which may be financing it. The balance of the price will 
be paid to the primary society according, as discussed in the 
introductory part of this Chapter, to the method of payment 
adopted. 

(iv) Every marketing society should have at least one 
godown the whole cost of which should be met by a free grant 
from Government as. proposed in the Punjab. 

(v) The Government should give a subsidy to the marketing 
societies for at least the first 5 years to meet the cost of the staff 
employed. This subsidy should be up to 50 per cent of the 
establishment charges for the first 2 years and 25 per cent 
thereafter till the fifth year. 

(vi) We recommend that, ordinarily, a marketing society 
should have a share capital of Rs.30,000 and that every primary 
society which becomes a member should purchase shares worth 
at least Rs.lOO, the rest being subscribed by individual members. 

(vii) Outright purchases should be made up to a maximum 
of five times the value of the share capital and reserves of the 
marketing society. The risks involved in outright purchases 
are great, although these may be minimized if effective measures 
for the stabilization of agricultural prices, as contemplated by 
the Government, are taken. 

(viii) We recommend that, or~inarily, the mar~et~g 
society should not hold ·over produce m the hope of a nse m 
prices ; but it may be done under extraordinary circumstances 
with the advice of the Provincial Marketing Society, the establish
ment of which we are rec;>mmending elsewhere. 

(ix) We recommena that in every case, agricultural products 
should be standardized and graded. For this purpose, the 
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Government should place the services of an Inspector of the 
Agricultural Department at the disposal of the marketing society, 
the cost of his employment being borne by the Government. 

(x) The marketing society, besides performing the functions 
of sale societies mentioned above, should arrange for supplying 
consumers' stores, improved seed, fertilizers and manure. We 
suggest that the sale of these articles should be made through 
the primary society, wherever it exists. 

(xi) ·We recommend that agriculturist members of the 
committees of the regulated markets should be nominated by 
marketing societies. . 

(xii) There should be no objection to separate marketing 
societies being organized to deal with important crops like cotton, 
groundnuts, sugal", wheat, rice and jute. 

22. We are of opinion that where a sale society is unable 
to put up a processing plant itself, separate processing societies 
formed of such sale societies may be necessary. We recommend 
that they should be established for such purposes as cotton 
ginning, paddy husking, gur making, decortication of groundnuts, 
etc. The funds required for the fixed capital should be provided 
by the Government as a loan repayable within not more than 20 
years. 

23. (i) A provincial marketing society should be organized 
in each province in order to co-ordinate the working of the various 
marketing organizations, supply market intelligence and act 
as the export agency for inter-provincial and foreign trade. It 
should arrange to supply to village primary societies and market- · 
ing societies information as regards prices and stocks and arrivals 
in the main markets with which the latter have dealings. 

(ii) The provincial marketing society will require godowns 
for storing produce ; the Government should pay the cost as a 
free grant. 

(iii) Government should give a subsidy for the first 2 years 
up to 50 per cent of the establishment charges and 25 per cent 
thereafter till the 5th year. · 

(iv) The membership of these societies should be open to 
village primary societies, marketing societies, central banks and 
individuals. 

24. (i) It may be desirable to set up an All-India Marketing 
Association to co-ordinate the activities of the provincial market
ing societies and to establish contact with marketing organizations 
abroad and to act as a clearing house of information on all aspects 
of agricultural marketing. 

(ii) The cost of the staff of this organization when established 
should be borne by the Government Qf India for at least the 
first five years ; afterwards the Government should give a grant 
to cover 50 per cent of the establishment charges. We do not, 
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however, propose that this organization should be started 
irnme~iately. We leave the decision as to the right time for its 
establishment to the AU-India Council of Co-operation the 
creation of which we are recommending at another place in this 
Report. We suggest that it should be the duty of the Council 
to review the circumstances and conditions of co-operative 
marketing every year in its annual report and to recommend 
when the time is ripe for establishing an All-India Marketing 
Association. . 

Warehou•· 26. (i) We recommend that a system of licensed warehouses 

~
imate of 
t (lor 
tioh India.) 

should be established and legislation introduced for the purpose. 
It should be the duty of the Provincial Co-operative Council to 
recommend the establishment of co-operative warehousing 
societies in suitable areas. 

(ii) We recommend that godowns owned by the Central 
and provincial governments and the Defence Department and 
not required by them aft.er the war should be handed over to 
co-operative marketing organizations after the war. 

26. A. Marketing Societies. 
(i) Number: 2,000 

(ii) Establishment: 

Manager Rs.IOO X 12 X 2,000 •• 
Accountant-Cashier Rs. 75 X 12 X 2,000 

.. Rs.24,00,000 
Rs.IS,OO,OOO 

Rs.42,00,000 

Out of the total expenditure of Rs.42,00,000 Government will 
pay half in the first two years and one quarter in the subsequent 
three years, i.e., Rs.42,00,000 in the first 2 years and Rs.31,60,000 
in the subsequent three years. 

Total: Rs.42,00,000 + Rs.31,50,000 ":' Rs.73,50,000 

·' (iii) Grading Officers (Inspectors) from the Agricultural 
Marketing Department.: (One for four societies on an average.) 

1. Number: 500 
2. Cost Rs.150 X 12 X 500 - Rs.9,00,000 

This will be met by the Government every year as a recurring 
expense. 

(iv) Godowns. 
1. Number : 2,000 
2. Cost: Rs.20,000 X 2,000 ~ Rs.4,00,00,000 

The entire cost will be given as a free grant by the Government. 

B. Processing Societies. • 
• N estimate of cost of and personnel for theae societies has beea made for 

0 . 
waot of data. 
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C. Provincial Marketing Societies. 

(i) Number : 11 

(ii) · Establishment : 

·1 Manager Rs.1,000 X 12 X 11 •• 

2 Asstt. Managers Rs.500 X 2 X 12 X 11 
3 Accountants Rs.250 X 3 X 12 X 11 .. 
1 Cashier Rs.150 X 12 X 11 

•. Rs. 1,32,000 
. • Rs. 1,32,000 
.• Rs. 99,000 
. . Rs. 19,800 

Rs. 3,82,800 

The Government will pay 60 per cent of the total establish
ment cost for the first two years and 26 per cent during 
the subsequent three years, i.e., Rs. 3,82,800 + Rs. 2,87,100 = 
Rs. 6,69,900. 

(iii) Godowns : 
(a) Number: 
(b) Cost: 

3x11-33 
Rs.50,000 X 33 ~ Rs.16,50,000 

The Government will give the full cost as a free grant. 

D. All-India Marketing Association. 

Establishment : Rs. 1 lakh per year. 

The Government should bear the full cost of establishment 
for the first 6 years and afterwards give a grant of 60 per cent 
of the establishment charges, i.e:, a grant of Rs. 6 lakhs for the 
first five years plus a recurring expenditure of Rs. 60,000 a year ; 
the rest of the expenditure should be met from the contributions 
by the provincial marketing societies. 

E. Government Staff for .Organization, Supervision and Direction. 

The Government in all the provinces should maintain an 
adequate staff for the organization, supervision and direction 
of the various marketing organizations. A rough' idea of the 
estimate of the cost every year is given below ; the expenses 
will be recurring. · · 

(i) There should be for marketing alone, a Marketing Adviser 
to the Registrar in each province. His salary and other expenses 
will be at least Rs. 1,600 per month or Rs. 18,000 a year. The 
total expenses for all the provinces will be Rs. 1,98,000 a year. 

(i•) There will be need for about 4 Assistant Marketmg 
Advisers to the Deputy Registrars in each province or about 44 

. such officers in British India. Under each Deputy Registrar 
there will be about 60 marketing societies. The Deputy Registrar 
will be in constant touch with the consuming centres and will 
work in close collaboration with the Marketing Officers of the 
Agricultural Department. The salary and other expenses of an 
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Assistant Marketing Adviser will be about Rs. 600 per month 
or Rs. 6,000 a year. For 44 such officers the expenses will be 
Rs. 2,64,000 a year. 

(iii) There will be about 200 Inspectors for organization 
supervision and direction of marketing organizations, that is, 
about 20 Inspectors in each province, and each Inspector will be 
in charge of 10 marketing societies. The salary and other 
expenses of an Inspector will be Rs. 2,000 a year or Rs. 4,00,000 
for 200 Inspectors. · 

(iv) There will be 100 Auditors for auditing the marketing 
organizations. Each Auditor will have 20 marketing societies 
in his charge. The salary and other expenses of one Auditor 
will be Rs. 2,000 a year or Rs. 2,00,000 for 100 Auditors a year. 
Free audit will be provided for the first 6 years ; subsequently 
audit charges will be recovered from the societies concerned. 

The above estimates are given in a tabular form below :
No. Name. Total annual 

expenseo. 
Rs. 

11 Marketing Advisers (11 x 18,000) 1,98,000 

44 Asst. Marketing Advisers (44 x 6,000) 2,64,000 

200 Inspectors (200 x 2,000) 4,00.000 

100 Auditore (100 X 2,000) • , 2,00,000 

Total Ro. 10,62,000 
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CHAPTER VI. 

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT. 

Various committees and commissions have in the past 
surveyed the problem of agricultural credit in India and indicated 
the lines on which its solution should be attempted. Recently 
a sub-committee of the Agricultural Policy Committee under 
the chairmanship of Prof. D. R. Gadgil have examined the 
problem afresh and have made detailed recommendations which 
the Government of India have been good enough to make available 
to us. The Committee have examined the position of rural 
indebtedness at great length and have made detailed recommenda
tions for the reorganization of agricultural finance. We, there
fore, consider it unnecessary to make an extensive survey of the 
existing conditions in this respect. As, however, any measure 
calculated to affect the credit structure is bound to have important 
repercussions on the Co-operative movement in many respects, 
we feel called upon to examine the more important recommenda
tions of the Committee and express our opinion on them. The 
Gadgil Committee have pointed out that it is not possible to 
evolve a sound system of agricultural credit in India without 
tackling the problems of the agricultural economy as a whole. 
This will necessitate among other things a proper distribution 
of population between agriculture and industry, the creation of 
economic holdiri:gs, the maintenance of agricultural prices at a 
profitable level, the provision of. adequate irrigation facilities 
and improved transport, the establishment of subsidiary 
industries, etc. It is also necessary to reduce the burden of 
past debts since the charge on this account is too heavy to be 
borne by the current agricultural econom-y and is therefore a 
drag on productive activity. , 

There are certain tracts in India which periodically suffer 
from a failure of the monsoon or floods. Agriculturists in such 
areas should, in addition to the gratuitous relief usually afforded 
at such times, be given adequate special purpose finance at 
concession rates for ensuring that those emergencies do not 
handicap the producers for a length of time after they have passed. 
There are other areas where distress conditions are chronic and 
almost form part of the cycle of production. In such cases, the 
economy of the whole area should be reconstructed by long-term 
programmes for eliminating the recurrence of calamity conditions 
or to neutralize the effects of their incidence, so as to place the 
agriculturist producers in a state of normal solvency. Some 
particular agricultural communities or classes from secure areas 
also perpetually work under a deficit economy because of social 
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or economic handicaps such as the backwardness in education 
or technical knowledge. Their problem will be solved only by a 
complete plan of rehabilitation worked by a State Agency. 

2. After outlining the steps that should be taken as an essential 
preliminary to the introduction of a sound financial system in 
rural areas, the Committee proceed to make recommendations 
as regards the future structure of agricultural credit. The 
conclusions arrived at by the Committee are as follows :-

(i) The money-lender is at present the most important part of the 
agricultural credit machinery and it is not practicable to dispense with his 
s~rvices in the immediate future. He, however; follows many evil prac
tices and his charges are many times out of all' proportion to the risk 
involved, and it is, therefore, necessary effectively to regulate his activities. 

(ii) A State inspecting and supervising agency should be set up in 
each province to carry out periodical and surprise inspection of the books 
of the money-lenders in order to ensure that the provisions of regulatory 
Acts are observed. The agency should also publish periodical reviews of 
the working of Debt Acts since such reviews will bring out the defects, 
if any, in the existing legisla£ion and make it possible to take timely action 
to remove them. 

In view of the vast needs of the country and the varied conditions 
obtaining within it, attempts should be made to develop as varied a system 
of institutional credit as possible. In order to facilitate the supply of 
institutional credit, mark~ting should be regulated by law and licensed 
warehouses should be established and their receipts made negotiable. 
This will encourage the commercial banks to take a greater part in financing 
agricultural marketing than what they are doing at present. 

Private credit institutions participating in agricultural finance have 
not yet developed much in India. The Co-operative movement also is 
not in a position to meet all the rural requirements of credit. It is not 
desirable to extend the present system of State loans, owing to the defects 
associated with it such as the delay in distribution of loans, corruption of the 
low paid revenue officials, ·rigidity of collection, etc. It is, therefore, 
necessary to provide a new source of finance on reasonable terms as an 
alternative to the present money-lender. 

Such a financing agency should be an autonomous Public Corporation 
established by the State and working under its general supervision and 
direction. Such Corporations should be set up in all provinces with the 
exception of those where the Governments feel that the co-operative 
financial agencies are so strong and have such a large field of activity that 
they can make finance available to all credit·wortby borrowers. 

The Corporation should provide all types of agricultural credit. Its 
methods of business should be similar to those of any other institutional 
agency like a co-operative bank. In providing finance to a borrower it 
should take into account the real assets owned by him as well as the natur~> 
of his business. 

The Corporation should deal with the more substantial cultivators 
directly. The smaller agriculturists should be persuaded to form them
selves into co-operative societies or where this is not possible into borrowers' 
groups. The Corporation may finance co-.operativ~ or~a~zat~ons in two 
cases, viz., (1) where appropnate co-operative bankmg mstttuttons do not 
exist, and (2) where, although co-operative banking institutions .exist, 
they do not possess sufficient financial resourc<'lll. care being t~~ m thot 
latter case to give financial assistance only thi"ough the eXIsting apex. 
banks. 
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The charges which an agriculturist has to pay for his financial require
ments are generally very high in India. Agriculture even under the be~t 
conditions would lind it difficult to bear such heavy charges. In Ind1a 
where agriculture is on any but efficient lines, the rates should be reason
ably low for current and intermediate finance and lower still for develop
ment finance. The Corporation should, therefore, provide short-term 
finance at a rate of 61 per cent and long-term finance at 4 per cent which 
appear to be the proper upper limits for such advances. The Corpora
tion will require a certain amount of State assistance in meeting the needs 
of all agriculturists at these low rates. Such State assistance will chiefly 
be in the form of not expecting substantial or any returns on the State 
capital and funds with the Corporation. For financing the less developed 
tracts the Corporation may require more substantial help from the State 
as the cost of administration and collection of loans as well as the risks 
connected with them will be large in those areas. The State may render· 
the necessary assistance by such means as allowing free use of State 
funds or by directly subsidizing costs of administration, of supervi
sion, etc. 

The expansion of the Co-operative ·movement will provide the best 
and lasting solution of the problem of agricultural credit in particular and 
the problems of rural economy in general. But the present position of 
the movement is not such as to encourage much hope that it can play a 
substantial part in financing agriculture, much less to become the sole 
supplier of rural finance, in the immediate future. However, its share in 
that field can be considerably increased if it is reorganized and its working 
is improved on the lines suggested below. 

(i) The frozen assets of co-operative societies should be liquefied by 
adjusting their claims according to the repaying capacity of the members 
in order to enable the societies to resume their normal working. 

(ii) The credit societies should as a rule continue to be organized on 
an unlimited liability basis as unlimited liability creates among the 
members a sense of collective responsibility and mutual watchfulness. 
It also enables a society to raise adequate finance which may otherwise be 
difficult to obtain. However, if the limitation of liability is likely to attract 
valuable elements to the movement it may be adopted provided that a. 
substantial part of the funds required by the Societies is raised through 
share capital. The liability of the members may be limited either to the 
value of the shares or a certain multiple thereof. 

(iii) The societies should finance all short-term needs of their 
members. They may also advance intermediate-term loans for produc
tive purposes to the extent of their share capital and reserves and any 
intermediate. term loans that they may be able to obtain from their financing 
agencies. 

(iv) The security for advances should ordinarily be personal, the 
credit-worthiness of the members being assessed on their repaying capacity. 
But the societies should have a statutory charge on the crop as an addi
tional security for all their seasonal finance. In order to make such a. 
charge effective its wilful breach should be made a criminal offence. Mort
gage security may be justified when the loan is comparatively big and the 
period is long ; but even in such cases it should only be a collateral. 

(v) Efforts should be made to grant loans with minimum delay. For 
this purpose limits for each member and each society should be fixed each 
year so that no detailed inquiries are necessary at the time of advancing 
loans. The system of cash credits for societies with sound management 
and running credits for individuals should also be introduced wherever 
possible and responsible officers of societies should be permitted to sane. 
tion loans up to a certain limit in an emergency. 
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(v_i) L?ans should be advanced only as and when actually required. 
The dtsbursmg of loans only on one or two days during the year makes 
co-operative finance highly inelastic and drives the cultivators to the 
money-lenders. · · · 

(vii) Special attention should be paid to ensure that loans are repaid 
regularly, even coercive measu.·es being resorted to where justified parti
cularly in cases of wilful defaults. The loans for current needs should be 
repayable at the end of the agricultural season. The period for inter
mediate loans should ordinarily be three years which may in exceptional 
cases be extended up to five years. 

(viii) The rate ot" interest charged by the co-operative societies to 
their members is still ordinarily above 9 per cent which as stated earlier ia 
too heavy for the agriculturists to bear. The societies should, therefore, 
make every effort to reduce the ra:te so as not to exceed 61 per cent in any 
case. The Government should subsidize co-operative institutions in suit· 
able cases for enabling them to reduce their rate to the above limit. This 
may be particularly necessary where the size or the volume of business of 
a co-operative society is small. 

· (i ... ) The central co-operative banks should organize their businesa 
on sound banking lines so that they may be able to raise funds at cheap 
rates. 

( ... ) An increasing use should be made of the facilities offered by the 
Reserve Bank of India for advancing loans for seasonal agricultural opera
tions and marketing of crops at concessional rates. 

( ... i) The efficiency of co-operative finance will be considerably 
increased if the operations of credit societies are linked up with those of 
marketing societies. For this purpose the system of ' controlled ' credit 
operating in Madras under which a loan is disbursed according to the needs 
and is recovered out of the income obtained by the application of the loan, 
should be adopted everywhere with such modifications as may be neces-
sary to-suit the local conditions. . 

( ... ii) The societies should ensure the proper application of their loans 
partly by supplying their members' requirements in kind and partly by 
stricter supervision over their operations. For meeting the household and 
other needs of their members the societies should have direct relations with 
purchasing unions and consumers' stores. Where such arrangement is 
not possible the societies themselves may supply the requirements as far as 
possible. But they should do so on indent basis and without undertaking 
undue trading risks. 

3. We are in general agreement with the Gadgil Committee's 
analysis of the problem of agricultural credit in India. In 
particular, we emphasize that the expansion of the Co-operative 
movement will provide the best solution of the problem of rural 
credit in the country. Credit societies will, however, render 
greater service and ensure their own success if they do not 
confine their activities solely to the supply of credit as they 
have done hitherto but take up other activities as recommended 
by us in Chapter III. · 

R00111uizotioa 4. The central recommendation of the Gadgil Committee is 
(!., ProviD~iol that State aid should be given in a very much larger measure 
s.:'k~~~~~·d.. than has been done hitherto in the direction of rural credit. For 
IU..! of tho this purpose it has suggested the establishment of an Agricultural 
cliAirit cculturoJ_£r ... Credit Corporation, to which the State should provide a part 

orpora-a. . d f d . . t t' d of the . working cap1tal an expenses· o a mlffiS ra 10n, an 
reeommended that each province or state . should prepare 
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separately its scheme for the Corporation. It has further recom
mended that " in a province in which Government feel that the 
co-operative financial agencies are so strong and have such wide 
scope that they could undertake all the work which we have 
indicated as in the sphere of the Agricultural Credit Corporation 
there would be no objection if a separate Corporation is not set 
up, provided that means are found for making finance through 
co-operatives available to all credit-worthy borrowers." 

We are of the opinion that not only in some provinces where 
the Co-operative movement has attained a high degree of develop
ment, but also in other provinces and states the provincial 
co-operative bank or other central co-operative financing 
organization can provide the agriculturist with all the facilities 
which are intended to be given by the Agricultural Credit Corpora
tion. " The same measure and type of aids as those recommended 
,to be given to the Agricultural Credit Corporation" should be 
given to the provincial co-operative bank and there would then 
be no need to start a separate organization for this purpose. 
Our reasons for this opinion are as follows :-

In the first place, much time may be lost, in preparing a 
scheme for fue new Agricultural Credit Corporation, in passing 
the necessary legislation and in setting up the detailed organiza
tion required. On the other hand, the provincial co-operative 
banks and other central co-operative financing organizations 
are already in existence and can, where necessary, be suitably 
reconstituted to shoulder the additional burdens which will be 
imposed on them. In the sec<!_nd place, the Agricultural Credit 
Corporation is intended to deal with the agriculturist also through 
the medium of co-operative organizations where they exist. A 
provincial co-operative bank which has already acquired experi
ence in dealing with these societies will, in our opinion, be better 
suited for the task. Thirdly, the anxiety of the Gadgil Committee 
for providing a larger number of agriculturists with institutional 
credit as an alternative to money-lenders' credit will be met if 
the provincial governments adopt the targets fixed by us for 
the increase in the number of rural credit societies and the recom
mendations made by us for the expansion of their number and 
functions. Such a course will make the benefits of institutional 
credit available to many times the present number of members 
and the bulk of credit-worthy agriculturists will be brought 
into rural co-operative credit societies. Fourthly, an Agricultural 
Credit Corporation which does not provide adequate representa
tion in the management to those in need of credit is likely to be 
dominated by lenders. , 

In reorganizing a provincial co-operative bank, it will be 
necessary for the State to provide a good deal of the share capital, 
and for providing finance at such a rate of interest as will help 
it to advance loans to the ultimate borrowers at not more than 
61 per cent per annum for short-term loans and at about ' per 
cent per annum for long-term loans. 
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CHAPTER Vll. 

SMALL AND SUBSIDIARY INDUSTRIES. 

lntrodueto.,. According to the Census Reports, the percentage of the 
population of India dependent on agriculture was 72 in 19ll, 73 
in 1921 and 68 in 1931 (the apparent fall in 1931 is due to a 
change in classification). Similar percentages for the population 
engaged in non-agricultural industries were 19 in l9ll, 18 in 1921 

'and 17 in 1931. The industrial population is decreasing owing 
to the keen competition between small crafts and rural industries, 
on the one hand, and large-scale industries, both in India and 
outside, on the other ; and a larger number is seeking livelihood 
from land. The pressure on land is, consequently, increasing; 
and the cultivated land available per head of population occupied 
in agriculture is now 1· 2 acres, and the average size of a holding 
is 6 acres as against 21 in Germany, 56 in U.K., 157 in U.S.A. 
and 198 in Canada. The seasonal character of agricultural 
industry and the small size of his farm keep a villager, who owns 
land, idle for about 160 days in the year. The plight of a landless 
villager is very much worse; he has no independent occupation 
of his own, and his economic position is, consequently, so weak 
that he cannot avoid sinking into a state of serfdom. 

2. The two main problems which must be tackled before any 
substantial and continuing improvement in rural welfare can be 
expected are the relief of the pressure of population on the 
resources by measures calculated to improve per man hour 
productivity in general, and the transfer of a substantial propor
tion of the large mass of population from farming to non-farming 
pursuits. The solution of these problems is more urgent in 
view of the proposals which we have made in Chapter III for 
increase in agricultural efficiency. " The attempt at one and 
the same time to raise agricultural efficiency, increase or even 
maintain existing farm populations, and improve the economic 
position of the_ farmer is one of the most glaring examples in, 
the modern world of the failure to apply proper economic' 
principles in public policy-and one of the most serious in its 
consequences. "* There must, therefore, be a deliberate policy 
for the occupational redistribution of the population now seeking 
its livelihood, in one form or another, from the overburdened 
land. The task is immense as " taking only direct agricultural 
employment into account, it appears that about 15! millions or 
28 per cent of our potential male agricultural workers will ~eed 
new work, within or outside their villages, if we are to .have JUSt 

• 
• H. Belshaw's article on " Foundations of Rural Welfare" In tho Inter

national Labour Review (March I 045). 
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about the right number of men and no more on the land. If 
we consider other occupations as well, the best conjecture which 
we can make is that in British India alone, in the course of the 
next decade, we must create new employment in towns and in 
villages so as to be able to absorb 21 to 22 million male adult 
workers, representing 33 to 35 per cent of the population. "t 
It may be remarked that this estimate does not take into account 
agricultural unemployment which may be caused by mechaniza
tion. What has to be done is in marked contrast with the 
existing total employment in industries, the chief source of 
employment outside the field of agriculture. In the Census of 
1931 special returns from establishments employing organized 
labour were not called for. In the Census Report of 1931, it is 
said: " In any case the number of workers employed in organized 
labour is extraordinarily low for a population the size of India's' 
and the daily average number of hands employed by establish
ments in British India to which the Factories Act applies is 
only 1,553,169." The latest occupational distribution of 
industrial labour is not known. When the Census of 1941 was 
taken, the preoccupations caused by the war were so urgent and 
all absorbing that the tabulation of the occupational statistics 
was not undertaken. We recommend that the Government 
of India should now undertake the tabulation of occupational 
statistics, furnishing thereby the distribution of labour in various 
kinds of industries, as, without accurate guidance, it is not 
unlikely that, while agricultural industry is relieved, its surplus 
population may be dumped on some already congested industries, 
instead of being distributed in a manner which will result in 
raising per capita productivity. 

Th!'. tr~d o~ 3. One of the most important avenues of employment for 
opuuon 18 ludia. the surplus population is small-scale and cottage industries. 

The trend of well informed Indian opinion has always been in 
their favour, and it has also been suggested that for persons 
engaged in them co-operative method of business is most suited. 
The Indian Industrial Commission (1916-18) stressed the intimate 
connexion between Co-operation and cottage industries, and 
stated that industrial societies should be organized and assisted 
by the State in technical matters. The Royal Commission on 
Agriculture repeated the suggestion for organizing village artisans 
on a co-operative basis for credit, raw materials 'and marketing. 
The Bombay Economic and Industrial Survey Committee (1938) 
and the Central Provinces & Berar Industrial Survey Committee 
(1939) also stressed the great need for fostering cottage industries. 
More recently, the Bombay Industrialists' Plan observed : " It 
is an essential part of our plan for the organization of industries 
that adequate scope should be provided for small-scale and cottage 
industries along with large-scale industries. This is important 
not merely as a means of affording employment but also of re
ducing the need for capital, particularly of external tapital, in the 

t Tarlok Singh: "Poverty and Social Change" (Page 10-lll. 
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early stages of the plan. It is difficult to define the considera
tions on which the choice between large and small-scale industries 
and cottage industries should be determined. The factors 
tnvolved in the choice are numerous and often conflicting. But 
generally it may be stated that while in basic industries there is 
little scope for small industrial units, they have an important 
and useful place in consumption goods industries where their 
function is in many cases complementary to that of large units." 
The 14th Conference of the Registrars of Co-operative Societies, 
which met in 1944, further emphasized the importance of cottage 
industries. · 

4. There are · valuable lessons to be learnt in connexion 
with industrial co-operatives from foreign countries. In pre-war 
Germany, one-eighth of the population subsisted on cottage 
industries, the small producers being grouped into associations 
which bought raw material for them in common and sold their 
finished goods. In Japan, 60 to 70 per cent of industrial workers 
are employed in domestic industries, and more than 50 per cent 
of the exports, measured in terms of value, are produced in these 
domestic factories. There are 20,000 handicraft co-operatives 
in Russia with a membership of 1,765,000. In the U.S.A. the 
idea of industrial co-operation is finding increasing acceptance. 
In China, striking success in industrial co-operation has been 
achieved within a comparatively short period of time, although 
the success there is very largely due to the extreme scarcity o£ 
consumers' goods caused by the war. 

5. In India, industrial co-operatives have attained a varying · 
measure of success and their existing position is reviewed below 
under each class of industry :-

This is the oldest and most extensive rural industry in India. 
The total number of weavers employed in this industry is over 

. 2• 4 millions, and of population depending on the industry is 
nearly 10 millions. The percentage of handloom production 
of the total annual production of cotton cloth was 31· 2 during 
1938-39.-The other important features of this industry -are: 
(lJ the range of production is larger and more diversified than 
what the mills can produce; (2) many thousands of weavers 
are without an alternative source of occupation ; (3) the industry 
can be carried on without the need for a large working capital, 
all its operations can be performed at home by members of a 
family, and its market is at hand. The industry is, ~owever, 

, jn a depressed condition as the weavers are under t~e mfiuence 
of middlemen who are also money-lenders. The mam problems 
facing the industry are :-

(1) The problem of raw materials : Yarn which is the 
principal raw material accounts for over 60 ,per ce~t of the 
production cost. Most of the. weavers ?~pend for 1t on the 
middlemen who give it ofl cred1t on cond1hon that the weavers 
sell the finished articles to them. 
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(2) . The problem of finance : Finance is required for the 
purchase of equipment like looms, for buying yarn and other 
raw materials, for payment of wages to hired assistants, if any, 
and to meet the expenses of maintaining the weaver's family. 
At present the finance is mostly provided by the middlemen. 

(3) Poor technique: Many of the weavers are not familiar 
with the improved methods of production. There is an absence 
of uniformity of products and standards of quality. This results 
in a limited market. The need for improved technique seems 
urgent as many cotton mills have started producing goods of 
artistic quality comparable to handloom products. Improve
ments of the productive technique with regard to (a) preparation 
and in~roduction of good and attractive designs, (b) employment 
of up to date looms and (c) dyeing and finbhing are more urgently 
necessary. 

(4) Difficulties of Marketing: Proper organizations en
abling the weavers to sell their products at remunerative 
prices are lacking. The middlemen serve at present in a combined 
capacity both for finance and marketing. 

(5) Training Facilities: There is a dearth of adequate 
training facilities for the weavers. · 

Even though Co-operation among weavers has conferred 
some benefit in provinces like Madras and Bombay, its contri
bution, on the whole, towards the solution of these problems has 
been meagre. 

The most important of the workshop industries in India 
are those dealing with (a) hardware, (b) brass and bell metal, 
(c) leather, (d) silk and (e) horn and bone. 

This industry includes the manufacture of (a) agricultural 
implements, (b) cooking utensils and other articles of domestic 
use, (c) tools and other articles used in various handicrafts and 
professions. The present position of this industry is deplorable 
owing to foreign imports and internal competition. The most 
urgent problems facing the industry are adequate marketing 
arrangements, economic supply of raw materials and improved 
technique of production.· 

There are certain special features of this industry. It is 
impossible for the members of a family a1one to carry out all the 
processes, the structural organization of the industry having 
outstripped the limits of a domestic calling ; and hired labour 
is, therefore, necessary. ·Again, the work involved is so exacting 
and strenuous that it cannot be carried on as a subsidiary occupa
tion. Further, the problem of transport is particularly important 
as the products of the industry are heavy. The problems facing 
this industry in common with other rural industries in India, are 
improvement in technique, &uitable marketing, organization and 
financial facilities. · 
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There are four divisions of this industry : 

. (a) The hid~s and skins industry dealing with the collection, 
cunng, preservation and marketing of raw hides and skins · 
(b) the tanning industry, (c) the leather footwear industry, and 
(~) the. industry dealing with the manufacture of leather goods 
like _smt-cases, hand-bags, purses, etc. The leather industry is 
earned on by people to whom a low social status is attached, 
and who are generally indebted, ill-organized and illiterate. 

T~is industry may be divided into three parts : (a) production 
or senculture proper, which consists in rearing of worms and 
care. of cocoons, (b) reeling, and (c) weaving of raw silk into 
fabncs. The defects of the silk industry are the poor quality 
of the cocoons, inefficient reeling machinery and methods and 
absence of grading of raw silk. 

This industry suffers from keen competition from foreign 
countries. · 

A list of these industries is given below : 

Paddy-husking ; flour-grinding ; oil-pressing ; gur-making 
and sugar manufacture ; bee-keeping ; pottery ; glassware and 
bangles; soap-making; carpentry; carpet and mat weaving; 
rope-making; poultry-rearing ; dairying ; toy-making ; gold
smithy ; dye-making ; paper-making ; match manufacture and 
bidi-making. 

We may here take an account of what has been done in 
certain Indian provinces to support, develop or extend these 
industries. 

6. The most important industrial co-operative societies in 
the province are the weavers' societies (263) many of which are 
affiliated to the Madras Handloom Weavers' Provincial Co-opera
tive Society whose functions are, to arrange for the supply of 
raw materials to the primaries, to sell their finished goods and to 
develop, assist and control theiro work. In 1944, the number 
of members and the paid-up share capital of the Society were 
660 (of whom 203 were primaries) and Rs. 1,36,020 respectively. 
It has undertaken to purchase outright, in certain cases, the 
goods of the primaries. It has opened 28 emporiums. in t):le 
province and employed agents to make the goods of the pnmanes 
popular in other provinces. The Society has established 3 dye 
factories, 3 handloom factories and one screen printing factory 
at Madras. Other industrial societies in Madras number 161, 
consisting of societies for the manufacture of paper, toys, etc. 

7. In Bombay, the most significant ~eature ha~ ~een the 
formation of nine Industrial Co-operative Associations for 
oraanizing the handloom industry. The objects of the Asso.cia
ti~n are (1) to supply improved appliances and raw matenals; 
{2) to promote the production of improved patterns of cloth, 
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(3) to undertake preparatory and finishing processes and dyeing 
and prib.ting, and (4) to accept handloom products from weavers 
on consignment account against partial payment or on outright 
purchase. The membership of an Association consists of weavers, 
primary societies of weavers and individual sympathizers. The 
Associations have received help irom the Government in the 
shape of subventions and contributions to reserves and guarantee 
funds. 

8. In Bengal, there are 16 industrial unions and one Provincial 
Co-operative Industrial Society. Besides the societies for 
weavers, which constitute the majority of the primary societies, 
there are societies for cocoon reelers, bell-metal workers, shoe
makers, etc., and there are women's organizations for promoting 
homecrafts and selling handicraft products. 

9. Out of the 100 primary production and sale societies, 78 
are of weavers. A Provincial Industrial Federation, which 
looks after the different types of industrial societies, arranges 
for the supply of raw materials and the production of goods 
either through the existing primary and central production and 
sale societies or through its own agencies. The value of business 
done through the Federation during 1943-44 exceeded Rs.1· 5 
crores. It succeeded in organizing about 35 production centres 
in the province. It is now distributing over 60 per cent of 
the total yam available to handlooms and its monthly turnover 
amounts to about Rs. 35 lakhs. The handloom industry in the 
province has received a fillip from the war orders placed by the 

. Supply Department. 

10. In the Punjab, there are an Industrial Co-operative 
Bank and 4 Unions to finance industrial co-operatives which 
number about 400. The majority of the societies are of weavers, 
shoe-makers and carpenters. The Provincial Government have 
placed a staff at the disposal of the Department of Co-operation 
to supervise the industrial co-operatives. 

11. The most important industrial co-operative societies in 
Bihar are those for weavers. The out-turn of the 35 weavers' 
societies in 1943 was worth Rs. 3,44,163. 

C_eDtral PdroBe. 12. Most of the societies in the Central Provinces & Berar are 
YIDCHaD rar, ' ' ' h' h h d ll d d weavers soc1et1es w 1c pure ase an se yarn, an pro uce 

and sell cloth. A special mention should be made of the Central 
ProvincesandBerar Weavers' Co-operative Society. TheSocietyis 
meant to serve as a Provincial Marketing Society for the weavers' 
societies. Its membership consists of 35weaveni' societies and 400 
individual weavers ; its monthly sales exceed Rs. 2 lakhs ; and 
it receives an annual grant of Rs. 12,200 from the Government. 

13. There are very few industrial co-operative societies in 
·Sind, but they occupy a fairly important position in Mysore, 
Baroda, Travancore, Cochin and Kashmir. 
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Recommend... 14. The foregoing review shows that the introduction and 
lioao. ~stablishment on an extensive scale of subsidiary occupations 

m the form of cottage and small-scale industries are of supreme 
importance to India. We wish to emphasize here that the 
problem which we have to solve does not deal only with the 
provision of gainful occupations for the mass of the rural popula
tion which remains unemployed or unprofitably employed, but 
also, and to an . important degree, with the organization and 
encouragement of subsidiary occupations for even the larger 
mass of rural population which is forced for a part of the year 
to while away its time in idleness for want of avenues of profitable 
employment. The organization of such occupations and 
jndustries in India is still in its infancy. Interest in them has 
been aroused in recent years, especially during the war, and our 
chief purpose should ·be to suggest how to develop them on sound 
lines so that when the artificial scarcity of their products created 
by the war is replaced by keen competition from abroad, they 
may be able to withstand the shock. 

Jtorionol Pro· 15. Our first recommendation is, therefore, that regional 
":'atiod.ol· 1:•n· organizations to foster the growth of small-scale and cottage 
::;:- oar nc- industries and all subsidiary occupations should be set up in 

each province and state. We propose that these organizations 
should be . called Regional Promotional Agencies. The area 
of operation of an Agency should be suitably selected with a 
view to entrusting it with just that volume of work which it can 
properly discharge. In large pruvinces like Madras and Bengal, 
there should be more than one Agency, but only one may serve 
the purpose in Sind and Assam at the start, although more 
Agencies than one will be necessary even in these provinces when 
the work is in full swing. 

16. The functions of a Regional Promotional Agency will be 
to ascertain what small-scale and cottage industries exist in its 
jurisdiction and what facilities exist for marketing their products, 
to determine which of them should be maintained and encouraged 
and what new avenues of selling their products should be explored, 
to devise means to place those, which are to be encouraged, in 
suCh a position as will give a fair return to the workers, and to 
ensure that the products of these selected industries find an 
assured and remunerative market. The task which we assign 
to the Promotional Agency will require for its satisfactory 
performance, careful collection of information regarding the 
facilities offered in each region for the operations of the selected 
industries and regarding the marketing of their products, and 
more specifically on such matters as raw materials, markets for 
products, transport facilities, power, local rates and taxes ~nd 
public amenities. The Agency will have further to cons1der 
to what extent the workers engaged in a particular in~ust~y 
depend upon it for their livelihood, whether it can surviVe m 
open competition with a large-scale establishment, whether the 
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consumers' interests will be better served by its continuance or 
replacement by large-scale production, and whether the sale of 
the products can be promoted by selling through the existing 
channels of trade or by organizing co-operative societies. Even 
if the economic profitability of a small-scale or cottage industry 
is not promising, it may be advisable, in the interests of the 
workers engaged in it, that it should be supported, at any rate, 
for so long as an alternative occupation is not found for 
them. 

17. After making the choice of industries which are to be 
maintained and encouraged and of the method by which their 
products are to be marketed, the Agency should organize the 
supply to the workers of the necessary equipment, tools and 
plant and raw materials and arrange for the sale of the products. 
Assistance in these directions is rendered essential on account 
of the abuses, noticed earlier, which arise when the money-lender 
or the supplier of raw material uses his superior position to have 
himself appointed as the purchaser of the finished products, and 
dictates all the terms of the bargain in his favour. The supply 
of raw materials is of the utmost importance to small-scale 
producers as their price, usually, forms the largest proportion 
of the total outlay on production. The Agency should examine 
the conditions prevailing in the markets for the raw materials 
and come to a conclusion on whether the prices charged for 
them are fair and reasonable, and, if they are not, it should 
adopt means for making them so. 

18. A matter to which, we recommend, th~ Regional Promo
tional Agency should pay particular attention is the introduction 
to and use by industrial co-operatives of small electric motors 
and machine tools where the supply of electricity is cheap. 
Handloom and· metal and brass industries are worked at present 
by manual labour, and the process of work is tiringly monotonous 
and slow. Both the quality, specially as regards the finish, and 
the volume of products are likely to be considerably improved 
and increased by the use of electric power, as has been the case 
in U.S.S.R., the Scandinavian countries and Japan. The Regional 
Promotional Agencies, in electrically developed parts of India, 
like Madras, Bihar, the Punjab and the western districts of the 
United Provinces should investigate the possibility of supplying 
electric motors and the· necessary equipment to the workers. 
The conclusions arising out of their investigations will be oneLof 
the items in the programme which the Agencies will subt.uit 
to the Provincial Co-operative Council. We suggest that electric 
motors and equipment should be supplied on hire-purchase' 
system. We also suggest that Government should take into 
account the estimated demand of small-scale industries for electric 
power in addition to that of larger industries and for domestic 
use in deciding whether a certain hydro-electric scheme should 
be undertaken or not. 
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19 ... We make a sp;cific recommendation as regards the hand
loom mdustry. It IS commonly recognized that the most 
economical organization for the production of certain kinds of 
cloth is to have the yarn spun in a factory and the cloth woven 

.at home, and that the handloom industry is handicapped by the 
f~ct that it h~ to depe~d f?r its raw material on its competitors, 
v~z., the orgamzed textile mdustry. The Regional Promotional 

,Agency should hold an enquiry into the methods of supply of 
yarn to weavers, and report, within one year of its establishment, 
to the Provincial G"?-operative Council, whet_h_e!:_ _ __a_spi!J_ning _mjll 
owned bY.._l)o-opegbye_ .handlQQm_w:eavers' soc_ieties or the State 
should be set. up in its region. If the mill is owned by the fornier, 
they will not be able to raise sufficient capital, all at once, for its 
construction. We recommend that in that case a loan, at the 
prevailing Bank Rate, should be made by the State for the con
struction of buildings and purchase of machinery and other 
equipment and for fixed capital generally. The loan should be 
subject to the condition that it will be repaid within twenty years. 
The mill will further stand in need, at the beginning, of assistance 
as regards the working funds, which may not be obtainable from 
the banks due to lack of tangible security for the loan. We, 
therefore, recommend that the State should give a guarantee to 
the provincial co-operative bank for opening a cash credit 
account up to a fixed limit in favour of the spinning mill for one 
year from a date fixed by the State in consultation with the 
Regional Promotional Agency. This guarantee should be 
renewed from year to year so long as the State in consultation 
with the Regional Promotional Agency considers it necessary. 

20. The distribution of electric power in rural areas has been 
undertaken in certain foreign countries by co-operative societies. 
Under the Rural Electrification Administration in U.S.A., co
operative societies have made remarkable progress in providing 
electric services for an increasingly large number of farms. Under 
the Federal Rural Electrification Act, the co-operatives may 
borrow money not only for line construction and for electricity 

Vgenerating plants but also for making loans to their members 
for the wiring of premises, purchase of electric appliances and 
farm equipment. Of the funds allotted to the R.E.A. for rural 
development up to May, 1943, 95 per cent has been utilized by 
co-operatives with the result that rural electric lines now serve 
1,036,363 farms and a number of rural establishments. The 
loans given to the members carry an average interest of slightly 
less than 3 per cent and are repayable in 25 years .. The f:'-ct that, 
electric co-operatives operate on a non-profit basts had Its effect 
on the rural rates charged by commercial power companies. 
The growth of co-operative electric societies has opened up rural 
areas to the establishment of small industries dependent on power. 

21. In India, many schemes of hydro-electric development 
for the supply of light and po'!er are in force or are under con
sideration in the various provmces, e.g., Bombay, Madras, the 
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Punjab and the United Provinces. We recommend that, wherever 
such schemes are in operation or come into operation, the 
Provincial Co-operative Council should examine the possibilities 
of establishing and, if satisfied as regards their prospects of 
success, establish co-operatives for the distribution of electricity 
for light and power in rural areas. 

22. We are indebted to :Madras for the suggestion that 
women's cottage industries should be developed on co-operative 
lines. There are numerous middle -class families the women 
members of which earn their livelihood by tailoring, needle
work, lace-making and embroidery, knitting, and preparation 
of pickles and ' papads '. They are much more exposed to 
the abuses which are resorted to by unscrupulous money-lenders 
and middlemen, as some of them observe ' purdah' and all of them 
have weak bargaining power. We recommend that women's 
co-operative societies should be organized by Regional Promo
tional Agencies, special arrangements being made for supplying 
raw materials and for marketing the products of the industries 
to their best advantage. 

. 23. The organization of the Regional Promotional Agency 
should, we recommend, consist of a Board of Advisers and a 
whole-time officer, whom we call Promotional Officer. The 
chief qualification for the ·selection of the Promotional Officer 
should be his aptitude for and sympathy with the Co-operative 
movement, but he should also have business experience and 
possess knowledge, so far as possible, of the technical and organi
zational side of the industries with which he may have to deal. 
In order that the Promotional Officer may be sufficiently qualified 
and enjoy sufficient prestige, we recommend that l'iis status and 
salary should be those of a Joint Registrar. He will be the 
chairman of the Board of Advisers, and the chief executive 
officer of the Regional Promotional Agency, but, administratively, 
all Promotional Officers and Regional Promotional Agencies 
will be under the Registrar of Co-operative Societies or the 
Registrar of Industrial Co-operative Societies as the case may 
be. The Registrar should have, at all time, the right to attend 
any meeting of the Board of Advisers of a Regional Promotional 
Agency. The Board of Advisers should consist of not more than 
seven members including the Promotional Officer. 

24. We recommend that the Promotional Officer and the 
members of the Promotional Agency should be appointed by 
Government, but the appointment of the members should be on 
the nomination of the Provincial Co-operative Council. The 
Council should nominate two persons who are directly engaged 
in the chief small·scale or cottage industries of the region ; one 
person who possesses knowledge of industrial finance, preferably 
of financing the industries flourishing in the region, and carries 
out his business in or has had business connex ion with the region; 
one person who is engaged or interested in the wholesale trade 
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of the products of local industries ; and two persons recommended 
by the Registrar of Co-operative Societies or the Registrar of 
Industrial Co-operative Societies as the case may be on the 
ground of special knowledge of the technical aspect of the indus
tries, or markets, or finance or business in general, these two 
generally being the expert advisers employed by the Industrial 
co:operative Department for the supervision and guidance of 
small industries. ,, 

25. We expect that in course of time industrial co-operatives 
will attain sufficient strength and stability to form their own 
federations. We recommend that the formation of these federa
tions should be encouraged with a view to enabling them to take 
over the functions of the Board of Advisers of the Area and 
Regional Promotional Agencies. In order to avoid the dangers 
of a sudden transition from those agencies to Federations, we 
recommend that the latter should first take over the functions 
of Area Promotional Agencies, described in the following para
graph and afterwards those of Regional Promotional Agencies, 
and not simultaneously. On their being taken over by the 
Federations, the members of the Boards of Advisers of the 
Promotional Agencies will be appointed by the Federations, 
but we suggest that the qualification of members should continue 
to be as suggested by us in this Report. 

26. The jurisdiction of the Regional Promotional Agency 
should be divided into a number of convenient Areas, each Area 
being in the charge of a Deputy Promotional Officer. The 
Deputy should also be a whole-time Government Officer, and 
his pay should be on the scale of Rs. 250-25-500-50-750. 
The qualifications of a Deputy Promotional Officer should be 
possession of knowledge, generally, of business methods and 
commercial practices, and, particularly, of at least one of the 
important small industries in his Area. 

27. The Deputy Promotional Officer should also have attached 
to him a .Local Board of Advisers whose members should be 
appointed on the recommendation of the Provincial Co-operative 
Council and should have the same number of members possessing 
the same qualifications as the members of the Regional Board. 

28. · Each Deputy Promotional Officer should be assisted by 
about six Field Workers appointed by the Registrar on the 
recommendation of the Promotional Officer .. They should be 
drawn, as far as possible, from the rank of the workers, engaged 
in local small industries, should possess sufficient technical and 
educational qualifications, to be able to study the literature 
dealing with the industries in their charge. We suggest that 
their pay should be on the scale of Rs. 125-7!-200-10-250. 

Coot of a p..,. 29-. · The cost of Promotional Agencies has been. worked out 
motioDBIAioacy._J-t the end of this Chapter. It is so l~rge that the small-scale 

·- workers cannot be expected to meet 1t. We recommend that 
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the whole of this cost should be borne by the State as is done 
in U.S.S.R. The most remarkable progress in developing 
handicraft industries and handicraft co-operatives has been made 

·in that country, and the success there is attributed to "a large 
measure of support and leadership "* given by the State. 

30. The Regional Promotional Agency will thus have a 
staff which will place at its disposal the material necessary for 
drawing up a programme for the development of existing and 
encouragement of new industries .. New industries will be 
started at a later stage, but we mention them here in order to 
complete the picture of the activities of the Promotional Agency 
At the same time as the Agency selects suitable industries, it 
will prepare a statement of capital expenditure on the supply of 
machinery, tools, and plant ; of working funds required for raw 
material, and holding and marketing of finished products ; and 
of estimates of profit and loss. The report on the industries 
selected, along with this statement, will form a programme which 
will be submitted for approval to the Provincial Co-operative 
Council. On approval, the Council will forward it to the Registrar 
who will obtain from the Government such orders as may be 
necessary. 

Need for • 31. In implementing the various proposals which we have 
=t•t 1d;· made in this Chapter, the provincial governments will have to 
mduo.ri'al :0. decide the question of the department of Government which 
oper0~vd' "'\d should be entrusted with the administrative co~rol and super
•ma. m uotrt••· vision of small-scale and cottage industries. The problems of 

these industries have to be treated as a whole 'thout dividing 
them into two classes, one class consisting of industries organized 
on co-operative lines, and the other of industries managed by 
individual workers ; and it seems advisable that there iould be 
one agency to foster the growth of all small industries It will 
be the duty of this agency constantly to compare the a vantages 
of co-operative and individual effort in each industry and to 
advise on which kind of effort is best suited for a particular 
industry, and this duty it will be best able to discharge if it is 
in elose contact with all small industries. We are, therefore, 
•of the opinion that all small-scale and cottage industries should 
be placed in charge of one department of Government. 

32. At present, administrative control over these industries 
il' exercised, in most provinces, partly by the Department of 
.Industries and partly by the Department of Co-operation. This 
arrangement suffers from the common defects._of__dllal control, 
viz., lack of full attention for fear oftrespassing on the other 
Departments' field, unco-ordinated treatment of inter-related 
problems, weakening of responsibility, and departmental jealousy 
and friction. There is little to recommend the continuance of 
this arrangement and we strongly suggest that it should be 
discontinued. · 

• World Co-operation by Dr. N. Barou. 
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33. If one single department is to be placed wholly m charge 
of small-scale and cottage industries, one of the three courses 
may be followed. The charge may be given wholly to the 
Industries Department or the Co-operative Department, or a 
new Depart~ent may be created exclusively for this charge. 
The Indus~nes..Department has been set up principally to look 
after the mterests of large-scale industries and their labour. 
establishment, and to administer special acts like the Factories 
Act, the Boilers Act, etc. From the nature of its duties, it is 
largely concerned with activities in urban areas, and has few 
points of contact with rural areas and rural population. The 
outlook of the Industries Department is, therefore, preponderat
ingly urban, and it is inadvisable to place on it responsibilities 
for the satisfactory discharge of which long and intimate know
ledge and experience of rural problems and active sympathy 
'iVith rural population are pre-requisite conditions. Besides, 
the post-war planning has given a large place in its schemes to 
the industrial development of India. These schemes will make 
a very large call on the time, attention and resources of the 
Industries Department. This Department will not, therefore, 
have the necessary qualifications, equipment or time to look 
after the many-sided activities which, we propose, should 
be undertaken in order to improve rural conditions by the 
organization of small-scale industries. 

3~. The Co-operative Department possesses the necessary 
qualifications for undertaking this responsibility; it has rural 
background, it has long experience of working in rural areas; it is 
the only Department which is well versed in the principles and 
practices of co-operative technique. It is in much the best 
position to study the potentiality of rural industries both on the 
,Aides of supply and demand and to organize them either on 
~o-operative or individual lines. During this war, it has been 
.enabled to acquire considerable experience of rural industries 
by the actual execution of orders for many of the products of 
these industries. We, therefore, recommend that the Co-opera-
1:ive Department should be placed in charge of fostering the 
growth of these industries on the lines proposed by us. 

We are, however, conscious of the fact that on account of the 
fulmensity of the burden of responsibility which would be placed 
.on the shoulders of this Department by the acceptance of our 
recommendations in other Chapters of this Report, the Registrars 
-of Co•operative Societies in some provinces may find it impossible 
to devote to all of them that personal attention and to give that 
·personal guidance which alone will justify their being placed 
·under one Head. Even the appointment in these provinces of a 
Joint Registrar exclusively for rural industries will not in such 
·cases solve the difficulty as it will not dispense with the necessity 
.of the Registrar's remaining in personal touch with the problems and 
;affairs of this se~tion of his Department. We are of opinion tha~ 
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an arrangement like this may put too much strain on the Registrar 
and his Department to the serious detriment of the interests of 
rural industries and, consequently, of rural welfare. We, there
fore, recommend that in these provinces a separate Department 
should be created exclusively to look after the industrial develop
ment of rural population generally and the development of 
small-scale and cottage industries,, whether in rural or urban 
areas, in particular. The head of this Department should be of 
the same status as the Registrar of Co-operative Societies and 
called the Registrar of Industrial ·Co-operative Societies and 
Director of Small Industries. The officer selected for this post 
should have had adequate experience in the Co-operative Depart
ment. Where, however, the Registrar of Co-operative Societies 
undertakes the organization of small and subsidiary industries 
on the lines recommended by us, he should be assisted with all 
the staff recommended by us. · 

35. Industrial co-operatives will require finance for fixed 
capital and working expenses. Eventually, both requirements 
should be met by the members from their own funds accumulated 
with the co-operativ~s. We, however, realize that, at present 
and for a number of years to come, financial assistance, for both 
purposes, will have to be given by an outside agencv. We, 
therefore, recommend that for the purpose· of fixed capital, like 
buildings and expensive capital goods, the State should give 
subsidies and advance loans at the Bank Rate of interest repayable 
in twenty years. These subsidies and loans should, we suggest, 
be given through the provincial and central co-operative banks 
or through the Co-operative Industrial Banks, the establishment 
of which we propose in the following paragraph. 

· 36. So far as the funds for raw materials and working expenses 
are concerned, different practices are followed in different parts 
of India. In Madras, the Government guilrantee the losses 
which may be incurred by the central co-operative banks which 
are the financing agencies there and provides the cost of the 
necessary capital equipment. The Bombay Government have 
adopted a different method, although it is only a temporary 
war-time measure; it provides what is called a "guarantee" 
fund to meet the expenditure on fixed capital and to serve as a 
margin for loans for raw materials and working expenses. This 
"gu~rantee" fund is not repayable to Government so long as the 
advances taken from the co-operative financing agency remain 
outstanding, This system ensures that the ordinary b1tnking 
practice of stocks being hypothecated with the bank or pledged 
to it, and stored under its custody in a warehouse over which it 
has control will continue to be followed. We recommend that 
similar guarantees should be given by all provincial governments, 
until such time as the industrial co-operatives are able to find 
their own funds. The marginal advance by and the cost of the 
guarantee system to a Government will be comparative!~ small. 
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The guarantee may be discontinued. on the report of the 
Promotional Agency, confirmed by the Registrar, that the need 
for such Government assistance no longer exists. 
· Iri both provinces, Madras and Bombay, the financing of 
short-term needs of industrial co-operatives is done by co-opera
tive banks. We recommend that this practice should be followed 
wherever possible, and that the supply of funds to industrial 
co-operatives for raw materials and working expenses should 
be made by the provincial and central banks, where they exist 
and have sufficient resources. At those places where these 
·banks do not exist or do not possess sufficient resources, or it is 
considered desirable to do so for any other reason, we recommend 
that separate Co-operative Industrial Banks should be establis~d 
exclusively to look after the financing of industrial co-operatives. 

37. We repeat what we have stated earlier that industrial 
co-operatives should eventually find their own funds. To achieve 
this end, we recommend that they should build up a fund from 
their profits for two purposes, viz •• (i) to repay loans and advances 
taken from Government for fixed as~ets or for use as a margin 
for working expenses, and (ii) to provide for working expenses, 
replacement and expansion. 

Quootiono. ouch 38. The Promotional Agencies, which we recommend, will 
:".~!:~ti::n "':,~ be the stewards of existing and prospectors of new small industries, 
..':orkoto, etc., to but their horizon will extend' only to the boundaries of their 
be ro~rrod to .respective regions. Nor will they be suitably equipped 'for. :U::: or "':h: collecting certain broader information and expressing opinion 
Tarill Board. on certain larger problems affecting the whole of India. In 

India, we are-still imperfectly aware of what large-scale and small
scale indusrrtessliould-oe ·selected for_the -post:_wal' p~riod, and 
wharu1e1r relative spheres of_, o~ra~io'!:~ -~hould_ be. ~urther, 
it seems necessary for developmg certam small mdustnes that 
-tariff protection should be extended to them. Still another 
problem which has been debated recently without arriving at 
any definite conclusion, is whether certain markets should be 
reserved, partly or exclusively, for the products of small industries. 
A well-informed and authoritative lead on these questions is 
'urgently necessary. We recommend that these questions should 
be referred to either a separate committee or to the Tariff Board 
which has been recently set up by the Government of India or 
to the permanent Tariff Board which may be constituted here
after for considering the question of protecting Indian industries 
from foreign competition ; we also suggest that the Tariff Board 
should be specially charged with. the duty of safeguarding the 
interests of cottage and small-scale industries. 

Government to 39. We recommend that as a contribution towards securing 
P" preforen .. an assured and remunerative market for the products of small 
10 tbe producto ld d of omall...We industries, Central and provincial governments shou a opt . a 
IDdu•~ iD policy of purchasing for their requirements these products m 
pur~ totbow preference to the products obtainable from any other source. ,.qwtemeD • 
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40. We recommend that ex-servicemen and war technicians 
should be encouraged to join industrial co-operatives, especially 
as many thousands of them have been and will be given training 
in small-scale industries. Their presence in the co-operatives 

1 
will be a source of great strength as they will contribute to them 
their trained skill, and habits of leadership, drive and discipline 
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which they have acquired during the period of their service. 

41. We would like to refer here to the eligibility of provincial 
co-operative banks to borrow money from the Reserve Bank 
for financing ·industrial operations or the marketing of industrial 
products. In recent years, industrial co-operatives have come 
into greater vogue and their activities are increasing at a rapid 
pace. We recommend that Section 17(2) (a) of the Reserve 
Bank Act should be so amended as to empower the Bank to give 
financial accommodation to provincial co-operative banks for 
advances and loans to industrial co-operatives up to one year. 

Eatimato of Coot · 42. A. REGISTRAR OF INDUSTRIAL CO..OPERATIVE 
(forBritlohladia) SOCIETIES AND DIRECTOR OF SMALL INDUSTRIES. 

(i) Number . . . .. 
(ii) Average monthly salary 

on the basis of 25 years' 
service on the s~nior 
scale of the I.C.S. 

(iu') Cost 

ESTABLISHMENT 
1 Manager 
Cost 

11 (1 for each provi!lce) 

Rs.1,695* 
Rs.1,695 X 12 X 11 

Rs.200 
Rs. 200 X 12 X 11 

B.. REGIONAL PROMOTIONAL AGENCY 

I. PROMOTIONAL OFFICER 
(i) Number 33 (3 for each province) 

(ii) Average monthly salary 
on the basis of 25 years' 
service on the senior 
scale of the I.C.S. Rs.1,69li 

Rs. 2, 23,7 40 

Rs. 26,400 

(iii) Cost Rs. 1,695 X 3 X 12 X 11 Rs. 1!,71.220 

II. BOARD OF ADVISERS (FOR EACH PROMOTIONAL 
AGENCY) 

The cost will consist mainly of (a) 
daily allowance of about Rs.10 per 
day per member for a meeting and 
(b) second class fare to and from the 
place of meeting. 
Number of Board of Advisers : • , 

Number of meetings per month : 
Number of members per Board: 

33 ( 1 for each Promo· 
tiona! Agency) 

1 
7 

. • In those provinces where the Registrar of Co-operative Soeietiea remains 
JD charge of small and subsidiary industries, a separate Joint Regiatrar will be 
appointed to aooiot him. 
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Total daily allowance per member 
per meeting at the rate of Rs. 10 per 
day for 5 days (probable duration 
of a meeting) plus second class fare 
per member to and from the place 
of meeting at the rate of Rs.30 per 
member per trip Rs.IIO + Rs. 60 = Rs. 110 
Cost • • Rs.llO X 7 X 33 X 12 Rs.3,0,,920 

C. AREA PROMOTIONAL AGENCY 

I. DEPUTY PROMOTIONAL OFFICERS 
(i) Number 

(ii) Average monthly saf'ary 
in the scale of Rs. 250-
25-500-50.750 (not pro-
viding for (a) provident 
fund contribution, (b) 
leave salary and (c) 

66 (2 under each Pro
motional Officer or 
6 in a province). ' 

other allowanceS} . . Rs. 1180 
(iii) Cost .. Rs. 1180 X 12 X 6 X 11 Rs. ,,119,360 

II. BOARD OF ADVISERS FOR EACH DEPUTY 
PROMOTIONAL OFFICER 

The cost will consist mainly of (a) 
daily allowance of about Rs.10 per 
day per member for a meeting and 
(b} second class fare to and from 
the place of meeting. 
Number of Local Board of Advisers : 66 (1 for each 

Deputy Promo
tional Officer\. 

Number of meetings per month 
Number of members per Board 
Total daily allowance per member 
per meeting at the rate of Rs.10 per 
day for II days (probable duration 
of a meeting} plus second class fare 
per mem her to and from the place 
of meeting at the rate of Rs.15 per 
member per trip 
Cost 

D. FIELD WORKERS 
(i) Number 

(ii) 

(iii} 

Average monthly salary 
in the scale of Rs.125-
7l-200-10-250 (not pro
viding for (a) provident 
fund contribution, (b) 
leave salary and (c) 
other allowances} 
Cost 
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: 1 
: 7 

Rs. 50 + Rs. 30 = Rs. 80 
Rs. 80 X 7 X 66 X 12 Rs. ,,,3,62() 

396 (6 Field Workers 
for each Deputy Pro
motional Officer or 
36 in a province). 

Rs.203 
Rs.203X12x6x6xll Rs. g,6,,6115 

GRAND TOTAL Rs.30,93,1UI 



E. FINANCE FOR THE PROMOTIONAL AGENCIES-NOTE. 

The Promotional Agencies will require finance, among other 
things, for (a) supplying to the workers the necessary equipment, 
tools, plant and raw materials, (b) for establishing a spinning 
mill which will be owned by the co-operative handloom weavers' 
societies and (c) for the purchase of electric motors for industrial 
·Co-operatives. Again, the various industrial co-operatives will 
require finance, particularly for fixed capital like buildings and 
·for capital goods. · 

No estimates for these have been prepared for lack of 
:Sufficient data. 
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CHAPTER VDI. 
LABOUR AND CIVIL CONSTRUCTION. 

A labour co-operative society is a form. of organization 
for the employment of a group of workers who associate 
to work togethei' for a joint reward. Its chief characteristics 
should be that the workers choose their work-mates, select their 
leader, and make the division of the proceeds of their collective 
labour in accordance with their choice ; and its greatest attraction 
lies in the freedom which the workers enjoy in arranging the 
details for the execution of the work without the employer's 
supervision, except an inspection by him at the completion of each 
successive task, to ensure that the work is being carried out 
according to specification. The method of payment for its work 
is of the type of piece-wage in so far as it is based upon output, 
but its method of business is peculiar to itself as its members enjoy 
a great degree of autonomy by virtue of its entering into a direct 
contract with the employer. On the other hand, it differs from 
the system of sub-contract in which a person takes a contract from 
an employer, and for the execution of this contract converts 
himself into an employer hiring a number of workers to do the 
job. The most distinguishing feature of a labour co-operative 
society is that each worker assumes responsibility as the fair price 
of freedom, and his only master is the work itself. 

2. This form of labour organization has its advantages for the 
employer also. The first advantage is that associated with piece
wage methods of payment, viz., faster work, reduced overhead 
charges, and a constant wage cost per unit ; and a unique 
advantage is derived from the fact that workmen take 
responsibility for the manner in which the work is done and 
relieve the employer from the irksome duty of maintaining 
discipline in industry. 

3. In foreign countries, labour co-operatives have attained 
a varying measure of success. In France, Italy, Palestine, New 
Zealand and certain other countries, labour co-operatives have 
been successfully organized in different branches of pr~duction 
such as coal mining, agricultural works, quarries, pubhc works, 
etc. This form of organization fits in with the increasing division 
of labour in industry and with the tendency shown by the great 
industrial undertakings to split up into a large number of 
specialized departments. 

LoMu ~ 4. Since the middle of the 19th century, co-operative wor~ 
roti-_iafohiP has developed in the printing trade under ·the name of travail 
-- en commandite. The commandite is an association of work~rs 
,_ of a common employer, which undertakes to carry out on 1ts 
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own responsibility a specified job or group of jobs. The move
ment arose out of the unfair results of piece-work in the printing 
trade. The commandite in its dealings with the employer is 
represented by its delegate. It receives from the employer in a 
lump sum, the agreed payment for the work. Three types of 
commandite may be distinguished according to the method by 
which this lump sum is shared among the members : the pro rata 
commandite, the equalizing commandite and the mixed corn- -
rnandite. In the pro rata commandite, each member receives a 
share of the total sum proportional to his output. In the equaliz
ing commandite each member's share is proportional to the-time 
he has worked; the pay per working hour is the-same--for all the 
members whatever their hourly output. In the mixed com
mandite, each member's share depends, as in the equalizing 
commandite, on the number of hours of work he has done with 
the difference that hourly output is also taken into account, but 
only in the case of those members whose hourly output is below 
the normal. For these less productive workers, the number of 
hours actually worked is reduced to standard hours, the latter 
being calculated by dividing each worker's total output by what 
is considered the normal hourly output. It often happens that 
in these different types, certain operations are paid at special 
rates. In the beginning, the less productive workers favoured 
the pro rata commandite because they thought that it was a 
guarantee against selective elimination. Certain capable workers 
also liked it because they found it to their individual advantage. 
But the disadvantage of the pro rata COJ:l!mandite is that it 
creates a feeling not of friendly rivalry, but competition among 
the members. At present there are no pro rata cornrnandites 
in France. The equalizing and in a few cases the mixed corn
rnandites are the only ones which have gained ground .. 

ltalr. 5. Labour co-operatives occupy a prominent position in Italy. 

In a typical primary society the shares are valued at 50 
lire, payable at the rate of !lira a week. The liability is limited 
No one may hold more than 100 shares. Special funds are set 
apart for professional instruction and insurance. Each society 
on joining the local union has to pay one-fifth of its share capital. 
It must also subscribe 1 share of 100 lire for every 100 members 
of the society. The union's profits are divided as follows :-
50 per cent to interest on capital (maximum rate of payment on 
capital is 5 per cent which goes to the primary societies, there being 
no individual members); 25 per cent to the National Federation to 
purchase supplies and equipment for its work or to finance contracts; 
25 percent to its reserves. The executive of the union is a board of 
directors whose duties are to assist in securing work, supplies 
and technical direction ; to engage and dismiss their technical 
director (subject to the approval of the National Federation), 
the managers of member societies, inspectors, clerks and workers ; 
to undertake contracts, allocate the work to the member societies, 
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to purchase tools and machines, etc., to arrange loans and finante 
the execution of the contracts. The technical director may, 
or may not, be a member of the union or one of its societies. 
Sometimes, a consultative committee of 3 technical men is formed 
(one of whom may be from outside). Normally, all the workers 
engaged on a contract must be members with exceptions allowed 
only under special Government regulations. The union which 
is set up for a minimum p~riod of 15 years has the right to inspect 
the member societies and their book~. 

The National Federation is established for a minimum period 
of 10 years. It includes not only the labour societies but other 
productive societies as welL The member unions must take up 
shares to the value of one-tenth of their own capjtal. The 
Federation's functions are to co-ordinate and control the unions' 
constructional work and to assist them financially ; to under
take large contracts affecting several unions or an area where 
there is no union ; to work quarries, kilns, workshops for stone, 
metal or other materials ; to prepare schemes and plans for roads 
and railways ; and to manage the provident fund for workers. 
Fifty per cent of the Federation's profits are devoted to social and 
provident funds for the benefit of the members of affiliated 
societies, the remainder going to the reserves. 

The types of work undertaken by the 'Societies include con
struction of drainage, embankments, roads, bridges, buildings, etc. 

The payment is made collectively to the entire group of 
workers in a society in accordance with the amount of work done·. 
Each man in the group has thus not only an incentive to do his 
best, but also an interest in the others doing the same; it is worth
while for the stronger or abler members to assist or teach the 
weaker or the less experienced. This method of payment also 
facilitates supervision. 

The Government have given substantial assistance to these 
societies. The Law of 1899 declares that the Government 
authorities may, either by private bargain or public tender. 
grant to co-operative societies, contracts up to 100,000 lire, in 
cases in which the cost of labour constitutes the main part of 
the job. The Law of 1904 does away with the provision that the 
cost of labour must predominate in the contract. It extends the 
limit to 200,000 lire, and admits co-operative agricultural societies 
to the same privileges. The Government may inspect the 
society's account as often as it wants. 

6. An interesting feature in the Co-operative movement of 
Palestine is the development of co-operative labour contrac~ing 
societies. At the end of 1940, · there were 68 co-operatives 
affiliated to the Union of Co-operative Workers' Productive 
and Service Societies. Of these, 9 were passenger. transport 
co-operatives, 13 goods transport co-operati~es an~ other~ ',"~re 
dist{ibuted among different branches of mdustnal activities 
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like metal work, electrical installation, sanitary installation, 
timber and carpentry, clothing, printing, baking,- etc. 
These co-operatives had a total of 1,984;. working members, of 
whom 949 worked in passenger transport co-operatives and 204 
in goods transport co-operatives. The urban labour contracting 
societies are prominent in the building industry. They undertake 
contracts for the building of houses, construction of roads and 
bridges, etc. They provide the required material and labour, 
own modem machinery and usually employ technical advisers. 
Since the war, these societies have been carrying out Army 
contracts. 

7. The special interest and impor'tance of the co-operative 
c9ntract system in New Zealand lies in the extensive nature of 
.ihe public works carried out under it, the comparatively large 
number of men associating together in such contracts and the 
fact that the method has endured now for over half a century. 
The co-operative contract is to be found in certain other types 
of work also, e.g., in coal and gold mining, in the saw-milling 
industry, and in a modified form in the meat freezing industry. 

The method followed in co-operative contracting is as follows. 
The engineer or other official in charge of the works prepares a 
specification and a schedule showing as accurately as possible 
the nature and quantities of work contained in the proposed 
contract. The engineer then fixes a price for the work at so much 
per unit, (e.g. per cubic yard of soil to be removed). The price 
per unit is fixed at such a level that it " will permit a workman 
of average ability to earn a daily wage equal to the appropriate 
rate of pay " given to a labourer directly employed by the Public 
Works Department ; and a list of hourly rates of pay for different 
classes of workers according to trade and skill is set out. When 
the contract documents have been prepared and the price fixed, 
the workers form a group, usually of not more than twelve 
members and sometimes as small as three or six, and select a 
headman who acts as the group's representative in all negotia
tions concerning the contract. All members of the group then 
sign the contract and begin work. The apparatus and tools 
necessary for carrying out the contract are supplied by the 
Government free of charge with certain exceptions. These 
exceptions are chiefly consumable stores, and explosives, which 
might be wasted if they were supplied free, and these are provided 
at cost price. 

The level at which the price of the contract is fixed determines 
the earnings ·of the workers. Though it is understood that the 
price shall be such as to enable a workman of average ability to 
earn the minimum hourly rate, usually a price is fixed which will 
yield this class of worker an hourly rate of pay in excess of the 
minimum hourly rate paid to a directly employed worker. Thus, 
co-operative contractors generally expect to earn an hourly rate 
of pay about 20 per cent higher than the minimum. This is 
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merely the recognition, as is usual in piece-wage agreement, that 
the piece-worker by virtue of his faster rate of work is entitled to 
a higher rate of payment than the worker on a time-wage. 

'The hourly rates mentioned above arc for men employed at 
a day wage on work not let as contracts. Although these hourly 
rates form the basis for the prices fixed for co-operative contracts, 
they are not in any sense a guaranteed minimum wage. The 
hourly rates are only a standard to judge by. 

The workers are paid at fortnightly intervals and receive 
at the end of the first fortnight of each four-weekly period an 
advance of about 75 per cent of their estimated earnings. Once in 
every four weeks, the quantity of work is measured and a settle• 
ment arrived at': including the advances received and deductions 
for explosives and stores. A part of the payments due to the 
group, usually not more than 2! per cent of the total value of 
the wages owing, is generally retained by the Government until 
the contract is completed. This guards against the workers 
abandoning the contract in the middle of its execution and ensures 
that it is properly finished. Any damage done to tools or equip
ment can also be made good by deducting .from this sum at the 
conclusion of the contract. 

The division of the proceeds of the contract is decided by the 
workers themselves, and their decision is communicated to the 
official in charge of the works by the headman of the party. The 
headman often receives, by general agreement, a slightly greater 
share than others, otherwise all members usually share alike. 
Where, however, men of unequal skill are working together the 
proceeds are divided not equally but in proportion to the minimum 
hourly rates of pay for each class of workers. A time-keeper 
appointed by the Government keeps a record of the time worked 
by each member of the party. The headman also has the duty 
of keeping a similar record of the hours worked. He supplies his 
record to the Goveniment time-keeper, who checks it against his 
own. The proceeds of the contract are divided according to the 
hours of work done by each man. 

The records of hours worked and payments made receive 
close scrutiny in the district offices of the Public Works Depart
ment, for, the hourly rate of earnings paid to co-operative con
tractors is the only indication available as to whether the 
contract has been fairly priced. If the hourly rates seem unduly 
high or unduly low enquiries are made with a view to the revision 
of prices. 

f:".i!.":!:""m: 8. (1). Certain c~mc~usion~ emf cr~e from tth~ studCy of la~~ur 
tba ••••r cd co-operative orgamzatwns. m ore•gn coun ~·es. o-opera 1ve 
labour -;rn• method of work in this field seems to be very smtable for a number 
tivoo abroa of tasks on the construction of railways, roads, and canals, level-

ling, ballasting, plate laying, and tunnelling, the constructio~ of 
bridges, culverts and drains, and masonry work, or the extraction 
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of timber and other minor forest products. That is to say, this 
method holds out hopes of success largely in respect of tasks 
which requite for their performance either unskilled labour or 
skilled labour of an elementary type. Highly skilled labour 
uses delicate tools and expensive machinery, which it does 
not own and over which their owner must keep a constant watch ; 
it cannot therefore organize itself as easily into an autonomous 
unit as unskilled and semi-skilled labour can do. Labour socie
ties may, however, employ technicians and highly skilled labour 
as and when necessary. 

(2) Labour co-operatives should be generally composed 
of a small number of men. The co-operative contract is in the 
nature of group piece-work, and the incentive of the piece-wage 
is likely to be lost in a large group in which each man feels that 
it is no use exerting himself if the result of his efforts may be lost 
by the slackness of another man. · A group should, therefore, 
be small enough for all members to know what each one is doing, 
a.nd to ensure that all are of approximately equal ability. · The 
smaller the group, the better are the men able to judge each 
other's abilities, to fit abilities to jobs and to establish a basis·of 
equality. There is, however, no objection to co-operative societies 
being organized for a large number of men, but jt will be 
necessary for them to work through small self-contained units. 

(3) The co-operative group should have the right of choice 
of work-mates. That is necessary to ensure a group of men of 
equal ability. If this right did not e~ist, fast men might get 
mixed up with slow men, and the group piece-wage would lose 
its efficiency. This right will insure high. earnings. The slow 
man is not penalized by the exercise of this right, as he can enter 
a group of his own peers. 

(4) The employer who engages into a contract with a 
labour co-operative society, should first make a preliminary 
calculation of the work to be done, and draw up the detailed 
plans and specifications and prepare a schedule showing as 
accurately as possible the nature and quantities of work contained 
in the proposed contract. He should, at the same time, fix a 
price for each item of work at so much per unit . 

. (5) The employer should provide the necessary tools and 
machinery and equipment for the execution of the work, care 
being taken that consumable stores are supplied at the cost of 
the workmen. In order to cover the probable loss by damage to 
machinery or equipment, a certain deduction should be made 
from the payments to the society and kept as a deposit till 
the work is completed. · -

(6) The methcd of inviting tenders and accepting the 
lowest one militates against the policy of assured employrr'.ent and 
exposes labour to the danger of being sweated; it is also fraught 
with the dangers of corruption. It would be in keeping with the 
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spirit of co-operative service if contracts are assured to labour 
contract societies and awarded to them at rates which enable an 
average workman to earn a fair wage. 

(7) Payments should be made by the employer at short, 
regular intervals of a week, a fortnight or a month, so that 
workmen may be able to maintain themselves and their families 
without having resort to borrowing for this purpose. Here 
again, a deduction should be made from the payments in order 
to insure that the contract is not abandoned before completion. 

(8) The safeguard of a well organized federation is necessary 
to protect the. rights of the co-operative societies, to check the 
prices fixed by the employer, and to stop the co-operatives from 
undercutting one another or accepting conditions which may 
undermine the position of other workers . 

. ~:.aria co.;;%:~ 9. A few labour co-operatives have been organized in some 
pnoeDt pooltioa. of the provinces. 

Madra, 

Pwaiab. 

There are twenty-six labour societies for labourers who do 
work on supplying road-metal, repairing and building roads, 
digging canals, etc. Seven of the labour contract societies are 
urban and the remaining nineteen societies are rural. In Madras 
City there is one labour contract society of skilled labourers who 
can build modern houses. The other labour societies consist 
mainly of unskilled labourers as members with a certain number of 
skilled labourers, assisted by honorary presidents and secretaries 
and a paid staff of maistries and clerks. They are able to tender 
for various works given on contract. They have in this way 
constructed buildings, dug canals, supplied road-metal and 
undertaken repairs of roads. The profits are passed on, after 
meeting the cost of supervision and other charges, to the actual 
labourers as bonus at the er..d of the' year in proportion to the 
units of work done or the wages earned by the members. On 
30th June, 1944, the total number of members on the rolls of the 
26 societies was 2,080 of whom 1,690 were actual workers and 390 
were helpers. The value of work executed and pending execution 
amounted to Rs.87,947 and Rs.40,582, at the end of the year. 
The wages paid by the societies to the memberS' and non-members 
amounted to Rs.ll,l96 and Rs.l2,667. The success that these 
societies have achieved is due to the constant supervision by the 
staff of the Co-operative Department and .the constant advice 
.and attentiQll given by local officers, since the members themselves 
do not possess sufficient education, knowledge or business ability 
to conduct the af,fairs of the society, properly. 

The Kangra Workers' Co-operative Society had a working 
capital of Rs.l,783 and a membership of 378. Its main objects 
were to secure employment or contracts for their members and to 
arrange for the supply of food, etc., to the members when required. 

There is only one society at Chittagong for labourers for 
undertaking contract work such as road-building, excavation 
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of canals, etc. The members, owing to the unsettled conditions 
created by the war, have been scattered in different places and 
have lost touch with the society. 

10. .General Headquarters has prepared a basic scheme for 
the organization of Civil Construction Co-operatives for demobilized 
services personnel. Its objects are to secure for the members 
of a co-operative a proper living wage, assured employment, 
work best suited to their capabilities, and approved conditions 
of employment. These objects are to be achieved by ensuring 
a minimum wage, by obtaining a share in profits, by persuading 
Government to provide assured employment, by giving preference 
to these co-operative societies in the allotment of contracts, by 
providing for the inclusion of skilled labour in each co-operative · 
society where such labour is required, thus offering prospects of 
advancement, and by securing proper living conditions "by 
organized living, feeding and recreation anti the provision of 
facilities for thrift, education and character building." It i~ 
proposed that in each province and major state there should be a 
Director of Civil Construction Co-operatives possessing engineering 
qualifications and experience. Under him there will be an 
officer of the status of a District Engineer for each district in 
heavily recruited areas, or for a charge when the work is of a 
size sufficient to employ 6,000 or more men in a "single society. 
This officer will have under him a number of Assistant Engineers, 
each of whom will be in charge of a unit comprising of sub-units 
formed of unskilled, semi-skilled or skilled men in the required 
proportion. The real basis of the organization is, however, a 
group of unskilled labour working under a supervisor. Skilled 
persons are admitted to the society on an " as required " basis 
in accordance with the class of work undertaken. Heavy 
machinery required on a work will be supplied by P.W.D. at 
agreed rates. Ordinary tools and equipment will be owned by 
the Civil Construction Co-operative, but certain articles like 
shovels, picks and lanterns may be owned by individual members. 
The cost of articles owned by individual members will be debited 
to their accounts, against the paid up share capital. When a 
man leaves a society, his share capital will be refunded after 
making deductions for depreciation, damage or loss of the articles 
entrusted to him. The officers and men of each unit will be 
enrolled as members of the society, each paying a specified share 
of Rs.20 to Rs.25, and will form the general body.. This body 
will consider matters of general policy, elect the men's representa
tive to the managing committee and transact such other business 
as may be prescribed by its constitution. The officers and 
supervisors of the society will be ex-officio members and office
bearers of the general body and the managing committee and 
will be vested with full executive authority, including the power 
of veto under specified conditions, so as to promote efficient 
and proper working of the units in the early years of their 
organization. The units will be registered under the Co-operative 
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Societies Act, and the rules and by-laws will be made in consulta
tion with the Co-operative Department. The- contracts of 
work will be allotted to the societies without inviting competitive 
tenders, but at P.W.D. schedule rates subject to the condition 
that the rates permit a man of average ability and working 
for 8 or 9 hours a day to earn a reasonable wage according to 
his skill. The provincial P.W.D. will make an advance repayable 
in instalments to the District Engineer to enable the men to 
start work. Thereafter, fortnightly running payments will be 
made, the accounts being adjusted once a quarter, or at agreed 
intervals or on completion of specified items of work. The_ 
return to a man for his work will be a total of three payments, 
viz., a daily basic wage sufficient to cover the cost of food for 
himself and his family, another daily wage or a piece-rate wage 
depending upon the nature of the work on which he is employed, 
and a profit bonus at the end of the year or after the completion 
of the work, after setting apart specified amounts for an amenities 
fund and for depreciation on tools and equipment, 90 per cent 
going to the men and 10 per cent to officers according to the 
earning of each individual group during the period. r t is 
necessary for the success of the scheme that there should be 
cordial relationship and whole-hearted co-operation between 
P.W.D. and the societies and that tolerance should be extended 
by the former towards the latter. The scheme emphasizes that 
while what a contractor loses on the swings, he makes up on the 
roundabouts, the society will have no such balancing factors. 

_Its loss, if any, should be met by the State for a period of time. 
Apart from this contingent liability, the State should undertake 
the payment of the salaries of the Provincial Director, District 
Engineers, Assistant Engineers, Supervisors and their respective 
staff for a period not exceeding five years. An essential feature 
of the scheme is the arrangement for the welfare and amenities 
of the members of the Civil Construction Co-operatives. There 
will be a Labour Welfare Officer attached to each Provincial 
Director. He will advise on wage rates and conditions of service, 
and will be in direct charge of all the men's living requirements, 
and supply of provisions, and organize recreations, education, 
games, etc. He will also settle any major disputes between the 
men and the unit officers, and preside over the men's 
panchayats to hear and settle minor disputes and grievances. 

Obaervationa on 
tho C.H.Q. 
Scheme. 

II. This scheme is not entirely co-operative in character, 
since it departs from generally accepted co-operative principles 
in the following important respects. Firstly, although the 
officers with the status of District Engineers, Assistant Engineers 
and· Supervisors are to be members of ths society, they are. at 
the same time subordinates of the provincial P.W.D. work!-"g 
under the direction of the Provincial Director of Civil Construction 
Co-operatives, and their salaries are paid by the State. It is 
appreciated that this arrangement is to be contin~ed .only_ for a 
period of five years and has been incorporated as bemg considered 
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necessary in order to launch this new form of society successfully. 
Nevertheless, we are of the opinion that these officers should be 
appointed by Government as officers of the Co-operative Depart
ment, and for the period that they are so employed, they may 
act as ex-officio office-bearers in the societies, subject to the 
control of the elected committees of the societies. They should 
not take shares in the societies nor should they share in the 
profits. When these societies have been firmly established 
(the scheme contemplates this being in five years time) the officers 
employees of the societies will be paid salaries and bonus by them. 

Secondly, the scheme envisages the P.W.D. advancing funds 
to the District Engineer in charge of the society in order that 
the latter may be started on the contract which has been allotted. 
We consider that it should be the society which takes contracts 
and not the District Engineer and that any advance payment 
should therefore be made to the society. 

Thirdly, the scheme proposes the enrolment of members 
into the society by Assistant Engineers. Initially, such enrolment 
will be necessary, particularly when it is intended that the society 
should consist of ex-servicemen ; but once the society is registered, 
the admission of fresh members as well as the removal of members 
should be the responsibility of the society. The officers, 
appointed as recommended by us, might advise the committee of 
the society on admission and removal of members. 

Fourthly, the scheme provides for a Welfare Officer attached 
to the Provincial Director and a Welfare Officer in each society. 
Both are to be paid by the State for the first five years. The 
former would advise on wage. rates and conditions of service, 
would help to settle major disputes between the men and unit 
officers and would lay down specifications and arrange for accom
modation, provisions and other requirements. The latter would 
be in direct charge of all welfare arrangements and would also 
preside over the men's panchayats to settle minor disputes and 
grievances. We do not consider that this arrangement is sound. 
The Provincial Welfare Officer should advise co-operative societies 
on welfare work, but the decision as to what measures are to be 
undertaken must be that of the committee of each society. More
over, under the Co-operative Societies Act, disputes should be 
referred to the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, who may if he 
wishes refer such disputes to the Welfare Officer for disposal. 
Society Welfare Officers should be appointed by Governments as 
officers of the Co-operative Department, and should be responsible 
for executive action in accordance with the decisions of the 
committees of societies. They should also advise panchayats 
in the settlement of minor disputes or grievances. · 

In Madras, the P.W.D. have informed the Registrar of Co
operative Societies of particular items of road work, building 
constructions, digging of irrigation channels, etc. . For each work,' 
the Registrar of Co-operative Societies is organizing a separate 
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labour contrac~. co-operative society composed of ex-military 
men and. ex-military officers .. The P.W.D. have also given an 
undt;rtakin? that when a co-operative society organized for a 
particular 1.tem of work has completed the job to satisfaction, it 
would be g1ven fresh items of work so as to provide employment 
for all the members of that society. Government have stationed 
a special co-operative officer in the Military Release Centre at 
Bangalore and another at Madukarai. He is expected to collect 
ex-military personnel for the various labour construction co
operatives which are to be organized for undertaking the works 
indicated by the P.W.D. When a fairly adequate number of 
ex-military men has been enrolled by him for all the proposed 
societies, they will be registered under the Co-operative Societies 
Act. If sufficient number of skilled labourers are not available 
for any particular work which has been offered by the P.W.D., 
the society will have to admit as members even civil personnel 
as ·otherwise it would be impossible to complete the work and 
fulfil the contract undertaken. But care will be taken that too 
many civil skilled labourers are not enrolled in the society and 
that the character of the society which is primarily intended for 
resettlement of ex-military personnel is not destroyed. 

We recommend that the scheme prepared by General Head
quarters may be considered by the provinces and states for 
preparing their own schemes for the organization of Construction 
Co-operative Societies, particularly for the resettlement of ex
service personnel. G.H.Q. Scheme should be modified as 
suggested above to make it fully co-operative in character. 

12. (1) The most distressing feature of Indian rural life is the 
existence of the large mass of landless agricultural labour who 
subsist on the meagre income they scrape up from their earnings 
on works connected with agricultural operations or of such casual 
nature as the construction or maintenance of village roads or 
small public buildings for use as hospitals, schools and libraries, 
or digging of wells or excavation of tanks. Their chief weakness 
arises from Jack of organized bargaining power, and this power 
they can acquire by forming themselves in co-operative societies. 

· Labour co-operatives of agricultural labourers are, therefore, 
essential for the uplift of this class ; they will, incidentally faci
litate the execution of works in rural areas which are at present 
served fitfully. Village life in India presents the strange 
spectacle, on the one hand, of a large part of the population sunk 
into poverty and wasting its life for Jack of adequate employment, 
and on the other. of the existence of great tasks of improvement 
crying for attention. We strongly recommend that the Regional 
and Area Promotional Agencies proposed in Chapter VII, should 
undertake the organization of labour co-operative societies for 
rural labour, and secure employment by engaging them on village 
works during those parts of the year when agricultural employ
ment is slack. 
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(2) The brief survey of the position of labour co-operatives 
in India shows that their organization is in its infancy, but when 
reconstruction plans of the provincial and Central governments 
are put into operation, there will be considerable scope for their 
accelerated promotion. We recommend that in organizing 
labour co-operatives for the ordinary labourers, the model of 
those set up in Italy or New Zealand should be adopted. Labour 
co-operatives should be generally composed of a ·small number of 
men. There is, however, no objection to co-operative societies 
being organized for a large number of men, but it will be necessary 
for them to work through small self-contained units. We 
recommend that. the Public Works Department should draw up 
plans and specifications and prepare schedules showing as 
accurately as possible, the nature and quantities of the work to be 
executed. Contracts for such work should not be given by 
tender but by offer to a labour contract society. The schedule 
of rates should be so prepared as to permit a workman of average 
ability to earn a reasonable wage or the market rate whichever 
is higher. 

(3) The Government and local bodies should give preference 
for contracts to labour co-operative societies. 

(4) The Public Works Department should also extend some 
tolerance and pass on unforeseen but necessary additions to 
expenditure incurred by a society, as it would have done if the 
work had been executed departmentally. It will also be 
necessary for them to show tolerance in specification and 
standard of work in the initial stages. 

(5) Ordinarily, contractors balance their losses against 
profits on other works. IIi the case of the co-operatives, a loss 
must be financed by Government, at any rate for a period of 
time until the co-operatives are finally established. 

(6) Materials required for the work should be supplied by 
co-operatives themselves so far as possible, as this will provide 
an additional sour~e of profit and employment. When not 
manufactured by a co-operative employed on a work, materials 
should preferably be obtained from other co-operatives. This 
preference should also apply to additional services which may be 
required. 

(7) The Regional and Area Promotional Agencies recom
mended in the Chapter on Small and Subsidiary Industries, should 
undertake the organization of labour co-operative societies as 
the. cl~sses ?f people who will form these two kinds of co-operative 
soc1ehes will be similar. These agencies will, besides organizing 
the labour societies, discharge the functions of a Federation 
until it is set up. ' 
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Coanmen' 
movem•t la 
Europe. 

CHAPTER IX. 
CONSUMERS' CO..OPERATION. 

Consumers organize themselves into co-operative societies 
to obtain their requirements of consumer goods and services on 
terms of greatest advantage to them and to secure for the small 
man many of the benefits of large-scale operations. This type 
of Co-operation undertakes the retailing and wholesaling, and, 
sometimes, the production and processing, of consumer goods, 
and seeks to reduce trading costs by making buyers their own 
sellers. Unlike the producer movement which is concerned with 
particular classes of people in particular regions, the consumer 
movement carries an appeal to all persons, as all of them are 
consumers, and may be regarded as an organization having the 
whole society for its membership. The movement is of particular 
interest to women as it enables them to make substantial 
economies in domestic expenditure. 

2. Most consumers'. societies have been established on the 
principles first enunciated by the Rochdale Pioneers. These 
principles advocate open membership, democratic control, cash 
trading at market prices, fixed returns on capital and dividends 
on purchases. Open membership, democratic control and res
triction on dividends are the basic ideas which lie at the foundation 
of all co-operative societies. Cash trading has been adopted 
to avoid the risk involved in credit dealings, and sales at current 
market prices guard the society against business losses, protect 
it from the charge of price-cutting, enable it to build up reserves, 
and make the payment of dividends on purchases possible. These 
dividends are the rewards of saving through spending and provide 
the strongest inducement for membership and sustained loyalty. 

3. The consumer movement has been very popular in Europe. 
The extent of its enterprise in Europe in 1935 is shown by the 
following data • ·-

Member• 
Trade oil Per cent Produc-

ohlp- Trade 
cons~- of total tion of of cen· consu· Number Popu- of so- me~ diS· national consu- tral mer co-lation. cietiea. tnbu- I retail mer whole.. opera-
t~ve.so- trade. enter· aalea. tive so- Cletiel. prise. 

cieties. 
Millions Millions Million Million Million 

dollars dollars dollar a 
Caecho-

8·2 39·4 alovakia .. 14·7 0·8 903 69·2 2·7 
Denmark .. 8·7 0·3 1,939 63 ·4 .. 11·2 40·3 
Finland .. 3·7 0·6 632 73·0 25-30·0 13·6 41· 8 
France .. 41·2 2·6 2,908 233·6 3·1 60·1 
Great Britain 46·0 7 ·4 1,118 1080•6 12·0 364•4 673•1 
Norway .. 2·8 0·1 497 31·9 .. 4·4 10·1 
Sweden .. 6•2 0·6 719 103·7 10·0 26·3 44·1 
Switzerland • 4·0 0·4 686 94·2 10-12•0 21·4 

I 
67•11 

• Report of the Inquiry on Co·operative Entorpme 1n Europe, 1g37 pap '· 
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The main achievements of the consumer co-operative movement 
in Europe have been :-(1) Reduction in costs of retailing with 
advantages accruing to consumers, thus making possible more 
saving and higher standards of living; and contributing to 
economic stability. (2) Provision of better quality goods. 
(3) Promotion of thrift and consequent increase in economic 
security of members. ( 4) Education in intelligent buying, 
family budgeting, and general economics. (5) Better citizenship, 
the result of widely diffused ownership of an important 
democratic business enterprise. (6) Check on monopoly by 
co-operative competition and on profiteering. 

4. Co-operative stores were organized in several parts of 
India almost as early as the co-operative credit movement. 
They did not, however, make any great progress until World 
War I when the need for them was more keenly felt, and they 
increased in number and importance. The success achieved 
then was not retained, but World War II has given them a fresh 
and stronger impetus. Some idea of its expansion since 1939o 
and its present size is conveyed by the following figures :-

Number of consu- Annual sales Year mers' societies in Membership. (in Rs. 1akhs). British India. 

1939-40 .. . . 408 16.431 64·22 

1943·44 . . .. 3,639 6,00,000° . 2000•00° 

Few rural stores societies have so far been organized, and even 
in the province of Madras, where the consumer movement is 
strongest, only 400 rural societies have been established. At 
present· the movement is largely urban. During the present 
war, the rationing of foodstuffs and economic controls have been 
directly responsible for the organization of numerous small stores · 
in cities and large towns since Government have recognized them 
wherever possible as the distributive agency for the people. 
The middle and even the upper classes have during the last two 
years or more been drawn into these organizations. The com
modities commonly retailed by urban societies are foodgrains, 
sugar, charcoal, butter, ghee, cloth, etc., but the range of goods 
handled by them is widening and has been still more widened by 
their appointment as licensed sellers of rationed and other 
controlled commodities. 

5. In Madras, a primary stores society purchases consumer 
goods and retails them to members usually at current market 
prices for cash or against trade deposits. Its operations are 
generally confined to a town or a village or group of villages, 
with a provision for opening branches and depots. The financial 

• Figures are appros:imate. 
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requirements of the societies are met from share capital, deposits 
(fixed and trade) from members and loans from the co-operative 
central bank. Borrowings are, however, limited to five times 
the owned capital. Shares are usually of Rs. !i and in some cases 
of Re.l. They can be held by individuals and also by certain 
institutions like hostels, devasthanams, etc., but individual 
shareholding is limited in value to Rs.1,000. Management vests 
in an elected board of 5 to 7 directors, executive administration 
being entrusted to a secretary. Daily business is carried on 
by a paid staff consisting usually of one manager, one accountant, 
and a number of salesmen, godown keepers, packers, and others. 
The power to make purchases is given to a purchase sub-com
mittee of 2 or 3 directors. The establishment costs of a society 
vary from Rs. 91 toRs. 3,860 per annum. In a store of moderate 
size employing one manager, one accountant, one salesman and 
two menials, the annual costs are about Rs.1,080. The secretary 
is generally an honorary worker but the society makes a provision 
in its budget for the payment of an honorarium to him when 
there is no paid manager. The stores are supervised by a staff 
employed by Government and by central banks. Each store 
supervised by the staff of the latter pays to it at 4 annas per Rs.1 00 
of sales per annum subject to a maximum of Rs.150 per annum. 
In some cases they pay at the rate of six 'annas in order to meet 
the additional cost incurred by the central banks. The societies 
are liable to pay audit fees to Government after the third year of 
their working if their annual sales exceed Rs.lO,OOO. Out of 
the net profits, a quarter is carried to the reserves, a dividend 
limited by statute to 6l per cent is distributed and the remainder 
is paid to the members in proportion to their purchases. As a 
war-time measure, however, 40 to 50 per cent of the net profits 
is carried to the general reserve, and 10 to 15 per cent to a business 
losses reserve, a dividend at a rate of 4 or 5 per cent is distributed 
and a bonus at the rate of 3 pies per rupee worth of purchases 
is paid to members. Government employs and pays for a special 
staff of one Joint Registrar, 23 Sub-Registrars and 20 Senior 
Inspectors for direction, control and inspection. The cost on 

·this account works out to about Rs.62-8-4 per society. 

6. A wholesale or central society co-ordinates the purchases 
of primaries affiliated to it. It purchases stores in bulk, in 
proper seasons and from the centres of production or marketin~. 
Its funds are derived mainly from the share capital and loans 
from co-operative central banks. Borrowing is limited to ten 
times the owned capital. Shares can be held by primary stores 
societies other co-operative institutions, public bodies and 
individu~ls. The day to day working of a wholesale society 
is in the hands of a paid secretary or manager. ~any o.f th~se 
societies have been permitted to sell goods on credtt to pnmanes 
to the extent of two or three times the share capital invested 
in the former by the latter. 
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7. An examination of the working of consumers' societies 
all over the world shows that where there has been a failure 
it has been chiefly due to one or more of the following causes :
Jack of business training or ability or experience in the store 
personnel ; want of careful study of members' requirements ; 
stocking of goods that had only a limited demand because of 
the varied tastes of a heterogeneous membership ; insufficient 
loyalty and interest among members ; bad debts arising from 
credit trading ; too narrow margin between wholesale and retail 
prices ; defective methods of stock-keeping and accounting ; 
and disproportionately heavy working costs. In India, in 
particular, two other important causes of failure have been too 
much dependence on honorary service and too small a size of the 
store to secure a competent staff and efficiency in management. 

8. The simplest organization to supply the consumer needs 
of the rural population will be a separate society for each village 
or a group of villages. In the present circumstances, however, 
the needs of the villager are so few and so simple and his standard 
of living so low that it may not be justifiable to start an independ
ent co-operative stores in each village. We, should, therefore, 
confine ourselves at present to entrusting this business to village 
primary societies. We recommend that as many as possible 
of the satisfactorily working primary societies should undertake 
stores business. Incidentally, a business like this will increase 
the membership of and the loyalty to tlie village society. We are, 
however, of the opinion that the stores section should be separate 
from the credit section of the society. We further recommend 
that, in the beginning, the society should deal only in those 
commodities which are in daily demand, and that it should 
purchase its stock after preparing an estimate of demand with 
reference to established needs for a period of months or preferably 
after obtaining indents. The funds for purchasing the stock may 
be obtained from the co-operative central bank. Following 
the principles of the Rochdale Pioneers, the society should sell 
its goods for cash or against trade deposits. No credit should 
be given to non-members, while any credit to members, if at all 
given, should be of such an amount that, together with credits 
given for other purposes, it does not exceed his total assessed 
credit-worthiness. We recommend that there should be no 
prohibition against sales to non-members as such sales will 
advertise the benefits, especially of patronage dividends which 
should be distributed only to members, offered by the societies 
and thus encourage membership. We ·also recommend that 
the society should encourage thrift among members by inducing 
them to leave their dividends with it as deposits or to convert 
them into shares. Finally, we recommend that it should make 
constant effort to educate members in utility purchasing, i.e., 
buying goods that yield the best return for their· price. As 
regards the working cost of a store, we recommend that half of it 
should be borne by Government for the first five years. 
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9. In t~e case of industrial undertakings and large employers 
of labour like railways, our recommendation is that the workers 
a!ld other employe.es in each of them should have conveniently 
s1tuated co-operative stores. The Madras Committee on Co
operation, stressing the need for such stores, recommended that 
Government should make it obligatory on employers to establish 
and run such stores for their workers. We further recommend 
that the following features of the societies in Madras· should be 
generally adopted :-(1) Credit trading is. backed by the 
employer's undertaking to recover bills from 'Yages. • Often, 
the employer himself makes trade deposits in the name of the 
worker, effecting recoveries from wages in easy instalments. 
(2) The employers supply the society with funds whenever needed 
so that there is no outside borrowing. These advances carry 
a low rate of interest, and at times no interest at all. (3) The 
employers place at the disposal of the society the services free 
of cost of clerks, stationery, furniture, buildings, godowns, 
transport vehicles, etc. ( 4) On certain festive occasions, the 
employers subsidize sales at or even below cost price. 

, I 0. As regards consumers' co-operation in urban areas, we 
find that in some provinces such as Madras the movement has suc
cessfully established itself by starting with a number of Unitary 
societies and later forming central societies of a federal character. 
We are agreed that in these provinces this type of organization 
should continue and we recommend that every endeavour should 
be made to expand the movement on these lines. In other 
provinces, it will have to be considered whether the urban 
consumer movement should be organized on the basis of a number 
of unitary societies formed in suitable areas, or on the basis of a 
single large-scale institution set up at a central place in the 
province with branches in other places. The former system of 
organization has the following favourable features :-a greater 
degree of loyalty is ensured in a locally owned society than in a 
branch of an outside institution ; it is in keeping with the principle 
of co-operative democracy that the people who patronize a 
society should also run it i and, if mutual interest is to prevail 
among consumers, it is essential that they should be organized 
into a society worked by themselves. On the other hand, the 
system of branch organization is supported on the followin~ 
grounds :-it will be possible for the principal institutimt to 
gain the economies of large-scale operations, to maintain a highly 
paid and expert staff at headquarters and efficient men at each 
branch, to pool the resources of different regions and offset the 
losses sustained in some parts with the profits made in others ; 
the central institution will also have a stronger bargaining power 
than smaller isolated units with the wholesale selling agencies. 

11. We should emphasize that ultimately the co-operative 
consumer movement is to be based everywhere on independent 
societies functioning in each area, and that the difference in 
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organization applies only to the initial stages, the difference being · 
whether there should be independent units from the start or 
whether there should be a parent institution having branches, 
these branches forming the nuclei of future independent societies. 
While the former system which directly approaches our goal 
has been successfully adopted in Madras, we recognize that there 
may be provinces such as. Bombay where co-operative organiza
tions are likely to fail unless full advantage is taken of the 
economies offered by large-scale enterprise. In such cases, we 
suggest that the organization of consumer co-operatives should 
start with the establishment of a provincial society having 
branches spread over suitable regions, with local members 
and local committees. 

12. In provinces where conditions favour the adoption of the 
system of unitary organization we recommend that a consumers' 
society on the Rochdale principles should be established in each 
town, the aim being to have one society for a population of about 
5, 000. Funds needed by the societies to run their business will 
be drawn from their share capital and loans from central co
operative banks. As regards the share capital, we find that, in 
Madras, targets have been fixed at Rs.IO,OOO and Rs.5,000 for 
average urban and semi-urban societies respectively. In this 
connexion we recommend that the Co-operative Department 
should fix targets for various types of stores in accordance with 
local conditions. In the same way, the Co-operative Department 
should prescribe limits for borrowing by societies. The Depart
ment should encourage the organization of primary urban 
societies, and we are of the opinion that the State should meet 
half of the expenditure incurred by these societies on their working 
for the first five years. For each group of about 50 conveniently 
situated urban consumers' societies and rural societies dealing in 
stores, a central society should be organized, to which they should 
be affiliated and they should purchase a prescribed number of 
shares. We recommend that the cost of running suc4 a society 
should be borne to the extent of 50 percent bytheGovernmentfor 
the first five years. To co-ordinate the work of the central societies 
and also to undertake inter-provincial trade and to collect and 
disseminate market intelligence such as that regarding production 
and marketing centres and agencies in the province and outside, 
a provincial consumers' society should be organized. We 
recommend that half the cost of its working should be borne by 
Government for the first five years. 

War conditions and the operation of rationing of foodstuffs , 
and economic controls have stimulated the growth of large 
numbers of small co-operative stores in towns and cities. When 
normal conditions are re-established, it is likely that a large 
number of these stores may close down. Thus the urban 
population may be deprived of the services of these stores and 
the profits and reserves accumulated by them may be frittered 
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away. We are of the opinion that in such circumstances an 
acti~e policy of amalgamation of these stores into a single town 
?r c1ty .store s~10uld be pursued so that each town or city store 
IS provided With a large share capital and reserve fund. We 
understand that in one of the large cities in India there are about 
60 such small stores with an average share capital of Rs.II,OOO 
and equally large reserve and other funds. The amalgamation 
of these 60 stores would bring into existence a strong city store 
with a share capital of Rs.3lakhs and reserve and other funds of 
about an equal amount. The city store may use the present 
small stores as branches till the controls continue ; but when the 
controls are withdrawn, it may either deal through these branches 
or convert itself into a unitary store. A large share capital and 
a large reserve fund to start with offer a golden opportunity for 
bringing into existence a chain of town stores which can form 
themselves into a provincial wholesale society and thus 
strengthen the consumers' movement in provinces where it has 
not made much headway. 

13. In those provinces in which the conditions are such as to 
require the establishment of a central organization first, we 
recommend that a provincial consumers' society should be 
established, which should, as far as possible, combine in itself the 
functions of the primary, central and provincial societies. As its 
business is established and its position stabilized it will gradually 
extend its services to other towns by opening branches. If the 
latter are ultimately to be converted into independent societies, 
which is our aim, it is necessary that the parent institution should 
allow, consistent with efficiency, the patrons of each locality to 
man a local branch, and when suffi.cienb local interest has been 
aroused, it should offer to the local patrons the option of 
converting the local institution into a society of their own. 

14. When the producer co-operatives deal in good.s which the 
consumer societies require, it is to their mutual advantage that 
the two institutions should be linked in a buyer-seller relationship. 
We, therefore, recommend that the central and provincial 
consumer societies should purchase their requirements, whenever 
possible, from producer societies, preferably from those marketing 
goods in bulk. To ensure fair terms of business and generally to 
harmonize the interests of producer and consumer societies, we 
recommend that the Provincial Co-operative Council should 
constitute a Provincial Advisory Committee and similar 
committees for suitable regions, to settle amicably questions 
relating to prices and other terms of sale in case of disagreement. 
The Provincial Committee should consist of the Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies as chairman, one representative of. the 
provincial consumers'society, one representative of the Re~10~al 
Promotional Agencies and one representative of the provmc~al 
marketill,l( society. A Regional Committee should cons1st 
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of a representative of the Registrar of Co-operative Societies to 
act as chairman, and one representative of the central 
consumer society, one representative of the maTketing societies 
in the region and one representative of the Regional Promo-
tional Agencies. · · 

15. In Chapter IV we have suggested that the task of supplying 
milk to the urban consumers could be shared between producers' 
milk unions and consumers' societies, the former collecting milk 
from villages and transporting it to towns and the latter purchas
ing and retailing it to consumers. We recommend that, in all 
towns in which milk unions are established, consumers' milk 
distributing societies also should be established. One of the 
factors on which the successful working of the latter will depend 
is that they should have a large membership. In order to have 
a large and growing membership, it is not necessary that the sale 
of milk should be restricted to members as, in our opinion, the 
dividend on purchase offered by the society to its members 
should provide a sufficiently strong incentive to consumers to 
join the society in large numbers. 

The daily milk requirements of the consumers' society should 
be supplied by the producers' union on the basis of a contract 
fixing the minimum and maximum quantities of milk that the 
latter is to supply daily to the former, the quality and price of 
the product, the time of delivery, etc. As the milk supplied 

·by the union will be raw, the consumers' society should arrange 
for its pasteurization before distribution. The society will also 
need equipment to process any milk that remains unsold. The 
cost of these capital investments will be large and will be reflected 
in such high prices for milk as to be beyond the means of an 
ordinary consumer. Current public opinion is in favour of lower
ing milk prices in order to bring them within the means of the 
largest possible number of people. We, therefore, recommend 

. that the State should meet the entire capital expenditure on these 
plants. 

Arrangements for distributing milk may take the form of 
door-to-door delivery or sales at convenient centres in each 
locality, or both, the arrangements being decided by the members 
of the society after taking the local conditions into account. 

Ez...tervicemeD 
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16. Ex-service personnel employed in R.I.A.S.C., Detail Issue 
Depots, Officers Shops, etc., have specialized in handling, trans
porting, warehousing, distributing and selling !1- large variety 
of goods, and will be very useful in organizing and managing 
consumers' co-operatives. 

17 A. PRIMARY SOCIETIES 

Number .. 10,000 
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Establish;,ent : Secretary @ Rs. 20 p.m. 
or Rs. 240 p.a. 

Total for 10,000 stores = Rs. 24,00,000 
Out of the total expenditure, half should be paid by the Government 
during the first five years. 

Note :-Th~s. e_stimate is fo~ the first five years. Half the cost of new primary 
soctebes undertakmg stores business should be borne by Government 
in subsequent years. 

B. URBAN SOCIETIES 

These will be organized only in those provinces which favour 
organization from the bottom upwards and hence the number 
of societies to be formed cannot be determined. The approximate 
cost per society is given below :-

Establishment : I Secretary-Accountant @ Rs. 60 p.m. 
2 Salesmen @ Rs. 35 p.m. each Rs. 70 p.m. 

Rs. 130 p.m. 
or Rs. 1,560 p.a. 

Out of the total expenditure, half should be paid by the Gove~n
ment during the first five years. 

C. CENTRAL SOCIETIES 

These will be established only in those provinces where 
urban societies are formed and hence the number of societies to be 
established cannot be determined. The cost per society is given 
below:-

Establishment : I Manager @ 
I Accountant@ 

Rs. 250 p.m. 
Rs. 100 p.m. 

Rs. 350 p.m. 
or Rs. 4,200 p.a. 

Out of the total expenditure, half should be paid by the Govern
ment during the first five years. 

D. PROVINCIAL SOCIETIES 

Number II 
Establishment: I Manager @ Rs. 600 p.m. 

I Accountant @ Rs. 150 p.m. 
I Junior Accountant @Rs. 100 p.m. 

Rs. 750 p.m. 
or Rs.9,000 p.a. 

Total for 11 societies=Rs.99,000 p.a. 
Out·of the total expenditure, half should be paid by the Govern~ 
ment during the first five years. 

E. GODOWNS 

Each central society is to be provided with a godown costing 
about Rs.20,000 and each provincial society with a godown 
costing about Rs.50,000. This cost should be m~>t entirely by 
, the Government as a free grant. 
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F. CONSUMERS' MILK DISTRIBUTING SOCIETIES 

An average consumers' milk distributing society will incur 
a capital expenditure of about Rs.lllakhs on pasteurizing and 
processing plants and transport vehicles. This cost should be 
borne entirely by the Government. 

G. DEPARTMENTAL STAFF 

No special departmental staff will be needed for rural 
consumer co-operatives, as these co-operatives will be sections of 
existing primary societies for which staff has been provided in 
Chapter III. 

(i) An officer of class I in each province in 
charge of urban stores @ Rs.888 p.m. 

or Rs.J0,656 p.a. 
(ii) One auditor for every ten urban socie-

(Iii) 

ties, to audit, inspect and supervise 
them:-

·J Auditor Rs. 150 p.m. 
or Rs.J,SOO p.a. 

One audit party for every five central 
societies to audit, inspect and super
vise them, each party consisting of :-

1 Auditor Rs. 
I Assistant Auditor Rs. 

250 p.m. 
75p.m. 

Rs. 325p.m. 
or Rs.3,900 p.a. 
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CHAPTER X. 

URBAN CREDIT. 

Of the 2, 703 towns* in India hardly 40 per cent are served 
by joint stock banks. Joint stock banks are not interested in 
developing the business of small loans, because the cost of advanc
ing and recovering them is high. Further, as joint stock banks 
are not likely to have under ordinary circumstances full and 
intimate knowledge of the standing and resources of persons of 
moderate means, they will not advance loans on personal security. 
On the other hand, there are, in urban areas, numerous persons 
of small means, like traders and merchants, artisans, factory 
workers, street hawkers, motor and gharry drivers who resort to 
money-lenders and simllar agencies for small loans and obtain 
them at high rates of interest. Ex-servicemen like technicians, 
and skilled workmen like carpenters, black-smiths, mechanics, 
etc., will also require credit for setting up their own business in 
small workshops. Co-operative urban banks qualify by establish
ing personal and intimate relationship with people of this class 
as the most suitable agencies for serving their credit needs. 

2. Urban banking on co-operative lines has made good 
progress in Bombay and Madras which have 79 and 204 urban 
bankst respectively. In other parts of India, it is either 
practically non-existent or has made small progress. The urban 
banks in Bombay and Madras have been organized on the Luzzatti 
model of Italy, with the liability of members limited to the value 
of shares. Besides raising the funds by issue of shares, they 
accept different types of deposits such as savings, current, fixed, 
recurringf, etc. In case of need, they borrow from central or 
provincial co-operative banks. Besides granting loans on 
personal security, they make advances on the security of agri
cultural produce, merchandise, life insurance policies, Government 
securities, etc. They provide other banking facilities also by, 
for example, the issue of drafts, hundies, etc., and collection of 
cheques, hundies, drafts, bills, dividend warrants, etc. These 
banks which are run efficiently have succeeded in some measure 
in inculcating habits of thrift among people of small means and 
making available to them funds at low rates of interest. 

• Census Report-1 941 (1, 724 towns in British India and 979 towns in Indian 
states). 

t In Bombay and Sind, urban credit societies having paid up share capital 
of Rs. 20.000 and over and doing banking business are known aa urban banks. 
In Madras. urban credit societies accepting deposits oo current account and 
maintaining fluid resources according to the standards prescribed by the Registrar 
are called urban banks. In many provinces this term is used for credit societie1 
working in urban areas irrespective of the size of tho aharo capital or the nature 
of deposita accepted by them. 

~ A recurring deposit is a deposit made by a person. who nndertakoo to pay 
to the society every month a fixed amount for a certam period at tho end of 
which the amount of deposit together with interest is paid to tho depooitor. A 
preferential rate of interest is paid on such deposits in view of tho element of 
thrift Involved in ouch deposito. · 
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3 .. It has been brought to our notice that in Bombay there 
has been a demand on the part of some well developed co-operative 
urban banks to convert themselves into joint stock concerns. 
We do not consider the demand reasonable. A co-operative 
institution is formed on principles. quite different from those 
which govern a joint stock concern ; the former aims at rendering 
service to its members at the cheapest possible cost consistent 
with soundness and solvency while the latter aims at profit for 
its shareholders. This is why co-operative banks enjoy a number 
of concessions from the State which contribute in no small measure 
to the development of their business and the building up of. their 
reserves. It would be an abuse of co-operative effort if an 
institution nursed by it were allowed to convert itself into a 
capitalistic concern. Moreover, an urban co-operative bank is 
brought into being mainly to serve the small and the middle 
class men and if it is converted into a joint stock bank, these 
very people are likely to be neglected. We notice that urban 
banking has made good progress in some parts of the country, 
particularly in Bombay where the banks are on the whole well
managed. The general policy of increased participation of 
non-officials in the movement can, therefore, be implemented 

-in such areas to a larger extent. We recommend that some of 
the powers now exercised by the Registrar, such as those of 
inspection and supervision, framing of rules under the provision 
of the Act for investment of funds, and determination of credit 
limits can· be delegated to a. federation of such institutions. 
The Registrar must, however, in order to fulfil his statutory 
obligation be placed in a position to revise the action of the 
federation either on his own initiative or on a representation 
made to him. 

4. We recommend that :-

(i) in view of the usefulness of urban banks to people of 
·small means, they should be organized in all towns. It should, 
bowever; be ensured that they function on proper co-operative 
1ines. When they receive deposits on current account, they 
.should 

(a) have a paid up share capital of at least Rs.20,000; 

(b) maintain fluid resources on the scale prescribed by the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies ; 

(c) carry to the reserve fund at least one-third of their net 
profits till it equals the paid up share capital and 
thereafter at least one-fourth of the net profits. The 
reserve fund should be invested in gilt-edged securities 
or deposited in banks approved by the Registrar 
and should not be used in the business of 
the bank; 
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(ii) Cheques drawn in payment of taxes on urban banks 
approve_d by the Registrar should be accepteq. by Government 
Treasuries ; · 

(iii) Urban banks approved by the Registrar should be 
alJO'Iyed to collect salary, provident fund and pensions, 
a list of such banks being supplied to the Treasuries 
concerned; 

(iv) Though we are against the proposal of allowing co
operative banks to change their form into joint stock banks, 
Government should delegate some of the powers exercised by 
the Registrar to a non-official federation of urban banks parti
cularly in those provinces where urban banking has made good 
progress and the banks are well managed. The Registrar must, 
however, in order to fulfil his statutory obligation be placed 
in a position to revise the action of the federation either on his 
own initiative or on a representation made to him. 

5. Persons working in Government offices, railways, post 
and telegraph offices and commercial firms also stand in need of 
being organized for the purpose of thrift, saving and financial 
accommodation. 

6. Salary earners' or employees' societies have been organized 
in most of the provinces. They have made good progress in 
Madras, Bombay, the United Provinces, Bengal, Bihar and the 
Punjab. Some of the societies particularly those organized for 
employees of railways, post and telegraph offices, port trusts and 
municipalities have large working capital. They advance loans to 
their members at a moderate rate of interest and the limit of indi
vidual loans is usually fixed at a certain multiple of the monthly 

·salary of the member. They encourage habits of thrift among 
their members by adopting a system of compulsory deposits. 
Some of them spend a portion of their profits for the welfare of 
the staff. 

7. The success of these societies has been due to their members 
being better educated and better able, therefore, to supply 
efficient managerial staff and also to the facility of recovery of 
their dues in instalments from the monthly salary of the members. 

'Recommoacla- 8. (1) We recommend that all offices employing fifty persons 
ti0111. or more should organize employees' co-operative societies. 

(2) With a view to overcoming the difficulties created 
by the amendment to the Civil Procedure Code raising the non
attachable limit of salary from Rs.20 to Rs.IOO we recommend 
that the Co-operative Societies Acts should be amended on the 
lines of the amendment made in Bombay and Sind whereby if a 
member executes an agreement in favour of the society authorizing 
his employer to make deductions from his salary towards payment 
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of the debts or other demands owing to the society, the employer 
is bound to make such deductions till the loan is fully repaid 
or the demand of the society satisfied. • 

(3) Where separate societies for menials or low paid· 
employees are organized, the employers shoufd assist such 
societies, by making available staff for their management and by 
grant of interest-free loans. 

9. The Royal Commission on Labour in India, 1931, reported 
that among the causes responsible for the low standard of living 
of the worker indebtedness occupied a high place. They further 
stated that it was estimated that in most of the industrial centres, 
the proportion of the families or individuals who were in debt was 
not less than two-thirds of the whole. They believed that debt · 
was the principal obstacle to efficiency because it destroyed the 
incentive to effort. Inquiries conducted by the Department of 
Industries, Madras, during 1937-38 into family budgets of factory 
workers in Madras City also showed that about 90 per cent of 
them were in debt and that the average amount spent on repay
ment of debts each month amounted to 13 per cent of their 
average income. In foreign countries, large-scale organization 
of friendly societies, consumers' stores and building societies 
have in a large measure met the various requirements of the 
labour class. 

. 
10. Factory workers' societies have been organized in Bombay 

and Madras. In Bombay there are 137 societies for factory 
workers. They are mostly credit societies,_ but some of them 
run shops for supplying foodstuffs and other requirements of 
their members also. In Madras there are 70 societies of which 
61 are doing store business also, 7 credit societies and 2 housing 
societies. The progress made by factory workers' societies in 
other provinces is insignificant. 

11. (1) We recommend that, though credit societies do not 
provide a complete solution of the problem of indebtedness; 
they should be organized in every mill or factory for providing 
the credit needs of its workers and also for promoting habits of 
thrift. We have recommended in Chapter IX the organization 
of consumers' co-operatives for factory workers. 

• Section 24~A of the Bombay Co-operative Societies Act, 1925, as amended 
by Act No. XXIX of I 942 is as under : 

(1) A member of a society may execute an agreement in favour of the 
society providing that his employer shall be competent to deduct from the salary 
or wages payable to him by the employer such amount, as may be specified in the 
agreement and to pay the amount so deducted to the society in satisfaction of any 
debt or other demand owing by the member to the society. 

(2) On the execution of such agreement the employer shall if 8o required by 
the society by a requisition in writing and so long as such debt or demand or any 
part of it remains unpaid make the deduction in accordance with the agreement 
and pay the amount 80 deducted to the society. 
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(2) We recommend that these societies should be assisted 
\>y the employers (i) by supplying the necessary staff for their 
management, (ii) by contributing towards their expenses, (iii) 
by giving loans free of interest or at a low rate of interest, and 
(iv) by recovering the amount due to the society from the wages 
.and salaries of the employees. 

(3) We recommend that the Registrar of Co-operative 
Societies should work in close co-operation with the Labour 
Officer in organizing societies for promoting the welfare of the 
workers. 
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CHAPTER XI:· 
HOUSING, HEALTH AND BETTER UVING. 

Considerable interest has been aroused in recent years in 
the problem of town planning all over India and a large number 
of cities and towns will have town planning schemes as part of 
the post-war development plans. On account of its various 
advantages, housing on a co-operative basis can well claim to 
be accorded a prominent plac,e in these schemes of town planning. 

2. The following special features of the problem of .housing 
in India emphasize the need for co-operative organization for 
this purpose. In the first place, housing co-operative societies 
will render an invaluable service at present when there is a scarcity 
of houses in India, owing to the interruption of building operations 
during the war, and a scramble for building materials to satisfy 
the long pent up demand. Secondly, building operations are 
costly and involve the use of a great variety of materials supplied 
by a large number of middlemen. . Every individual cannot 
meet this high cost all at once, nor can he supervise the construc
tion and avoid the middlemen's .charges. He can, however. 
avoid these disadvantages by associating with other individuals 
and forming a co-operative society. Thirdly, in the elaboration 
and the execution of a scheme of town planning, the town 
planni.pg authority has to deal with a large number of individuals 
interested in building houses. Its work will be greatly facilitated 
if these individuals form the.mselves into groups with which .. 
it can deal. Fourthly, houses for lower income families are· 
rarely built to order, and when they are built for purely 
commercial purposes, very little trouble is generally taken to 
discove.r and satisfy the real needs of the prospective occupiers. 
The building industry run on ordinary commercial lines, is too 
often concerned less with providing convenient and pleasant 
houses to meet the needs of family life than with providing a 
marketable commodity. 

3. In any housing scheme, co-operative effort has an advantage 
over private enterprise because it is primarily concerned with 
the interests of its members. It can ascertain the kind of houses 
the members want to build, and bring about cordial relations 
between the members as tenants and the members as landlords 
in their corporate capacity. It can give to its member, freedom 
from the landlord's arbitrary interference and can arrange to 
share the responsibility and risk of ownership with its members. 

Co"'!porat~Y~ 4. Co-operative housing societies are generally of two main 
l-1""" ooaotieo types, (i) tenants' co-operative societies, which build or purchase 

tn- houses for sale or lease to their members, and (ii) building (or 
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building and loan) societies, which facilitate the acquisition of 
houses through the grant of loans made on mortgage security. 

5. Tenants' co-operative societies build or purchase apartment 
or family houses for their members. The members pay a small 
entrance fee and also subscribe for one or more shares for which 
they pay in instalments. In addition to the funds' so raised 
the working capital of the societies principally consists of deposit~ 
from members and others and loans raised by the issue of bonds 
a~d on the security of mortgages. The member tenants pay 
e1ther a rent or an amortisation of the purchase price in cases 
where they want to become owner of their houses. The housing 
co-operatives meet all their charges from income thus received 
and if there is a surplus profit at the end of the year, they 
distribute it to the members in proportion to the rent or amortisa
tion charge paid by each. 

6. Building (or building and loan) societies are specialized 
co-operative credit societies. Their funds are derived chiefly 
from (i) share capital and (ii) deposits by members and non
members. Each member of the society mm;t subscribe and pay 
in full for shares or make deposits up to a certain proportion 
(generally 7 to 8 per cent) of the estimated cost of the house he 
wishes to purchase or have built. Mortgage loans are made to 
members up to 75 or 80 per cent of the value of the building, 
repayable over a period of years-from 5 to 16 and sometimes 
even 20. These societies are numerically more important than 
tenants' co-operative societies, but are found in a smaller number 
of countries. 

Co-operative 7. , Outstanding examples of such societies are to be found 
boueia1 ia h A · C · f h 1 t f foreip coUDtrieo. on t e men can ontment, one o t e arges groups o co-opera-
'A. y.....,11•eo. tive apartments in the world being that of the Amalgamated 
,operative Sode· Housing Corporation in the United States. The nucleus of this 
ltiao. Corporation was formed in 1926 by a group of members of 

the Amalgamated Clothing Workers. The enterprise has 
steadily grown until to-day it embodies a total outlay of 
$3,500,000 and provides accommodation for more than six 
hundred. families. In Argentina, the ElHogar Obrero, the big 
housing and consumers' co-operative society of Buenos Aires, 
started with the construction of 310 individual houses for its 
members and has built some large apartment houses also. 

8. The tenants' societies are, however, most numerous in 
Europe where they arose out of the conditions created by the 
war of 1914-18. They were formed in about 20 countries and 
reached an important position in Gennany (3,630 societies with 
about 680,000 members), Austria (289 societies with about 
38,000 members), Great Britain (350 societies with some 40,000 
members), Italy (900 societies with about 71,000 members), the 
Netherlands (414 societies), Poland (330 societies with 23,00() 
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members), Sweden (1,000 societies with 40,000 members), 
Switzerland (250 societies) and Czechoslovakia (1,340 so~ieties 
with 79,000 members). 

9. The societies in the Netherlands and Sweden have certain 
special features. In the Netherlands', nearly one-fifth of the 
buildings erected in the years immediately preceding the recent 
war were the result of co-operative endeavour. There were, 
at the end of 1937, 414 housing societies grouped in a federation 
which was established in 1913. The largest of them was the 
General Housing Co-operative Society of Amsterdam with a 
membership of about 8,000 consisting mainly of workers and 
small salaried employees, and with nearly 3,000 flats under its 
management. The housing situation, during and immediately 
after the World War of 1914 was acute in Amsterdam. The 
society obtained loans and, for a while, a subsidy (to equalize 
rents) from the Government. The loans were restricted and 
the subsidy withdrawn except in special circumstances, when 
the situation eased. The finance required for building houses 
was generally obtained from insurance companies and trade 
union pension funds, under a municipal guarantee. Loans were 
redeemed by means of annuities payable over a period of 60 
years. Highly qualified architects were employed by the society. 
Its building schemes, which had to conform to town planning 
regulations, were supervised by the municipality. 

10. Co-operative housing has achieved remarkable success 
in Sweden also. By 1922, the tenants' societies had become 
numerous enough to form a federation, the Tenants' National 
Union. A number of tenants' savings banks and housing 
societies also were established in several cities. In 1926, these 
societies federated into a national union which in 1936 comprised 
69 local societies with more than 17,000 members drawn from 
various social classes, the majority being craftsmen, manual 
workers and clerks.' The national union maintains an architect's 
office and a purchasing centre for building materials, and has 
even undertaken the manufacture of certain materials itself. 

11. These are important in the English-speaking· countries 
and also in Bulgaria, Germany and Switzerland. Out of the 
3,666,014 new houses built in England and Wales between 1st 
January, 1919, and 31st March, 1938, 2,000,000 were financed by 
the building societies. These 2,000,000 houses provided accom-, 
modation to 10 million persons mostly of limited means. In 
1940, there were in Great Britain, 952 building societies, whose 
combined assets totalled £756,000,000. In the U.S.A. there 
were in 1939, 8,957 societies with a total membership of 6,000,000 
and total assets of $5,600,000,000 on the 31st December in that 
year. 

12. Mention may also be made of the Reconstruction 
Co-operatives in France which re-built houses after the war of 
1914-18. After some preliminary attempts made in 1918, 
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co-operatives of this type really began to develop in February 
1919. They rapidly ~pread and by 1st January, 1924, ther; 
were 2,311 of them w1th an aggregate membership of 168,266. 
They undertook building activities in 2,716 out of4,434communes 
destroyed or damaged in the French battle-field area. 

13. Housing societies established on co-operative lines 
have been organized in certain provinces of India also but their 
activities have been confined to urban areas. 

14. The housing societies in Madras are of the individual 
ownership type. They borrow money from the Government 
and advance loans for the construction of new dwelling houses, 
the loans being repayable in 20 years. The loans to societies 
are limited to four times their paid up capital and are a first 
charge on their assets. The interest charged on these loans is 
41 per cent. Care is taken to disburse the loans in instalments 
keeping in step with the progress in the construction of houses. 

The societies issue loans to their members up to five times 
the latter's paid up share capital subject to a maximum of 
Rs.10,000 in the Madras City and Rs.7,500 in the mofussil. The 
interest charged is ! per cent to 1 per cent above that paid 
on the loans taken from the Government. The buildings erected 
out of the loans from Government are inspected free of cost by a 
Government engineer during construction and valued immediately 
on completion. The houses are inspected every year by the 
officers of the Co-operative Department. The number of societies 
in Madras at the end of 1943-44 was 114, with a membership of 
4,308 and a paid up share capital of Rs. 7,63,244. Loans due t<> 
the Government amounted to Rs.ll,51,984. 

15. The housing societies in Bombay, which number 114. 
conform to one or other of the following types : (a) co
partnership tenancy ; (b) tenant-ownership and (c) the mixed 
type which is a combination of both co-partnership and tenant
ownership. Of the 114 societies, 101 are working on the tenant
ownership system and 10 on the co-partnership tenancy system. 
the remaining 3 being of the mixed type. 

A society organized on the co-partnership basis, owns land 
and builds houses in which a member is allotted a tenement or 
tenements according to his requirements. The members con-

. tribute out of their own resources in the form of shares at least 
one-fourth of the total cost of site and buildings, the remaining 
cost being met by way of loan from Government or a financing 
agency. Tenants are charged monthly rent so calculated as to 
cover the general charges of the society and leave a balance for 
meeting instalments towards the repayment of the borrowed 
capital. When the whole borrowed capital is repaid, shares up 
to the value of the borrowed capital are issued to the members 
in proportion to the rent paid by each. 
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In societies working on the tenant-ownership basis, 
separate houses are built to suit the taste and requir~ments ?f an 
individual tenant member. The member holds h1s tenement 
from the societies as a lease-holder and the lease contains strict. 
conditions against sub-letting or transfer. The lease-holder may 
pay the full cost of the house on occupation or he may pay by 
instalments as the co-partnership tenant does. After a member 
has paid the full value of the house, he obtains a lease from the 
society on a nominal rent. The lease contains restrictions as re
gards assignment, sub-letting or parting with the property without 
the written consent of the society. 

16. There are 22 housing societies in Sind working on the 
tenant-ownership basis. Almost all of them have completed the 
construction of tenements for their members and have nearly 
repaid their loans. The membership of the societies is 2,917; 
share capital is Rs.4,23,462. Besides these, 23 house recon
struction societies were registered in the Hyderabad District in 
1929, when, due to the heavy floods, most of the houses in the 
Lar' division of the Hyderabad District, collapsed. These 
societies were started for the purpose of giving loans to their 
members for having their houses repaired or rebuilt. They have 
now completed their work and exist only for the purpose of 
recovering the loans advanced to the members. 

17. There are 31 housing societies which advance loans to 
members for the construction of houses. The society purchases 
the land and distributes it among the members, keeping apart 
some portion for the common needs of members. Restrictions 
are imposed on sub-letting. After the repayment of the advance, 
the member becomes the absolute owner of the house, subject 
to the restrictions on transfers imposed by the by-laws. 

18. (i) In all schemes of town planning which may be under 
preparation or consideration, a definite place should be given to 
co-operative housing. We recommend that whenever town 
planning schemes are undertaken certain area should be reserved 
for people belonging to low or middle income groups grouped 
into co-operative housing societies. 

(ii) Whenever the Governmenj:, municipalities, improve
ment trusts and similar bodies have at their disposal lands to 
sell or lease for long terms, for the construction of houses, they 
should give them, preferably to co-operative housing societies at · 
favourable rates. The present policy .of selling the land by 
auction to the highest bidder forces up prices and contributes 
to high rents to the detriment of poor and middle class people. 

(iii) We recommend that the Provincial Co-operative 
Council should organize when it considers that conditions are 
favourable, a Central Co-operative Housing Society in each 
province. The main function of such a society will be to grant 
long term loans to housing societies mainly for the purchase of 
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house sites· and for the construction of houses. It rna y also 
purchase building materials on a large scale from wholesalers 
and supply them. at re~sonab!e rates to the housing societies. 
The Central Housmg Soc1ety w1ll be able to attract cheap capital 
and Cornman~ sufficient fund~ to discharge the functions men
boned above 1f the Government guarantee its debentures. 

(iv). The finance required by the housing societies should 
be supphed on easy terms by the State or by insurance companies, 
preferably co-operative insurance societies, or in special cases, 
by land mortgage banks. 

(v). Although the value of the entire property owned by 
a housmg society may be large, the share of each individual 
member in it is small. If in levying taxes on a housing society 
the principle of progression is followed, it will operate to the 
detriment of the individual member who will be called upon to 
pay a rate much higher than what he would have to pay, if the 
rate were based on the value of his individual property. We 
recommend, therefore, that the taxes levied on a housing society 
should be so calculated as to make full allowance for the fact. 

(vi) The co-operative housing society should, as far as 
possible, engage the services of labour contract societies in its 
building operations. 

(vii) A co-operative society of tenants may be formed and 
may undertake to collect rents from the members who occupy 
tenements particularly tenements belonging to the Government 
or public bodies. Where the landlord is Government or a public 
body, arrangements may be made for the purchase of the property 
by the co-operative society. 

(viii) Labour construction co-operatives should undertake 
the preparation and supply of bricks and other materials and 
the construction of houses. Ex-servicemen with training in 
leadership should also organize Community Welfare Centres on 
these housing estates, containing facilities for recreation, reading 
rooms, etc. 

19. Many of the existing houses in most villages of the country 
are flimsy, ill~ventilated, insanitary and unhygienic ; their floors 
are damp, the roofs leak and the accommodation is insufficient. 
R1.1ral housing is, indeed, a serious problem in India, and the 
standard of housing is so low that even small improvements to 
the existing houses will be greatly welcome. 

Madras is making two interesting experiments in solving the 
problem of housing ; one of them deals with a rural and ~he oth~r 
with a semi-urban area. The former relates to Y emm1ganur m 
Bellary District. Y emmiganur has the biggest weavers' co-oP_er
ative society in the province consisting of 1,268 members workmg 
on 900 looms. The society has built up reserves to the extent of 
Rs.1,33,124. It has taken advantage of its financial strength 
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to i.mprove the housing conditions of its. members. ~t proposes 
to acquire 62 acres of land on the utsk1rts of the Village. On 
this land, houses and common buildings will be constructed on 
town planning Jines. In the middle of the. plot, it is proposed 
to construct a common hall flanked by an office room of the' 
society, a dye-house, and three store rooms for stocking yarn,. 
handloom products and spare parts of handlooms. This centra£ 
building will be surrounded by a road alongside of which will 
be rows of houses, each house consisting of a verandah, a sitting 
room, a bedroom, a kitchen and a lavatory. Each house will 
be surrounded by a little kitchen-garden. The weavers are 
expected to instal their looms in the common hall and utilize 
their respective houses only for purposes of dwelling. It has been 
estimated that the site will cost Rs.25,000. It will be purchased 
by the society out of its own funds. Each house has been 
estimated to cost Rs.1,250 excluding the value of the site. The 
society has approached Government for a Joan of one lakh of 
rupees free of interest. With this loan and its own funds, the 
society proposes to put up 200 houses costing Rs.2,50,000. Such 
of the members as desire to purchase the houses will be required 
to pay an initial instalment of Rs.250 for each house. Thereafter, 
they will pay an instalment of Rs.50 per annum for twenty 
years.- The society will repay the Government Joan out of the 
instalments collected from the members. Government have 
.accepted the principle of the. scheme, and 'are expected to 
sanction the loan required. 

The second attempt at Madras has already borne fruit. 
It is the case of the Co-operative Housing Society at Harveypatti, 
a village five miles away from Madura. This scheme is the 
result of the initiative and enterprise of the management of the 
Harvey Mills. With a view to providing dwelling houses for 
their labourers, the Harvey Mills acquired at Harveypatti 67 · 97 
acres of land at a cost of Rs.19,015 and have constructed 396 
houses at a cost of Rs.2,23,687. The cost works out at the rate 
of Rs.565 per house. A co-operative society has been formed 
of the labourers of the mills, who propose to purchase these 
houses. The cost of each house and the site on which it is 
situated has been worked out at Rs.600. Each worker is required 
to pay this amount in easy instalments of Rs.4 a month for a 
period of 12! years. After full payment, he will become complete 
owner of the house except for the fact that no alienation can be 
made without the consent of the society. 

The main problem of rural housing appears to be one of 
finance. It can be tackled co-operatively on a large scale only 
after the standard of income of the rural population has risen, 
and even then considerable State assistance will be necessary. 
Besides, before elaborate plans of rural housing are undertaken. 
the State should provide in the rural areas such amenities as 
communications, water supply and drainage. 
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A modest beginning in dealing with rural housing elm, 
however, be made even in the present circumstances. The 
cost of building a house appPars to be too large for a villager to 
afford, but actually a large part of it is made up of labour charges, 
and if the villager and his family contribute their labour in the 
construction of their house, it can be considerably reduced. We 
understand that the Public Works Department in the Punjab 
have been making experiments with various types of local 
materials which could be used in the building of rural houses, 
and have prepared estimates of cost on the basis of current 
prices; They have also evolved a new material, namely, 
compressed mud, which is as strong as ordinary brick and can 
be manufactured cheaply. They have estimated that a house 
with a room, a kitchen and a verandah will cost about Rs.BOO 
and every additional room about Rs. 300. More than half of the 
estimated cost is on account of labour, and of the remaining 
half, a good deal is on account of locally available material. 
It would thus appear that if the villagers offered to provide 
their own labour and if local rna terials were used, the cost of a 
one-room house may be as low as Rs.150. The cost would be very 
much lower for effecting improvements to the existing houses. 
In order that the villager may use his own and his family's 
labour, it will be necessary to arrange for the construction or 
improvement of his house in the off-season when he has 
usually little to do. 

A co-operative housing sodety may be organized for a 
group of villages selected by the Provincial Co-operative Council, 
or housing may be undertaken by the multi-purpose co-operative 
society operating in those villages. After their construction, 
the houses may be taken over by the society, which will be 
responsible for the collection of rent from the occupier members. 
An option may be given to the occupier members to purchase 
their houses at a value determined with reference to the local 
market rates and payments may be made under the hire-purchase 
system over a period of 20 to 30 years. 

The rural housing programme will have a better chance of 
success if it is linked up with the labour co-operatives, the 
establishment of which we have recommended in Chapter VIII. 
If our recommendations made in that Chapter are carried out, 
there will be in a group of villages a labour co-operative prepared 
to undertake the construction of new and the improvement of 
existing houses, roads and other rural public works. Wherever 
co-operative labour contract societies have been organized, 
with or without ex-service personnel, Government should entrust 
to them schemes for house building on a contract basis. 

· As regards rural housing for ex-servicemen returning to 
their villages, the primary multi-purpose societies should arrange 
for the necessary sites, for timber at concessional rates fr~m 
neighbouring forests, for digging, drinking-water wells w1th 
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grants from Government or local bodies, and for help in preparing 
bricks and lime by co-operative labour of the members, laying 
roads and drains, purchasing in bulk and distribution of roofing 
tiles, rafters, cement, iron bars, etc. Where there is a sufficient 
number of ex-servicemen and others in a village or group of 
villages desiring to build new houses, it is recommended that 
separate rural housing societies should be formed. In all new 
areas which are colonized, the Government should insist that 
houses should be built there according to certain standard plans 
and should give the necessary financial and other assistance. 

We recommend that the Provincial Co-operative Council 
should examine as soon as it is established and from time to 
time the feasibility of providing rural houses on a co-operative 
basis~ The problem of rural housing should be looked upon 
not only from the point of view of providing houses to the rural 
population, but also of relieving unemployment. 

20. Provision of medical service, improvement of sanitation, 
control of epidemic diseases and the undertaking of other similar 
measures for improving the health of the population are primarily 
the duty of the State, and this is one of the important sectors of 
national life the problems of which cannot be adequately solved 
by the Co-operative movement. The Government of India 
have already appointed a Health Survey and Development 
Committee for preparing a comprehensive health programme. 
It may, however, be long before a complete State medical service 
is available to the people for the prevention and treatment of 
disease~. Voluntary effort organized on co-operative lines can, we 
believe, play a useful part, in the meanwhile, in the furtherance of 
these objects and in supplementing State effort in these directions. 

21. The needs for health and medical services in rural and 
urban areas differ widely. In rural areas, there is a lack of 
hospitals, dispensaries, doctors and cheap drugs ; sanitation 
receives scant attention ; and there is an abundance of nools and 
swamps providing breeding ground for mosquitoes and various 
bacteria, while pure water for domestic use is scarce. In urban 
areas, on the other hand, medical facilities are to some extent 
available through dispensaries, hospitals and private medical 
practitioners, but they are inadequate and there is need for 
supplementing on a larger scale the existing State and individual 
effort, 
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22. In some foreign countries, health co-operative societies 
are making an important contribution to the welfare of the rural 
population. Such societies have grown, for instance, in 
Yugoslavia, where in 1937 there were 171 societies, with 110,981 
members, affiliated to a special feo.eration, the Union of Co-op
erati ve Sanitary Societies. These co-operatives arrange for a doctor, 
a pharmacy and a small hospital to serve a local area, give 
valuable aid in combating disease by means of vaccination 
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and other preventive measures and, through their youth and 
women's sections, undertake activities for the betterment of 
health, hygiene and general rural conditions. In U.S.A . 
.. voluntary prepayment plans are making a worthwhile contri
bution to health security and have important potentialities. 
Beginning in 1932 hospital service plans have developed to the 
point where there are seventy-eight of such plans in the United 
States, with an enrolment of over 16,000,000 persons .••....•.• 
At the present time in three states over 30 per cent of the popula
tion of the state is enrolled and in seven states between 20 and 30 
per cent of the population are enrolled.""' In these hospital 
plans small regular payments of from $8 to $10 a year per person 
or $18 to $24 per year per family ensure that the cost incurred 
in the hospital by a subscriber is covered. Besides, there are in 
operation nineteen medical service plans sponsored by local 
and state medical societies, with a total enrolment of over 
1,800,000. These medical service plans, which are separate and 
distinct from the hospital plans, are so far limited to surgical 
and obstetric service, and, when these are not provided by the 
hospital plan, to X-Ray, laboratory and anresthesia service in 
connexion with hospital cases. The proper actuarial basis 
for these limited services has been established or is being rapidly 
established. For example, in the Michigan Medical Service, for 
the prepayment of slightly less than 50 cents a week per family, 
surgical and obstetric care is made available to 773,000 
people. 

23. The Peckham Experiment in England, on the other 
hand, affords an example of successful self-help for the preserva
tion of health and early diagnosis of disease. In the beginning, 
it has been supported by the Halley Stewart Research Trust, 
but it is intended that ultimately it will be self-supporting. 
Membership subscription to the pioneer Health Centre conducted 
for this experiment is 1sh. a week per family, entitling all children 
under 16, or still at school, to free use of all equipment, and adults 
to use of each facility at a small charge, the facilities available 
being such items- of recreation as swimming pool, billiards, 
gymnasium, etc. All children of member-f:lmilies, over 16 and 
not still at school, pay an individual subscription of 6d. a week, 
and are also entitled to use all equipment for a small charge. It 
has been estimated that the cost of family overhaul followed by 
family consultation works out at Ish. 1d. per family per week with 
a membership of 1000 families. The most important features 
of the scheme are : (1) the unit for treatment and for progress 
is not the individual but the family, (2) health service is continuous 
over a term of years, and extends from pre-natal care onwards 
to the child, the youngster and the adult, (3) it provides continuous 

• The Co·ordination of Medical and Blue Cross Plans--Louis S. Reed, Ph.D. 
and Henry F. Vaughan Jr., A.B. From tho Division of Public Health Mothoda, 
U. S. Public Health Service. Ref. the Journal of the Amencan Med1cal 
Association-May 6, I 945, p. 22. 
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overhaul of health and various types of consultative service, 
e.g., (a) periodic overhaul, (b) re-overhaul on discharge from 
medical care, (c) ante-natal care, (d) post-natal care, (e) infant 
care and (f) immunization agaid!;t infectious diseases, and (4) it 
provides for social club life. The members of the centre include 
a number drawn from trades and professions-engineers, mecha
nics, clerks, carpenters, painters, independent tradesmen, 
employers of labour, civil servants, municipal officers, etc,* 

Heol!h aa d 24. In India, there are at present 1169 medical, anti-malarial · 
MedJcal. C:,d]'· and health co-operative societies, of which I 052 are in Bengal 
ora "'m "' and 106 in the Punjab. Most of these societies are weak in 

Rocommoncla• 
tiona. 

finances and are unable to work without State help. The objects 
of a health co-operative society are to improve the health of 
members and their dependants, to arrange for them proper· 
medical aid and advice, to adopt measures for the sanitary 
improvement of the place, to take steps for the prevention of 
epidemics, and to educate members and others in public health 
and sanitation. The societies usually maintain dispensaries 
with a qualified doctor, medicine being supplied at cost price 
and doctor's services being charged for at a cheap rate. Funds 
of the society are obtained through small shares, members' 
subscriptions of about Rs.4 per head per annum, doctor's fees, 
public donations and Government grants. In the Punjab, at 
the end of 1943-44, there were 101 r>ublic health and medical 
aid societies with a membership of 14,991. They were running 
dispensaries with a doctor in charge or, when one was not 
available, with a trained and experienced C!;)mpounder. In 
1943-44, the staff employed by these societies treated 432,932 
members and 225,263 non-members. These dispensaries are 
maintained from grants made by Government and local bodies 
and partly from small monthly subscriptions from members. 
One class of health societies, namely, the anti-malarial societies, 
have generally been able to do useful work, especially in Bengal, 
by introducing various preventive and curative measures against 
malaria. 

25. We recommend that, pending organization by the State 
of medical services, on a comprehensive scale, the State should 
help voluntary effort organized on co-operative lines for such 
purposes as the prevention and treatment of disease, clearance 
of jungles and swamps, reclamation of marshes, draining of 
pools and trenches, spraying of mosquito-infested areas with 
insecticides, etc. The State should also utilize such co-operative 
organizations whenever possible for discharging some of its 
functions such as the provision of medical assistance and the 
eradication of malaria. For societies engaged in anti-malarial 
work, jungle clearance, reclamation of marshes, etc., the Army 
personnel which has been trained on up to date Jines in the 

• This is gathered from The Peckham Experiment by Innes H. Pearse. 
M.D., and Lucy H. Crock>r, B.Sc. (Geo<ge Allen & Unwin Ltd). 
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medical, sanitary, and anti-malarial services will provide excellent 
members. We, further, recommend that the State should initiate 
and work a subsidized scheme for rural health co-operatives, 
as in the Punjab, whereby the latter will obtain for their members 
for a small fee the services of medical practitioners. Facilities 
should also be provided to the- rural co-operatives to obtain 
supplies of medicine through the State dispensaries and hospitals. 
We, further recommend that the State should meet the working 
costs of the rural societies to the extent of 75 per cent and grant 
subsidies to central organizations amo11g them to ensure efficient 
supervision by them of the work of the primaries. But whatever 
the degree of assistance rendered by the State to co-operative 
organizations, the limitations of voluntary effort must be re
cognized and, therefore, it is necessary to supplement it with 
large-scale State action. 

26. As regards urban and suburban areas, owing to technical 
advances and increasing specialization, modern medical treatment 
is becoming increasingly expensive and beyond the reach of 
the bulk of the population. People belonging to the middle 
class have the option, indeed a Hobson's choice, of going either 
to a private charitable institution or a Government free·hospital' 
and receiving inadequate attention there or to medical and surgical 
sprcialists and paying very heavy bills and nursing·home charges. 
It is suggested that this class should be organi1.ed into co-operative 
groups, where by joint action they can secure for themselves medi
cal services on terms within their means and without relying on 
charity. We are of opinion that an organization on the following 
lines will be of considerable use in securing medical services both 
preventive and curative to large groups of people. A co-operative 
society should be established with as large a membership as 
possible. Its funds will be derived from an admission fee and a 
regular monthly subscription. The committee of the co-operative 
society will then arrange with a doctor or if possible with a group 
()f doctors for periodic examination of members and their families 
free of charge and for treatment of ordinary complaints at a 
reduced, charge. The doctor or doctors will be guaranteed a 
minimum income on the basis of monthly subscriptions of the 
members. The next stage in the evolution of such a society 
will be the construction of a co-operative hospital. A popular 
medical writer, Paul De Kruif, writes: "Service for 5,000 people 
would require perhaps five doctors : let's say one surgeon
orthopaedist, one internist, and three general practitioners, includ
ing one trained in eye-ear-nose-throat practice, and one in 
obstetrics. Net incomes of the two top men, $12,000 each; 
-of the other three, $10,000 each. The hospital would have 
about 20 beds, and the operating cost would be about $75,000 a 
year. Total operating cost would thus amount to about $130,000. 
With all families voluntarily paying for their complete hospital 
and medical care at the rate of 60 cents a week per person, the 
·income would be some $156,000. This leaves more than $25,000 
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yearly with which to pay for the facilities and equipment "•. 
While under Indian conditions the standard of medical treatment 
thought of in the above quotation may not be possible, it should 
not be beyond the means of sufficiently large groups of people 
in the dties and their suburbs to start co-operative hospitals 
on the principles explained above. One important advantage 
of what is called ' prepaid group medicine ' is that it will give a 
very great stimulus to preventive medicine. It would be in 
the interest both of the doctor and the hospital to see that the 
patient is sick as little as possible and for as short a period of 
time as possible, or better still, does not get sick at all. Co-opera
tive health associations of the type sketched above will also be 
in a position to study and tackle in a practical way such 
important subjects as nutrition, improved diet, physical culture, 
etc. We are of the opinion that such a co-operative society has 
greater chances of establishing itself in a locality where a 
co-operative stores society exists already, and where owing to 
its existence co-operative ideas have taken root. 

27. Life insurance companies should find it in their interest 
to assist voluntary associations which adopt special measures 
for the prevention of disease and its treatment in the earlier 
stages. It would be in the fitness of things if life insurance 
associations in India took a special interest in starting such 
societies among their policyholders by offering them some rebates 
in insurance premium or direct medical assistance. In helping 
people to bec~me more health-minded and in enabling them to 
take steps to prevent diseases, the insurance companies will be 
helping themselves by prolonging the life of their policyholders. 

28. We recommend that the Provincial Co-operative Council 
should take early steps to bring into existence co-operative health 
organizations of the type indicated above, after arranging the 
details of the working of these bodies in consultation with the 
various interests concerned. 

29. The main objects of a better living society are :-(1) to 
improve the moral condition of members, (2) to' provide educa
tional assistance to the children of members, (3) to checlc: extra
vagance and inculcate habits of thrift, ( 4) to reform undesirable 
social customs, (5) to improve sanitation and hygiene, (6) to 
discourage litigation and (7) to encourage healthy recreation 
and improvement of physique. The capital of the society 
consists of entrance fees, contributions, donations and fines, 
but it receives no loans or deposits. A member signs an agree
ment on joining the society to the effect that he will observe 
the reformed customs approved by the general meeting and will 
not spend on any ceremony in excess of the limit prescribed 
by the society. He, further, agrees that, in case he commits 
a breach of this undertaking, he will pay to the society a fine 
not exceeding Rs.lOO as the committee may impose. 

• The Reader's Digest, July, 191l5, pp. 110-111, from tho article "Homo 
T ewu Medicine." 
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30. Thenumberofbetterliving societies in Britishlndiaisabout 
6,700ofwhich3947arein the United Provinces, 2097 in the Punjab 
and 502 in Bengal. These societies have achieved a certain measure 
of success in some other provinces also. For instance, one better 
living society in Javalwadi, Satara District, Bombay, has 
succeeded in opening as many as 55 schools in the villages. 
Similarly, in Madras, the t'lVo societies in the Guntur District 
for the Kalavantula community have done some good work 
by reforming women of this community to adopt better ways of 
living by settling down to a married life and abstaining from giving 
dancing performances, etc. The Brindavanam Better Living 
Society for the scheduled castes in Madras City has also performed 
useful service. It has, with the help of the Labour Department, 
constructed huts for the members and improved -the sanitation 
of the locality where they live. In Bengal, some societies, besides 
attending to social reforms, undertake measures relating to 
village improvement, such as construction of roads and excavation 
of canals. In the Punjab, the societies have, besides attending 
to the improvement of the moral condition of members, taken 
to some items of village improvement such as construction of 
village roads, sanitation, etc. In both Bengal and the Punjab, 
the labour services rendered by the members are voluntary and 
free. 

Reeommonda· 31. While some of the societies seem to have done useful 
lioao. · work, a majority of them are in a state of suspended animation 

and show signs of active life only at the time of official visits. 
The activities of these societies should centre on some economic 
objective such as credit, marketing, provision of household 
requirements, etc., as this will make a stronger appeal to the 
villagers than attempts only at the improvement of moral and 
social conditions. We are of the opinion that the reformed and 
reorganized primary societies which we have recommended in 
Chapter III should undertake these functions. But wherever 
this is not possible, separate societies may be started. The 
return of the demobilized soldiers who have seen the world, and 
been used to better conditions of life, will furnish the incentive 
for village improvement. This will afford a splendid opportunity 
for starting better living societies with returned service personnel 
as well as other village folk, both men and women, as members. 
Once the co-operative idea takes root, it should not be diffi~ult 
to expand the scope of these societies and convert them mto 
ord4J.ary primary societies. 
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CHAPTER XII. 
WOMEN AND CO-QPERATION. 

Jatrodactory. The Co-operative movement has not, in our opini~n. paid 
sufficient attention to the special features of the position of 
women in Indian society ; two of the most important of these 
features are the women's apparent indifference to and non
participation in movements outside the domestic sphere, and 
their virtual mastery over most of the domestic affairs. This 
neglect has been largely due to the fact that, hitherto, the move
ment has confined its activities almost exclusively to credit. 
With a change in the outlook, which embraces all economic 
activities, the time has come seriously to examine the question 
of persuading women, who form more than half the population 
of the country and whose aloofness has deprived the movement 
of half the energy and more than half the enthusiasm available to 
the country, to extend their active participation to the movement. 
Their participation is of particular importance for the success of 
activities engaged in by consumers' stores, industrial societies, 
co-operatiYe dairies and voluntary health associations. The 
necessity for asking for the co-operation of women has been 

·emphasized by the fact that, now that the war is over, a very 
large number of fathers, brothers and husbands will be returning 
home from the services with a broadened outlook and a higher 
standard of living, and there is a danger of a clash in ideas and 
ideals unless their womenfolk also develop a similar outlook and 
standard. 

2. The activities of women which can be placed on a co-opera-. 
tive plane fall broadly under two heads, viz., economic and social. 
In the former .are included ways of increasing income, thrift, 
wise spending and prevention of waste ; and, in the latter, 
sanitation, hygiene and general social welfare. Thrift, wise 
spending and prevention of waste make for a sound domestic 
economy as they result in a better distribution of funds among 
the different domestic needs and enable the saving of each day's 
surplus against a morrow that may place unusual strain on the 
family resources. In this important and difficult task, the 
housewife can be best aided by the Co-operative movement. A 
consumers' society, for instance, provides a unique scope for 
women's effort, as women are in a better po.;ition than men to 
determine the quality, variety and price of the goods required 
for the home. Similarly, a co-operative thrift or saving.; society 
will assist women by taking away quietly to a savings account 
the small. surpluses laboriously collected by them. Again, the 
Co-operative movement enables women to develop various home 
and cottage industries and crafts and thus enhance their family 
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!ncome: So~ieties form~d among . "Yomen engaged in cottage 
mdustnes . wtth ~he ob~ect of umtmg and encouraging their 
effort and tmprovmg thetr product will assist in raising the living 
standar~s t~rough enhanc~ income .. In the social field, hygiene 
and samtatwn are the two ttems wh1ch women partioularly can 
atten~ to on co-operative lines, especially through propaganda, 
practical work and model homes. There are also certain social 
service~ which women ca~ conduct co-operatively such as running 
matermty ho~es an~ chtld welfare centres, carrying on propa
ganda for soctal uphft, etc. Women workers will be the best 
agency available to the ·Co-operative movement to further its 
programme of social reconstruction and betterment. 

Co-operatloa 3 I f · t · h · 1 · 
111110111 womea . n orezgn coun nes, women ave active y associated 
iD, foreip coua•. themselves with the Co-operative movement by taking up 
trill. membership alongside men in " composite " societies as well 

as by constituting societies exclusively for themselves for activi
ties for which they are specially qualified. While they have 
participated in most kinds of co-operative enterprise, they have 
been particularly associated with the stores movement. A 
special type of organization which has successfully grown in 
local areas and been integrated into national federations and 
even spread to the international field is the Women's Co-operative 
Guild. The Guild is a democratic institution working for the 
development of the spirit of Co-operation, for the furtherance 
of its principles and practice, for the improvement of conditions 
of home life and for securing peace among all nations. Its 
activities include the holding of meetings regularly, conducting 
schools, organizing entertainments, imparting instruction. in 
household matters, and carrying on campaigns for the reform 
of domestic work and campaigns against alcohol, food taxes, 
etc. In U.S.A., women play an important part in the educational 
work of the Department of Agriculture. While selected men in 
each county, known as " county agents ", are employed for 
visiting farms, advising farmers and spreading information 
regarding developments in scientific agriculture, selected women, 
known as "home demonstration agents", do the work of advising 
farmers' wives on such matters as the canning, dehydrating 
and freezing of farm products, child care, nutritious foods, 
kitchen gardens and household arts. These home demonstration 
agents now number about 2,284, besides 279 assistant agents 
in the more important counties. They have so far organized 
52,445 home demonstration clubs having 1,161,0011 members and 
have also trained the leaders for them. 

4, A reference may also be made here to the women's co-opera
tive market, the first of its kind in U.S.A., c.onducted by the 
farm women of Montgomery (Maryland). It IS an example of 
how rural women bring quality produce within the reach of 
city consumers. The qualifications for participation in the 
market are that a woman should have a farm of at least 7 acres, 
and derive most of her income from· farm operations. She 
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becomes a member on purchasing 2 shares of $2, and makes use 
of the market on the agreement that she will pay $2 a month for 
rental of the stalls and 5 per cent of her sales as contribution 
towards working expenses. Surplus earnings accruing to the 
market are divided among the members according to their 
individual financial contributions during the year. In the 
initial years, however, such earnings were placed in a common 
sinking fund to be applied to early payment of the loan capital, 
and members received revolving certificates showing their 
earnings for the year, which would be redeemed after the society's 
borrowings were paid off. The society was able to repay within 
13 years its mortgage debt of $50,000 on the buildings and 
grounds. The success of the co-operative market can be assessed 
from the fact that in 13 years its annual business has grown from 
$5,000 to $275,000. This success was in some measure due to 
the proximity of the market to the University of Maryland 
where the members were able to get assistance from specialists 
and also due to the fact that the members were already active 
members of the local home demonstration club. 

5. In India, the membership of co-operative societies is open 
to women also, but the number of women members is small. 
An attempt to organize special women's co-operative· societies 
has been made in the provinces of the Punjab and Madras, but 
they have been able so far to organize only the following :-

Class. 

Thrift .. 
Cottage Industries 
Better Living .. 
Medical Aid and Public Health 
Girl Guide 

Number of societies. 
Punjab Madras. 

376 

1 
1 
1 

6 
25 

The Co-operative Department in the Punjab has employed a 
staff of two lady assistant registrars, 2 inspectresses, 25 sub
inspectresses and a number of clerks to promote and supervise 

·the work of women's societies. In the Punjab in addition to 
these societies for women which are almost entirely for thrift, 
welfare work is being done on a very large scale throughout the 
province. 113 lady welfare workers have been appointed in 
rural areas of the province. They deal with a variety of activi
ties among which sanitation, hygiene, home industry, eradication 
of illiteracy and undesirable customs are particularly important. 
Their work is supervised by 5 lady welfare inspectresses. 
This staff is under the Rural Reconstruction Department but 
works with the staff of the Co-operative Department as the two 
Departments are under the same head. 

6. In Madras a special officer has been appointed to organize 
and supervise women's societies; There are six cottage indus
tries societies functioning in the City of Madras. The Madras 
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Pr~vincial Co-operative Bank gave them a subsidy of Rs. 4,000 
whi~h was sp~nt as follows : Each society was provided with a 
sewmg machme and an almirah ; two lady instructors were 
maintained to teach tailoring and embroidery work to members · 
and ~ach society was given a grant of Rs. 10 per month toward~ 
workmg expenses. The activities of these societies include 
tailo;ing, .embroide~y, knitting, lacework, hand-made paper
n:akmg,. pi~kle-makmg, ~at tan work, making of hand-pounded 
nee, spmnmg and makmg of fancy articles. The members 
assemble twice a week at the society's office for taking orders 
and material for work and for delivering finished articles. The 
cost per society including the expenditure met from their own 
resources is about Rs. 1,000 per annum. 

7. We recommend that (I) the Co-operative Department 
in each province should employ at least one Lady Assistant 
Registrar or Woman Special Officer to encourage women to join 
the Co-operative movement and to organize and supervise women's 
societies. When the number of women's societies increases, 
the Department should employ for every 25 such societies, at 
least one woman welfare worker and the requisite subordinate 
staff to direct and supervise their working. From the early 
days of the war special groups of women welfare workers known 
as "Sevadanis" have been trained and employed in all the 
heavily recruited areas. These workers visit the homes of all 
serving soldiers, attend to their requirements, talk to the women
folk of better living, and organize child welfare and simple medical 
relief. There is thus already in existence a trained body of 
women welfare workers. They should, if they are qualified, be 
preferred to others for employment in the Co-operative 
Department as lady welfare workers. · 

(2) A special effort should . be made to encourage women 
to join consumers' and better living societies. 

(3) In rural areas, women should be enrolled as members 
in the village primary society, but if in any locality their in
terests are likely to be better served by forming .a society of 
their own, they may form a separate society. 

( 4) Co-operative societies exclusively for women should be 
formed for the purpose of undertaking a?tivities such as ho;ne 
industries and thrift. Maternity and child welfare, recreation 
clubs and eradication· of social evils, e.g., dowry, extravagant 
social expenditure, etc., may also be undertaken by them wher!J 
special funds for these purposes are available. 

(5) In urban areas, women should be encouraged to join_ all 
types of co-operative activity, particularly health and n:e.dical 
societies and thrift and consumers' stores, and to participate 
actively in their management, by making, for instance, provision 
for special women's committees and for seats for women on the 
managing board. 
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(6) . The Regional Promotional Agency, the formation of 
which we have suggested in Chapter VII, should organize and 
assist women both in rural and urban areas to undertake home 
crafts and cottage industries such as tailoring, embroidery, 
knitting, lace"makihg, pickle-making, hand-spinning, hand
pounding of rice, basket-making, mat-weaving and making 
of various kinds of fancy articles. It should specially assist 
women belonging to the scheduled castes who are experts in 
making baskets, winnows, thatties, and other domestic and 
household goods. Further, it should also arrange where necessary, 
training classes to teach all women simple home industries and 
arts. 
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CHAPTER xm. 
TRANSPORT. 

With th~· development of roads on a large scale during the 
post-war penod as planned by the Government of India and the 
provincial governments, numerous problems in connexion with 
regulation of road and rail traffic, maintenance of efficiency of 
transport system, etc., will arise. These problems will be com
plicated by the fact that most of the motor transport vehicles 
are at present owned by an excessively large number of petty 
individuals who have insufficient resources and are ill-equipped to 
render efficient and cheap service to the public.- In order to 
increase the efficiency of the transport system and to improve 
the economic conditions of the persons engaged in it, it is necessary 
to organize them co-operatively. Moreover, transport organized 
on co-operative lines will be more amenable to State regulation 
than a host of individual lorry owners each plying his own vehicle. 
It will also provide an opportunity of employing demobilized 
soldiers and technicians who have during the course of their 
service worked as drivers or mechanics. It is understood that 
more than 100,000 of these will be discharged. Further, to 
avoid bringing into existence rival interests in the transport 
business and thereby giving rise to wasteful competition, it will 
be desirable to reserve transport services on certain roads 
exclusively for certain transport societies. Though on the ground 
of interference with the existing interests, it may not be found 
practicable to do so in case of old roads, no such difficulty will 
arise in case of new roads. Reservation of transport services 
for co-operative societies will also facilitate regulation of rates 
for transport of passengers as well as of goods. 

2. Co-operative transport societies have made notable progress 
in Palestine. There were at the end of September, 1942, 26 
transport co-operatives with owned funds of £611,000, debts of 
£360,000 and investments of £609,000. They have established 
transport services both on municipal and on inter-urban roads 
and have almost a monopoly of motor transport in the country. 
Their activities have been greatly helped by the existence of a 
central institution, 'N oa ', which purchases their various require
ments collectively. It has contracts with all oil companies 
for supply of fuel and oil at reduced rates and has arrangements 
for purchase of tyres and spare parts. Transport societies also 
existed in Italy and Germany before the war. On 31-7-45 
there were 15 co--operative transport societies in the Punjab. 
They were all reported to be working s.a~isfactoril~. Further 
increase in their number has been proh1b1ted pendmg a, final 
decision by Government with regard to. the policy about Govern
ment participation in the transport bus1ness. 
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Co-operative 
Workohopo. 

Recommend•· 
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Country Craft 
Co-operativea. 

3. We recommend that :-
(i) Transport co-operative societies composed of ex-service

men and small owners of vehicles should be organized in different 
parts of the country and Government should place at their 
disposal surplus vehicles at nominal rates. 

(ii) The Provincial Co-operative Council should watch 
the progress in the development of road construction and suggest 
to the Co-operative Department from time to time in what 
areas transport co-operative societies should be organized. 

(iii) Passengers and goods traffic on new roads should be 
reserved for CO-{)perative transport societies. 

(iv) When a sufficient number of transport societies have 
been organized in a particular area, steps should be taken to 
organize them into unions for co-ordinating their activities specially 
as regards rates, freights and routes and for obtaining collectively 
their various requirements such as tyres, petroleum, lubricants, 
accessories, etc. 

4. When motor transport co-operatives are organized as 
recommended above, a need will arise for machine shops for 
repairing motor vehicles. These shops will besides attending 
to motor vehicles, be available for making repairs to agricultural 
implements, machines, pumps, cycles, etc. They will further 
provide employment to ex-servicemen with technical knowledge. 

6. We recommend that :-
(i) Machipe shops on co-operative lines should be organized 

where necessary and that Government should place at their 
disposal surplus machinery and tools at specially reduced prices. 
The possibility of converting after the war the ordnance factories 
and engineering workshops into manufacturing centres for the 
supply of tools and agricultural implements should also be 
examined. 

(ii) In organizing these shops the services of Regional 
Promotional Agencies, whose organization we have recommended 
in Chapter VII, should be utilized. 

6. On account of its cheapness, water transport, both inland 
and coastal, still plays an important part in the transport system 
of this country. Its importance was demonstrated during the 
period of war when transport facilities were not easily available 
and goods in large quantities for civilian as well as military use 
were transported to distant places in country crafts and boats. 
It is estimated that in India there are 6676 country crafts of the 
approximate tonnage of 2llakhs and the capital value of about 
Rs.6 crores. It is also estimated that about 80 per cent of the 
crafts are worked by the owners themselves and the remaining 
20 per cent by capitalists. These boatmen being poor have to 
borrow at high rates of interest. The arrangements for the 
supply of materials needed for construction and repairing of 
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boats are also not satisfactory. If co-operative societies for 
supplying them finance at reasonable rates of interest and 
materials at .controlled rates are organized, it will go a long way 
in improving their economic condition. All these boats are 
sailing boats and it will be a great advantage if they are fitted 
with auxiliary engines thereby making them independent of 
winds. The society can help the boatmen in the task of fitting 
boats with engines. The roving nature of the occupation of 
the ' tindals ' (boatmen) is a great handicap in organizing them 
co-operatively. With the co-operation of the Country Craft 
Organization Officer, attempts should, however, be made to organize 
co-operative societies at important centres of country craft 
building, such as Kasargode, Mangalore, Tuticorin, Ratnagiri 
and important ports in Kathiawar and Gujarat. Country 
craft rendered very useful service during the war. To enable 
this important transport organization to survive after the war 
it will be desirable to organize the country craft workers on 
co-operative lines. 

7. Instances of co-operative water transport organizations 
in foreign countries are few. Before the war, water transport 
was, however, extensively organized on co-operative lines, on 
river Po and the Italian canals. In Adriatic ports also, the 
entire transport was in the hands of co-operative societies. 

8. We recommend that:-
(i) The Provincial Co-operative Council should examine 

the scope for organizing country craft societies on co-operative 
lines, and select places where they should be organized. 

(ii) These societies should be supplied with better boats 
and in some cases diesel engines. Finance for this purpose 
should be supplied by Government. 

(iii) The Provincial Co-operative Council should consider 
the question whether a particular area should be reserved 
exclusively for transport by country craft, and should approach 
Government to have it closed to other forms of transport. 
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CHAPTER XIV• 
CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE. 

Life lnouronee. Insurance has been recognized all over the world as a scientific 
method of safeguarding and providing against the various hazards 
of life. Its growth has been encouraged in most countries by 
tax exemption and several other ways. It has, however, not 
made much headway in India principally for the reason that 
the bulk of the people live on the bare margin of subsistence and 
do not have any surplus to pay insurance premiums. Insurance 
per head of the population in U.S.A. is Rs. 2,300, in Canada 
Rs. 1,573, in the Union of South Africa Rs. 1,467, in New Zealand 
Rs. 1,387, in the United Kingdom Rs. 973, in Australia Rs. 960, 
in Germany Rs. 240, while in India it is Rs. 8. Primarily, 
increased public savings and growth of insurance will depend 
upon the raising of their income. We trust that with the execu
tion of the development plans of the State, a fairly large propor
tion of the population will have at its disposal some surplus 
out of which it can provide against contingencies. While 
co-operative planning and development will bring about material 
improvement in the economic condition of the small man in 
towns and villages, insurance has a great part to play. as an 
important preventive weapon for safeguarding the future and 
for providing funds for occasions which drive the small man to 
indebtedness, such as weddings, celebrations and funeral expenses. 
Even now there are agriculturists just on the margin of safety 
who without this preventive weapon of insurance may fall into 
the abyss of indebtedness on the first such occasion. It seems 
necessary, therefore, that simultaneously with the working out 
of plans for development, the State should foster any organization 
which is set up for enabling persons of small means to make 
provision for the future. 

2. In several countries of Europe, the development of co
operative life insurance has been of considerable help in catering 
for the needs of agriculturists, artisans and workmen. One 
of the largest organizations of this kind was the Deutscher 
Bauemdienst (Farmers' Service) in Germany which insured 
207,000 persons for a total value of 160 million marks in '1937. 
In Belgium (1937), 12,673 persons were insured on a co-operative 
basis for a total value of 284 million francs and in Hungary 
(1937), 227,545 persons for a total of 86 million pengo. In 
Finland, co-operative insurance societies have been organized 
by federations for the benefit of their members. The life assu
rance society, Pohja, is a co-operative enterprise of S.O.K.• 
(Co-operative Wholesale Society). Its policies in force in 1935 
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amounted to $22 million and the policy-holders were mostly 
small farmers. Its agents were largely executives, managers 
and other employees of the consumers' co-operative creameries 
and credit societies affiliated with or friendly to S.O.K. In 
Norway, ~he co-~per.ative life insurance society had, by the end 
of 1935, 1ssued hfe msurance policies totalling 23 million kroner 
and collective pension policies amounting to 1.61 million kroner. 
!n Sweden, the life assurance society, Folket, was organized 
m 1914 by K. F.* (the Co-operative Union and Co-operative 
Wholesale Society). In 1935 it had 206,375 policies of the value 
of 256 million kroner. In Great Britain, the Co-operative In
surance Society at Manchester, which undertakes all types of 
insurance excepting marine, is a joint enterprise of the Co-operative 
Wholesale Society of London and the Scottish Co-operative Whole
sale Society of Glasgow. Its total assets at the end of 1940 
amounted to about £38 million. Its important contribution 
to the British insurance field is its pioneer work in group insurance. 
Of its group insurance schemes, the most characteristic is the 
life assurance scheme which provides benefits to the wife (or 
husband) of a deceased member of a co-operative society in 
proportion to his average purchases from his retail society during 
the three years preceding the death. This type of insurance 
is financed by a premium charge of ld. per £1 on retail 
purchases. 

3. In India, life insurance on co-operative lines has made 
some progress during recent years in Bombay, Madras, Hyderabad 
and Baroda. The Bombay Co-operative Insurance Society was 
organized in 1930. The new business during the year ending 
31st December, 1944, resulted in 2,878 policies for Rs. 40 lakhs, 
the total business in force at the end of the year amounting 
to Rs.l.90 crores. The South India Co-operative Insurance. 
Society of Madras, which was also organized in 1930, issued 
1,439 policies ftlr Rs.18.51 lakhs during the year ending 31st 
December, 1943, while the total business at the end of the year 
amounted to Rs.90.13 lakhs. The Hyderabad Co-operative 
Insurance Society issued 3,106 new policies for Rs.41.12 lakhs 
during the year 1352-53 Fasli (1943-44) while the total business in 
force at the end of the year amounted to Rs.l.31 crores. The 
Baroda Co-operative Insurance Society issued 208 policies for 
Rs.l.41lakhs during 1942-43 and the policies in force at the end 
of the year numbered 683 and were for Rs.3.94 lakhs. 

4. In India, the operations of co-operative insurance societies 
have been so far on a very restricted scale. Although insurance 
companies registered under the Indian Companies Ac~ have 
been able to extend their operations al?ong rich a~d !llid?le 
classes in urban areas and although provident compames 1ssumg 
policies of Rs.liOO or less are growing in numb~r, almost the 
entire population in the rural areas and the low mcome group~ 
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· like factory workers and labourers in urban areas do not rece1ve 
the benefit of insurance. What is required for serving the 
insurance needs of poor people is a co-operative society having 
contact with the masses of people in rural as well as urban areas 
through various types of co-operative organizations and issuing 
policies for small sums even below the present limit of Rs.fiOO. 
Even then schemes for writing policies for small amounts may 
not be financially sound particularly as the mortality rate among 
those classes of persons is probably greater and the cost of issuing 
small policies is comparatively high. In view, however, of the 
importance of insurance schemes as part of a programme of social 
security, facilities for insuring low income groups must be 
provided, and the State should be ready to render full financial 
assistance even if it is considerable. We are of the opinion 
that the State should pay a subsidy by way of contribution to 
the premiums on life assurance policies taken out in rural 
areas for Rs.600 and below. As the cost of issuing small policies 
is likely to be comparatively high, the co-operative insurance 
society should utilize the services of other co-operative organiza
tions so as to keep down the expense ratio. We indicate below 
the directions in which the co-opertaive insurance society should 
expand its business, if it aims at meeting the insurance needs 
of the poor and middle class people. 

Lifo lnouruce 5. Although the income of agriculturists is at present so low 
for rani arou. that there is no margin for any provision for the future, such a 

margin, will, it is hoped, be created when the various development 
plans are implemented, and there will then be a scope for in
surance. Something can, however, be done even now. There 
are in every village some agriculturists who are not indebted. 
These agriculturists who are on the margin of safety should 
be persuaded to take out insurance policies particularly marriage 
endowments and whole life (limited payments). In times of pro
sperity, some agriculturists have a surplus income "-'hich they spend 
on objects which are wasteful,orinvestin gold orsilverornaments. 
In the years of adversity, on the other hand, debts are incurred on 
the pledge of ornaments which are generally lost as they become 
irredeemable on debts becoming too heavy. If an agency is 
created, which will persuade the rural population to invest the 
windfall of good years in insuring against the adversity of bad 
years, it will perform a most useful service and remedy to some 
extent the evil of chronic and what seems to be inescapable 
indebtedness. The policy of insurance thus taken out will 
not only safeguard the future, but will also enable the policy
holder to borrow in case of need at a fairly low rate of interest 
from the insurance society or better still from the village society 
on its security. The primary village societies and other co-opera
tive organizations working in rural areas can render very great 
help in explaining the benefits of insurance and of the necessity of 
buying insurance policies instead of ornaments. In particular, 
they can perform valuable service in collecting insurance 
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pre~i~ms from the agriculturists during the crop season and 
rem~ttmg them to t~e. insurance society for which they may 
rece1ve a small comm1ss1on. 

6. The co-operative insurance society will have, in certain 
respects, to adjust its methods of business to the special require
ments of the rural areas. For instance, in cases of small policies 
of. sums ?elow Rs.~.oo~. it will be worth its while to do away 
w1th med1cal exammabon and proof of age, and substitute for 
them, a declaration from the proposer of good health and date 
of birth and a confirmation of such a dec1aration by two other 
members of a co-operative organization. In order to safeguard 
its interests, the society should lay down rules and conditions 
for the limitation of its risk during the first three years so that 
in the event of the death of a policy-holder in the first year, 
his heirs will be entitled to receive only the amount of premium 
paid by him and in the event of his death in the second or third 
years, his heirs will be entitled to receive not the full sum assured 
but a proportion of it, say one-third and two-thirds. The society 
should accept full risk under the policy from the fourth year. It 
seems advisable to persuade insurers by offer of a liberal rate of inter
est on advance payments to pay premiums in advance in good years 
to forestall defaults in bad years. It is not fanciful to visualize 
a stage when the benefits of insurance will be well appreciated, 
that the rural population will replace the system of ' palla ' or 
' stridhan ', which are given at the time of marriage in the form 
of ornaments, by the system of taking insurance policy on the 
basis of paymeJlt of single premium. 

We recommend that although the scope is liip.ited, the 
co-operative insurance society should take steps to extend the 
facilities of life insurance to rural areas, that Government should 
subsidize the rural policy-holder who takes out a policy of Rs.liOO 
or less, and that co-operative organizations working in those areas 
should offer to it their services so that its working cost may be 
reduced as far as possible. 

lnouraace for 7. The borrowers of land mortgage banks may find it to 
"'1 •md bora of their advantage to insure their live~. The¥ may take policies 
oa mortgage . . h I h . d bt b a a • a 1 ad ass1gned to them to cover amounts wh1c are equa to t e1r e s. 

h.ouaia 1 ooci .. The payment of each instalment of premium will in their case 
tin, mean a reduction in the ·amount of debt. Insurance societies 

have devised a scheme called the Diminishing Term Insurance 
which will be eminently suited to their requirements. Under this 
scheme, the risk diminishes with the payment of each instalment 
and becomes extinct at the end of the period of the loan. The 
premiums will be small on account of limitation of risk. An 
alternative scheme is that the borrowers may take a non-profit 
endowment policy for the period of the loan. They pay ev~ry 
year interest on the loan to the land mortgage bank or the housmg 
society and premiums to the insurance society. At the end of the 
period of the loan (which will also be the period of the endowment 
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policy) or in the event of death, if ·earlier, the insurance 
society pays the entire amount of loan due to the land mortgage 
bank or to the housing society and the property mortgaged for 
the loan is set free from encumbrance. 

8. We recommend that the co-operative insurance society 
should prepare schemes of insurance to suit the special require
ments of the borrowers of land mortgage banks and housing 
societies on the lines suggested above. 

9. The co-operative insurance societies may introduce 
depositors' insurance benefit scheme for the benefit of depositors 
and members of employees' societies, urban banks and central 
and provincial co-operative banks. This will be an attractive 
scheme with low premiums. Up.der this scheme the co-operative 
societies and banks ·arrange for insurance of their depositors and 
members with the co-operative insurance society and pay the 
premiums by debiting their accounts. No formalities like medical 
certificate, proof of age, etc., should be prescribed for small 
policies up to Rs.1,000. A declaration of sound health and of 
age will be all that will be required for effecting insurance. 
However, in order to safeguard the interest of the society in the 
event of death taking place during the first three years, similar 
rules should be adopted in respect of the payment of claims, as 
are suggested by us in para 6 in the case of policies in rural areas. 
The cost of securing and effecting insurance should be low as the 
expenses incurred in respect of commissions, medical fees, stamp 
fees, etc., will be small. 

10. We recommend that the co-operative insurance society 
should frame schemes of insurance in co-operation with the 
employees' societies, urban banks and central and provincial 
co-operative banks for the benefit of depositors and members. 

11. For the benefit of industrial workers various social security 
plans have been prepared under which provision has been made 
for insurance against sickness, unemployment, accidents, old 
age, etc. None of these plans, however, provide for insurance 
against death. It is common knowledge that industrial workers 
as a class can save very little during the period of active life 
and when they fall ill or become unemployed, they are inevitably 
dragged into debt. Such a state of affairs may however be · 
improved with the introduction of schemes of social insural)ce 
and the adoption of measures for i]lcreasing efficiency and there 
may then be a margin left· with the worker to insure his life. 
We suggest that the co-operative insurance society should 
specially try to insure the lives of industrial workers and they 
should in this connexion, seek the help of the employers and of 
the Labour Officer. 

12. It is not unlikely, however, that the small savings which 
the individual worker may make will be inadequate to enable him 
to obtain benefit from ordinary insurance schemes. Experience 
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in. other countries has shown that group insurance is a more 
SUitable plan for extending the benefit of life insurance to 
indus~rial .workers. The .employer and employees may both 
contnbute m equal proportwn to the cost of this form of insurance 
The contribution~ are fixed at a certain percentage of the wages: 
and the benefit ts assessed on the basis of the wages and the 
length of the service subject to a certain minimum payment. 
We recommend that co-operative insurance societies should 
frame group insurance schemes at an early date and introduce 
them for industrial workers. 

13. Though the main object of the co-operative insurance 
society will be to extend the benefits of insurance to small and 
middle class people, it should not refuse business from higher 
income groups, as the larger its business, the lower will be its 
expense ratio, but the maximum limit for a policy issued by it 
should be Rs.5,000 or in special cases with the approval of the 
Registrar Rs.10,000, provided that this limit should not apply to 
policies taken out to cover loans from land mortgage banks or hous-
ing societies. 

14. We recommend that:-
(i) Provincial co-operative life insurance societies should 

be organized in all provinces. 
(ii) Co-operative life insurance societies should frame 

schemes for meeting the special requirements of different classes 
of people such as depositors and members of co-operative banks, 
factory workers, members of land mortgage banks and housing 
societies and members of primary societies. 
' (iii) Various co-operative organizations such as co-operative 
banks, factory workers' societies, consumers' societies and rural 
societies should actively take part with co-operative insurance 
societies in promoting insurance business among their members, 
e.g., by persu?-d~ their mem?ers to insur~ :-vith co-~perative 
insurance soctetles and collectmg and remtttmg premmms on 
behalf of their members. They may where possible be appointed 
as agents of insurance societies and may in return be paid a small 
commission. • 

(iv) In order to enable the co-operative insurance societies 
successfully to undertake insurance business among lower and 
middle classes and thereby encourage among them the habits of 
thrift, Government should pay them. interest at one pe: cent above 

·Reserve Bank rate in respect of the statutory depostts and that 
proportion of their liabilities which have to be inv~st~d in 
approved securities. The interest earned by these soctetles on 
all their investments should be exempted from payment of 
income-tax. 

;-...., lDd Gone- 15. The need for organizing fire and g~neral insurance on 
oal lnturanco. co-operative lines is being felt alread):' and wt~h the dev~lopm~nt 

of the Co-opeliative movement, particularly m connexwn_ Wlth. 
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housing, marketing and distribution, this need will be felt more 
keenly. Co-operative insurance should be cheaper inasmuch 
as it would be possible to keep down the charges for procuring 
business from co-operative institutions and as disputes regarding 
settlements of claims could be settled by arbitration. A co
operative general insurance society besides undertaking fire 
insurance can as well undertake other types of insurance such as 
fidelity. 

16. Fire and general insurance on co-operative lines has 
made commendable progress in European countries. Insurance 
societies have often been promoted by the consumers' co-operative· 
movement. This is the case in Finland where in 1935, 303 
co-operative insurance societies insured against fire for a total 
value of 14,769 million markka and in Sweden where capital 
insured against fire by Samarbete Co-operative Insurance Society 
in 1937 was 2,372 million kroner. In Norway, a fire insurance 
society was organized by N. K. L. (Co-operative Union and 
Co-operative Wholesale Society).* It had at the end of 1934, 
23,875 policies in force amounting to 144 million kroner. In 
Great Britain, the Co-operative Insurance Society at Manchester 
undertakes fire, accident and automobile insurance besides 
un~rtaking ordinary and industrial life insurance. Its premium 
income during the year 1940 amounted to £9· 7 million, while 
its total assets amounted to about £38 million. In the U.S.A., 
the co-operative insurance associations hold a pivotal position 
in the field of rural insurance. According to Mr. Joseph G. Knapp 
there were 2,000 associations serving a combined membership 
of almost three million farmers and having insurance in force 
amounting to 12! billion dollars which represented more than 
half of the value of insurable farm property in the United States.t 

17. The only instance in India of insurance against fire and 
other risks on co-operative lines is that of the Co-operative Fire 
and General Insurance Society of Madras, which was registered 
in 1941-42. It undertakes all kinds of insurance except that 
of life, and issued 6,526 policies covering risks to the extent 
Qf Rs.2· 82 crores during 1943-44. Almost eighty per cent of its 
businec;s came to it through co-operative organizations. 

18. It appears to us that while it is desirable to organize fire 
and other general types of insurance on co-operative lines, it is 
necessary for the success of such an organization to extend its 
area of operations to the whole of India. In the first place, the 
larger the area of operations, the wider will be its risks spread 
and the greater the chances for gains and losses to cancel each 
Qther. Secondly, the larger the amount of its business, the lower 
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will be its expense ratio and the higher will be its standing and 
the greater its influeqce ih the insurance world. It will have a 
fair prospect of achieving these ends, if it has a virtual monopoly 
of ~a-operative business. We, therefore, recommend that 
Re!ps~rar~ of C~-operativ~ Societi~s should advise all co-operative 
soc1ebes m therr respective provmces to deal in the matter of 
fire and general insurance business with the all-India co-operative 
insurance organization when it is formed. 

19. We recommend that an All-India Fire and General 
Insurance Society should be organized and that it should have 
on its board of management representatives of different provinces 
as well as of different interests. The working of the society 
will be very much facilitated if it sets np local boards and dele
gates to them the authority to accept proposals as well as to 
settle claims within limits fixed by its central board. 

20. We are of the opinion that it will be desirable to amalga
mate the Fire and General Insurance Society of Madras with the 
all-India organization when it is established. . There may, 
however, be objection against this course on the ground of its 
earlier establishment and local patriotism. In that case it may 
continue as a separate and independent organization, but com
petition should be avoided by excluding Madras from the area of 
operations of the all-India organization. 

attle bur· 21. Cattle wealth has a special significance in the economy 
,... of a farmer in a poor country like India. The number of cattle 

in British India alone is estimated at over 200 million heads. 
Further, an average farmer in India depends entirely upon his 
bullocks for tilling his land as well as for transporting his produce. 

, Cattle insurance has therefore a special significance in this country. 

22. Though the need for cattle insurance is universally 
recognized, it has not been successfully organized in any country 
so far. As a commercial enterprise, it offers very little attraction, 
and no joint stock insurance company considers it worth while 
to undertake this branch of insurance. The difficulties in this 
kind of business are numerous. In the first place, reliance has 
to be placed to an unduly large extent on the honesty of the 
owner of the cattle owing to the difficulty of finding out whether 
the loss was occasioned accidentally or through negligence. 
Secondly, there is the difficulty as regards identification of the 
dead animal with the insured animal and as also as regards 
alteration in the value ofthe cattle by reason of age. Thirdly, the 
expenses of management caused by the preparation of numerou! 
and constantly recurring policies and by the necessity of regula! 
inspections are liable to b_e out of proportion to the sum insured. 

23. Livestock insurance on co-operative lines has beer 
attempted in some countries in Europe, particularly in Germany 
France, Italy, Belgium, Bulgaria and Hungary. In all ~hesc 
-countries arrangements for re-insurance have been made e1the1 
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by grouping the societies together or, by making arrangements 
with some big life insurance company or with the State. The 
societies receive substantial assistance from the State, the 
assistance assuming the forms of (1) initial subventions, (2) 
subventions to· meet exceptional losses, (3) annual grant for 
meeting expenses and (4) free veterinary aid a~ well as free supply 
of vaccines and other medicines. 

24. Cattle insurance societies were attempted to be organized . 
in Burma and some parts of India such as the Punjab, Bombay 
and Coorg, but they reached an advanced state nowhere except 
in Burma where there were about 400 societies with about 6,000 
members and these societies were federated into a re-insurance 
union. The local societies charged premium at 5 per cent of 
the value of the cattle, plough cattle and buffaloes between the 
ages of 4 and 12 being accepted for insurance. The amount of 
indemnity was limited to two-thirds of the value of insurance 
less the value of hide and carcass. The local societies paid half 
the insurance premiums collected by them to the re-insurance 
society, which was supplied with the list and particulars of cattle 
insured and their valuation every half-year. If any animal 
died, half the indemnity to be paid came from the re-insurance 
society, tl1e other half being paid by local societies. The societies 
worked well for some time but lack of close supervision, dispropor
tionately heavy administrative expenses and general deterioration 
in the condition of the Co-operative movement contributed to 
their failure. They were ultimately wound up. 

25. The chief advantage in organizing cattle insurance on 
co-operative lines is that the members of such an organization 
are in a peculiarly advantageous position to observe and supervise 
the care given to insured animals, and to take action immediately 
when an occasion arises for it. They can also estimate correctly 
the value of animals both when insurance is effected and in 
the case of loss. The drawback of a small co-operative cattle 
insurance society, however, lies in the fact that the risk is confined 
to a small area and to a small number of animals, and should 
losses occur simultaneously, it becomes impossible to pay any 
compensation. It is, therefore, necessary for local associations 
to combine themselves for re-insurance. 

26. Experience gained in Burma where the entire scheme 
failed despite the existence of a re-insurance society shows that 
the existing conditions are not suitable for entrusting this business 
to a co-operative society. In view, however, of the importance 
of cattle insurance for the agriculturists, we recommend that an 
experiment should be made in this direction by provincial 
governments on the lines set out below. 

27. We recommend that:-
(1) The Co-operative and Veterinary Departments of the 

provincial governments should collect data about the number 
of cattle in different villages, number of owners, mortality, etc. 
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(2) After collecting the data, the provincial governments 
should undertake cattle insurance as an experiment. 

(3) The experiment may at first be tried in selected areas 
and may be extended to other areas as experience is gained. 

(4) Only the members of co-operative societies should be 
allowed in the beginning to insure their cattle the insurance 
being restricted to bullocks, cows and buffaloes: 

(5) Adequat~ . arrangements for veterinary services, vaccines 
and other medicmes needed for prevention and treatment of 
cattle disease should be made. ' 

(6) · The insurance premium$ should be fixed in such a way 
a~ to cover the ~osses in a normal year. The rates of premium 
will vary accordmg to the age of the cattle, but animals below 
two years and above twelve years should not be insured, and 
arrangements should be made for the valuation of animals at 
intervals of six months. 

(7) The amount of compensation to be paid should be fixed 
at two-thirds of the losses. 

(8) The entire expenses of administration, veterinary services, 
vaccines, medicines, etc., should be borne by Government. 

(9) After sufficient experience has been gained, the question 
of giving the insurance business a co-operative form should be 
considered. When cattle insurance is organized on co-operative 
lines, arrangements for re-insurance should be made either with 
the Government or with re-insurance societies, organized for the 
purpose. 

rop laouraace. 28. Crop insurance is a device whereby the losses sustained. 
by a few farmers are shared by all the farmers in a group exposed 
to the same risk. A farmer pays a certain amount of premium 
every year, and by doing so substitutes for an unpredictable 
loss that occurs infrequently, a definitely known annual cost 
item in his farm budget. In essence what he does is that by 

. making an annual contribution to the insurance reserve, he lays 
by a part of his production each year to provide for the losses 
when they take place. Crop insurance is, thus, the counterpart 
of unemployment insurance for the industrial population. 

29. Crop insurance has been tried in several countries of 
the world particularly in Europe and America. In Greece, 
the Agricultural Insurance Institute undertakes direct insurance 
against hail and frost as ~ell as re-insur!ln~e of local a~ricul~ural 
associations and mutual msurance socteties and the1r uruons. 
It grants indemnity up to 90 per cent of the value of the crops 
insured. In 1935, it issued 6, 766 policies of the face value of 
197 million drachmas, received premiums of 3.87 million drachmas 
and paid claims for 2.56' million drachmas. Th~ insurance :was 
mostly in respect of vine, tobacco, wheat and frwt~. It recetves 
special grants from Government and also a share m the levy on 
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exports of certain types of produce such as wine, fruits, e~c
Jn Gennany, hail insurance is undertaken by private compames 
as well as by public institutions. Private companies are regu
lated by legislation on insurance cont_ract p_oli?Y and theU: wo!king 
is supervised by the State. Pubhc hail msurance msbtutes 
have also been organized in different states. The State has 
supplied them with foundation capital as well as annu~l grants .. 
There is, in Gennany, still another scheme of hail msurance· 
based on a contract of co-operation between the public authorities 
and the private insurance companies. Under this scheme, the 
State makes supplementary payments to the insurance company 
in addition to the premiums pai? by the fanners. In France, 
hail insurance is effected by co-operative insurance organizations. 
composed of cultivators and also by joint stock companies. 
and mutual societies. There were on 1st January, 1939, 1,00(} 
hail insurance societies. These societies receive considerable 
help from the State by way of subsidies. They also receive 
help from the National Bank of Agricultural Credit by way of 
loans and from regional banks of agricultural credit by way of 
bonus interest upon loans made by them. 

30. In the U.S.A., mutual property insurance companies 
insure against wind, stonn and hail. Some of them specialize 
in insurance of crops against hail damage. About 100 associa
tions of this type, many of which confine their operations within 
a single state have outstanding insurance business amounting 
to about Iii billion dollars. A country-wide experiment in 
providing insurance against losses in production covering all 
risks was made when the Federal Government organized the Federal 
Crop Insurance Corporation in 1938. The programme of crop 
insurance was inaugurated for wheat growers and three years 
later it was extended to cotton. Insurance was against produc
tion risks through insurance of yield and hence premiums and 
indemnities were to be determined in terms of th!' volume of the 
commodity. During a five year period, about 2,000,000wheat and 
cotton fanns were insured and indemnities for crop failure were 
paid in respect of more than 600,000 farms. The financial 
results of the experiment were not as good as originally anticipated. 
Some of the problems encountered were : adverse selection of 
risks, over-insurance where reliable records of production for 
farm were not available, difficulty in segregating losses due to 
avoidable causes from losses due to unavoidable causes; and 
difficulty in obtaining unifonn, enthusiastic and yet conservative 
administration in some 2,300 counties. Though the programme 
of crop insurance has been temporarily suspended, the Depart
ment of Agriculture is fully aware of the important place crop 
insurance occupies in the economy of fanners. It is, therefore, 
already engaged in evolving another workable scheme for crop 
insurance for the. benefit of the fanners in the country. 

31. Crop insurance in India in the present circumstances 
appears in our opinion beyond the scope of private agencies or 
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co-operative organizations, firstly by reason of the lack of reliable 
statistical data and ·secondly because of the inability of the 
peasantry to bear the incidence of its cost. At the same time 
we believe that some scheme will have to be devised in course 
of time to protect the agricultural classes from the risk occasioned 
by the loss of their crops to which they are at present exposed. 
Profiting by the experience gained in the United States, we 
recommend that a scheme of crop insurance should be undertaken 
experimentally by the State. The nature, size and scope of 
each experiment should be determined by statistical experts 
who have experience of crop estimating. The funds required 
for these experiments should be estimated in consultation with 
agricultural and actuarial experts and provided by the Central 
Government. We believe that the War Risks Insurance (Goods) 
Fund of the Government of India which is estimated to amount 
to over Rs. 21 crores provides a useful source for meeting the 
cost of these experiments. This fund has been built up out of 
the premiums paid by merchants and others who were holding, 
among other goods, heavy stocks of agricultural commodities. · 
These merchants must have calculated the war risk insurance 
premium as a part of their ordinary costs. The insurance 
premium was therefore a part of the charges between the producer 
and the consumer and the bulk of it was reflected in a lower 
return to the producer. It seems to be legitimate, therefore, 
to claim that this fund should be used directly for the benefit 
of the pra.ducer. 
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CHAPTER XV. 
ADMINISTRATION AND LAW. 

Aclmiaiotratioa. The Co-operative movement in India owes its origin to the 
IDtrocluctory. initiative of the State and its development has been made the 

special responsibility of the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, 
who has been, for this purpose, equipped with powers and 
provided with the staff necessary to execute his functions. It 
was hoped that in course of time, co-operators would come forward 
to assume increasing responsibility in the organization and 
working of the movement and would ultimately make it indepen
dent of official control. This hope, however, has not been 
realized for a variety of reasons. Although the Co-operative 
movement was the best agency through which the development 
departments of the Government should have approached the 
masses, these departments worked in almost complete isolation, 
with the result that even the small available State effort was not 
properly canalized for the benefit of the people. Nor was the 
Co-operative Department itself adequately staffed or properly 
equipped to co-ordinate such non-official effort as was forth
coming with its own activities. If the movement is to be deve
loped on comprehensive lines and is to make proper contribution 
to the economic development of the country and the raising of 
the standard of living of the people, the essential requirements, 
inter alia, are the equipment of the Co-operative Department in 
each province with adequate and right type of personnel, the 
increasing participation of non-officials in the movement and 
the forging of a link between the non-officials and the State 
represented by the Department of Co-operation and other nation
building departments. · 

We feel that the time has arrived when the Co-operative 
movement .should function more and more on the principles of 
self-help. Towards this end, steps sho~:~ld be taken to make it 
autonomous at an early date. 

~-·~uotit!'tio 11t 2. The Co-operative Department should be properly equipped 
..,.. oqu•pmeu nl f d' h · ffi · 1 · d · b 1 of the CO-oper .. not o y or 1sc argmg e c1ent y 1ts present utles ut a so 
tive Department. for undertaking the increased responsibilities placed on it by the 

plans of development proposed by us. At present the Depart
ment is administered by the Registrar with the assistance of 
one or more Joint Registrars or Deputy Registrars (Gazetted 
Officers-Class I), a number of Assistant Registrars (Gazetted 
Officers-Class II) and subordinate officers known variously 
as inspectors, co-operative sub-registrars, auditors, district 
co-operative officers, etc., in different provinces. A recent deve
lopment is the appointment, in some provinces, of special 
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officers f?r looking after the financial aspect of the movement such 
a~ the F~ancial Adviser in the Punjab, the Assistant Registr~r for 
!"ma~ce m Bombay and the Banking Expert in Bengal and 
m B1har. In some provinces, special officers have also been 
appoh~ted for. activities sue~ as marketing, land mortgage banking 
and mdustnal co-operation and for women's societies. We 
~uggest th~t it will be an advantage if the corresponding officers 
m all provmces are, as far as possible, uniformly designated. 

3. The Registrar occupies a pivotal position in the movement. 
The Maclagan Committee and the Royal Commission on Agricul
ture have prescribed very high qualifications for him. In the new 
scheme of co-operative development proposed by us in this 
Report, the importance of his role will be considerably increased. 
We, therefore, consider it essential that special care should be 
exercised in his selection. He should not only be a man of 
outstanding ability but should also be temperamentally suited 
for the work of running a popular movement of this kind. Before 
he assumes charge of the post of the Registrar, he should undergo 
a thorough training and should work for at least two years as 
Deputy or Joint Registrar. During the course of his training 
as well as during his tenure of office he should be allowed oppor
tunities to study the working of the movement in other provinces 
and outside India. The Registrar should ordinarily be an 
officer of the Indian Civil Service or the Provincial Co-operative 
Service. In view of the responsible nature of the duties of the 
Registrar, he should enjoy a higher status than he does at present; 
in our opinion he should rank with the heads of such departments 
as Police and P.W.D. for general purposes. He should also 
have a longer term of office than at present. In this connexion 
the Royal Commission on Agriculture recommended that a 
Registrar, once appointed and proved efficient, should hold that 
office for at least five years, on the assumption that he had 
already had two years' service as Assistant or Joint Registrar. 
We observe that in some provinces Registrars are changed at 
short intervals. The work in connexion with the Co-operative 
movement is becoming increasingly technical and it is necessary 
that sufficient time should be given to the Registrar to study 
it and to formulate and execute policies. In our opinion, 
therefore his tenure should be for about ten years. As such a 
-long ten~ of office is likely to make the officer senior enough to 
be due for promotion to posts carrying higher emoluments, we 
recommend that he should be fully compensated for holding 
the post till the end of the term. 

· 4. " In order to infuse new life into the societies, to introduce 
the various reforms we have suggested and to ~ecure the gro':"th 
of the movement on right and sound lines a h1ghly progressive, 
efficient and well-trained staff is a vital necessity."* We cannot 
lay too much emphasis especially in view of the large-scale 

• Statutory Report of the Reserve Bank of India. 
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developments .that we are recommending, on the need for the 
proper training of the staff of the Co-operative Department. 
We have discussed this subject in the Chapter on Education, 
Training and Research. In order _to attract persons of high 
qualifications to the Department, we suggest that officers of the 
Co-operative Department, should enjoy the same status and 
draw pay on the same scale as officers of the Revenue Department. 

6. The work of the Co-operative Department falls under the 
broad heads of organization and supervision, inspection and audit 
of societies, and general administration. Organization of new 
societies is undertaken in some provinces by the departmental 
staff and in others by the non-official agencies organized for 
supervision work. Honorary organizers also are appointed 
in some provinces, but of late their number has been steadily 
decreasing. We recommend that the work of organizing new 
societies should also be entrusted to the organization suggested 
for supervision in para 6. The greater the association of non
official workers in the organization of new societies, the better 
will be the chances for new societies taking root and growing. 
I11. this connexion, we are of the opinion that the practice of 
appointing honorary organizers should be more actively followed 
so that popular enthusiasm and local leadership may be har
nessed to the service of the movement. 

As regards supervision, different systems have been evolved 
in different provinces. The work is undertaken by the Co-opera
tive Department or by the non-official agencies such as local 
supervising unions with or without district and provincial 
supervising boards or by regional and provincial institutes or 
by financing agencies. In the United Provinces and the Punjab, 
provincial unions undertake supervision of the societies and 
engage the necessary staff for the purpose. The income of the 
unions is drawn from contributions from the societies and grants 
from the Government. The supervisors work under the depart
mental staff. In Bombay, the machinery for supervision 
comprises local supervising unions, district boards of supervising 
unions, and the Provincial Board of Supervision. The district 
boards are federal organizations of the local supervising unions, 
and the Co-operative Department and the financing banks have 
their representatives on them, The Provincial Board is com
posed of the Registrar, who acts as chairman, Chairman of the 
Provincial Co-operative Bank, Chairman of the Bombay Provincial 
Co-operative Institute and a representative of the district supervi
sory boards nominated by Government. The Provincial Board 
co-ordinates and systematizes supervision and is empowered to 
hear appeals against the orders of the district boards and to 
approve their budgets. The expenses of supervision are met 
out of contributions from societies and financing institutions and 
grants from Government. The Government of Bombay have 
announced recently their intention of bearing the entire cost of 
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supervisi~n. In Sind, the machinery for superv1s1on is the 
same as m B~~bay, and the expenses of supervision are met 
out of superVISion fees charged from societies and subsidies 
received from the Sind Provincial Co-operative Bank and Govern
me~t.. I~ ~adras, the supervision of a large majority of the 
soctehes ts m the hands of the local supervising unions whose 
activities are co-ordinated by the central banks concerned. The 
expenses of supervision are met from fees paid by the societies 
and contribution from the central bank. In some areas, the 
central banks undertake the supervision of the societies affiliated 
to them, through their own staff. In the Central Provinces, super
vision is undertaken by four divisional co-operative institutes 
in association with the central banks which are affiliated to them. 
The staff of supervisors, though employed by the institute, 
works under the education and supervising committees consisting 
of representatives of central banks and societies. The income 
of the institute consists of contribution from societies and central 
banks and grants from Government. In Berar, Bihar, Orissa, 
Bengal and Assam, supervision is undertaken by central banks. 
They employ a staff of supervisors and meet the cost from their 
own funds. On 'account, however, of unsatisfactory financial 
condition of the central banks in these provinces and consequently 
their inability to maintain an efficient and adequate staff, the 
work of supervision was far from satisfactory in the past, but· is 
now reported to be improving. In North-West Frontier Province 
supervision is undertaken by the departmental staff. 

6. From this brief survey of the systems of supervision 
obtaining in the various provinces, two types emerge as being 
most popular. The first type is a federation of co-operative 
societies, formed for a province and maintaining an adequate 
and efficient staff. Such a. federation derives its income from 
contributions from societies and subsidies from Government. 
This type of organization gives adequate representation to 
c9-operative. societies, which are to be supervised and conforms 
to the co-operative ideal of mutual help. It also brings the 
supervising staff under a provincial cadre and assures to them 
prospects of promotion, security of service and provident fund. 
We are, therefore, of the opinion that this type of provincial co
operative federation for the supervision of co-operative societies 
is the most desirable one. Government should provide it with 
subsidies, large enough to enable it to meet its expenses without 
levying unduly heavy contributions on the societies which may 
lead to an enhancement of the lending rate to the ultimate 
borrower above 6l per cent. • In the present circumstances, as 
the majority of co-operative societies are not properly developed, 
and as we are contemplating a rapid programme of expansion, the 
entire cost of supervision in.many areas may have to be borne by 
Government. With a view to providing increased representation 
for co-operative societies and with a view to improving adrninist~a
tive efficiency, it is desirable that the federation should decentralize 
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its functions and entrust them to local units · constituted for 
convenient areas. These units may either be branches of the 
federal body or they may themselves be the primary units which 
may be federated together into the provincial federation. 
Where an institute or federation or union exists and is or can be 
constituted on the lines discussed in this paragraph, it should 
be entrusted with the work of supervision. 

The second system cf supervision over co-operative societies 
is the one in which central banks themselves supervise affiliated , 
co-operative societies. This is open to the criticism that the 
financier's interest is likely to preponderate over the interests 
of societies which are to be supervised, and rna y therefore lead 
to their decay. This criticism of combining supervision and 
finance in one and the same institution however loses its force 
when the financing institution itself consists largely of representa
tives of societi~s to be supervised, as in Madras, where two-thirds 
of the representatives on the board of management of a central 
co-operative bank consist 9f representatives of societies and where 
even the remaining one-third is elected to the board by share
holders including representatives of societies. Under such a 
system, the central banks have, in addition to the executive 
committees, organized administrative sections or committees 
of supervision and appointed executive officers to be in charge 
of them. The object of the administrative section or committee 
of supervision is to develop, assist and co-ordinate the work of 
1mpervising unions under which primary credit societies have been 
grouped and to control the supervising staff. The funds required 
are contributed by affiliated societies and the central bank 
concerned and the supervising staff work under the supervising 
unions subject to ultimate control by the central bank. We 
recommend that this system may be adopted in provinces which 
find it suitable. In such cases, the subsidies from Government 
which we have recommended for the provincial co-operative 
federation, should be given to the central banks which undertake 
the supervision. 

Inspection. 7. The inspection of co-operative societies is in a majority 
of provinces undertaken by the Co-operative Department and a 
separate. staff for this purpose is usually employed by it. The 
function of inspection is performed at present by the Registrar 
in most of the provinces. We are of the opinion that the function 
of inspection should continue to be performed by him as it will 

. also help him to keep in close touch with the working of the 
~ovement ; but as the movement develops and non-officials are 
trained to undertake increased re!;ponsibility the function of in
spection should also be gradually transferred to non-official 
bodies. 

8. The audit of all societies once a year is the statutory duty 
of the Regi&trar, and, in most provinces the work is carried out 
by a special staff employed by the Co-operative Department. 
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For _instan~e, in B01;nbay, the Department employs a staff of 
spectal audttors, audttors and sub-auditors, the special auditors 
being entrusted with the audit of the provincial and central banks 
and major societies and the auditors and sub-auditors with that of 
the smaller societies. The audit in Madras, Bengal and North
West Frontier Province is also carried out by the departmental 
staff. I_n the Central Provinces and Berar, while larger societies 
are audtted by departmental circle auditors, tl:e audit of smaller 
societies is undertaken by society auditors who are appointed by 
and w~rk under the ~ontrol of the Registrar, and are paid out of 
an audtt fund but are not Government servants. In the Punjab, 
the work is entrusted to the Co-operative Union and the audit 
staff is employed and maintained by it. In Bihar, with the excep
tion of the Chief Auditor who is a gazetted officer of the Depart
ment, the audit staff was employed by the Co-operative Federation. 
In 1938 the audit staff of the Federation was taken over by the 
Government. In some of the provinces, e.g., North-West Frontier 
Province and certain parts of the Punjab, the functions of audit and 
supervision are not separate and are performed by the same person. 
In most of the provinces, professional auditors are appointed to 
audit the accounts of provincial co-operative banks, central co
operative banks and other big institutions. Audit is one of the 
statutory duties of the Registrar and we recommend that it should 
remain so. We are, however, of the opinion that the Registrar 
may delegate this function to non-official federations or institutes 
already referred to in para 6 above. • These federations or insti
tutes should maintain a staff of duly qualified auditors as in the 
Punjab, Bihar and other provinces for the smaller societies. 
For the larger societies and cen~ral banks the Registrar may 
assign the audit to auditors placed by him on a panel. The 
practice of combining the functions of audit and supervision 
in one person is undesirable as it is likely to lead to inefficiency. 
If the person who supervises the working of a society also audits 
its accounts many defects in its working are likely to remain 
undetected. The classification of societies should not be 
published in the official gazettes. 

9. As regards general administration, the fact cannot be 
too strongly emphasized that the ultimate objective of the 
Co-operative movement must remain its freedom and autonomy. 
We, however, consider that in order to ensure the implementati~n 
of the plans of development recommended by us, a certam 
increase in Government supervision is inevitabl!l in initial stages. 
We wish to make it clear that we visualize this control purely 
as a temporary expedient and are strongly of the opinion that it 
must be so exercised as gradually to disappear. As the move
ment is of the people and for the people and must be run ever 
more and more by the. people themselves, it is necessary t_o 
indicate that the sponsoring of the movement by the State 1s 
meant only to assist, guide and train up the workers and not to 
.establish permanent control over the movement. 
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Importance of 10. The most important requisite for the developmen~ of 
a o a •o ffi c i a I the movement and for giving it stability and permanence is, how
;::~i:datco~ ever, the stimulation of interest among the people in order to 
operative 1m· make them run it themselves. The Department should, therefore. 
titutos. encourage non-officials to participate in the development of the 
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movement with a view ultimately to handing over the entire 
working of societies to them. In this connexion, we would 
like to refer to the non-official bodies, the provincial co-operative 
institutes or unions existing almost in every province, which 
have been organized for the purpose of propaganda, education 
and expression of non-official co-operative opinion. In some 
provinces, such as the Punjab, they also perform the duties of 
supervision and audit. We suggest that these institutions should 
be greatly strengthened so that they may be able to perform 
more efficiently the important functions of educating and 
organizing non-official opinion and providing an effective medium 
for the expression of public opinion and generally promot
ing the common interests of the movement. The institute 
should be a non-official federal body; but it should be 
liberally subsidized by the State to enable it to perform its 
functions. 

11. Another requisite of co-operative progress is the establish
ment of a living link between the non-officials and the State 
represented by the various nation-building departments.· We 
have already suggested in Chapter II that the success of co-opera
tive development depends upon the State giving up the policy . 
of laissez-faire, and taking an active part in the economic develop
ment of the country. We have also stated that no plan of the 
State will succeed unless it is supported by the. people. The 
State will therefore require an organization which will continu
ously prepare projects of economic development and devise 
co-operative methods for their implementation. Such an organiza
tion should include the best and most constructive elements 
in the province, and establish close and continuoUii association 
between Government officers in the nation-building departments, 
co-operative workers and leading non-officials. We propose that 
every province should provide itself with such an organization 
by setting up a body, which may be known as the Provincial 
Co-operative Council, on the following lines. The Council should 
be under the chairmanship of the provincial Minister-in-Charge 
of Co-operation, the duties of Secretary being discharged by the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies with the assistance of a full
time Assistant Secretary. The Assistant Secretary should be an 
officer of the status of a Joint Registrar, or any other person who 
has had long experience of the Co-operative movement. As 
regards its membership, we are of the opinion that non-officials 
should be in a majority. We suggest that the.officb.l members 
should include the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, the Regis· 
trar of Industrial Co-operative Societies and Director of Small 
Industries, Deputy Registrars or Assistant Registrars of 
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~a-operative Societies not exceeding five, and four of the follow
mg:-

Director of Agriculture, 
Director of Animal Husbandry, 
Chief Marketing Officer, 
Director of Planning or Director of Rural Reconstruction, 
Director of Public Instruction, 
Electricity Officer, 
Director of Public Health, 
Chief Engineer (Civil), 
Chief Engineer (Irrigation), and 
A Representative of the Services (Army, Navy and Air 

Force). · 
The non-official members should include the Chairman (or if a 
<:hairman is an official, a non-official representative), of the 

·Provincial Co-operative Institute, the Provincial Co-operative 
Bank, the Provincial Land Mortgage Bank, the Provincial 
Marketing Society, the Industrial Federation or Promotional 
Agency, the Provincial Consumers' Society and the Provincial 
Insurance Society, not more than 20 representatives of primary 
societies, tvo.ro representatives of the Legislative Assembly and 
one representative of the Legislative Council, an Economist, 
preferably a Professor of Agricultural Economics at a university, 
and not more than five persons with special qualifications 
nominated by the Minister of Co-operation. We append a state
ment containing a summary of the suggestions in regard to the 
-constitution of the Council at the end of the Chapter. 

The functions of the Provincial Council will- be to formulate 
plans and policies for the development of the movement in the 
province and to initiate and approve of experiments on subjects 
relating to Co-operation. It will meet twice a year or oftener, if 
necessary. In our opinion there should be an executive committee 
-consisting of the following :-

(i) "Minister-in-Charge ot Co-operation (Chairman), 
(ii) Registrar of Co-operative Societies, 
(iii) Registrar of Industrial Co-operative Societies and 

Director of Small Industries, 
(iv) Finance Secretary, 
(v) One of the five co-opted members, and 
(vi) Two members to be elected by the Council from 

among its members. 

The entire funds required by the Council should be provided 
by the provincial government. It will need funds to meet its 
recurring expenditure and to make grants and subsidies to co
operative institutions organized for special activities or undertaking 
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special work such as co-operative farming, cattle breeding, 
etc., at the instance of the CounciL These grants and subsidies 
will be in addition to those administered at present by the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies_ The grants will be given on 
the recommendation of the executive committee. We recom
mend that for the first five years the provincial government should 
grant to the Council a sum of Rs. 5 lakhs per annum for making 
these subsidies. In subsequent years, the financial requirements 
of the Council should be provided for in a budget which should be 
submitted for the sanction of Government. 

12. We are further of the opinion that there. should be co
ordination of effort between officials and non-official agencies 
and also among the various development departments of the 
State on an all-India basis. With this object in view, we suggest 
the setting up of an All-India Council of Co-operation. The 
Council will consist of two parts, a Governing Body which will 
have the management of all the affairs and funds of the Council, 
and an Advisory Board, which will advise the Governing Body. 
on all proposals sent by it. 

The Governing Body should consist of the Hon'ble Member
in-Charge of Co-operation who will be ex-officio Chairman ; the 
Principal Administrative Officer of the Council (a whole-time 
paid employee) who will be ex-officio Vice-Chairman, a perma
nent Secretary, Ministers-in-Charge of Co-operation in the pro
vinces and constituent Indian states, the Secretary of the Depart
ment of Agriculture of the Government of India, another Secre
tary to the Government of India, Agricultural Marketing Adviser 
to the Government of India, two representatives of the Central 
Legislative Assembly, one representative of the Council of State, 
a representative each of the Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research, the Reserve Bank of India, the All-India Co-operative 
Banks Association, All-India Co-operative Institutes Association, 
the Defence Services, two representatives elected by the Advisory 
Board, and such other persons as the Governor-General-in-Council 

· may from time to time appoint, and two full-time paid officers 
employed by the Council as experts in agricultural co-operation 
and industrial co-operatives. The Advisory Board should 
consist, in addition to the members of the Governing Body, of 
the provincial Registrars of Co-operative Societies, provincial 
Registrars of Industrial Co-operative Societies, two representa
tives of each Provincial Co-operative Council, one representative 
of the Inter-University Board, one representative of the Indian 
Economic Association, one representative of the Indian Society 
of Agricultural Economics, and one representative of the Defence 
Services. 

The functions of the AU-India Council of Co-operation would 
be generally to watch, guide and foster co-operative development 
in the country and to advise the different provinces and states 
on various matters relating to agricultural co-_operation, industrial 
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CO-OJ?era~i?n and co-operative marketing, etc., and on the 
apJ?hcabihty of C?·operative methods for carrying out schemes 
of unproved ~armmg, ~attle-br~eding, etc., that may be suggested 
by the Impenal Council of Agncultural Research or by the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee and similar bodies. It will also work 
as a clearing house of information for the country on all matters 
relating to the Co-operative movement. 

The working cost of the Council will approximately be 
Rs. !.77 lakhs ~er annum as sho~ at the end of the Chapter. 
It will also requ1re funds for makmg grants to the provinces for 
encouraging experiments and development of new types of 
co-operative activities. We recommend that a sum of Rs. 20 
lakhs may be placed at its disposal by the Government of India 
for the first five years, and that the amounts to be placed at 
its disposal in subsequent years be determined in the light of 
the experience gained from year to year. 

1 
c .... porative 13. The organization and working of co-operative societies 
~:.:r.:o~:o m• in many provinces is still being regulated by the Co-operative 

' Societies Act of 1912. The provincial governments under the 
Reforms Act of 1919 were empowered to pass their own legislation 
with regard to Co-operation, and some of the provinces, namely, 
Bombay, Madras, Bengal and Bihar, took advantage of this power 
and passed separate Acts. The experience of the working of the 
Co-operative Societies Act of 1912 and the Acts passed by the 
provinces has, however, shown that they stand in need of revision 
in certain respects. In view of the important developments 
in the Co-operative movement which we are recommending, it 
is necessary that the defects in the laws should be removed so as 
to facilitate the smooth working of the plans. We recommend 
that the provinces in which the Co-operative Societies Act, 1912, 
is still in force should pass special acts keeping in view their 
past experience and the future needs of the movement. The 
provinces which have already special acts should examine their 
provisions and bring them up to date. The provincial 
governments should also examine other acts which have a 
bearing on the Co-operative movement and amend them suitably. 
Where such an act falls within the legislative jurisdiction of the 
Central Government, they should take necessary steps to amend 
it. In this Report, we refer only to a few important amendments, 
inclusive of those which arise out of the recommendations made 
by us. 

(i) The definition of the word ' Registrar ' in Section 2 
of the Co-operative Societies Act, 1912, should include the 
Registrar of Industrial Co-operative Societies and Director of 
Small Industries. 

(ii) Section 4 of the Act provides that, unless the local 
government by a general or spt;cial orde~ otherwise. di~ects, the 
liability of a primary credit soc1ety of wh1ch the maJo~ty of the 
members are agriculturists shall be unlimited. In VIeW of the 
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considerations set forth by us in Chapter III, we suggest that a 
society may adopt limited or unlimited liability. Again, a 
provision should also be made in the Act' enabling societies to 
change their liability. This has been provided for in Madras 
(Section 5 of the Madras Act) and Bengal (Section 43 of the 
Bengal Act). 

(iii) The 1912 Act does not provide any right of appeal 
against the decision of the Registrar refusing to register a society. 
We feel that a specific provision for appeal against such refusal 
should be made in the Act as is the case with regard to an order 
cancelling the registration of a society. This has been done in 
Section 10 of the Madras Act and Section 64 of the Bombay Act. 

(iv) The 1912 Act gives unlimited powers to the Registrar 
to reject amendments to the by-laws of a registered society. 
We are of opinion that he should ordinarily register all 
amendments which are in conformity with the Act and Rules. 
In cases where he rejects an amendment he should assign reasons 
therefor and an appeal to Government may lie within two 
months after the rejection which shall be intimated by registered 
post. 

(v) The extension of the activities of a primary society 
visualized in Chapter III may necessitate the amalgamation 
of two or more neighbouring societies into one .. The 1912 Act 
makes no provision· for such amalgamation of societies nor 
does it provide for splitting a society into two or more societies. 
(Provision for split exists in some cases under the by-laws of a 
society but that is not a very satisfactory arrangement). Socie
ties have, therefore, to be first liquidated before a split or amalgama
tion can be made. This is obviously undesirable and we there
fore propose that a specific· provision be made for splitting a 
society into two or more societies and also for amalgamating 
two or more societies into one without having to liquidate them 
first. A simpler procedure than that prescribed by Section 

· 13 of the Madras Act and Section 15 of the Bombay Act should 
be laid down as has been done in Bengal. 

(vi) In certain societies of the limited liability type, mem
bers are permitted to have votes in proportion to the shares held 
by them. This is not desirable as there is a danger of a few 
big men controlling the society. We suggest that Section 13 
of the Act should be amended so as to provide that every member 
of a society (whatever its liability) shall have one vote irrespective 
of the shares held by him. In the case of societies which have an 
extensive area or large membership a representative assembly 
may be constituted composed of delegates elected in separate 
constituencies of members set up on a regional basis or according 
to the number of members. 

(vii) Section 19 gives a lien to a co-operative society on 
certain properties of the borrower. We suggest that the lien 
should be converted into a first charge and its wilful breach should 
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be made a criminal offence. Again, the lien in respect of loans 
granted for seed or manure, extends up to eighteen months. 
In our opinion this period is inadequate and we suggest that it 
should be extended to two years. 

(viii) Under Section 23 of the 1912 Act the liability of a 
past me~ber for the debts of a registered society as they existed 
at the t1me when he ceased to be a member continues for a 
period of two years from the date of his ceasing to be a member. 
Under Section 24 of the Act the estate of a deceased member, 
however, is only liable for a period of one year from the time 
of his d~cease fo_r the debts of a re?istered society as they existed 
at the tJme of h1s decease. Expenence shows that the period of 
one year is too short and it is therefore proposed that it should 
be extended to two years as has been done in Madras (Section 25 
of that Act). Similarly, it should be clearly laid down that 
from the date of cancellation of a society the liability of all 
members remains as it existed at the time of cancellation and 
cannot be extinguished by lapse of time. A member who resigns 
from the society I! years before its liquidation should not be 
permitted to escape all liability six months later as he would have 
done had the society not gone into liquidation. All the members 
of the society on the date of cancellation will continue to be 
liable for its outside liabilities till they are discharged. Similarly, 
all persons who ceased to be members less than two years before 
the date of cancellation will continue to be liable for the outside 
debts of the society. In actual practice the existing law is found 
defective and it is therefore necessary to make these changes 
in the interest of the societies. (Please see Section 29 of the 
Bombay Act.) 

(ix) _Urban banks in some of the provinces have developed 
satisfactorily. We recommend that the law should be amended 
so as to allow urban banks with a paid up capital and reserve. 
of Rs. 50,000 and over and with ten years' standing to invest up to 
40 per cent of their surplus-funds in such manner as their boards 
may unanimously determine. 

(x) At present if any dispute arises whether a person is 
qr is not a member of a registered society the member concerned 
generally goes to a civil court and this leads to lengthy and 
expensive litigation. It is, therefore, necessary to provide for a 
proper membership register in a soci~ty and further that ~ny 
dispute about a person being or not bem!l' _a member of t~e so~1~ty 
shall be referred to the Registrar for deciSion and that h1s dec1s1on 
shall be final. We should also provide that no dispute of this 
nature will be cognizable by a civil court. 

(xi) At present a liquidator cannot ~e appointe~ immediatel.Y 
after the order cancelling the registratiOn of a soc1~ty and ~h1s 
has to wait till an appeal, if any, is dismissed. Th1s takes tune 
with the result that the old committee continues to mismanage 
the affairs of the society. It is, therefore, necessary to provide 
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for the appointment of a liquidator to manage the society's 
affairs till the appeal against the cancellation order is rejected 
or accepted. This has been done in Sections 47 and 49 of the 
Bombay Act. 

(xii) At present the powers of a liquidator are not adequate. 
For example, he has no power to compromi~e or make arrange
ments with creditors and debtors. Similarly it is doubtful 
if under the existing Act the liquidator has the power of issuing· 
subsidiary orders determining the contributions to be made by 
members from time to time. These powers should, therefore, 
be given to him. In the provisions regarding liquidation in the 
1912 Act there is no reference to deceased members and their 
heirs. According to Section 24 of the Act their estates are liable 
for the debts as they existed at the time of their death. The 
liquidator cannot therefore pass orders for contributions by them. 
A liquidator should also be authorized to carry on the business of 
the society while under liquidation as otherwise serious loss may 
be caused, e.g., a printing press or a transport society. 

(xiii) In the Bombay and Madras Acts provision has been 
made for an appeal against the liquidator's orders. It is felt 
that if such provision is made at every stage it will cause great 
delay in liquidation -proceedings. On the other hand absence of a 
provision for appeal may cause serious injustice. We, therefore, 
propose that no liquidator should determine the contribution, 
debt or dues to be recovered from any person, without giving him 
an opportunity to be heard. 

(xiv) Civil courts rarely attach property before giving a 
decree. This is still more so in cases where an award of a co-opera
tive society is filed in a court for execution. It often happens 
that a person against whom an award has been given, disposes of 
his property with the result that little or nothing is recov,ered. 
It is therefore necessary to provide for attachment before award. 
The attachment should be by order of the Registrar. This has 
been done in Section 50 of the Madras Act and Section 55 of the 
Bombay Act .. 

· (xv) At present great difficulty is felt in recovering money 
through civil courts to whom all awards and liquidator's orders 
are sent for execution. It is the general experience that this 
results in great delay as well as in failure to make recoveries. 
Sectic;m 59 of the Bombay Act provides for dues of co-operative 
societies being recovered as arrears of land revenue. In Madras 
the Registrar and his officers have been given powers of civil 
courts and have their own agency for recoveries. The system 
in Madras has, we understand, been on the whole successful. 
In Bengal, dues of co-operative societies are recovered as public 
demands by certification under Section 130 of the Act and the 
third sc~edule to th~ (ict.. It is felt that in some provinces, e.g., 
the PunJab the pos1t1on IS very difficult on account of various 
provincial acts and therefore we recommend that as a general 
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r?l~ the Registr~r and his officers should either be given powers of 
Civil courts or m the alternative, dues of co-operative societies 
should be recovered as arrears of land revenue. In the latter 
ca~e the C?llectors should be asked to depute special officers for 
th1s work m order to expedite recoveries . 

. (xvi) Under the existing Act a provision exists for appeals 
agamst an award of an arbitrator but at times people do not 
appeal on account of their ignorance, etc. It is, therefore, neces
sary in the interest of justice to give the Registrar power to call 
for .the record of ~ny case pending before or disposed of by any 
arbitrator or arbitrators and pass such orders as he thinks fit. 
Full opportunity to the parties must, however, be given before 
any such order is passed. In cases where such action is being 
taken, the Registrar may order the court in which such an award 
is pending for execution, to stay the execution proceedings and 
may call for the file of the case. 

(xvii) At present civil courts have a tendency to claim 
jurisdiction in regard to cases of co-operative societies and it is 
often difficult to fight thes.e cases. It is, therefore, necessary 
to clear the position and to lay down definitely that no civil 
court can entertain any case regarding the affairs of a co-operative 
society except on the question of jurisdiction. 

(xviii) The question whether the Indian Limitation Act 
applies to awards of arbitrators under the Co-operative Societies 
Act is not free from doubt. The question should be examined 
and the law on the point made clear. 

(xix) In almost all provinces legislation has been passed 
for relief of indebtedness, conciliation of debts, regulation and 
licensing of money-lenders, redemption of mortgages, etc. The 
operation of such legislation has affected or is likely to affect 
adversely the financial position of co-operative societies and the 
Co-operative movement. We are of the opinion that this should 
be prevented and a distinction drawn between co-operative credit 
which has always been regulated and supervised by the State 
and the transactions of money-lenders which have not been so 
regulated. Such a distinction is all the more necessary because 
the co-operative agency is expected to play an ever-increasing 
part in supplying credit to the agriculturist. We, therefore, 
strongly recommend that the position should be examined. by 
each province, and co-operative societies should as far as possible 
be exempted from the provisions of different provincial acts 
in order to enable them to play their legitimate part in •the 
economic life of the country. 

(xx) Owing to the constitutional changes introduced in 
India in ·1935 and certain notifications of the Government of 
India, the validity of certain exemptions hitherto enj?yed _by 
co-operative societies in respect of stamp duty. a_nd reg1strat10n 
fees, has become highly doubtful. The pos1t1on should be 
examined in each province and steps taken to ensure complete 
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exemption to the societies from stamp duty (whether leviable 
by the Central or provincial government) and registration fees. 
Provincial governments should refund to primary societies 
75 per cent of the money order charges paid by them in regard 
to remittances to their co-operative financing institutions. This 
concession is necessary to keep down the expenses of the societies 
with a view. to enabling them to advance loans at a rate not 
exceeding 6{ per cent. 

(xxi) Section 60 of the Civil Procedure Code, as amended 
by Act No. 5 of 1943, mentions property that is liable to attach
ment and sale in execution of a decree and also mentions certain 
property which is exempt fwm such attachment. Salary to the 
extent of the first 100 rupees and one-half of the remainder is so 
exempt. There is a further restriction as regards attachment 
of salary of servants of the Crown or servants of a railway 
company or a local authority. This exemption has adversely 
affected the work of many societies among salary-earners, 
particularly of societies in Government and other offices. Thrift 
and financing of members are the two primary objects of these 
societies. With these restrictions on. attachment of salary many 
of the societies are unable to finance such members as have 
salaries of less than Rs. 100 except against the security of their 
deposits. We agree that some protection to the small salary
earners is required, but feel that it should not be necessary to 
exempt such salaries from attachment if the dues are of a co-opera
tive society of such salary-earners .. 

There is, of course, no objection to a member authorizing 
his employer to deduct a part of his salary even if it is below 
Rs.100 in order to pay the instalment on his loan or in order to 
pay the bill of a consumers' store of which he is a member and 
from which he has bought goods. Such authority by such a 
member, however, cannot be enforced in a court of law. The 
reason for this is that an attachment of salary /below Rs.100 
is not permitted, any agreement by a person to contract himself 
out of such exemption is not valid, being against. the policy 
underlying such exemption. It, therefore, becomes extremely 
difficult for many consumers' stores to sell goods on credit to 
members drawing less than Rs.100 p.m. as even if they furnish 
agreements as aforesaid there is nothing to stop them from 
revoking such agreements later. These consumers' stores are 
largely meant for small people and under the existing position 
of the law as given in the Civil Procedure Code and rulings of 
different High Courts, the work of these stores has become 
extremely difficult. We are, therefore, of the opinion that salary
earners' societies and consumers' stores should be exempted 
from the operation of this provision of law. We also suggest 
that the Act should be amended on the lines of the amendment 
made in Bombay whereby if a member executes an agreement 
in favour of the society authorizing his employer to make deduc
tions from his salary towards payment of the debts or other 
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demands owing to the society, the employer is bound to make 
such deductions till the loan is fully repaid or the demand of 
the society satisfied. (See Section 24-A of the Bombay Co-opera
tive Societies Act, 1925, as amended by Act No. XXIX of 1942). 

(xxii) If some landowners who are likely to· benefit by 
the scheme of minor irrigation works (recommended in para 2 
(viii) of Chapter III) of a society refuse to join the latter, the 
Collector of the district should be empowered to make a pro
portionate levy of the cost on them and recover the same as 
arrears of land revenue. 

(xxiii) The maximum period for rediscounts under Section 
17 (2) (b) of the Reserve Bank of India Act is nine months and 
that for advances under Section 17 ( 4) (c) and Section 17 (4) (d) 
of the Act is ninety days. These periods are insufficient to 
enable the Co-operative movement to take much advantage 
of the finance available from the Reserve Bank. We recommend 
that the Act should be amended so as to increase.the maximum 
period under these three sub-sections to twelve months. 

(xxiv) The word " crops " occurring in the three sub
sections of the Reserve Bank of India Act referred to above is 
not defined in the Act and is interpreted by the Reserve Bank 
in the light of its dictionary meaning as " produce of cultivated 
plants especially cereals, entire hide of animal tanned." We 
recommend that the word " crops " should be defined in the 
Act or the scope of the sections widened so as to include animal 
products like milk, cream, butter, ghee and wool, and processed 
crops like sugar, cotton which has been ginned and pressed, 
groundnuts which have been decorticated, and vegetable oils 
and oil-cake. · 

(xxv) Section 17 (2) (a) of the Reserve Bank of India 
Act should be amended so as to empower the Bank to give 
financial accommodation to provincial co-operative banks for a 
period up to twelve months for making loans and advances to 
industrial co-operatives. 

STATEMENT I. 
Constitution of the Provincial Co.-operative CounciL 

Minister-in-Charge of Co-operation-ex-officio Chairman 1 
Two Representatives of the Legislative Assembly • • 2 
One Representative of the Legislative Council 1 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies-ex-officio Secretary assisted by 

a full time Assistant Secretary • . • • • • • • • • . 1 
Registrar of Industrial Co-operatiye Societies and Director of 

Small Industries 1 
Four of the following :-
Director of Agriculture l 
Director of Animal Husbandry r Contd. on p. I7°· 

Chief Marketing Officer J 
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Director of Planning or Director of Rural 
Reconstruction l Director of Public Instruction 

Electricity Officer 
Director of Public Health 
Chief Enginee~ (Civil) 
Chief Engineer (Irrigation) 
A Representative of the Services 

(Army, Navy and Air Force) 

Contd. from p. z69 j' 
Deputy Registrars or Assistant Registrars 
Chainnan• of the Provincial Co-operative Institute 

,. ,. , ,. , Bank 
, , ,. ., Land Mortgage Bank .. 

.. .. Marketing Society .. .. .-.. Industrial Federation or Promotional 
Agency 

5 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
.. Consumers' Society 1 

, , ., , Insurance Society 1 
Representatives 9f primary societies , , 20 
One Economist, preferably a Professor of Agricultural Economics 

of a university 1 
Persons with special qualification to be nominated by the Minister-

in-Charge of Co-operation /l 

•If a Chainnan is an official, then a non-official representative. 
48 

Estimate of Cost of the Provincial Co-operative Council. 
1. Asst. Secretary. IJA 

Monthly salary., Rs.l,OOO 
Cost = Rs. 1,000 X 12 

2. Three Officers. 
Monthly salary Rs. 600 
Cost = Rs. 600 X 3 X 12 

3. Senior Assistants-6. 
Monthly salary Rs. 2()0 
Cost = Rs. 200 X 6 X 12 

4. Junior Assistants-6. 
Monthly salary Rs. 100 
Cost = Rs. 100 X 6 X 12 

/l, Office Establishment. 
Superintendent-! 

Monthly salary Rs. 260 
Cost = Rs. 250 X 12 Rs.3,000 
Total cost of Establishment 

• 

6. Meetings :No. of meetings per year-4 
No. of non-official members to whom travelling and 
da1ly allowance has to be paid • _ • • • • 36 

Rs.l2,000 

Rs.IS,OOO 

Rs.l4,400 . 

Rs. 7,200 

Rs. 3,000 

daily allowance of Rs.l6 per day for 2 days {prob- R.s. 100+ 
First class travelling allowance per member plus } 

able duration of a meeting) • • , • • . Rs. 30 

Rs. 130 
Cost= Rs. 130 X 36 X 4 Rs.l8,720 

ToTAL .. Rs.73,320 
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__ STATEMENT D. 

Constitution of the All-India Council of Co-operation. 

Constitution of the Governing Body. 

Member-in-Charge of Co-operation-ex-officio Chairman , • 1 
Principal Administrative Officer-ex-officio Vice-Chairman 1 
Two Representatives of the Central Legislative Assembly • . 2 
One Representative of the Council of State 1 
Permanent Secretary 1 
Ministers-in-Charge of Co-operation: 

(a) Provinces 11 
(b) Constituent Indian States.. II 

Secretary of Department of Agriculture 1 
Another Secretary to the Government of India 1 
Representative of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research 1 
Agricultural Marketing Adviser to the Government of India 1 
Representative of the Reserve Bank of India 1 
Representative of the All-India Co-operative Institutes' Association 1 
Representative of tl).e AU-India Co-operative Banks' Association • • 1 
Representative of the Defence Services (Army, Navy and Air· 

Force) •. , · 1 
Representatives elected by the Advisory Board J 
Permanent Officers of the Council 2 

36 

Advisory Board. 
Members of the Governing Body 3' 
Provincial Registrars of Co-operative Societies 11 
Provincial Registrars of Industrial Co-operatives 11 
Two Representatives of each Provincial Co-operative Council -~ 22 
One Representative of the Inter-University Board • • 1 
One Representative of the Indian Economic Association • • 1 
One Representative of the Indian Society of Agricultural Economics 1 
.Qne Representative of the Defence Services • , , , , • 1 -82 

ESTIMATE OF COST OF 
THE ALL·INDIA COUNCil. OF CO-OPERATION. 

1. Chief Administrativ• Officer. 
Monthly Salary: Rs.3,000 
Cost: Rs.s.ooo x 12 .. 

.2. Sscretary. 
Monthly Salary: Rs.1,500 
Cost: Rs.1,500 xJ2 .. · 

-. Rs.36,000 

•• Rs.l8,000 
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3. Permanent O.f!icers-2. 
Monthly salary: ,Rs.2,000 
Cost: Rs.2,000 X 2 X 12 

4. Junior o.f!icers·-4, 
Monthly salary: Rs. 800 
Cost: Rs.SOO X 4 X 12 

6. Office Establishment. 
(a) Superintendenl-1. 
Monthly salary: Rs.500 
Cost: Rs.500 X 12 Rs.6,000 
(b) Assistant Superintendent-1. 
Monthly salary: Rs. 250 
Cost: Rs.250 x 12 Rs.3,000 
Total cost of Establish-
ment 

6. Meetings. 
(a) Governing Body. 
No. of meetings per year 
No. of non-official mem-
hers to whom travelling 
and daily allowance has 
to be paid 
First class travelling 
allowance per member 
plus daily allowance of 
Rs.15 per day for 2 days Rs.300+ 
(probable duration of a Rs. 30 
meeting). 

• Rs.330 

Cost: Rs.330 X 7 X 3 

(b) Advisory Board. 

No. of meetings per year 
No. of non-official mem-

hers to whom travel-
ling and daily allow-
ance has to be paid 

First class travelling 
allowance per 
member plus daily 
allowance of Rs.15 per 
day for 2 days (pro- Rs.300+ 
bable duration of a Rs. 30 
meeting). 

Rs.330 

Cost: Rs.330 X 32 X 2 
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Rs.48,000 

Rs.38,400 

Rs. 9,000 

3 

7 

Rs. 6,030 

2 

32 

Rs.21,120 

TOTAL .. Rs.1,77,45o 



ttoductory. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

EDUCATION, TRAINING AND REsEARCH. 

The inadequate and uneven progress made by the 
C~-operative movement in India is largely due, among other 
things, to the lack of general education among those whom i1 
see~s to ~rve. The ~?vement in I.ndia ~as started mainly 
for 1mprovmg the condition of the agncultunsts, who it is true, 
~e:ded the beneficent assistance of Co-operation most, but who, 
1t IS also unfortunately true, were not prepared owing to lack 
of education, to imbibe and act according to the principles of 
Co-operation. It is the function of the State, everywhere, to 
ensure that all in a community attain a minimum standard of 
knowledge and education. Even after ensuring this, it is 
necessary, if the Co-operative movement is to develop on a 
sound basis and to expand in diverse directions, that those who 
comprise its vast membership are made conversant with the 
principles and practice of Co-operation. It is only then that 
they and their representatives will be able to conduct its affairs 
on well-ordered lines. It is necessary, therefore, that we should, 
in our plans for co-operative development, give a very important 
place to dispelling ignorance amongst rural population by 
imparting knowledge and supplying general information and to 
co-operative education, training and research. Instructions in 
principles and practice of Co-operation should form an integral 
part of the peace-time educational syllabus of each of the Defence 
Services. -

2. No organized attempt seems to have been made in many 
parts of India to impart co-operative education. Arrangements 
have, however, been made for co-operative training and research 
but they are not uniform in different provinces. A brief account _ 
of these arrangements in some of the provinces is given :-

rr0111emento 3. There are four co-operative training institutes in the 
!.:d:"{:~~~ province, besides the Central Co-operative Institute at Madras. 
"' proviDe••· The four mofussil institutes train men for employment in 

co-operative institutions. The course is for 9 months and the 
subjects taught are Co-operation, Banking, Book-keeping and 
Auditing, The minimum qualification prescribed for admission 

ladru, 

is the Secondary School Leaving Certificate. The teaching 
staff in each institute consists of one superintendent and two 
lecturers whose cost is borne by the Government. At the end 
of the course, an examination is conducted by the Provincial 
Co-operative Union, which co-ordinates the work of the institutes. 
A fee of Rs.40 is charged for each studentfor the entire cour:.e, 
From April 1, 1945, each institute gets an annual subsidy of 
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Rs.2, 750 from the Madras Provincial Co-operative Bank and 
the affiliated central banks. The staff of the four institutes 
tours in the districts for three months in a year after the regular 
nine months course in the institute is over, conducting training 
classes for members and panchayatdars in two centres in 
each district within the jurisdiction of the institute. For this 
purpose, Government have provided a sum of Rs.l5,800. 

The Central Co-operative Institute at Madras is primarily 
intended to train junior inspectors recruited by the Madras 
Public Service Commission. The course lasts for nine months. 
The subjects taught are Co-operation, Rural Economics, Banking, 
Book-keeping and Auditing. The teaching staff consists of one 
Principal and two lecturers. Non-officials are also admitted to 
the institute. A fee of Rs.40 for candidates from the Madras 
Province is charged for the entire course. The minimum quali
fication for admission is a B.A. Degree. Students are trained 
for employment in the higher ranks of the non-official co-operative 
service also. · 

4. A training centre in charge of an Assistant Registrar was 
opened at Poona in September, 1944, to train the officers of the 
Co-operative Department, the personnel for the development 
of the movement under the post-war reconstruction schemes 
and the staff for the normal growth of the Department. 

The main function of the Bombay Provincial Co-operative 
Institute is to impart co-operative training. It has opened 
three training schools at A:hmedabad, Poona and Dharwar from 
fue 1st July, 1944, for training the secretaries of rural societies, 
managers of sale societies and of regulated markets, officers of 
urban societies and of other important co-operative institutions. 
The Institute holds refresher classes for supervisors, bank inspec
tors and assistant district co-operative officers, and imparts 
co-operative training in the districts through the education 
committees of the district boards of supervising unions. In 
areas not served by such boards, it appoints its own education 
committees. In a few districts, it maintains educational 
supervisors to train the secretaries and committee members of 
rural societies. 

At the instance of the Bombay Co-operative Banks' 
Association, which give a contribution of Rs.500 for the purpose, 
the Institute has appointed a Research Committee whose first 
task has been to conduct an enquiry into the effect of the war 
on the indebtedness of the members of co-operative societies 
and on their general economic condition. The Government 
have sanctioned a special grant of Rs.l,OOO to the Institute on 
the condition that the additional sum of Rs.l,500 required for 
the enquiry is raised from other sources. Three investigators 
have been appointed for this research work. 
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5. The G~vernment maintain a Training Institute, staffed 
by an Officer-m-Charge and 6 inspectors for training the depart
mental officers up to the rank of inspectors, the candidates for 
t~e posts of inspectors, auditors and assistant auditors, super
visors of central banks and the paid managers and secretaries 
of central banks and societies. The course is for 7 months 
except for the managers, secretaries and supervisors for whom 
the period of training is only 4 months. The Government also 
maintain 5 peripatetic Instructional Units for the training of 
the members of rural societies and for holding refresher courses 
for those already trained in the Institute. · 

Pro• 6. Members of the gazetted staff of the Department get the 
necessary training in the theory and practice of Co-operation 
from the Senior Assistant Registrars. The training of the 
subordinate staff <?f inspectors and auditors is arranged for by the 
Registrar at the Co-operative Training Institute at Partabgarh. 
The period of training lasts for 10! months. Theoretical classes 
for about 5 months are held at the Institute by two inspectors of 
the Department provided by the Government ; for the remaining 
period, the candidates receive practical training under inspectors 
and auditors. . The training period is followed by an examination. 

The usual class at the Institute is that of supervisors who 
are employees of the Provincial Co-operative Union ; the ·period 
of training for them is 9 months, nearly half of which consists 
of practical training with senior supervisors. Training in 
agriculture is also given to the candidates. Refresher classes 
are also held from time to time for the benefit of supervisors, in 
the circle of each assistant registrar. 

There were no regular classes for training employees like 
managers and accountants of co-operative institutions. Classes 
were held whenever a sufficient number of candidates are forth
coming. Very few classes were held in the past as the banks 
found it difficult to spare the staff for training. 

Again, with the Government of India's grant o{ Rs.1,00,950 
for the training of members of societies made during 1936-37, 
1, 773 classes for panches and secretaries were held during the 
period 1936-41. The Government of India's gr~nt cease_d in 
1941; since then a few classes have been held w1th the aid of 
contributions from societies. A scheme for starting these classes 
again has been drawn up by the Provincial Co-operative Un~on 
and is under the consideration of the Government. Accordmg 
to this scheme, the central banks and primary societies will make, 
out of the profits, contributions annually at the rate of six pies per 
rupee. The amount so realized will be administered by the 
Union. To begin with, it is proposed to raise Rs.13,000. The 
Government have been requested to contribute an equal amount 
and appoint three educational inspectors. 
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With regard to research, the United Provinces proposes 
to establish a Co-operative Research Bureau with the object of 
encouraging research students to make special studies of Co-opera
tion, assisting and co-ordinating research on co-operative subjects 
by university students and encouraging the departmental staff 
to prepare brochures on subjects connected with the practical 
working of Co-operation. To meet the recurring expenditure 
of the scheme, it is proposed to raise about Rs.2 lakhs from the 
various co-operative societies in the province ; and about 
Rs.1,00,000 has been collected already. For the time being, 

.this fund is being managed by the Provincial Co-operative 
Union. 

7. There is a separate staff for co-operative education and 
training, which delivers lectures in schools and colleges on 
co-operative subjects and conducts refresher courses. The 
present staff consists of two educational assistant registrars, 
10 educational inspectors and 10 educational assistants. 
Training classes are held for inspectors, supervisors, sub-inspectors, 
auditors, secretaries and office-holders of primary societies, 
staff of central banks and unions, managers and munims of com
mission shops, liquidators, and inspector and sub-inspector 
candidates. Separate classes are also held for secretaries and 
members of industrial co-operative societies. Special classes in 
domestic science and home industries for women are also periodi
cally conducted. Refresher courses of about 10 days' duration 
are held once a year. It is proposed to start an Institute at 
Lyall pur where training in Co-operation will be given in conjunc
tion with the Agricultural College. 

Very little research work is done by the Co-operative Depart
ment, but the Board of Economic Enquiry in the province 
maintains an expert staff for conducting research in Agricultural 
Economics. 

8. The only organization for co-operative training is the 
Government Co-operative Training Institute which trains the 
staff of co-operative societies. The Institute also trains non· 
officials serving on the executive committees of societies. 
During recent times, the Institute has also undertaken the 
training of the executive and staff of the cane growers' societies, 
but with the operation of the Rehabilitation Scheme, greater 
attention is being paid to the training of the staff of the recon
structed societies. The persons under training are grouped into 
various divisions for whom different courses of study are 
prescribed. This course usually lasts for 3 months. Short re
fresher courses are provided for old employees. 
· The Government have recently sanctioned a sum of Rs.5,000 
a year for a period of 5 years to the Bihar Co-operative Federation 
for conducting research in Co-operation. 

Central Provin• 
- ud Bvar. 

9. The educational staff of the Co-operative Department 
consists of one educational inspector and three assistant 
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educational inspectors. They conduct classes for training the 
de~a~mental staff and th~ staff of stores and multi-pnrpose 
societies. They also orgamze and conduct classes for literate 
as well as illiterate members and the office-bearers of primary 
societies a~d hold refresher courses for the departmental field 
staff. Besides, there are 6 divisional institutes which do the 
work of education and p10paganda through their field staff. 

10. The brief survey given above shows that the- present 
arrangements for co-operative training are not uniform in the 
different provinces, and that so far as research in Co-operation is 
concerned, only a few provinces have made a small beginning. 

11. General education is a function of the State. The 
Co-operative movement can, however, make a contribution in 
spreading general knowledge by arranging in villages a regular 
series of talks on subjects of general or topical interest delivered 
by a few paid workers assisted by a much larger number of 
non-official social workers. These talks may be arranged by the 
provincial co-operative institutes or unions. To make the talks 
attractive, they may be interspersed with ' Kathas ', dramatic 
performances or musical interludes or displays of lantern slides 
or films of instructional or general interest. 

We cannot, however, be content with the mere diffusion 
of general knowledge. It is necessary for the continued success 
of the movement to infuse the ideals of Co-operation into the 
minds of young boys and girls and to lay before them the outlines 
of the work done by the Co-operative movement. For this 
purpose, lessons on Co-operation should be included in the series 
of Readers in the regional •languages as has already been done 
in Madras and the Punjab, where the text-books for primary and 
secondary schools provide simple lessons on Co-operation. These 
lessons will be quickly learnt and long remembered if they are 
supplemented by a working knowledge of the principles of 
Co-operation by organizing small co-operative stores and canteens 
in every school. We understand that such stores have already 
been organized in a few schools in Madras, Bombay and the 
Punjab. In order that the benefits of co-operative training in 
the earlier stages may not be lost, it is desirable that similar stores 
and canteens should be attached to colleges and universities also. 

What, however, is most important is that the principle of 
" Each for all,. and all for each " should be taught from the 
earliest stages of a child's education. We attach great impor
tance, therefore, to constant opportunities being given to students 
to.work together in groups. We recommend that every school 
should have a garden and a small farm which should be run 
by students. They obviously provide opportunities of wor~ing 
in groups, but even training in handicrafts can be so orgaruzed 
as not only to impart " education by doing ", but also to teach 
teamwork by allotting different ta~ks to different individuals so 
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that the labour of each when assembled may produce a single 
article. We should like to take this opportunity of emphasizing 
the importance of games and sports in developing the spirit of 
teamwork and to stress the necessity of encouraging them on a 
very large scale. 

We also recommend that Co-operation should be recognized 
as a separate subject of study at Indian universities. At one 
time the Madras University was alone in providing for special 
classes ·in Co-operation. Since 1941, the Nagpur University 
has also instituted a diploma course in Co-operation. In other 
Indian universities Co-operation is not a separate subject of 
study for the B.A. Degree but forms a part of the syllabus in 
Economics and Commerce, although in some of the universities 
a special paper or papers on Co-operation are set for the examina
tion for the degree of Master of Arts. We recommend that in 
all Indian universities Co-operation should be given a definite 
place by being recognized as one of the optional subjects of 
study for the degree of Bachelor and Master of Arts, Commerce 
and Agriculture. ·We further recommend that instruction in 
the _principles and practice of Co-operation should form an integral 
part of the peace-time educational syllabus of each of the Defence 
Services. 

12. Co-operative training is required for the following types 
of workers :-

(1) Members of managing committees of rural co-opera-
tive societies, 

(2) Secretaries of rural co:operative societies, 
(3) Staff of co-operative institutions, 
( 4) Staff of Co-operative Departments, and 
(5) Research workers. 

There are organizations in all provinces, e.g., institutes, 
unions or federations imparting this training in various degrees. 
The training of persons belonging to classes (1) and (2) and 
some of (3) and (4) above may continue to be imparted by these 
organizations wherever they exist. 

As regards t.!)~ training of members of managing committees 
of mral societies, classes of a short duration, not exceeding a 
fortnight, should be held at the taluka headquarters or con
venient centres. The members should not be required to undergo 
a test by examination. 

The secretaries of primary societies should be trained for a 
period of six weeks at district headquarters or convenient centres. 
They should be paid a stipend to meet their additional expenses 
during the period of training. An examination should be held 
at the end of the period and a certificate given to successful 
candidates. It will be advisable to hold refresher courses from 
time to time for the successful secretaries in order to keep up to 
date their knowledge of co-ol?erative practice and principles. 
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An estimate of the cost tor the training of the members 
of ;m~naging com~ittees and secretaries of rural co-operative 
societies has been given at the end of this Chapter. 

13. We consider that the training of the next two groups 
of workers is so important that separate colleges should be set 
up in each province for them, facilities being provided where 
necessary for imparting training in all principal languages of 
the province. We are of the opinion that it is undesirable to 
have training colleges exclusively for the employees of the 
Co-operative Department and suggest that both official and 
non-official co-operators should be trained together. This is the 
case in Madras, where the subordinate staff of co-operative institu
tions is trained in the four mofussil co-operative institutes and 
where the departmental staff and the higher non-official staff 
of co-operative institutions like managers and secretaries are 
trained by the Central Co-operative Institute which is under the 
administrative control of the Registrar. We recommend that 
such a central institution should be constituted into a College 
with a separate governing body composed of one representative 
each of the Provincial Co-operative Bank and the Provincial 
Co-operative Institute, the Registrar of Co-operative SocietieSJ 
two Professors to be nominated by the University, and two other 
non-officials to be nominated by Government. 

These Provincial Co-operative Colleges should have a well
qualified and adequate staff, the Principal being of the rank of a 
gazetted officer. The principalship should not be necessarily 
reserved for an officer of the Co-operative Department as a success
ful co-operative officer may be a good administrator but not 
a good educationist. Besides the Principal, there should be at 
least 3 Professors of the same rank as those in Government 
colleges. No course of training should be considered complete 
without a period, of at least six weeks, of fieldwork. For the 
employees of the Co-operative Department, such further depart
mental training as may be considered necessary may be arranged 
for by the Department. 

For the success of the Co-operative College it is necessary 
that Government should accord definite recognition to the 
examination conducted by it. To this end, the affiliatio~ of 
the College to the University is desirable. No n~w staff r~cru~ted 
to the Co-operative Department or co-operative orgaruzat10ns 
should be confirmed unless the recruits have passed the necessary 
examination and obtained a certificate from the College. The 

_cost of the College should be met by the provincial government. 

JDabuo of the 14. The syllabus of the various courses of training shoul~ be 
lriouo cla1101. carefully drawn up. The members of the ID:an~ging committee 

of the primary society should be taug~t the.pnnciples of Co-oper~
tion and their application to the vanous aspects of the econom1c 
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life of the people in the rural areas. The by-laws of the society 
with '!;pecial reference to those dealing with the duties of the 
committee should also be explained to them. The syiiabus of 
the secretaries' classes should consist of the Principles and 
Practice of Co-operation, by-laws, rules and provisions of the 
Co-operative Societies Act, and in particular, Book-keeping and 
Accountancy. The courses of studies for the departmental staff 
should include Rural Economics, Principles and Practice of Co
operation in India and abroad, Co-operative Law, and certain 
relevant provisions in the Civil and Criminal law, Accountancy, 
Auditing, Co-operative Finance and Banking, Modem Economic 
Development and Business Organization. We suggest that 
greater attention should be paid to the training of the co-operative 
staff in banking than has been given hitherto. Wherever possible, 
arrangements should be made for the training of the higher 
staff of the Co-operative Department and the co-operative 
banks with a commercial bank for about 3 months. The syiiabus 
fgr the classes of the staff of the co-operative institutions should 
include, besides Rural Economics, Principles and Practice of 
Co-operation and Co-operative Law, special training in the partic
ular activity in which the institutions are engaged .. For instance, 
i'n training the staff of marketing societies, special attention 
should be devoted to Commercial Geography and Marketing. 

15. The adoption of the theory of Co-operation in transacting 
business is comparatively speaking of modem growth. The 
leaders of the Co-,pperative movement like Raiffeisen, Schulze, 
Luzzatti or the Rochdale Pioneers are not so far removed from 
us in time, and may be claimed to be contemporary figures. 
The movement is of so recent an origin that its principles and 
practice are still in a state of flux, and it seems necessary for its 
accelerated growth that organizations should be set up to study 
them systematically, initiate experiments as regards the suitability 
of their application to various spheres of activity of a community 
and to demonstrate the results of study and experiment. Co-op
erative methods are at present in use in almost every country, but 
the garb that they wear in a country is fashioned by the circum
stances existing in it. Two of the basic principles of Co-opera
tion are voluntary membership and democratic organization, 
but Queensland has set up compulsory pools by legislation 
and South Africa has followed its example recently, and India 
has been exhibiting a trend of opinion in favour of legislative 
enforcement of certain beneficial measures which receive the 
support of a large majority of the members of a community. 
Again, democratic organization of co-operative societies has 
been universally accepted, but in India democratic control is 
subject to the authoritarian guidance of the State. These 
variations from the principles, which are considered to be 
fundamental are, however, so much evidence not of the inherent 
inapplicability of co-operative methods to certain countries 
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and communities as of the fact that Co-operation will be doomed 
to failure if it is forced on a country without adapting, it to 
conform to the special circumstances prevailing in that country. 
The theory of Co-operation is very general, and gives no more 
than an outline of how business should be conducted in order 
to achieve the full benefit of modern economic organization for 
the common man. When it proceeds to prescribe rules for the 
conduct of business in a particular community, it must base 
itself on certain assumptions as to the special conditions of that 
community, and _its success will depend entirely upo'l- the validity 
of these assumptiOns. No confidence can he placed in the validity 
of the assumptions unless they have a solid background of 
information collected and assembled on a comprehensive scale 
and cla~sified and defined in a uniform manner. This is a task 
which is best performed by the research worker; and there is a 
dearth· of such workers in our country. In India, we have 
borrowed co-operative ideas and methods from other countries, 
but there has been lacking a comprehensive study of their 
applicability to the facts of Indian life, and of how they are to be 
faskioned to meet its needs. Credit societies have transformed 
the condition of German peasantry; producers' societies have 
been a great success in the Scandinavian countries, and con
sumers' societies in industrialized Great Britain; co-operative 
dairies have produced striking results in Denmark, and fruit 
growers' societies in California. What prospects do they hold 
of successful adoption in India, and what shape should they 
assume here ? No guidance is available on questions like these. 
The provincial Co-operative Departments are too much immersed 
in humdrum duties of the daily routine and have little time for 
study and reflection, and their organization has assumed a form 
and a tradition which do not allow the growth of the spirit of 
research. Patient study and deep reflection are likely to be 
avoided as they may yield results antagonistic to the practice 
currently followed. 

The application of co-operative principles to the ordinary 
business of life raises the question of the reaction of human 
behaviour under their impact. As Co-operation brings about 
an association of human beings for securing common ends, it 
implies the study of human relations in all their moral, economic 
and social aspects. The question . rna¥' well be asked1 D?es 
the conduct of business on co-operative lines make a contnbutlon 
in the moral and social spheres in addition to the economic 
sphere ? Co-operators of experience fin? that the anywer to ~he 
question is in the affirmative. But~ patten:t study of C?·operatlve 
methods and their achievements IS requtred for brmgmg out 
clearly what contribution they have made and are likely to make 
to the growth of human values. Work on these lines is mu~h 
beyond the range of the ordinary field-worker, whether official 
or non-official, al!-d requires a special band of scholars and students 
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assembled in the calm and detached atmosphere of a Research 
Instit•1tion. 

The Research Institutions, engaged in other fields than 
Co-operation, like those at Pusa, Coimbatore, Kasauli and 
Bangalore, have conferred immense benefits. on rural India. 
We are convinced that for the proper guidance and direction 
of the Co-operative movement, research work is absolutely 
necessary; and we recommend that the Government of India 
should establish a Co-operative Institute of Advanced Studies 
and Research. The Co-operative Institute will serve two 
purposes, viz~. of providing facilities for advanced studies and of 
otganizing research, that is to say, of gaining more knowledge 
and of fashioning machinery to utilize it. It will give an 
opportunity to an officer, who is already employed in the 
provincial Department of Co-operation and has been specially 
selected by his Government, or to a person, specially selected by 
a provincial co-operative institution, to pursue higher and ad
vanced studies in Co-operation and gain acquaintance with and 
knowledge of the achievement of co-operative methods in other 
countries and other parts of India, and compare the conditions 
in those countries and parts with the conditions in his own 
province and wisely borrow ideas and forms of organization 
which promise benefit to his province. A knowledge of Economics 
and Sociology is of vital importance to a student of Co-operation and 
it is necessary that every person joining the Institute for higher 
studies should attend a course of lectures on these subjects. 
Incidentally, the facility provided by the Institute will enable a 
pooling of knowledge and experience gathered from fieldwork 
in various parts of India and provide a channel for the dissemina
tion of the successful achievements of one province to the whole 
of the country. We are not to be understood as excluding from 
the higher studies at the Institute those students who do not 
belong to the service of a provincial Co-operative Department 
or are not nominated by a provincial co-operative institution, 
but we suggest that the largest number of seats in this Institute 
should be reserved for the former two classes, as we are anxious 
that the Institute should also be the medium for applying in 
practice the results obtained by research, ani:l that co-operative 
workers should have every opportunity of acquiring wide and 
sound knowledge and should have facilities for keeping abreast 
of the progress of the movement outside the local areas within 
which their activities are confined. We suggest that 60 per cent 
of the seats at the Institute should be reserved for these 
two classes of persons. The remaining seats should be reserved 
for meritorious post-graduate students who have had previous train
ing in economic and commercial subjects. The research scholars 
should. be given a scholarship by the Government of India if 
they are not already in service. Diplomas should be issued by 
the Institute at the end of the course and these should be an 
additiona~ quali~cation. for employment in Government and 
co-operative serv1ce. 
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Side by side with the facilities for advanced studies the 
Institute should undertake and organize research work in diff~rent 
branches o~ Co-operation. The largest number of subjec'ts for 
research will ~e those selected by the authorities of the Institute, 
but the Institute should be prepared to undertake research 
as is done by the Indian Waterways Experimental Station at 
Poona, on special subjects referred to them by the prqvinces or 
constituent Indian states. 

The Institute. should be an all-India organization. We 
intend it to be the meeting ground for workers from all parts of 
India and to serve as a clearing house for knowledge and informa
tion acquired in all parts of India. It should be placed under 
the All-India Council of Co-operation when the Council is estab
lished in accordance with our suggestion made in Chapter XV : 
.and, in the meantime, it should be under the Government of 
India, which should bear all its cost as they do in the case of 
the other all-India institutes. mentioned in the previous 
paragraphs. 

We do not propose to lay down a detailed scheme of tlie lines 
()n which the Institute should be organized, but briefly set out 
()Ur conception of the shape the Institute should take. It will be 
()rganized in seven sections, viz., (1) Theory of Co-operation, (2) 
Agricultural Co-operation (including Animal Husbandry), (3) 
Industrial Co-operation, (4) Consumers'Co-operation, (5) Co-opera
tive Finance, (6) Co-operative Marketing, and (7) Statistics. 
We have been impressed by the reasons given by Sir John 
Russell* for the head of an ordinary section not being appointed 
.as the Director of the Institute and we agree with him that such· 
an appointment is likely to create jealousy and ill-will as regards 
the distribution of research funds between the several sections, 
and to lead to the directorial duties interfering with the duties 
·of head of a section, and to subordinate merit to seniority. The 
head of the section on Theory of Co-operation will not, however, 
be subject to these handicaps as, ordinarily, his research will 
be based on the work of other sections and that done abroad. 
We, therefore, propose that he should be the Director of the 
Institute. The lecturers on the subjects of Economics and 
Sociology, to the importance of which we have referred in an 
·earlier paragraph, should be attached to him. He should be a 
person of outstanding merit and of established reputation in 
his· subject. We suggest that his salary should be on a scale 
of Rs.2,000-2,500 per mensem, and that no appointment to this 
post should be made if a person of the required qualifications 
is not available. His selection is of great importance as he will 
;guide the research work in every section, and will lend to the 
Institute that intellectual leadership which alone can command 
.the respect of the All-India Council of Co-operation, the Central 

• Report on the work of the I.C.A.R. in applying science to crop production in 
Indi-p. 80. 
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and provincial governments and of the constituent states. 
The heads of the other sections should also be men of high 
achievement in the field of research. We deprecate the tendency 
of selecting persons on the basis of their academic degrees only, 
and emphasize the necessity in appointing heads, of attaching 
great importance to the merit of their actual research' work. 
In these cases also we would suggest that it would be .better 
if a post was not filled up if the Institute could not find a person. 
who was qualified to give the work of his section a true bias 
of original research. In the beginning, the heads of the sections 
should not stand in need of assistants, but, if they do, the 
assistants should be recruited in accordance with the demand 
made by each head and approved by the Director. They will,. 
however, stand in need of field workers who should be appointed 
as may be necessary. . The number of field workers will, how
ever, be small, as the detailed field work must necessarily be 
undertaken by each province through its Co-operative Department 
or co-operative institutions. 

We do not consider it necessary that we should refer in the 
Report to the various questions of buildings for and subordinate 
establishment of the Institute. These can be dealt with by the· 
Central Government on the model of the many institutes which. 
it is running at present. We leave the question of location of the· 
Institute also to the Central Government. · 

STATEMENT I. 
Estimate of cost for British India for· the training of members of 

·managing committees and secretaries of rural co-operative socie~ies. -

A. CLASSES FOR MEMBERS OF MANAGING COMMITTEES •. 
I. Educational Supervisors 

i. Number • • 240 (roughly 

ii. Average monthly salary 
Cost 

iii. Monthly travelling allowance 
for each supervisor 
Cost 

U. Establishment 
Peons. 

i. Number •. 

ii. Monthly salary inct.uding travel-
. ling allowance for a peon .. 

Cost · · 

one for every · 
'district) 

Rs.75 
Rs. 75 X 240 X 12 Rs.2,16,000. 

Rs.35 
Rs.35 X 240 X 12 Rs.l,OO,SOO· 

240 (one for 
each educa
tional super
visor) 

Rs.35 
Rs.35 X 240 X 12 Rs.l,OO,SOO· 

m Miscellaneous 
Miscellaneous expenses for 
3, 000 managing committee 
classes @ Rs.30 per class • • Rs.30 x 3,000 Rs. 90,000. 
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B. CLASSES FOR SECRETARIES. 

I. Officen of the atatua of gazetted officen of C~•• n 
i. Number • • ·11 (1 for each 

ii. Average monthly salary 
Cost 

iii. 

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

Monthly travelling allowance 
for each officer •• 
Cost 

D. Educational Officen 

Number •. 

Average monthly salary 
Cost •. .. .. 

Monthly travelling allowance 
for each educational officer .. 
Cost 

m. Miscellaneous 

Miscellaneous expenses for 500 
secretaries' classes @ Rs.100 

province) 
Rs.403 
Rs.403 X 11 X 12 Rs. 83,196 

Rs.150 
Rs.150 X 11 X 12 Rs. 19,800 

60 (roughly one 
for four dis· 
tricts) 

Rs.125 
Rs.125 x 60. x 12 Rs. 90,000 

Rs. 50 
Rs. 50 X 60 X 12 Rs. 36,000 

per class Rs.100 X 500 Rs. 50,000 

Total .. Rs. 7,56,596 

('Ihe scheme is to be completed in a period of two years). 

STATEMENT D. 

ESTIMATE OF COST OF THE PROVINCIAL CO-OPERATIVE 
COLLEGES. 

Principal-One 
Monthly Salary-Rs.1,500 
Cost-Rs.1,500 X 1 X 12 

Professors-Three 
Monthly Salary-Rs.liOO 
Cost-Rs.500 X 3 X 12 

Lecturers-Three 
Monthly Salary-Rs.200 

Cost-Rs.200 X 3 X 12 

Total cost of 11 Provincial Co·operative 

Rs. 18,000 

. • Rs. 18,000 

Rs. 7,200 

Total Rs. 43,200 

Colleges (one for each province) Rs.43,200 X 11 Rs.4, 75,200 
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STATEMENT III. 
ESTIMATE OF COST OF THE CO-OPERATIVE INSTITUTE OF 

ADVANCED STUDIES AND RESEARCH. 
Dire.tor-One 

Monthly salary-Rs.2,500 
Cost Rs.2,500 X 1 X 12 

Professors-Six 
Monthly salary-Rs.1,000 
Cost Rs.1,000 X 6 X 12 

Lecturers-Two 
Monthly salary-Rs.600 
Cost Rs.600 X 2 X 12 

Field Workers-Twenty-one 
(or 3 for each one of the 7 sections) 
Monthly salary-Rs.150 
Cost Rs.150 X 21 X 12 

20 Fellowships of Rs.150 p.m. 

BoMBAY. 

19111 November, 1945. 

. . Rs. 30,000 

. . Rs. 72,000 

.. • . . Rs. 14,400 

Rs. 37,800 

Rs. 36,000 

Total •. · Rs.1,90,200 

R. G. Saraiya 
(Chairman) 

J.C.Ryan 
Madhavrao G. Deahpande 
A. B. N. Sinha 
M.R. Bhide * 
Siddiq Hasan * 
S. M.lkram 
Hiralal L. Kaji * 
J. H. Wilkinson 
C. N. Vakil 
Sher Jang Khan 

(Member-Secretary) 

• Subjeot to a Minute of disaent. 
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l 

ESTIMATE OF STATE AID. 

Direct Subtidiet or Grantl. 
2 

lncrc ... ed ~cpartmonta~ 
Expeod1ture. 

3 
Loa111 by State. 

6 

Chapter 
No. 

I lntroduct.ory 

II Co-operation and 
Planning. 

Annual. 

(Rupees) 

2 (Q) 

III Agricultural Pro-1,17,41,776 during 
duction. the first year 

decreasing t< 
1,10,70,000 during 
tbo lOth year. 

IV Animal Husbau
dry and Fisheries. 

V Agricultural Market- 22,91,400 during~ 
ing. . the · 1st yea 

decreasing to 
11,45,700 during 
the 5th year. 

\ 

VI Agricultural 
Credit. 

VII Small and Subsi
diary Industries. 

VDI Labour and Civil 
Construction. 

' 

IX Consumers' Co-
operation. 

X Urban Credit. 

XI Housing, Health 
It Better Living. 

XII Women and Co
operation. 

XIII Transport. 

XIV Co-opeutive 
Insurance. 

12,49,500 

Total for 
10 years. 
(Rupees) 

2 (b) 

13,02,68,876 

66.70,000• 

60,19,900° 

• 

62,47,500° 

Annual 

(Rupees) 

s (Q) 

Total for 
10 yean. 
(Rupeeo) 

3 (b) 

45,64.272 dur- 11,93,32, 740 
ing the first 
year rising to 
1,93,98,180 dur-
ing tho lOth 
year. 

19,62,000 1,86,20,000 

30,93,816 3,09,38,160 

Capital Ex
penditure by 
Sta-Total 
for 10 years. 

(Rupees) 

' 

1,50,00,000 

6,16,50,000 

1,17,216 11,72,160 6,55,50,000 

With 
Interest. 
(Rupees) 

6 (Q) 

1,70,91,000 

Without 
Interest. 
(Rupees) 

5 (b) 

Additional Items 
of Expenditure. 

6 

Romarka. 

7 

(I) .The capital outlay required by the Collec- Subsidies ihat should be 
tive Fanmng and Tenant .Farnung Socie given to the Better Farm
ties for agncultural '!'acbinery or opera- ing and Joint Farming 
tional needs to be provtded. Societies have been in~ 

(2) Provision .of cold. stor~e and relrigera- eluded in the estimates. 
tio':' for fruit growmg sOCleties. . As only two societies of 

(3) Fmanco. to c~ratiye. soc•eties for th each typo are to be aet 
construction of 111U10r ungation Works, iJ up in each district 00 
necessary. provision for separate 

audit stall has been 
made or appears neces
sary. 

(I) Cattle farms to be estab!isbed first in tho 
principal cattle rearing areas, and later, in 
other areas. 

(2) Loans to members of co-operative socie
ties for the purchase of superior cattle. 

(3) Prizes at cattle shows for animals of out 
stauding qualities. 

(4) One veterinary centre to be opened for 1 
group of 2 to 5 villages. · 

(5) Funds for constructing cattle sheds tc 
co-operative societies. 

(6) Provision of stall and equipment required 
by the sheep-breeding co-operative Boci.,. 
ties to undertake the freeing of 111'001 from 
ltirt aod yolk and the grading of the product. 

(7) The cost of model poultry farms to b< 
set up iD all provinces at convenient centres. 

(8) Appointment of a special officer and stall 
to promote, supervise and guide the work 
of !"'ultry farming societies in each 
provmce. 

1(9) Funds required by fishery societi ... fo1 
the provision and repair of improved types 
of craft and gear, cold storage, and trans
port to be given either as loan or subsidy. 

Wben processing societies are started, the Wben tho AU-India Mar
funds required by them for fixed capital keting Association is 
to be advanced as a Joan. established tho Govern

ment will give a grant of 
Rs. I lakh per year for 
the first five years and 
thereafto< Rs. 60,000 per 
year. 

Jne provincial co-operative baolrs wheE 
reorganized to be supplied with a good deal 
of sha.re capital and finance at a rate whicl; 
will enable them to advance abort-term 
loans at 61 per cent and long. term loans 
at about 4 per cent. 

(I) Expenses of the new Departments fo 
industrial co-operatives and small indus
tries when they are set up. 

(2) Loans and subsidies to industrial socie
ties for the purpose of fixed capital and 
for raw materials, if necessary. 

(3) Loans to haodloom societies for fixed 
capital. 

Jne State is to m- tho losses that the 
co-operative labour societies may incur 
until they are 1inally establisbed. 

Half the cost of new primary societies under· No costs in respect of cen .. 
taking stores business to be borne for five tral and urban atorea 
years. have been included u 

their number cannot be 
determined, but if one 
urban society b to be 
organized in each town 
and one central society 
In each district tho fol
lowing additional cost 
will be incurred. 

(I) Tbe finance required, if any, by honsing 
societies to be supplied on easy terms. 

Subsidies 
1st year 5 yeara 

Rs. Ra. 
26,78,500 1,28,92.500 

Depttl. Expenditure 
1st Year 10 years. 
Rs.6,61,600 Rs.66,15,000 

Capital Expenditure. 
Rs.46,00,000 

1

(2) Subsidies to health co-operatives. 

1---
lstall to be maintained for directing and If tho pay of the Lady A..n.

aupervising women societies when their tant Registrar or Woman 
number increases. Special Officer to be 

appointed in each pro
vtnco is fixed at Rs. 200 
p.m., the coet on that 
account will come to 
Rs. 26.- per year or 
Rs. 2,64,000 In 10 yeau. 

!F"inauce required by country craft societies 
for buymg better boats aod engines. 

(I) Cattle insurance to be undertaken as an 
experimental measure and all expenses ofl 
admirustratlon, v~ services, vaccmes 
and medicines to be borne by the State. I 

(2) A acheme of crop insurance to be UDder
taken as an experiment aod the funds 
required for tho experiments to be pro
vided. 

(3) Interest at a rate of I per cent aboVe Bank 
Rate to be given on statutory deposits of co-j 
operative insurance IOCieties, and that pro
portion of their liabiHties "'hicb baS to be· 
mvested in approved aecurities. j 

(4) Subsidies by way of COUtribnti0115 towards 

I the premiuma on life assurance policies 
, taken out in rural areas for R.s. 600 &Ddl 
1 below. 

_____ i ____ '-----:-----!----.---,--- ---, ~-------
·-'-'·trao" I 7" oo 000 II S 76 oo ooo• 8,83.870 88,38. 700 I. • . .. I .. .. .. .. -~(l)d~~~thes to th:-_ cenof tral banks which un·l' J(V A~ on "· . • . • ~~ e wor. supervision. 

~~. I , 

• 

J(VI Education, Train
ing and R..,earch. 

I . 1 (2) Tbe entire cost of 1Upervisi0 a iD some 

; ' I areas. 

• 

I (3) Liberal 111bsidies to tho proviJ><:ial co-
l I operative institutes or unions . 

(4) Grants as may be determined froDl year 
to year to be g1ven to tho All-India Couacil 
of Co-operation and the ProviJicial Co
operative Councils after tho first five yean 
of their working . 

I .. .. 1.66.400 416.54.000 .. .. .. .. .. .. I .... 
I \ ! , ___ _ 

---T-otal---.. 1-2.-40-.-96-.-67-5--l~-l-8.-85-.-96-.2-7-51-l-.l-3-.86-.6-7-4-II-18-.-65-.M-.7-60!-l-0-.%-2-.00-.-ooo-'i -l-.7-0-,9-l-,000-~--.-.-.. --~-------.. -.-. ------.~ .... 

• For five years. . bs .• , d 1 n 2 (b) Chapter XV. 
. f · .....,.rii f the additional items of es~ture contemplated iD column 6 will be met from the su IUJes an grants under co um • 

NoU.-1. It IS expected that a au F 0.r- .... on ° . . . . . . · . . d d in the above Statement. 
• · ks d d building c-ts or rent of buildings or housing co-operative « a.dmllllStrabve mstltutions and contingencies are not u1clu e I. Salanes of cler an peons an .... 
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APPENDICES. 

A. ESTIMATE OF STATE AID. 

An attempt has been made to give tentative estimates wherever It 
has been possible to prepare them. These estimates have been tabulated 
in the Statement on the previous page and work out as under over a 
period of ten years :- · 

-

Direct subsidies in ten years .. 

Increased Departmental ex-
penditure in ten years .. 

Capital expenditure .. .. 
Loans •. .. .. .. 

'· 

GRAND TOTAL .. 

Central 
Govern .. 
ment. 

Provincial 
Govern· 
ments. 

Total. 

(In lakhs of Rupees.) 

100·00 178G·96 188G·96 

36·76 1828·80 186G·G6 

.. 1022•00 1022·00 . 

.. 170·91 170· 91 

136·76 4807·67 4944•43 

The above figures do not include expenditure on all proposals which 
we have recommended for adoption. Reference to such additional items · 
of expenditure has been made in column 6 of the Statement, They may 
appear at first glance to be excessive, but are really not so. In the first 
place, the figures should be considered in the perspective of the country 
as a whole, and the number of people whom it is proposed to reach by 
Co-operation. In the second place, the expenditure is, in essence, not 
on " Co-operation ", which is only a method of human organization, but 
on improving the standard of living by the stimulation of agricultural 
production, provision of protective foods, growth of small and subsidiary 
industries and contribution towards such other items as the preservation 
of forests, improvement of health, betterment of education, relief of 
unemployment, provision of housing, construction of roads and public 
buildings, etc. As Co-operation enters into almost every department of 
economic activity, any expenditure by the State on Co-operation should 
be ,considered as a contribution to the expansion of national economy. 
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B. ~OF DISSENT BY DEWAN BAHADUR H. L. KAji. 

y regret I have to differ from my collea!l'les in the. ~atter of the 
urgent need for an activ.e policy of pr?gresstve de-offictahzatton of the 
Co-operative movement m Indta, Whtle all my colleagues are agreed 
on the popular character and democratic nature of the movement and 
while all of them are agreed as to tho need for the ultimate withdrawal 
of official control, they have not been able to persuade themselves to 
make definite and clear-cut recommendations in that connexion 
in the Report. They have not felt the need for ;m active policy of de
officialization that is so clearly called for. The Report states that " As 
the movement is of the people and for the people and must be run ever 
more and more by the people themselves, it is necessary to indicate that 
the sponsoring of the movement by the State is meant only to assist, 
guide and train up the workers and not to establish permanent control 
over the movement." And yet, but little is recommended to implement 
that view. I am definitely of the opinion that the time has come, when a 
clear indication should be given that a policy of progressive de-officializa
tion will be actively followed and that some concrete beginnings should 
be made in that direction where and as far as possible. 

More than forty years have passed since the movement was launched 
under State auspices and official control and the success that was hoped 
for has not been attained. The Registrar of Co-operative Societies, 
far from being merely the registering officer as in the case of joint stock 
companies, was to be friend, philosopher and guide and soon constituted 
himself into a trustee of the societies. From him, came the drive for a 
rapid multiplication of societies in the earlier years of the movement ; 
with him, rested directly or indirectly the extent and availability of 
finance for t)le primaries from the central and provincial banks ; with 
him rested supervision, inspection and audit ; from him came continual 
streams of circulars giving advice and guidance which soon acquired the 
force of law ; with him remained the power to interfere with the day to 
day working of societies through the discretion vested in him by law 
about the registration of societies and registration of amendments of 
by-laws ; and with him rested to a certain extent the power of regulating 
investments of the surplus funds of societies. And yet, despite this 
complete control, on him rested not the responsibility for failures I If a 
society failed, it was the members' sins of commission and omission 
that were responsible; Government and its officials remained immune 
from all liability and blame ; the sense of security that the public had, 
because of State control, turned out to be more a fancy than a reality. 
Forty years of this controlled regime of an essentially democratic and 
popular movement and the failure to achieve the economic regeneration 
of the masses to any appreciable extent or in any one direction should be 
enough to suggest that the solution lay, not in the further tightening of 
the control, and in the appointment of ever more and more officials, but 
in the decontrolling of the movement, so that with the absence of un
necessary and, perhaps, vexatious interference, a greater sense of 
responsibility would be evoked amongst the members who by co-ordinated 
efforts and guidance from their own federations would secure better 
results. The great transformation that attends the cessation of cramping 
controls and accession to power and responsibility is often not fully 
realized. The time has now come for relaxation and withdrawal of 
official control and to allow the movement to be run ever more and more 
by the people themselves, for whose benefit, after all, the societies exist. 

_Th~ Repo~ views with favour ' the increasing participation of non
offictals • Thts phraseology presents, however, a wrong conception of 
the movement. There are no officials and non-officials in the Co-operative 
movement ; there are only the co-operators-the members of societies 
.and the officials of the Co-operative Department, The former are mor~ 
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or less p~rmanen~ and believe in the principles and ideology of Co-o11eration 
as a bas1s of national economy ; the latter have no stake in the organiza

·tions th~y seek to supervise, guide and control, and merely administer 
the laws m that behalf. The members are shareholders, owners, proprietors 
of their organizations; they do participate. The officials are outsiders 
and have no place within the movement. There can be therefore no 
question of the increasing participation of non-officials in the movement -
the only question is of the withdrawal, gradually and wisely, of outsid~ 
(:ontrol from co-operative organizations. If the co-operating members 
be not competent in the earlier stages, the State owes it to itself to assist 
and guide them through special officers so as to train them for their work. 
Having done this, the officers should withdr.rw and allow them to carry 
on their business' themselves. If, in some cases, the degree of ignorance 
and incompetence is so great as to make it impossible to train them to the 
necessary level of efficiency, the societies should either be liquidated or 
should cease to be co-operative societies and be run as State organizations 
. for the benefit of such ignorant and helpless people. Trusteeship of 
beginners, we can justify ; but perpetual tutelage is entirely foreign to 
the co-operative ideology and co-operative practice in other countries. 
Trustees and guardians usually take shelter under the belief that their 
wards are not yet fit enough. But surely, so far as the Co-operative 
movement is concerned, such a plea cannot be endorsed. Forty years 
are a sufficiently long period to discover at least a few out of a lakh and 
odd co-operative societies in India which have an efficient and trained 

. body of members, which have achieved success and which, therefore, while 
remaining within the co-operative fold, could be freed from restraint and 
control and left to look after themselves. 

I recommend that Registrars be instructed to select co-operative 
societies under them, which have been conspicuously successful for a 
fairly long period whether in rural or in urban areas and to exempt them 
from various provisions of the Co-operative Act so as to secure to them 
unrestrained freedom to manage their own affairs, the Registrar retaining 
the power of occasional audits and inspections so as to satisfy himself 
about their continued efficiency. Such lists of societies might of course 
be revised, enlarged or curtailed from time to time according to rules 
framed in that behalf. Where such societies can form a convenient 
group, I recommend that they be welded into a federation, to which could 
very well be entrusted the duties of supervision and controt, thus sub
stituting a system of internal in place of external control. In urban 
areas, numerous societies will be found to deserve this treatment. Large 
urban co-operative banks, more particularly in Bombay, and large 
employees' or salary ·earners' societies such as those of the railways or 
the post office can thus be exempted and permitted to be self-governing, 
the control being vested in their own federations. The recommendation 
made in this connexion in Chapter X-Urban Credit-seems to me to 
go not fai: enough. I recommend that a fuller and more generous measure 
of freedom be accorded by the State in the case of such urban co-operative 
organizations which have usually an efficient and trained staff and a 
(:Ompetent directorate. Large commercial and industrial join~ stock 
companies are being successfully managed by the urban population and 
there is no reason whatever to doubt their ability to achieve similar 
success in the smaller co-operative organizations, preserving their essential 
co-operative character by strict adherence to distributive justice and 
the eschewing of all exploitation and capitalistic trends. 

Progressive de-officialization is all the more necessary at the present 
juncture, when the Co-operative movement is on the threshold of v~t 
expansion and diversification. The targets recommended for expans!on 
are 50 per cent of the villages and 30 per cent of the rural populat!on 
within the next ten years. This means that on an average 1· 08 m1lhon 
persons should be brought into the co-operative fold and 21,600 societies 
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organijed every year. With all the increase in. the staff :ecom~ended 
in the Report it is clear that it will not be poss1ble to ach10ve th1s vast 
expansion unl~ the sympathies and active assistance of popular local 
leaders is enlisted in the service of Co-operation and unless their efforts 
are suitably appreciated by freedom from yoxatious. interf~rence a?d 
control and in other ways, if the movement 1s to retam, as 1t must, 1b 
essentially voluntary character. Compulsi?n and regimen~ation ~ay 
be in a large measure the necessary accompamments of econom1c planrung ; 
but they are not and cannot be the attrib~tes of Co-operation. The 
societies or associations formed under compulsiOn may be very necessary 
in the interests of economic development; but they would be State agencies 
and cannot be camouftagM. as co-operative organizations. Popular 
initiative, popular management, internal control are but the necessary 
requisites of Co-operation and will have to be sedulously harnessed to the 
cause for the success of the vast programme of expansion and diversification. 

It has been contended that State assistance on the large scale recom
mended by us in the Report for the far-reaching development of the 
Co-operative movement demands and justifies greater and stricter control 
over co-operative organizations. Really, however, there is no inconsistency 
between co-operative autonomy and State assistance. The State is 
certainly justified in seeing that the facilities it provides and the grant it 
makes are properly utilized. But the control should go no further, nor 
should it be imposed as a permanent feature of such aid. The State makes 
large grants to private educational institutions and to local self-~:overnment 
organizations. It has, besides, a programme of subsidies and tariff protec
tion for the development and fostering of large-scale industries. And 
yet no claim has been made for control over these institutions, organiza
tions, and industries which continue to enjoy autonomy in their internal 
affairs. The grant of ample State assistance, to which agriculture and 
small-scale industries have as great a claim as any other sector of national 
economy cannot, therefore, be urged as a justification for greater and 
permanent control which would deny to the Co-operative movement its 
autonomy and freedom and rob it of the moral influence which it is expected 
to exercise over the people. 

Apart from this, the Registrar however competent he may be, however 
well assisted by a large number of Joint and Deputy Registrars, with a. 
host . of suj)ordinate officers, assistants, auditors, inspectors, and s<> 
forth, will soon find the movement too wide-spread to be easily manageable 
and controlled. In the earlier stages of this new development, one can 
readily· concede the need for strict and careful supervision by State officials; 
but unless such control over the new organizations is accompanied by a. 
withdrawal or relaxation of control from groups of the older organizations, 
particularly in the urban areas, the movement would get out of hand and 
the consequences would be disastrous. State sponsoring and control artt 
but meant for training and not for perpetual tutelage. Students entering 
the university do 110t remain there permanently ; they graduate and 
leave. New entrants come in, get trained and go out. So also, societies 
are registered ; expert supervisors and guides train the members and march 
on to undertake the education of fresh lots of members of new societies. 
The whole point of view in connexion with the Co-operative movement 
needs re'?sion .. I! can never po~sibly be conceived as necessary that 
co-operative soc1et1es should grow m number, membership and capital and 
c?ver, in course of time, the entire or at any rate a large part of the popula
tion of the country and yet remain all the time under the full control 
of the State and its officials. This cannot be. New societies come in 
older societies pas_s out from the orbit of State control. This only would 
enable concentration of efforts on the few and spell increased efficiency . 

. The Registrar. under t~e co-operative law is charged with certain 
duties. These are m connex1on with registration, audit and cancellation. 
These statutory functions should continue to be performed by the Registrar 
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and his staff for all societies registered under the Co-operative Societies 
Act. It is the gradual encroachment by the Registrar in other matters, 
it is the non-statutory functions taken up by him which constitutes what 
is popularly regarded as vexatious interference and demands attention. 
There is organization, supervision and periodical inspection. Nowhere 
does the Co-operative Societies Act of 1912 confer these powers on the 
Registrar and yet he performs these functions and exercises, if he chooses, 
a great measure of control even over the day to day management also. 
At the time of registration, the by-laws of societies are pressed into con
formity with a standard pattern : the registration of amendments of 
by-laws gives a further occasion for changes: and often the words 'with 
the approval of the Registrar' are added to some of the proposed amend- . 
ments so that the Registrar secures powers not conferred on him by 
statute and prescribes, regulates, supervises and inspects the affairs of 
co-operative societies. 'lhis state of affairs is a great impediment to the 
healthy growth of the movement and fosters a sense of irresponsibility 
among the members of societies. Control without responsibility by 
officers who have no stake in the societies should not be allowed to continue. 

Organization of co-operative societies should not be left to the Registrar 
and his staff as seems to be sanctified by usage and practice in most 
provinces. Organization has to be preceded by considerable propaganda. 
and this can best be done by- a non-official agency. In every province in 
British India and in most of the leading Indian states a non-official body 
has already been promoted and has been working more or less successfully 
and propaganda is one of its principal functions. It is known as the 
Institute, Union, Federation or Organization Society in the various 
provinces and states, and all the societies of the area under its jurisdiction 
are directly or indirectly its members. The Institute or ¥ederation is 
financed by contributions from the societies and by grants from Govern
ment. In the early days of the movement, a large number of honorary 
organizers was maintained to help the Department in the work of organiza
tion and to some small extent in supervision. This system of appointing 
honorary organizers, whose spirit of service was encouraged and stimulated 
by hopes of honour, honours or honoraria, has now fallen into disrepute. 
But it is very imperative that some such system will have to be revived 
and linked up with the Institute, so that local leadership and initiative 
may be harnessed to the service of the movement in order to maintain its 
essentially voluntary and popular character. The Institute or Federation 
is now the proper agency for the work of organization through its branches 
or district and divisional units and the honorary organizers should be 
absorbed in this institution. The finances of the Institute should be 
improved by adequate grants from Government and the larger provincial 
co-operative organizations, so as to enable it to perform this function 
properly. ' 

Supervision of co-operative societies is a very important function. 
No proper measures have so far been adopted. Some provinces rely for 
the purpose on the inspectors of the central financing agencies, others 
on the inspectors of the Co-operative Department, while others yet have 
formed supervising unions and have federated them into district and 
provincial units. In my opinion, supervision like organization should 
be entrusted to the same non-official agency-the Institute, for it is the 
agency which organizes that should carry on the work further and maintain 
internal friendly supervision, so as to preserve efficiency in management. 

The recommendations in connexion with organization and supervision 
of societies envisage the establishment of a distinct federation of co-opera
tive societies in each province and end with the remark that where an 
Institute, Federation or Union exists or is or can be constituted on the 
lines discussed in that paragraph it should be entrusted with the work of 
supervision. At another place, it is stated that " We recommend that 
the work of organizing new societies should also be entrusted to tha 
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organization suggested for supervision in para 6." These recommen~a
tions appear to me to be rather hes1tant and not very clear. I Wish 
to make it quite clear that Institutes already exist in all provinces and 
it is to these Institutes, with any changes in their constitution that may 
seem necessary, that organization and supervision of societies should be 
entrusted and that in no case should separate non-official federations be 
formed for the purpose. 

Periodic inspection is nowhere entrusted by the Co-operative Societies 
Act of 1912 to the Department or to the central banks; but even this 
wrongful assumption of powers does not serve the purpose ; since supervi
sion is essentially different from the inspection of a creditor such as the 
central banks or of the officers of the Department, in whom is vested 
the administrative control. Circumstances now, however, are fast changing 
and under the developments and diversification expected under our 
recommendations, there will be a need for departmental inspection. I 
am of the opinion that powers of inspection be given by a suitable amend
ment of the Co-operative Societies Act to the Registrar and to the central 
banks for a period of ten years from the date a society begins to work. 
Ten years are a sufficiently long period to judge of the progress of a society 
and to train up the workers. While in the case of existing societies, no 
such powers are necessary and de-officialization and de-controlling may 
begin forthwith as recommended previously, I recommend that in the 
case of new societies, starting work from now onwards, ten years be the 
limit prescribed for departmental periodic inspection. 

Audit is the statutory duty of the Registrar and in my opinion it should 
continue to remain so. In some provinces, this power is delegated by 
the Registrar to the Institute, or Union. But this is not correct. 
· Institutes are non-official federations or unions of societies and the 
statutory duty of audit by the State which gives a sense of security to 
the public, should not be handed over to it even by delegation. In those 
cases, however, where large societies like provincial societies, urban banks 
or employees' societies, employ a duly qualified auditor of their own, 
duplication of audit may well be avoided by the Registrar contenting 
himself with a test audit now and again, say, once in three years. 

Reference bas been made above to the unjustifiable use of the discre
tionary powera vested in the Registrar in the matter of registration of 
the by-laws and of the subsequent amendments of these by-laws. This 
discretionary power is expressly conferred on him by the 1912 Act and is 
conferred by implication by the Bombay and other provincial acts and 
has been utilized very often by the Registrar to make the societies con!orm 
to a standard type and to increase his control by making the approval 
of !he Registrar necessary in matters relating to their internal working. 
It >S manifestly wrong to secur~. in this indirect way, powers of control 
which are not vested in him by the Statute. It is this vexatious control 
that creates a sense of irresponsibility and unreality among the members 
of the managing committee and keeps away from societies many capable 
people, who would welcome general guidance now and then but certainly 
do resent dictation and perpetual tutelage by the departmental officers. 
I ~ecommend that relevant sections of the Co-operative Act should be 
su>tably amended so that if the by-laws or their subsequent amendments 
be not .inconsistent with the provisions of the Co-operative Societies Act 
goverrung the area, the Registrar should have no option, and be should 
register the society and its by-laws and subsequent amendments. 

There is another important matter which calls for earnest attention. 
The .~vestment o_f the funds of a co-operative society are regulated by the 
prov>s>ons of S~ct10n 32 ofthe Act of 1912. In view,however, of the great 
developments m ~rban and central banks, resulting in their having large 
~mrplus balances, m some provinces at any rate, and in view of the impend
mg developments of the movement as a part of post-war planning, it is 
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essential that Section 32 of the Act relating to investments of funds be 
suitably amended, care being taken, to maintain the Registrar'S' control 
in tho case of small societies. In the case of big societies, however, whose 
paid up share capital is Rs.ISO,OOO or more, there appears to me no need 
for the Registrar's control under tho Rules or in other ways and the 
purpose would be best served by adopting a procedure similar to tho one 
prescribed by the Indian Insurance Act of 1938 whereby the investments 
of 66 per cent of their funds may continue to be regulated by Section 32 
as it is, but freedom and initiative should be left to the society for the 
investment of at least the remaining 46 per cent, subject to such safeguards 
as may be prescribed in their by-laws. The directors of such bigger 
t~ocieties are usually more conversant with the money-market and would 
be better guides than the Registrar, even with a Financial Adviser, who 
<:annot be expected necessarily to be a financial expert. The control 
as it operates to-day hampers freedom in the investment of funds and 
must be relaxed as indicated. The responsibility for the safety of funds 
is the concern of the members themselves, and not of the Registrar, who 
does not assume any responsibility for mismanagement or bad investments 
in the case of winding up_ The suggested amendment will invest the 
directors with a sense of greater responsibility and will promote greater 
initiative and desire for progress. This will incidentally induce competent 
and well qualified persons to join and guide a co-operative society_ There 
are thousands of associations working satisfactorily without Government 
<:ontrol or interference for the uplift of the country in social, educational, 
medical, charitable and other spheres and handling large funds and the 
t~ame persons can certainly be expected to be able to manage a co-operative 
society without Government control. 

Education is another and perhaps the most important function 
which must be efficiently performed if the movement is to bear the fruits, 
its sponsors expect_ This subject is dealt with in our Chapter XVI_ 
While I am in general agreement with the recommendations made in that 
Chapter, I cannot agree to the proposed officialization of co-operative 
education, in the provinces. It is proposed that there should be in each 
province, a Provincial Co-operative College, and that it should be placed 
under a governing body composed of the Registrar and two nominees of 
Government, two Professors to be nominated by the local university, the 

·Chairman of the Provincial Co-operative Bank and the Chairman of the 
Provincial Co-operative Institute. 

I am definitely of opinion that with the exception of the proposed 
All-India Co-operative Institute for Advanced Studies and Research, all 
work in connexion with co-operative training and education for all types 
of workers, departmental or otherwise should be entrusted to the Provincial 
Co-operative Institute_ There would be no objection to the setting up 
of a governing body such as is contemplated above, but it is the Institute 
which should be made responsible for the Provincial College and training 
institutions or classes. Of all functions necessary for the healthy growth 
of the Co-operative movement, like propaganda, organization, supervision 
and focussing of co-operative opinion, co-operative education and training 
is the least debatable as being most suitable for being undertaken by 
the co-operators themselves, through their Federation, Union or Institute, 
and I am very sorry that I could not carry my colleagues with me in this 
matter. I must gratefully acknowledge that in many of the other p~ints 
raised by me in this note, my colleagues saw and understood my vtew
point and have made recommendations, which stand out a.s evidences of 
their endorsing the de-officializa~ion point .of view str~ by me_ . It 
is only in the matter of co-~perahve ~ducahon ~nd trammg.that I fa1led 
to convince them of the log~cal necess1ty of provtdmg a Provmc1al College 
and of placing it under the Co-operative Institute or Federati~n. Ade
quately financed and efficiently assisted by ~competent .govemmg body, 
the Institute can be trusted to d1scharge thiS funct.on m a thoroughly 
satisfactory manner_ 
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Before I conclude, I mu~t pay my tribute to the able and conscientious 
mannet.' in which the Registrars in the different provinces have been dis
charging their duties. They are efficient, well-meaning, keen and ready 
to understand and appreciate the co-operators' point of view and to try 
to make adjustments, wherever possible. It is not their fault that the 
movement has not achieved the success it should have achieved in the 
last 40 years. It is the wrong policy and the wrong principle that are 
responsible for the poor results and not the personnel. It, therefore, 
appears to me essential that a clear enunciation of the policy of de-ofli
cialization should be made and a clear change of tone indicated by 
suitable action, so that while the State officers continue to discharge 
their statutory duties, the co-operators can increasingly look to their 
own federation for inspiration and guidance. 

I will now briefly summarize my recommendations :-
(i) Forty years of the failure of the State controlled movement 

makes it imperative that a policy of withdrawal of controls 
· and progressive de-officialization should be actively pursued. 

(ii) The great expansion and diversification of the movement under 
post-war planning schemes, makes the pursuit of this policy 
more urgent. 

(iii) The Registrar should confine himself strictly to the performance 
of his statutory duties only. 

(iv) The Provincial Co-operative Institute, with a suitably changed 
constitution if necessary, should be entrusted with the 
performance of non-statutory functions :-

(a) Propaganda and organization. 
(b) Focussing of, co-operative opinion. 
(c) Supervision. 

(v) The Registrar's discretionary powers about registration of 
by-laws and their subsequent amendments should be with
drawn, provided such by-laws or amendments are not 
inconsistent with the Co-operative Societies Act. 

(vi) Section 32 of the Co-operative Societies Act, 1912, should be 
amended so as to permit larger societies a measure of freedom 
in the investment of their funds . 

. (vii) The Registrar should be given by statute the right to inspect 
new societies for the first 10 years. 

(viii) Co-operative education for all types of workers in the provinces 
including the Provincial Co-operative Colleges should be 
entrusted to the Provincial Co-operative Institute. 

Bombay, 21-12-1946. 
(Sd.) H. L. KAJI. 

- C. NOTE OF DISSENT BY MR. SIDDIQ HASAN, I.C.S., 
REGISTRAR, CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES, UNITED PROVINCES 
AND MR. M. R. BHIDE, I.C.S., REGISTRAR, CO-OPERATIVE 
SOCIETIES AND DIRECTOR, RURAL RECONSTRUCTION, 
PUNJAB. 

1. V~rious attempts have been made in the past to analyse the problem 
of ru~al mdebtedness ~nd agricultural finance in this country and to suggest 
solut1o.ns thereof .. N1cholson's Report of 1895 and the Banking Enquiry 
Comm1ttee Reports of 1930 are well-known documents on this subject. 
The problem has agam very recently been examined by the Agricultural 
Fman~ S~b-Committee of the Policy Committee on Agriculture, Forestry 
and F1Shenes. The Report of this Committee, which was presided over by 
Professor Gadgil, was made available to us. . 
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2 .. We are fully conscious of tho fact that a separate Committee with 
spe71al terms of reference was appointed to examine the que..<'tion of 
agncul.tural fi~ance in detail. and as such it might appear that our 
Commtttee, whtch was to oxamme the question of Co-operative Planning, 
should trea~ ":gricultural finance as outside its purview. To our mind, 
however, this IS not the case. Credit forms the central point round which v 
everything revolves in a business activity. Agriculture is or should also 
be a business proposition and, therefore, no exception to this rule. Any 
measure, therefore, that seeks to find ways and means of agricultural 
improvement, be it co-operative or otherwise, must take the fullest 
cognizance of the conditions on which finance is or can be made available 
for agricultural operations. This fact is so universally recognized that we 
consider it unnecessary to labour. on this point any further. 

3. There would be little point in going into this question in detail if 
we were to accept the basic recommendation of the Gadgil Committee, 
namely, the starting of Agricultural Credit Corporations. We were, 
however, all agreed that on practical and theoretical grounds there was 
little to be said in favour of the Agricultural Credit Corporation and in 
para 4. of Chapter VI have said so giving four reasons very briefly. The 
Report of the Gadgil Committee is in great detail and thoroughly analyses 
the problem of agricultural finance. The Committee has given its reasons 
in support of its basic recommendation, namely, the starting of Agricul
tural Credit Corporations. If, therefore, we are to turn down that 
recommendation of the Committee, we must give full reasons for it as 
otherwise our opinion can have very little value. We realize that some 
of the members of our Committee had already expressed their definite 
views as members of the Gadgil Committee and it was difficult for us to 
convince them that the basic recommendation of the Gadgil Committee 
was not practicable. . We also realize that it was difficult for them to accept 
any views or conclusions that were fundamentally opposed to the 
recommendation of the Gadgil Committee, whose Report they had signed. 
Efforts were made to bring about some agreed conclusions but this was 
obviously impossible as there could be no compromise when we differed on 
very fundamental questions. We are, therefore, of the opinion that we 
.cannot divest ourselves of the responsibility of examining the question of 
agricultural credit in detail. In the existing conditions in the country, 
the role of Co-opor11tion is and will for a long time to come, be 
predominantly in the rural field. A. vast majority of the co-operative 
societies are either entirely or almost entirely dealing with credit, It is, 
therefore, obvious that the success or otherwise of any plan of co:operative 
development will be largely dependent on the conditions on which finance 
is available for agricultural operations. In short, the recommendations 
we are making in the body of our Report, are fundamentally dependent 
on the credit structure that we visualize should be obtainable in the country 
for the finance of agriculture, the largest national industry and we consider 
that for any advance in this direction, a proper and sound system of 
agricultural finance is the sine qua non of progress. We have, therefore, 

. no choice but to ofier our views on the problem as best as we can. This 
oote is, therefore, not really a Minute of dissent but a Minute explaining in 

"Some detail our reasons for turning down the proposal of the Gadgil 
Committee with regard to the setting up of_Agricultural Credit Corporations. 
Other members of the Committee have also come to the same conclusion, 
though they do not, wrongly in our opinion, consider it necessary to give 
reasons in detail for disagreeing with the Gadgil Committee. . 

4.. In dealing with agricultural finance, two _fundamental facts mus~ bo 
kept in view, firstly that in most parts of this country agnculturo. 1~ a 
deficit economy and secondly that the number of persons requmng 
agricultural credit runs into millions. Ihey are spread over lakhs 
of villages and are mostly ignorant, poor and illiterate. Any system of 
agricultural finance, therefore, that we adopt must necessarily be such as 
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to make finance available to agriculture at a cheap rate and at the same 
time mnst aim at protecting the agriculturist from any advantage being 
taken of his weakness. 

6. In a credit transaction there are necessarily two parties, namely, 
the lender and the borrower. The social philosophy of laissez.faire left 
the two parties to strike their own bargain and considered State interven
tion unnecessary. That philosophy has undergone radical changes and in 
every country in the world, the State has interfered to a smaller or greater 
extent. The State, as the guardian of social justice is morally bound to 
prevent the exploitation of the poorer and weaker section of the popula
tion by the richer and stronger section. In the last 20 years in India, 
the State has also interfered on a progressively increasing scale and there 
is every reason to believe that this interference will increase in the near 
future, on tho return of popular ministries in the provinces. . 

6. Keeping these important points in view the following credit systems 
can be visualized :-

(a) The simplest system is where transactions are between the 
lender and the borrower on an individual basis. This is 
generally known as private money-lending and is almost 
universally prevalent in this country. 

The private money-lender is ubiquitous. He has been 
financing agriculture in India from times immemorial. 
He has personal relations with his debtors and his methods 
are free from the rigidity of red-tapism. He is firmly 
entrenched in the country-side and cannot be rooted out 
for a long time to come if ever. In no country in the world 
except Russia, ·where conditions are exceptional, has it been 
possible to eliminate the private money-lender altogether. 
For our agricultural finance, therefore, the agency of the 
private money-lender will have to be tolerated for quite a. 
considerable time to come. It must, however, be acknow
ledged that the methods employed by the private 
money-lender have been obnoxious without exception. 
Consequently it will be necessary to exercise a. very 
strict and vigilant control over his activities, This line 
of policy has been accepted all over India and in most 
of the provinces legislation has been enacted to regulate 
the activities of the money-lender in the interest of sound 
agricultural development. We consider that these 
regulatory legislations will have to be further strengthened 
and wider publicity given to their provisions in order to 
educate the cultivators in obtaining the fullest advantage of 
these legislative· measures. We agree with recommenda
tions Nos. 61 to 64 of the Gadgil Committee in this 
respect (paras 12 to 18, pages 54- 59). 

(b) A further variation of this system is where the lender is not an 
individual but a combination of individuals. This is known · 
as institutional credit. So far as agriculture is concerned, 
institutional credit has not developed to any considerable 
extent in this country. Although joint stock banks are 
lending against agricultural produce to a greater extent 
than before, they do so only against the produce which has 
already left the hands of the cultivator and has come into 
the hands of the trader, the middleman in the market. 
Under these conditions practically no advantage can be 
taken by the cultivator of the credit so provided by these 
institutions. The chief reason for this state of affairs is 
that marketing of agricultural produce has not yet been 
properly ·organized. There are no licensed warehouses, 
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and generally speaking no institutions with which the 
agriculturist can pledge his produce for an advance. •Atte
mpts_ have recently been made particularly in the United 
Provmces and Madras to organize marketing on co-operative 
hnes and thus make finance from these institutions available 
to agriculture. These operations, however, form an 
insignificant proportion of the total business involved. 
The main obstacles in the way of such development are 
the lack of proper standardization of products, unregulated 
marketing, absence of warehousing facilities and as the 
natural result of all these factors, the total absence of 
agricultural paper from the money-market, Even in the 
U.S.A., a country more highly developed than India, it was 
found that lack of proper agricultural paper was one of the 
main difficulties in the development of sound agricultural 
finance. We are, therefore, strongly of the opinion that 
immediate steps should be taken by all provincial govern
ments to organize marketing on proper lines, to set up a 
chain of warehouses in the country-side and thus help to 
bring into existence proper agricultural paper. Finance bY 
joint stock banks and ultimately by the Bank of Issue, 
namely, the Reserve Bank of India, will thus be available. 
We generally agree with recommendation No. 69 of the 
Gadgil Committee (para II, page IS0-51). 

(c) Under the third system the credit institution is entirely State 
owned. The well-known example of this system in modern 
times is that of Russia where the State provides the necessary 
finance without the assistance of any other agency. The 
Taqavi system prevalent in all the provinces in India is 
another instance of this type. There is a good deal to be 
said in favour of State managed institutions provided proper 
arrangements can be made for cheap finance to reach the 
agriculturist without delay and difficulty, It is here, 
however, that the greatest drawback of the system lies. 
We shall be reverting to this question later on in the course 
of this note. 

(d) The next alternative is that of the combination of the Stato 
with a group of lenders lending either to the individual 
borrowers or to a combination of these borrowers. This 
system was tried as early as 1860 in France when tho Credit 
Agricole was organized. " It was to be established by the 
intervention of Government, subsidized to some extent by 
it, managed by a Governor appointed and dismissible by 
the State, and yet be a private joint stock institution 
administered without State control and prospering entirely 
on its own resources. " Commenting on its achievements, 
Nicholson remarks "the society not only failed disastrously 
in 1876 but it never dealt to any extent with agriculturists, 
owing partly to the highly complicated machinery necessi
tated in the issue of small loans by a central institution, 
expenses to borrowers were very high, reaching even 10 t<> 
12 per cent. The society failed to penetrate into the rural 
tracts and to bring relief to the medium and petty cultivators 
who as in India form by far the greater part of the 
agricultural population. " 

A later example is that of the Agricultural Bank of 
Egypt which was set up in 1902 and in which half the capital 
was subscribed by the State. This Bank has ':low been 
working for some time in that country but the ach1evements 
of the Bank so far do not appear to be of a high character. 
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About the working of this Bank it has been remarked that 
j1l many cases " the cultivators misapplied the borrowed 

Vmoney to unproductive purposes such as ceremonials, 
domestic joys and litigation often arising from boundary 
disputes. Overdue arrears began to rise from year to year, 
foreclosures and sale on a large scale followed with the 
help of the local magistrate. " 

It will not be out of place to make a reference to the 
recent history of agricultural credit in U.S.A. In that 
country, the Federal Farm Loan System came into being 
in July, 1916. Under this Act a Federal Farm Loan Board 
was created. This Board consisted of seven members 
with the Secretary of the Treasury as the ex-officio chairman 
of the Board. For the effective working of the system a 
Federal Farm Loan Bureau was organized. This Bureau 
worked under the direction of the Board. The members 
of the Board were appointed by the President for a fixed 
term and were full-time employees. The Board had vast 
powers of supervision and control over the entire system. 

After 10 years' working, however, it was found that the 
system of supervision provided by the Board was not 
satisfactory. Consequently in 1926, the Congress set up 
a separate branch for inspection and supervision of the 
entire system and provided the necessary funds for the 
purpose. Under this syst6111 the U.S.A. was divided into 
12 districts. In each district, a Loan Bank was instituted 
known as a Federal Loan Bank. The management of the 
Loan Bank was in the hands of the directors holding office 
for a fixed term and were to represent the shareholders 
consisting of Farm Loan Associations and other individuals. 
Large funds were made available by the State to these 
Banks. Later on, however, in 1933 a Farm Credit Adminis- · 
tration Act was passed by the Congress which completely 
centralized the whole syst6111 and in the end has resulted 
in State management of the apex organization. 

In New Zealand also the system started on the same 
model as in the U.S.A. but has now been completely changed 
into a State organization working through its branches. 
From these examples, it will be seen that wherever groups 
oj lenders with State help are set up to function as the 

~financing agency, the interests of the borrowers suffer. 
The above experiments which have been tried in other 
countries so far give us little hope for attempts on these 
lines developing into a satisfactory financing agency for 
the agricultural needs of India. We now propose to describe 
the proposals of the Gadgil Committee in this respect. 

· The Committee recommends the organization of Provincial 
Agricultural Credit Corporations at least half of whose 
capital is to be held by the provincial government and 
which is to operate throughout the province, through a 
network of local agencies and sub-agencies. The conduct 
of the affairs of this Corporation is to be in the hands of 
executive officers appointed for a term of years by the 
provincial government, while its policy will be framed by 
a board consisting chiefiy of the nominees of Government 
and representatives of other shareholders. The Committee 
recommends that half the share capital should be held by 
~he. S~ate while the other half should be held not by private 
~n~IVlduals but by selected credit institutions, chiefiy 
JOmt stock banks, co-operative banks and marketing 
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organizations. It is also proposed that the policr of the 
Corporation might have to be so framed that the share 
cap1tal would not earn dividends in the early stages. . The 
Comm1ttee feels that commercial and industrial banks 
wo':'ld not object to this and would lend a helping hand to 
agncultural finance. We do not share the optimism of 
the Gadgil Committee in this respect and feel that 
commercial and industrial banks would not come iD on 
these terms uuless compelled by law to do 80. 

The Corporation is modelled on the lines of the Credit 
Agricole in Egypt and differs in many respects from agricul
tural corporations set up by other countries, '·8·· Canada, 
where the sh~re capital is entirely owned by the State. 
Th1s Corporat10n, according to the recommendation of the 
Committee, is to function through local agencies and sub
agencies and this will mean the appointment of a very 
large staff for its day to day working. The Committee 
proposes that the Corporation should deal with individual 
borrowers although the ideal to be aimed at is to lend through 
co-operative societieS or in the alternative to organize the 
individual borrowers into borrowers' groups. The recom
~endation of the Committee envisages to a large extent the 
$11sappearance of central financing institutions in the 
nature of co-operative central banks. The Committee 
proposes that the Corporation should lend at 6! per cent 
for current finance and at 4 per cent for long-term loans and 
recommends large·scale State assistance to the Corporation 
to enable it to do 80. Such assistance will partly be 
direct and partly indirect and may take various forms 
(paras 22, 27, 28, pages 37 to 39). Further State assist
ance is also recommended to enable the Corporation to meet 
the heavier costs of administration such as maintenance 
of agencies and offices and collection of loans, etc., in less 
developed tracts. 

(") The last alternative is that of borrowers organizing themselves 
into groups and negotiating for loans either from individuals 
or from groups of individuals, namely, the credit institutions. 
This in effect is the system of co-operative finance. 

7. We now proceed to examine the suitability of these alternative 
methods as the agency for the supply of agricultural credit in India. 

About private money-lending and credit through joint stock institu
tions we need add no more to what we have already said. As regards the 
remaining three agencies, viz., a purely State organization, a State-cum-
lenders' organization and a co-operative organization, the question has 
to be viewed in the light of the conditions prevalent in India. It must 
further be realized that there are three stages involved in a system of 
agricultural credit, viz., (a) the primary stage of the ultimate borrower, 
(b) the secondary or intenriediate stage of the district or tahsil organiza
tion and (•) the provincial or the apex organization. 

(a) Primary Organization. 
8. Finance can reach the cultivators either individually or through 

groups of borrowers set up ad ho& or through properly organized co
operative institutions. Under the U.S.A. Intermediate Credit Loans Act 
advances could only be made to members of Loan Association• which 
were co-operative organizations out and out. Under the Credit Adminis
tration Act of 1933, though provision was mad-e for direct loans to 
.individuals by the apex organization, this provision has not adversely 
.affected tho system of advances through associations and quite a 
-considerable proportion of agricultural credit in that country is still 
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througl. " locals ", the land associations. Furthermore, in most parts 
of the U.S.A. agriculturists do not live in villages but live on their individual 
farm estates widely separated frDm each other. The idea of a common 
village and common village life is alien to American agriculturists. Indian 
conditions on the other hand are very different from those in the United 
States of America. Here the village exists with its own life and has its 
own economic, social and religious organizations. Secondly, the unit 
of holding in Indian villages is very much smaller than that in new countries 
like the U.S.A .. Consequently, credit transactions with millions of illiterate 
persons will be necessary. 

9. While therefore the system of credit based on advances to individuals 
direct by the apex organization may succeed to a limited extent in America, 
that will not be so in Indian conditions. The anxiety of the U.S.A. 
Government to set up co-operative organizations for agricultural advances 
by means of active State help and encouragement further shows that the 
system of apex organization dealing with individuals through branches or 
sub-agencies is not always a satisfactory one. 

10. The example approximating to our .conditions is that of Egypt. 
There the Agricultural Bank provides finance through its branches which 
obtain the help of the local village officials for the appraisement and 
valuation of the security. We have seen that this system suffers from 

-the defect of lack of proper supervision over the utilization of the loans 
and consequently has not resulted in any marked development of 
agriculture. 

11. At the primary level, therefore, any agency that attempts to ad
vanceloans to agriculturists will have to reckon with the following facts:-

(i) As the holdings are small, the size of individual loans will . 
also be small and consequently their numbers large. For 
the proper scrutiny of the loan applications an adequate 
machinery will therefore have to be set up. 

(ii) Purely from the financial point of view these advances will 
not be safe if there is no supervision over the utilization of 
these loans. Ouly that system of agricultural credit can be 
regarded satisfactory which leads to agricultural improve
ment and consequently any method which only repeats the 
mistake of Egypt, as mentioned above, must be regarded as 
ineffective and unsatisfactory. 

12. It is obvious that a paid agency that will be able to scrutinize 
millions of such loan applications and will further have to supervise the 
utilization of these loans must be very large and consequently the expenses 
of this agency will be very high. We have seen that in France these 
expenses reached the tremendous proportion of 10 to 12 per cent of the 
capital lay out, and feel certain that in the case of India the expense ratio 
will be equally high if not higher. That consideration alone rules out the 
choice of any such agency for our agricultural finance but that is not all. 

13. An agency which owes its allegiance to a body not locally controlled 
suffers from the defect of departmentalism. It soon gets into a rut and 
moves only along the set groove, It is impervious to new ideas and cannot 
easily adapt itself to changing conditions. Its roots are not in the country 
and it is widely separated from the people whose needs it sets out to serve. 
The local official employed, therefore, becomes a symbol of anachronism 
and as his activities can only be subject to control by a body that is 
far away, he sooner or later degenerates into a local Hakim. It is under 
such a system that corruption becomes rife and tyraiVly of the petty 
offiCial prospers. . . 

14. If any justification were needed for these observations, the example 
of Taqavi loans could be cited as a case in point. There is general agree
ment on the point that the system suffers from inordinate delay in the 
grant of loans and from the malpractices of the lower officials. · 
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15 We are, therefore, convinced that for a satisfactory syiljem· of 
agricultural credit it is necessary to employ an agency which will be-:-

(a) able to command the services of honorary workers to a consider~ 
able degree, 

(b) will allow the fullest opportunity for local opinion t<> 
be mobilized to watch the day to day working of the system 
and to keep it on the right track by means of full publicity and 
healthy criticism, and 

(•) will provide for the direct participation of the persons affected, 
viz., the borrowers in its running. In other words the system 
·must be such as will be the servant of the borrowers and not 
their master, 

(d) it must provide for an efficient and trained technical personnel 
which though subject to the control of the representatives of 
the people must have the necessary security of service and must 
be protected against any .victimization due to local factionist 
influences. 

16. It is obvious that to fulfil the above conditions the only system that 
human genius has so far been able to devise is the co-operative method. 
Even the Gadgil Committee faced with this problem were compelled to 
acknowledge this fact in the following terms :- · 

" Theoretically, the ideal agency tor the purpose would be a complete 
system of co-operative finance." (Page 28, para 11). 

They further observed that :-
" There is little doubt that the best solution for this problem would be 

to induce such cultivators to form themselves into co-operative credit 
societies which are financed by the co-operative central financing agencies 
or, if need be, by the State Corporation. In case it is impossible to form 
co-operative credit societies in all such areas it will be necessary to create 
some kind of borrowers' organiz4tions to form as a link between the local 
agency of a State Corporation and the large numbers of agriculturists
producer-borrowers scattered over the country-side., 

_.. The main services that such borrowers' groups might perform are 
those of collecting the applications for loans and the information required 

. in respect of them for all producer-borrowers in a locality and transmitting 
them to the lending agency. It might begin by being no more than an 
agent of the Corporation for joint transmission of applications and 
information and might slowly take on other functions or d.evelop into an 
independent organization. " {Pages 35 and 36, paras 18 and 19.) 

17. We are, therefore of the opinion that for a satisfactory system of 
agricultural finance, it is' necessary at the primary level to organize the 
borrowers in such a manner that the services of honorary workers are 
available for the scrutiny of applications, for the supervision of loans, etc. 

There are two ways of doing this :-
(a) to organize ad hoo groups of borrowers and charge them wit!' 

the responsibility visualized by the Gadgil Committee. Thts 
though a slight improvement on the system of " Zangira Bandi" 
tried for Taqavi advances will suffer substantially from tha 
same defects, 

(b) the group so setupisformedadhooandhasnosyst~m behind it. 
It has no rules for its own formatiOn. In techmcallanguage 
it has no by-laws like those of a co-operative society. It is 
just a mushroom growth and consequently allows personal and 
Individual interests to dominate it. 
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18. It may. however,. he argued that these groups need not necessarily 
be without rules and regulations. Even if they have these rules and 
regulations two questions _arise: (i) the a~ency .that !s going to frame these 
rules and (ii) the organization or the servtce whtch wtll see to thetr enforce
ment. If the agency prescribing these rules is going to be the " group " 
itself, it is in no way different from a co-operative society. It is just a 
co-operative organization without its name. If, in the alternative, the 
rules are prescribed by the lending organization, the interests of the 
borrowers go by the board. The group then functions as an agent of the 
lender and has little responsibility except the realization that the group as 
a whole may have to make good any losses that may accrue, Further, as 
the responsibility of each member of the group vis-a-vis the other members 
is determinable by the " principal " and not by the agent, the whole group 
is completely at the mercy of the lender. Obviously, therefore, such a 
system far from being the ideal is not even a desirable one. As regards 
the agency that should be employed to see to the enforcement of these 
rules if it is an agency paid and controlled by the lenders' organization, 
the observations that we have made earlier in this note will apply. On 
both these considerations we are reduced to the irresistible conclusion that 
the idea of the " borrowers' groups " for the provision of agricultural 
credit is one of those half-baked ideas which have been tried and found 
wanting before and which is being suggested again for trial not because 
logic and reason lead one to that conclusion but because the authors fight 
shy of " the ideal agency" or " the best solution " because of its name. 

19. In· addition to the reasons given above, the proposal to start Credit 
<:orporations in all the provinces has other serious objections :-

(1) The Credit Corporation will obviously only lend to credit-worthy 
· lJersons which generally means persons with property. 

A.griculturists with little or no property will therefore get 
o.o assistance from it. Co-operative societies in rural areas 
oertainly take into account the assets of the borrower but 
that is not always the most important factor considered by 
them. It is not so much the assets of the man as his 
character and earning capacity which guide the society in 
dealing with his loan application. In effect, therefore, the 
Credit Corporation will only lend to persons with tangible 
security and, therefore, persons without such assets will get 
110 help from it. 

{2) Direct lending by the Credit Corporation to individual borrowers 
will result in serious damage to the existing co-operative 
.societies. Theoretically the Corporation is to function •ide 
by side with co-operative credit societies as an alternative 
agency. The Gadgil Committee recommends that the 
Credit Corporation with the assistance of the State should 
lend at the rate of 61 per cent for current finance, a rate at 
which existing credit societies are unable to lend. The Credit 
Corporation will only be able to do so as a result of large
scale assistance by the State (paragraph 22, page 37). With 
such State assistance the Corporation will attract all credit
worthy borrowers who' will either not join societies or if 
already members will leave them. As a result co-operative 
societies will be left almost entirely with the non-credit
worthy borrowers. This will mean that sooner or later tho 
Co-operative movement will have to be wound up. If the 
proposal were that co-operative societies should be wound 
up as they have not been able to tackle the problem of 
agricultural finance on comprehensive lines and that they 
should be substituted by this new agency, one could under
stand it. The Gadgil Committee, however, does not say so. 
Its proposal thus amounts to the State starting a ~bird 
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alternative agency in the rural areas at a large financial 
cost to the State. We have also throughout our p.eport 
suggested large-scale assistance to the Co-operative 
movement at all stages including the primary stage of the 
village society. If the recommendations of our Committee 
as well as those of the Gadgil Committee are accepted, it 
would amount to the State financing on a large scale two 
agencies which in actual practice will compete with each 
other and will certainly not supplement each other to any 
large extent. It is absurd to expect the State to finance the 
Credit Corporation knowing that it will thereby seriously 
affect the growth of the Co-operative movement for the 
expansion and improvement of which the State has been 
giving some assistance and is being asked by us in our Report 
to increase that assistance a great deal. 

(3) The existence of two such agencies is also likely to encourage 
duplication in borrowing, once from the co-operative societies 
and once from the Corporation. Our experience has shown 
that people have joined societies and borrowed from them 
in addition to borrowing from the village money-lender. 
It is difficult to prevent such borrowing from two agencies 
and exactly the same thing will happen if a third agency 
as proposed by the Gadgil Committee is set up. 

· ( 4) Throughout the body of our Report we have laid great stress 
on credit societies taking up other functions and in particular, 
marketing. The Gadgil Committee does not mak& any 
definite suggestions as to how provision of credit by the 
Corporation is to be linked up with marketing. Our Com
mittee has recommended (paragraph 20, Chapter V) that 
loans should be given by co-operative societies to their 
members on the specific condition that they market their 
farm produce through the primary society, The primary 
society will market the goods through the marketing society 
which after the sale of goods has been made, will pass on 
the money to the primary society. The primary society 
will then recover its dues and pay the balance to the 
member. Such linking of credit with marketing will be 
possible only if the credit and marketing organizations 
are closely linked and working together under the same 
agency. The Credit Corporation will not be abl" to lay 
down any such condition and will iii any case not be able 
to enforce them. This is a very serious practical difficulty 
and in our opinion is almost insurmountable. We shall 
come across similar difficulties though perhaps to a lesser 
extent in the case of other activities we have recommended 
the primary societies to take up, for exampfe, collection 
of milk (paragraph 6, Chapter III). , 

(~) The Gadgil Committee has made no suggestions as regard• 
the decision of any disputes that may arise between th" 
Corporation and the borrower and as regards the recovery 
of its dues. At present all disputes between a co-operativ~t 
society and ito members in connexion with the business 
of the society are decided expeditiously by arbitration 
under the Co-operative Societies Act. As regards recovery, 
in some provinces awards obtained are executed as deer?"" 
through civil courts, while in some others, dues of co-operative 
societies are recovered as arrears of land revenue. In 
one province co-operative officers have been invested _with 
powers of civil courts for the purpose of recovery whtle m 
another, a special system .of certification is prevalent, If 
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the· Credit Corporation really begins to· ·function on th 
scale visualized by the Gadgil Committee, there will be thou 
sands of disputes which will require adjudication, It migh 

. be suggested that these disputes may also be settled b~ 
arbitration but that will be difficult. In the case of ' 
co-operative society disputes can easily be settled by a1 
arbitrator who belongs to the village and is well known to 
the parties and enjoys their confidence. This will not be sc 
in the case of a Credit Corporation which will largely be ' 
lenders' organization. As regards recovery of dues of the 
Corporation, it will, in our opinion, be highly undesirable te 
provide for recoveries as arrears of land revenue. Sue! 
an arrangement may be justified if the Corporation were 
an entirely State owned body or in the case of a co-operative 
society, but not in the case of a semi-public Corporatior 
which will have the interests of the lenders at heart 
This will, therefore, mean that recoveries will have to bc 
made through civil courts in the ordinary course and thi! 
will result in heavy expenses on recoveries and harassmen1 
of the debtors. The Gadgil Committee has not dealt wit! 
these two important and practical difficulties which wiU 
stand in the way of effi~ient working of any such Corporation, 

For all these reasons we feel that when we recammend 
the expenditure of large sums of the tax-payer's mone~ 
on promoting a system of finance that will provide the 
necessary credit to agriculture at a reasonable rate, it will 
not be proper on our part to recommend the " second best " 
system in preference to the " ideal agency " or" the bes1 
solution of the problem." We, therefore, feel that it will 
be still more indefensible to recommend the " second 
best" as the ubiquitous " third alternative." 

20. The second alternative is the co-operative way. It has been 
argued that although the ideal solution is the co-operative solution, it 
is not possible to put it into practice for various reasons. We shall now 
take these reasons one by one. 

In the first placa it is argued that Co-operation is a voluntary 
movement and it will be violating its fundamental conception to make 
it compulsory. The argument is based on the assumption that if the 
agency sponsored by the State is that of a co-operative society, only 
then. persons intending to make use of that agency will be compelled 
to become its members. We must frankly confess that we are unable 
to appreciate this argument. There is common agreement on the point 
that for a considerable time to come private money-lending will have to 
be tolerated. We are further agreed that, side by side, steps shonld be 
taken to develop institutional credit for agriculture. In addition to 
these two commonly agreed sources of credit, the question arises of provid
ing a third source of credit helped and sponsored by the State, The 
Gadgil Committee suggests Credit Corporations with borrowers' groups 
in the villages. To our minds as we have, we hope, clearly shown above, 
the only solution which merits consideration is the co-operative solution. 
If, therefore, the creation of Credit Corporations is not repugnant to the 
tenets of individual freedom and if there is no element of force or com· 
pulsion in that, we fail to see how that charge can be levelled against the 
co-operative method. In either case the intending borrower has the 
option of going either to the private money-lender or to a joint-stock 
bank or to the Credit Corporation if the Gadgil Committee's recommenda, 
tion is accepted or to the co-operative society, if our suggestion is acceptable. 
How one of th<:"" can be ~ree and voluntary and yet the other compulsory 
when the cond1b.ons are 1deal, passes ou~ comprehension. 
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·planning for Co-operation, that all co-operative effort must be leit to the 
spontaneous demand of the persons wanting it and that the society or 
the State should have no hand in creating that demand or in setting up 
co-operative institutions. Some very high authorities on Co-operation 
have declared Co-operation in India to be " a governmental policy " 
and have more or less dubbed it as condemnable on that score. We at 
once plead guilty to this charge though we strongly refute the inference. 
·In fact our grouse is that it is not that measure of governmental policy 
as it should be. We do not consider that we need defend that position 
at all in the forties, of the twentieth century. Even if we leave Russia 
out of account altogether, we cannot shut our eyes to the example of that 
unquestionably democratic country, the United States of America. Under 
the Farm Credit Administration Act of 1933, Co-operation has been adopted 
as one of the corner-stones of governmental policy, and the results achieved 
need no further arguments to justify such action. The appointment of 
our own Committee and the whole programme of co-operative planning 
as recommended by us in our Report is the most complete answer to any 
such charge. In para 8 of Chapter II of our Report we have gone to the 
el<tent of saying that where a plan for its execution requires the co-opMa
tion of every section of the community, a resolution passed by the members 
of a co-operative society who form -two-thirds of the community affected 
should be made binding by law on non-members also. In the body of 
our Report we have made various recommendations for the setting up of 
co-operative institutions and have even set targets for that. This we 
have not considered as unco-operative. We, therefore, fail to see how 
consistent with the above attitude we can say that by providing the 
cultivator, or to use a more high sounding phrase, the " agriculturist 
producer" with a co-operative alternative as the third alternative agency 
for his loans, we shall be changing the character of these co-operative 
instit11tions from voluntary into compulsory organizations. 

22. Objection has been raised that co-operative organizations cannot 
be relied upon to spread their activities all over the country in a given 
space of time. As we have recommended elsewhere, we visualize that 
it wiU be possible to set uji·c.o:operativ.e.organizationsin at least 50 percent 
of the villages in the country jn ten_years' time. Even if this were not 
possibre;-there is liardly any reason to suppose that these Credit Corpora
tions will be able to set up organizations in villages to a larger extent and 
with greater speed than the already existing Co-operative movement. 
The Co-operative movement exists to a greater or lesser extent throughout 
the country and it is axiomatic that an existing organization will do better 
than a new organization which is yet to come into being. In provinces like 
Punjab, the United Provinces and Madras, the co-operative organizations 
have already made good progress and can be relied upon to increase their 
activities with an accelerated pace in future. In saying this we are guided 
by the recent experience of the cane organizations in the United Pro
vinces and Bihar. Cane societies have been organized in cane areas 
practically all over these provinces. Starting from scratch in about 1925, 
they have now grown to such an extent that they are dealing with about 
80 per cent of the total cane crushed by the factories in these provinces. 
The main reason for their success has been the provision in the Sugar Cane 
Control Act that no factory will be allowed to purchase cane from a mem
ber of a sugarcane union direct. In our Report we have visualized that 
in the immediate future planning by the provinces will lead to regulatory 
provisions for the marketing of all important agricultural produce and, 
therefore, we consider that the atmosphere for the success of the 
co-operative organizations will be more propitious in times to come. 

23. The experience of the. war years in the handlin!! of controlled 
articles by co-operative organizations also supports the VIew that under 
favourable conditions the co-operative method can be very successful. 
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Even in those provinces where co-operative or81U'izations have not achieved 
the same measure of success as in the provinces mentioned above, we see 
no rearon why it should not be possible for the co-operative organizations 
to be reorganized or fresh organizations started where needed. In our 
opinion the lack of success of co-operative organizations in most areas of 
this country has been very greatly due to (1) inadequate State help and 
(2) uneconomic unit of work. If, as we have visualized above, planned 
action on behalf of the State for the development of agriculture is coming 
forth and provided that the necessary help which we recommend later 
is given to co-operative organizations, we see no reason why co-operative 
organizations should not be more useful than any other organization and 
furthermore without having to lose any of their co-operative character. 

(b) Secondary or Intermediate Organization. 
24. Coming to the secondary stage or the central bank level so to say, 

there are two ways possible. In the first instance it is possible to have· 
them as branches or agencies of a central organization. This system 
prevails in Russia but there the conditions are materially different from 
those anywhere else. Under the Farm Credit Administration Act, U.S.A. 
has been provided with a centralized system but there every State land 
bank is more or less independent in the grant of loans to its " clientele ". 
It is not necessary for us to repeat the arguments we have advanced earlier 
in the course of this note against the undesirability of keeping popular 
control out from the institutions that cater to the needs of the masses. 
W& can only mention here that in our view such a system is bound to be 
inelastic, will cause delay in the administration of loans, will lead to official 
tyranny and will be unworkable with the basic organization. Furthermore, 
under this system it will not be possible to take advantage of local talent. 
This is specially important when we consider the question of local deposits. 
It may be of importance to note that even now most of the central banks 
are working on local deposits. If they become part and parcel of a central 
institution that position may not be maintained. 

2G. The other alternative is that of the prevalent co-operative type, 
the pattern on which central co-operative banks all over India are now 
established. This system has stood the test of time and in our opinion 
provides a satisfactory machinery for the administration of agricultural 
credit, We, therefore, do not see any advantage in centralizing the whole 
credit administration on a provincial basis and are strongly of the opinion 
that save for the powers of inspection, audit and control with regard to 
the recruitment of staff and other details, the central banks should be 
left independent to administer credit organizations within their own 
jurisdiction. 

(c) Provincial or Apex Organization. 
28. We now come to the third stage. i.e., that ofthe apex organization. 

It can be either a purely State organization or a State-cum-lenders' organiza
tion with or without a sprinkling of borrowers' representatives, or a purely 
co-operative organization. 

There is a great deal to be said for a purely State organization for 
agricultural credit. The apex organization in U.S.A. under the 1933 Act 
is virtually a State concern while in New Zealand the apex bank is owned 
and. run by the State. Theoretically there is no objection to provinces 
aettmg up Government Provincial Banks for this purpose provided it 
could be guaranteed that in their working these institutions will not 
suffer from the defects of rigid red-tapism and that they will in no way 
try to deal direct with the individuals. In fact there is a strong body of 
opinion which considers that it is the function of the State to provide the 
~ec"'!"':"Y finance for agricultural operations as other financing agencies 
hke JOmt-stock banks are not prepared to do so on any appreciable scale. 
The State has large responsibilities in this connexion and one way of 
.carrying them out is to organize such a State bank. So far the State has 
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taken little or no direct interest in the provision of finance for agricultural 
operations and has left the task largely to the money-lender and partially to 
the co-operative societies. In the last few years on account of faili" crops 
and high prices, co-operative societies, central banks and provincial 
banks have not found any difficulty in finding the necessary finance 
for their members. This position. however, cannot cpntinue for long 
~nd sooner or later it will be difficult to get the necessary funds for such 
mvestment. Many banks are unable to raise capital locally or borrow it 
from the provincial banks at a low enough rate of interest. If the Co
operative movement is to expand on the lines recommended in the body 
of our Report a very large number of new societies will have to be started 
and membership will increase to many times its present number. The 
finance required may not be available easily in the money-market and 
the State may therefore have to help. The State could do this either by 
guaranteeing deposits made with the provincial and central banks or by 
itself lending the necessary amounts to these banks having raised the funds 
by floating loans in the market. The State has done this either directly or 
indirectly in many countries and the case for doing so in this country 
is very strong. In practice, however, we see no advantage in setting up 
such a State institution. Almost every province in India has a provincial 
co-operative bank and it is unnecessary to set up a separate organization 
in preference to assisting the existing banks, Where need is felt for stricter 
State vigilance over these banks, and we visualize that with the help 
that we are asking the State to give, it will be necessary to have a greater 
measure of control over the apex Institutions, there should be no difficulty 
in bringing that about by a special agreement with the banks. There 
is nothing novel in this suggestion. After all we must remember the 
examples of other countries cited above. 

27. As regards the second alternative, namely, a State-cum-lenders' 
organization we cannot support that suggestion. We have already dealt 
with the various difficulties and defects of such an organization at the 
primary stage and it is unnecessary to repeat those arguments here. 
Experience shows that in any such alliance the interests of the borrower 
who needs the greatest protection go by the board. In such cases the 
whole approach to the question is from an entirely different angle. It is 
the high dividends and the greatest tangible security which are the deter
mining factors in the work of any such organization. 

We may here cite the example of the United Provinces as late as 1938. 
In that year a private limited company in the name of the Industrial 
Financing Corporation was set up with Government aid and Government 
guarantee of a dividend at 4 per cent for a number of years on the capital 
issued. The company was to be managed by a board of directors. Three 
members of the board including the chairman were to be nominated by 
Government. The basic idea in floating this company was to promote in
dustries in the province and to make advances to cottage industries in 
particular. In actual working it was discovered that advances to small 
industries were not favoured by the management of the company and as a 
result, Government withdrew their directors from the board and we under
stand that the matter has been refetred to arbitration. We are definitely of 
the opinion that with any such attempt at organization in the field of agri
cultural credit the results of the Industrial Corporation will be repeated. 
To our minds, therefore, while there can be a question of' choice between 
a State bank and a co-operative bank at the provincial level there can be 
no question of setting up a Credit Corporation of the type mentioned 
above. 

28 .. This brings us to the last alternative, namely, a co-operative bank 
as the apex organization. At present provincial banks in almost all the 
provinces are finding no difficulty in attracting deposits. , Actually they 
are finding it difficult to invest the deposits they have taken and are 
therefore investing them almost entirely in Government Securities. This 
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position it is true, will also change and when the number of societies and 
members increase as we have contemplated elsewhere in our Report, there 
may \le difficulty in getting the necessary funds for making loans and 
advances to central banks. State assistance. will be necessary in that 
event. This may be either in the form of guaranteeing deposits or by 
way of direct advances. It may also be necessary to attract more funds 
from joint-stock' banks into the Co-operative movement and for this 
legislation may be required. The law already makes it compulsory for 
insurance companies to invest a large percentage of their life fund in 
Government Securities and there is no reason why they should not be 
required to invest a small percentage of their funds in provincial co-opera
tive banks. Joint-stock banks may also be required to do so. This is, 
however, a matter which will require very detailed examination and we 
do not feel ourselves called upon to make any definite proposals in this 
respect. 

29. As we have, shown above, the first step to put agricultural finance 
on a sound basis is the creation of easily marketable agricultural paper 
and thus attract capital on large scale to finance agriculture. It will be 
seen from the arguments advanced by us above that this object can be best 
achieved if the provincial bank in each province is utilized as an agency 
for that purpose. With that end.in view we make the following recommend-
ations:- · 

(1) If any province is without a provincial bank immediate steps 
should be taken to start one. 

(2) In consultation with the provincial co-operative bank, the 
provincial government should fix a minimum share capital for the bank. 
A time limit should be fixed for the sale of these provincial bank shares 
and any shares remaining unsold at the end of the specified period should 
be taken by the provincial government itself. 

(3) A minimum dividend of 3 per cent on these shares should be 
guaranteed by the provincial government for the first five years. 

( 4) The principal and interest on any debentures that are issued 
by the provincial bank should also be guaranteed by the provincial 
government. 

(5) All costs of supervision, audit and inspection should be met by 
the State subject to the proviso that the dividend on the shares does not 
in any year exceed 6 per cent and further that the rate of interest charged 
from the individual borrower does not exceed 4 per cent on long-term 
loans and 6! per cent on short-term loans. 

(6) The provincial government should also consider the· question 
of attracting share capital and deposits from joint-stock banks and take 
such legislative action as may be necessary in this respect (see paragraph 
28 above). 

Provincial banks, if reorganized on the above lines, should be able 
to meet, in the course of the next few years, all the legitimate requirements 
of agricultural finance. We have, we hope, succeeded in putting forward 
our point of view strongly and fairly and feel that the case against the start
ing of Credit Corporations in the provinces is overwhelmingly strong 
and trust that no provincial government will accept this suggestion. 

30. There is also another point on which we have to record our strong 
disagreement with the rest of our Committee. Our Committee, in Chapter 
XV on Administration and Law-Co-operative Law, has recommended 
that urban banks fulfilling certain conditions may be permitted to invest 
up to 40 per cent of their surplus funds in such manner as their boards 
may unanimously determine. Section 32 {1) of the 1912 Co-operative 
Societies Act permits '!- registered society to invest and deposit its funds 
m a certam manner. In most provinces, the Registrars have laid down 
certain rules in this respect. These rules have been laid down with the 
object of ensuring that investment of the funds of a registered society is 
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safe and that such funds are not invested in speculative securities. Th1s 
bas been done with the object of safeguarding the interests of the members 
of such societies. We were all agreed that in rural credit societies the 
management, in a vast majority of cases, was not really competent and 
should not, therefore, be permitted to go beyond the provisions of the 
Act and such other rules as the Registrar might make. In urban banks, 
particularly in Bombay where the management was more efficient it 
was felt that some relaxation may be permitted. The Committee, however, 
has gone much further and recommended that urban banks should be 
permitted to invest a certain percentage of their surplus fund• in such 
manner as their boards may unanimously determine. We consider that 
this is one of the most reactionary recommendation• of the Committee 
and oppose it for the following two important reasons:-

(1) Management of urban banks particularly in Bombay is largely in 
the hands of persons who are also connected with joint-stock concerns and 
we feel that there is a serious danger of funds of societies being used in 
joint-stock concerns whose stability is doubtful. Recently, a large 
number of joint-stock banks have been started in the country and have, 
.under war conditions, prospered. It will be admitted by all that as a 
whole this is a mushroom growth and that a large number of them are 
not likely to weather the storm which is sure to come sooner or later. 
There is a serious danger, therefore, that investment of funds in such 
banks and other similar concerns will result in serious loss to the members 
of urban banks. 

(2) The Gadgil Committee has rightly pointed out that the amount 
of money required for the legitimate requirements of agricultural finance 
is many times the amount that is now available from co-operative societies. 
They have, therefore, recommended that institutional credit should be 
made available to agricultural finance and for this purpose have recom
mended various steps. Adequate storage accommodation, warehouses 
and regulated marketing form one chain which will result in the creation 
of sound agricultural paper which can be discounted with joint-stock banks. 
Even then all the requirements of agricultural finance are not likely to 
be met and, therefore, every penny that is available from co-operative 
societies in the urban areas should, in our opinion, be made available 
for agricultural finance. Urban banks have prospered as well as 
they have done, partly because of efficient management but largely 
because of the large-scale concessions given to them by the State in 
the form of exemption from income-tax, registration fees, etc. The 
State, therefore, has a right to ask these banks to use their surplus funds 
for agricultural finance. Every effort should, therefore, be made to 
keep the co-operative structure as one unit and urban banks should not 
be permitted to invest their surplus funds in joint-stock and similar 
concerns when the demand for funds for agricultural finance remains 
unsatisfied. The existing restrictions in regard to investment of surplus 
funds of urban banks should, therefore, remain and the relaxation proposed 
by the Committee should not be made. We are, therefore, strongly of 
the opinion that the scope of investment of co-operative funds as has been 
proposed in the case of urban banks will be derogatory to the movement 
and therefore record our strong disagreement with recommendation 
number (IX) in Chapter XV-Co-operative Law. 

31. In conclusion, we record our thanks to the Chairman and our 
other colleagues for the courtesy and patience they have shown -us 
throughout the time we have had the privilege of working with them. 

" . (Sd.) SIDDIQ HASAN, 

12th January, 1946. 

Registrar, Co.operative Societies, 
United Provinces. 

(Sd.) M. R. BHIDE,. 
Registrar, Co-operative Societies, 

and Director, Rural Reconstruction, Punjab. 
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D. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS. 

CHAPTER D. 
CO-OPERATION AND PLANNING. 

The successful working of a plan of co-operative development Paragraph 
assumes among other things a responsible, democratic form of No. 
Government, (as it alone creates an atmosphere for the develop· 7 
ment of individual initiative and sense of responsibility) and 
the end of the policy of laissez-faire by the State. This means 
assumption by the State of enlarged functions in spheres like 
education, communications, health, agriculture, industries, 
etc., and adoption of a policy of active economic development. 

Planning in Co-operation does not mean a departure from the 
voluntary principle governing the membership of a co-operative 
society ; the principle should be respected and no one should 
be compelled to join a society. 

However, in certain activities essential for economic progress, 
like consolidation of holdings, crop protection or irrigation, 
the desired object may not be attained without resort to 
compulsion. In such cases, a resolution passed by the members 
of a co-operative society who form two-thirds of the community 
should be made binding by law on non-members also. A 
responsible agency should be set up to determine whether a 
particular scheme is essential. 

8 

But responsible nation-building departments of the Govern· 9 
ment with a new outlook will be able by means of education, 
propaganda, persuasion, demonstration and denial of privileges 
to non-members to bring about the organization of co-operative 
activities along planned lines without resort to compulsion. 

The co-operative society is the most suitable medium for the 
democratization of economic planning as it provides the local 
unit which can fulfil the dual function of educating public 
opinion in favour of a plan and of executing it. 

Large-scale improvements can be introduced successfully only 
through organized bodies built upon the smallest and the most 
numerous economic units. The Co-operative movement which 
reconciles the conception of large-scale economic planning to 
individual enterprise and initiative is about the only machi-
nery suitable for the purpose. 

Co-operative planning, like any other kind of planning, should 
receive direction and guidance from the State. The State 
should also educate public opinion as to the most suitable lines 
of co-operative development and provide the atmosphere and 
facilities for such development. 

10 

11 

12 

However, the co-operative agency can successfully carry out 13 
the plans only if it enlists the full support of non-official 
co-operators both in drawing up and carrying out plans of 
co-operative development. · 
The machinery of consultation and administration should, 
therefore, be so designed as to permit constant interchange of 
views and opinions between the non-official co-operators and 
the officials. 
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,doui0111 6 .Aily plan of post-war development should take into account 
omNmODd.. the proble~ of the rese~tlem~~t of ex-servi~es pe~ons and also 
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'- of the utlhzatlon of then: trammg and eo<penence m the various 
5 branches of the Army. There would appear to be a great 

opportunity for imparting a widespread impetus to the 
Co-operative movement through ex-servicemen and women. 
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Every effort should be made to attract such persons into the 
co-operative fold, either as members of existing societies or to 
start new ones or as staff for the expansion of the movement. 
In all cases, they should be encouraged to invest their war 
savings and gratuities in co-operative societies. 

Any special assistance given to ex-soldiers should, as far as 
possible, be given not individually but collectively, preference 
being given to a co-operative form of organization. 
The Co-operative Department in each province should, there
fore, arrange for publicity to the Services ; through the employ-
ment agencies set up to assist the resettlement of ex-services 
personnel; through Sailors', Soldiers' and Airmen's Boards, and 
by any other means considered suitable. 

The main causes of the limited progress of the Co-operative 
movement in India are the laissez-faire policy of the State, the 
illiteracy of the people and the failure of the movement to 
tackle the life of the individual as a whole, the other causes 
being the small size of the primary unit and undue reliance on 
honorary services with resultant inefficiency in management. 

CHAPTER m. 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION. 

A systematic survey should be made by provincial govern
ments to find out how much of the existing culturable waste
land is capable of making a contribution to agricultural 
production and under what conditions. The extension of 
cultivation should principally be effected through improvement 
of the yield as, in most provinces, a large part of the uncultur
able area has to be conserved for purposes of re-afforestation< 
if the existing tendencies of soil erosion are to be checked. 

Co-operative societies should be made the principal agency 
for popularizing the use of and distributing improved imple· 
ments as they already play an important part in the supply of 
farm equipment. 

The functions of improvement of seed and investigation of its 
adaptability to local conditions of soil and climate should bo 
undertaken by the Agricultural Department, but the distribu
tion of improved seed at the commercial stage must be made 
through co-operative societies as the official agency being sm:Ul 
in size cannot reach all individuals and effectively superv1se 
the use made of the seed. The distribution of fertilizers should 
also be arranged through co-operative societies .. Sche~es for 
establishing plantations for the supply of fuel w1th a v1ew ~o 
conserving farmyard manure should be adopted all over Ind1a. 
Such schemes should be prepared by the Forest Department 
and executed by co-operative societies. 

Co-operative societies should encourage their members to make 
use of leguminous crops and green manures on a larger scale 
than at present. 
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Works of irrigation should continue to remain the primary Pararraph 
responsibility of the State as it alone has sufficient resources to No. 
undertake such works. But mucbo of the field work connected 
with the distribution of water, like fixation of outlets, allocation 2 
of supplies to fields, repairs and maintenance of channels as 
distinguished from those of the machinery or the head-works, 
and assessment and collection of water rates, can be delegated 
to co-operative societies. 

The construction of minor irrigation works should be entrusted 
to co-operative societies in preference to individual contractors 
and should be financed either by Government or by co-operative 
financing institutions where they exist, under proper safeguards 
and on the security of the land likely to benefit from these 
works. If some plot-holders whose lands are likely to benefit 
from these works refuse to join a co-operative society under
taking their construction, the Collector of the district should be 
empowered to make a proportionate levy on them and recover 
it as arrears of land revenue. State assistance for sinking wells 
should be given through co-operative societies. 

A large expansion of the means of communication is necessary 2 
if farm equipment and products are to move freely within the 
country. The scheme of expansion should be undertaken by 
Government. The Co-operative movement can play a useful 
part in the organization of transport co-operatives and labour 
co-operatives for the construction and maintenance of roads. 

There should be active participation by the State in all activities 
relating to agricultural development, but as the official agency 
is small in size and as there are certain items of work in which 
success will be achieved better by the voluntary effort of non
officials, agencies which would harness local talent should be 
sought and encouraged. The village co-operative society ill a 
useful instrument of economic development. 

As the supply of credit touches only one aspect of the life of the 5 1: 6 
cultivator the activities of the primary co-operative societies 
should be so extended as to cover the whole of his life. The 
primary credit society should, therefore, be reformed and 
reorganized so as to serve as a centre for the general economic 
development of its members.-

The membership of the primary society should be open to all 1 
persons residing in its area of operation. The society should be 
so organized as to have at least fifty members and its area of 
operation should be such as would permit adequate business 

. and, at the same time, efficient supervision and effective 
control. 

Where unlimited liability has been found to work successfully, 14 1: 15 
no change in the liability of the primary society is called for. 

In most provinces, however, unlimited liability has not been 
very helpful to the progress of co-operative credit and the trend 
of thought is in favour of limited liability. Therefore, except 
where unlimited liability has produced good results, the liability 
of the reformed and reorganized primary society should be 
limited either to the value of shares held by a member or to a 
multiple thereof provided that a substantial part of the funds 
required by the society can be raised through share capital. 

There may, however, be cases where unlimited liability is more 
appropriate ; such cases should be treated by the Registrars 
on their own merits and with regard to local opinion and 
circumstances. 
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An attempt should be made to bring 50 per cent of the villages Pua,rraph 
and 30 l?er cent of the rural population within the ambit of the No. 
reorgamzed J?rimary societies within a period of 10 years, in two 
five-year penods. The membership of a primary society should 8 & 10 
b~ ~t least fifty. To reach these targets, on an average, 1· 08 
m1lhon persons should be brought into the co-operative fold and 
21,600 societies organized each year. · . 

Government should give a subsidy amounting to 50 per cent 9 
of the cost of management to all the societies, existing and new, 
for the first five years. 

There should be two Supervisors and one Auditor for every 
group of 50 societies, one Inspector for 100 societies, one 
Assistant Registrar for 1,000 Societies and one Deputy Registrar 
for each Revenue Division. 
Co-operative societies should be encouraged to take up con
solidation of holdings and legislation for the consolidation of 
holdings should be passed in those provinces where no such 
legislation exists at present. 
However, for a permanent solution of the problem of increased 
agricultural production, some form of large-scale cultivation is 
necessary. tAmong the four forms of large-scale cultivation, 
viz., collective farming, State farming, corporate farming and 
co-operative farming, the first is not suitable in the existing 
circumstances of India; the second should not be taken up 
except for purposes of experiment and demonstration by the 
State . on lands already held by it ; the third is not 
recommended, because it suffers from the usual defects of a 
capitalistic organization ; the fourth, which does not interfere 
with the proprietary rights of the cultivators, has a fair prospect 
of success, and should be introduced in every province. 
The co-operative farming societies may be of any of the follow
ing four classes :.,-collective farming, tenant farming, better 
farming and joint fanning. 
The organization of a co-operative collective farming or a 
tenant farming society depends upon the society's owning 
land. The State, whenever it acquires land, by reclamation or 
otherw1se, should set it apart for the settlement of ex-service
men and landless labourers and when these men are settled, 
they should be organized into co-operative collective farming 
or tenant farming societies. The capital outlay of these 
societies on agricultural machinery or operational needs 
should be provided by the State. 
Co-operative better farming societies should be more 
extensively organized. There should be at least t_wo such 
societies in each district. The State should prov1de them 
with technical and financial assistance. 
The organization of co-operative joint farming societie:' ~ay 
not be feasible in all places in India. A modest begmnmg 
should be made by organizing two such societieo in each 
suitable district. These societies should be organized wherever 
possible on the lines suggested in the Report·and experiments 
may also be made on the lines suggested by ~r. Tarlok Smgh, 
subject to such modifications as may be cons1dered necessary 
in the circumstances of each locality. The State should 
promote the formation of such societies and give them suitable 
financial and technical assistance. Their working should be 
watched by the Co-operative Department and, after three 
years of their establishment, a report o~ t_hem should. b& 
submitted by the Department to the Provme1al Co-operattva 
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Council . which would then decide whether ·more · such Parqrapb 
societies should be started and suggest suitable areas for the No. 
new societies. In the first few years, the expenditure of the 
entire establishment of the society should be met by the State. 
The State should promote the formation of such societies by 
means of grants, subsidies and technical assistance, and by 
supplying the services of farm advisers or manager or other 
staff. 

The central co-operative bank of the district to which the 
co-operative joint fanning society is affiliated should give 
short-term and intermediate-term loans. Its long-term 
financial requirements should be provided by land mortgage 
banks on the security of land managed by the society. A 
subsidiary agreement should be taken from each member 
authorizing the society to pledge his land for the loans raised by 
the society for land improvement. If the co-operative banks 
are unwilling to provide the necessary finance for want of 
proper security the State should, where necessary, provide 
the long-term finance or guarantee the loans granted by 
co-operative banks. 

As many demobilized soldiers may find it advantageous to join1 
co-operative fanning societies it would be desirable to have 
them trained for this purpose in improved methods of agricul-
ture in classes especially conducted for the purpose by the 
Agricultural Department, · 

Before a co-operative fanning society decides to introduce 
mechanization, it should apply to the Provincial Co-operative 
Council through the Registrar of Co-operatwe Societies 
for its advice, and, if the Council is satisfied that mechanization 
will improve agricultural production on the farm of the society, 
it should recommend to Government to give necessary help, 
financially and otherwise, for the supply of machinery required 
by the society. 

The production of fruits and vegetables should be Increased on 
a large scale, 

35 

36 

As the first step in a policy concerning the production of fruitt :n 
and vegetables in India, the Agricultural Departments should 
review the production and requirement of each region, deter-
mine what increase and of what kind are necessary, and suggest 
areas suitable for growing fruits and vegetables. After the 
areas have been selected, Co-operation can undertake the 
organization of fruit growers. 

In every area found suitable for fruit growing, cultivation of 44 
fruits should be undertaken through co-operative societies. 

The functions of the societies should be:-
(a) to encourage self-help, thrift and co-operation among 

members, 
(b) to act as the agent for the joint purchase of the require-

ments of members, · 
(c) to teach members improved methods of cultivation of 

fruits, and supply implements, seed, manure, grafts, 
insecticides and sprayers, 

(d) to arrange the sale of fruits of members, 
(•) to give loans to members for cultivation, and 
(f) to undertake such other activities as are incidental or 

conducive to the growing and marketing of fruits. 
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The funds required by the societies (a) to finance cultivation, p,....,..aph 
(b) to m~ke partial P?-yment I?rior to sale of produce, and (c) to No, 
buy, build or lease mexpens1ve plants, should be obtainable 
ordina~ily from the central co-operative bank and for a period 
extendmg up to seven years. When a sufficient number of 
fruit and vegetable growers' co-operative societies have been 
organized in a particular area, they should be federated into 
Marketing Associations for co-ordinating the activities of the 
primaries, specially as regards supply of improved seed and 
manure, provision of cold storage and transport facilities and 
opening sales depots. Finance for seed and manure and for 
running sales depots should be obtainable from co-operative 
central banks. The State should give financial assistance for 
the provision of cold storage and refrigeration. 

In order to avoid seasonal gluts and scarcity, fruit preservation 4:J 
and canning industry should be established. This industry 
should receive protection against foreign competition. Where 
sufficient cold storage facilities are not available on any railway 
or any other forms of transport service, the fact should be 
reported by the Registrar to the Provincial Co-operative 
Council which should arrange for necessary facilities. 

The Co-operative Department in each province should appoint a « 
Fruit Growing Officer, with the necessary staff who will work 
under the Registrar and promote, supervise and guide the work 
of fruit and vegetable growers' co-operative societies. 

The fruit and vegetable farms which have been organized with 41 
the assistance of the military authorities should be handed 
over to and managed by civilians including ex-servicemen, on 
co-operative lines. It is necessary to ensure that the benefit 
of increased production and the experience gained during the 
war should not be lost. 

Where municipalities adopt tho " Green Belt " scheme, pre- 42 & 44 
pared by the G.H.Q., the Green Belt farms and industry should 
be organized on co-operative lines. Where land within the 
Green Belt is on sale the municipality concerned should purchase 
it and make it available on easy terms to co-operative societies, 
the membership of which should consist of the existing owners 
of the plot o{ land in the area, and ex-servicemen. 

Forest preservation, protection and management should be the 48 " 4t 
special responsibility of the State. Co-operative societies of 
the owners of land which is either unculturable or is covered 
by scrub jungle should be formed with the objects of planting 
trees on the culturable waste land and improving the scrub 
jungle so as to provide supplies of timber for building purposes 

, or for agricultural tools and implement, or of wood for fuel. 

The Registrar of Co-operative Societies should, in consultation 
with the Forest Department, organize Co-operative Forest 
Development Societies in suitable villages in which surplus land 
for afforestation is available. 

Co-operative ·societies should also be formed in the villagos 
which suffer from excessive erosion and have been badly cut up 
by ravines. A scheme in each such village for the protection 
of ravine lands should be prepared by the Forest Department, 
and its execution entrusted to a co-operative society of the 
owners of the land, under the supervision of the Forest 
Department. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND FISHERIES. 

The function of selecting improved breeds of cattle and 
supplying bulls in sufficient numbers to a locality should be 
undertaken by the State. For this purpose, the State should 
establish cattle farms, first, in the principal cattle-rearing areas 
and later in other areas. To eliminate scrub bulls and other 
bulls not required for breeding, it should enact legislation 
providing for the compulsory castration of such animals over a 
certain age and should entrust this work to the Veterinary 
Department. · 

Every primary co-operative society should have its members' 
cattle served by approved bulls. To defray the expenses, the 
society should levy a fee on members either at the time when 
an animal is served or when it calves, and may also collect a 
commission when an improved stock is sold. 
Loans to members for the purchase of superior cattle should be 
advanced on easy terms by the State, through co-operative 
organizations. 

The Co-operative and Veterinary Departments should take 
active interest in the work of cattle improvement and should 
encourage the rearing of good animals by periodically holding 
cattle shows at which prizes should be awarded to animals of 
outstanding qualities. 

With a view to providing the nomadic cattle-breeders with 
facilities for improving their animals, they should be organized 
into co-operative societies, inducement being provided by the 
State or local authorities by reserving grazing areas for such 
societies. Surveys should, therefore, be made with a view to 
finding out whether grazing land exists which could be allotted 
to these societies, and Government farms should supply 
pedigree bulls and rams to them. 

Paragraph 
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Primary village co-operative societies should acquire on lease 7 
grazing lands where available and allow members, on payment 
of stipulated charges per animal, to graze their cattle on them 
according to a scheme of regulated grazing prepared by the 
society and approved by the Forest Department. 

Rural co-operative societies should undertake to conserve 
fodder through silage, for distribution during the dry season. 
This function should ordinarily be undertaken by the multi
purpose societies. But when the out-turn of silage is great, a 
special society may be established for this purpose. The 
Forest Department should permit ·such societies to remove 
grass from the Reserve forests free of cost for ensiling purposes. 
The Agricultural Department also should assist societies 

. undertaking silage making. 

The Veterinary Department should extend its services so as to 
reach as near as possible to every cattle-owner ; in the urban 
areas, a. veterinary centre in a convenient part of the town 
would suffice ; in the rural areas, while it would be ideal for 
each village to have its veterinary post, there should be at 
least one veterinary centre for a group of 2 to li villages. 
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In order that co-operative societies may know the arrangements 1-ior.,.oph 
made from time to time in each area by the Veterinary Depart- ~ No. 
ment, the Co-operative Department should obtain up to date 
information from the Veterinary Department regarding the 
veterinary services maintained in each area and make such 
information available to each society. _ The society should 
report to the local veterinary office the outbreak of epidemics, 
persuade members to bring their diseased cattle for proper 
and timely treatment and see that the disease-controlling 
measures are carried out. 

The veterinary personnel, besides attending to disease, should 
also periodically visit the village and inspect the cattle. 

Co-operation is the most suitable form of organization for 
bringing together the producers of milk in suitable groups so as 
to enable them to adopt improved methods of milk production. 
There is also considerable scope for co-operative organization 
in the distribution of milk. 

10 

Co-operative societies of milk producers should be formed in IG 
the villages situated within a radius of about 30 miles from 
towns with a population of 30,000 or more. The societies 
should especially be formed in those areas lying beyond a 
distance of 10 miles of a town. If a majority of members of the 
village primary society is interested in milk supply, it should 
serve as a milk collecting agency also ; in villages where there is 
no such collecting agency, a separate milk supply society should 
be organized. 

A minimum daily quantity of milk which each society must 
produce and supply should be prescribed. · The quantity 
will vary according to the local conditions ; but a minimum 
of 300 lbs. should be aimed at. 

The functions of the village primary society or the milk supply 16 
society will be to notify to the milk union at the commencement 
of each month the approximate quantity of milk its members 
can supply daily, disburse payments to its members at the end 
of each month, and distribute among members any subsidy 
given by the union. 

Members' cattle should be milked in the presence of the secre
tary of the society in charge of milk supply and at a 
conveniently situated common shed, which should have, 
among other things, an impervious floor and covered roof. 
Where such common sheds are not available, a scheme whereby 
the members can supervise each other's milking should be 
prepared. The funds for constructing the shed should be pro
vided by the State. 

The ordinary financial needs of the members for, e.g., the 
purchase of cattle of an improved breed or cattle feed, will be 
satisfied by loans and advances made by the village 
primary society or the milk supply society. _These societies will 
draw their funds from loans from the milk umon or the 
central co-operative bank. 

The milk unions will be entirely producers' organizations, 
formed by a federation of the village societies organized for 
milk supply. The number of societies affiliated to a union 
will depend upon the location of the societi~s, their distance 
from the union, etc. Milk from a group of v1llages, should, 1f 
necessary, be first collected at a primary collecting centre and 
transported to the union therefrom. 
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made by the unions must include (i) a guarantee to the pro
ducers of a fair price for a standard quality of milk, (ii) the 
appointment of a supervisor for a group of villages within the 
itinerary of a single milk collecting van, who is to weigh and 
test the quality of milk and generally supervise the work of the 
village societies, and (iii) the provision of speedy transport 
vehicles and sanitary milk containers to move the produce 
from the village to the union's office in the town either directly 
or via the primary collecting centres. 
The State should bear the entire capital expenditure of the unions 
for purchasing transport vehicles and milk containers, and 
~0 per cent of their working expenses during the first five years. 
An attempt should be made to organize co-operative societies 
for the distribution of milk, wherever possible. 
In larger cities, such as those with a population of one lakh and 
over, the interests of the consuming public may be served best 
by the establishment of statutory Milk Marketing Boards. 
The Boards would be public corporations composed of the 
representatives of Government, the municipalities, co-operative 
milk supply unions and producers of milk. They would be 
authorized to purchase raw milk from milk unions. They would 
then pasteurize and distribute it to consumers and process any 
surplus into milk products. They would guarantee to the 
unions a fair price for milk of tested quality and an offtake of 
all the produce collected. While these Boards would not have 
a monopoly of the liquid milk market, they should be in a 
position to supply, say, 30 per cent of the requirements of th& 
cities in which they are established. 
In those towns where co-operative societies for the supply of 
milk already exist and are functioning well or can be organized, 
no Milk Marketing Boards need be set up. 
In order to make an eff&ctive contribution to the organization 
of milk supply to towns, about 300 milk unions will have to be 
started within a period of five years. The State should bear 
their capital costs to the full extent and the recurring costs to 
the extent of 60 per cent. 
In the larger cities where producers experience great difficulties in 
maintaining dry cattle, spocial co-operative societies should be 
organized for doing the work of salvaging the dry animals. 
These societies should colloct at convenient intervals dry 
cattle as well as young stock which the owners in cities ar& 
unable to rear and send them to neighbouring pasture lands 
acquired on lease for the purpos&. The cattle should be placed 
in charge of tho Veterinary Department of Government which 
should be equipped with the necessary staff. Every member 
sending his cattle to the salvage depot should do so at his own 
risk. 
Co-operative dairy farms, on the lines of the military dairy 
farms, where animals can be maintained in colonies, should 
be established on the outskirts of towns and cities, and owners 
of milch cattle particularly • gowlis • and others owning a few 
cattle in large cities should b& induced to form co-operativ& 
societies. They will settle in thes& colonies with their cattle. 
The societies should provid& stables, milking yards, dairies, 
stud bulls, veterinary aid, storage accommodation for feed, etc. 
Each member will look after his own cattle stationed in the 
stables and deliver milk to the societies' dairy. 
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Such societies should be offered by ·Government or locall»odies Paragraph 
sites on attractive terms, for keeping their cattle, at convenient ·No. 
distances from the cities. These societies should adopt improved 
methods of milk production which have already been current 
in the military dairy farms, engage some of the personnel which 
will be released from the military dairies in course of time, and 
arrange for proper care of dry animals, rearing of the young 
stock, and provide facilities for proper grazing, silage making, 
etc. They should also be able to supply regularly the milk 
produced by the cattle kept by them to milk unions or 
consumers' milk distributing societies in the urban area. 

In those areas where there is no local market for liquid milk or 
where milk is generally in surplus or where the manufacture of 
milk products is an important cottage industry, co-operative 
societies should be organized to undertake the manufacture of 
dairY products such as butter, ghee, khowa, casein, etc., these 
co-operatively made products being • Agmarked. • 

Attempts should be made to organize co-operatively the 
flock-owners in the north-western parts of the country such 
as Rajputana, North-West Frontier Province, Baluchistan, etc., 
as well as in other hill regions where sheep-rearing is practised 
on a large scale. The Provincial Co-operative Council should 
examine the needs of particular areas for setting up co-operative 
societies for sheep-breeding. The State should provide these 
societies with the staff and equipment necessary to undertake 
the freeing of wool from dirt and yolk and the grading of the 
product. 

Every province should have a Model Poultry Farm at con
venient centres the cost of which should be borne entirely by 
the provincial government. It should be entrusted with the 
duty of propagating improved breed of poultry by acting as a 
nursery from which better breeds will be taken; it should advise 
individuals or associations interested in poultry breeding as 
regards the ·feeds, protection against diseases, incubation 
and rearing of chicken ; it may undertake the disposal of the 
product of poultry farms and may also introduce the use of 
improved containers for the packing and transport of eggs ; and 
it should establish contacts with large customers like the 
·Army or hotels or organized markets so that it can be in a 
position to give information on the marketing of eggs and 
chicken to the persons or societies who or which deal with them. 

The Co-operative Department should take advantage of the 
Central Model Poultry Farm by widening the functions of the 
existing poultry farming societies and starting new ones, and 
bringing the latter in close contact with the former. To 
discharge this duty effectively, it should have a special officer 
and staff to promote, supervise and guide the work of poultry 
farming societies. 

The scope for Co-operation in making available to the country 
valuable by-products of animal husbandry should be fully 
investigated by the Provincial Co-operative Council. 

The recommendation made by the Fish Sub-Committee of the 
Agricultural Policy Committee that no real advance can be 
made unless the Government of India accept full responsibility 
for placing the fishing industry of the country as a whole on a 
firm foundation and provide finance for both direct and indirect 
assistance to this very backward and neglected industry, is 
endorsed. 
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Co-operative societies of fis.hermen should ~e organized on an Paragraph 
extensive scale and State atd to the fislung mdustry should be No-
largely• given through ~hem. These societies should g!ve 

r financial assistance to thetr members and stock and sell fislung 32 
craft and tackle at a fair price. They should also undertake 
marketing functions, i.e., functions involving proper arrange-
ments for handling, assembly, preservation, transport and 
distribution of fish. 

These societies should be grouped together under central socie
ties which should have their headquarters in towns. The main 
function of the central society should be the organization qf 
fish markets and marketing of fish. 

Central co-operative banks should provide finance for worl<ing 
expenses both to primary and central fishing societies. 

Some of the ex-services personnel are already trained in 
veterinary science, animal husbandry and poultry farming, 
and can be employed by co-operative organizations. The 
fishery industry offers an opportunity for the employment of 
ratings who have served in the Navy, specially those recruited 
from Konkan and Ratnagiri districts of Bombay and the coastal 
districts of Bengal, Assam, Orissa and Malabar. 

CHAPTER V. 

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING. 

33 

3t 

52 Free and fair competition does not exist in most markets. The .4 & S 
primary producers lack education and knowledge and are at a 
disadvantage in dealing with big business and with middlemen 
who have no hesitation in taking advantage of the former's 
weak position. These disabilities provide the justification for 
co-operative marketing. 

53 The management of a marketing society should be entrusted 6 
to an efficient and well-paid manager who is honest, reliable 
and capable and possesses the knowledge of the commodities 
with which he has to deal and qualities which will win over the 
confidence of the members. 

Co-operative marketing in India should make a· cautious start. 8 
No dogmatic statement can be made concerning the number of 
functions which a co-operative marketing society should 
undertake, the criterion being the economic possibilities of such 
undertaking. 

SS An attempt should be made to market, within 10 years, 25 per 91 
cent of the total annual marketable surplus of agricultural 
produce through co-operative organizations and for this 
purpose, 2,000 marketing societies, 11 provincial marketing 
societies and an All-India Marketing Association should be 
established. These organizations should perform all such 
services as are necessary for effective marketing of produce like 
assembling, storing, financing, standardizing, selling and 
transportation. 

56 For the proper development of Indian agricultural economy, 20 
credit should be linked with marketing. To ensure this it is 
necessary that one of the conditions of loans given by a primary 
society (recommended in Chapter Ill), should be that each 
member will sell all the marketable surplus of his farm produce 
through the primary society. 
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The primary society should assemble the produce of its 
members, superviso and where necessary, arrange for its 
transportation. The primary society may, after keeping an 
adequate margin, make payment to the member out of its own 
funds if they are sufficient, or out of the advance which may be 
taken from the marketing society or the central bank on the 
security of goods. 

There should be a marketing society at each of the 2,000 
mandies (wholesale markets) and, in any case, for roughly each 
group of about 200 villages. 

The main function of a marketing society will be to arrange 
for the sale of the members' produce to their best advantage. 
It may also undertake the functions of pooling, grading and 
processing. The ultimate objective of a marketing society 
should be to persuade its member to agree to pooling so that 
it may be able to discharge the functions of grading, and if 
necessary, processing. 

The marketing society may give an advance to the member 
after keeping an adequate margin at the time the produce is 
delivered to it. The produce will be kept in a warehouse or 
godown under the custody of the marketing society and the 
bank which may be financing it. The balance of the price will 
be paid to the primary society according to the method of 
payment adopted. Every marketing society should have at 
least one godown the whole cost of which should be met by a 
free grant from Government. 

The Government should give a subsidy to the marketing 
societies for at least the first 6 years to meet the cost of the stall 
employed. This subsidy should be up to 50 per cent of the 
establishment charges for the first two years and 25 per cent 
thereafter till the fifth year. . · • 

A marketing society should ordinarily have a share capital of 
Rs.30,000; every primary society which becomes a member 
should purchase shares worth at least Rs.lOO, the rest being 
subscribed by incjividual members. Outright purchases 
should be made up to a maximum of five times the value of 
the share capital and reserves of the marketing society. The 
risks involved in outright purchases are great, although these 
may be minimized if effective measures for the stabilization of 
agricultural prices, as contemplated by Government, are taken. 

Ordinarily, the marketing society should not hold over produce 
in the hope of a rise in prices ; but it may do so under extra
ordinary circumstances with the advice of the Provincial 
Marketing Society. 

Agricultural products should be standardized and graded. 
For this purpose, the Government should place the services of 
an Inspector of the Agricultural Department at the disposal of 
the marketlng society ; the cost of his employment should be 
borne by the Government. 

Tbe marketing society, besides performing the functions. of 
sale societies mentioned above, should arrange for supplymg 
consumers' stores, improved seed, fertilizers and manure. The 
sale of these articles should be made through the primary 
society, wherever it exists. 

The agriculturist members of the committees of the regulated 
markets should be nominated by marketing societies. 
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Separate marketing. societies may be organized to deal with 
importap.t crops like cotton, groundnuts, sugar, wheat, rice and 
jute. 
Where a sale society is unable to put up a processing plant 
itself, separate processing societies formed of such sale societies 
may be necessary. The funds required by them for the fixed 
capital should be provided by the Government as a loan repay
able within not more than 20 years. 
A provincial marketing society should be organized in each 
province in order to co-ordinate the working of the various 
marketing organizations, supply market intelligence and act 
as the export agency for inter-provincial and foreign trade. It 
should arrange to supply to village primary societies and 
marketing societies information as regards prices and stocks 
and arrivals in the main markets with which the latter have 
dealings. 
The Government should give as a free grant the cost of godowns 
required by the provincial marketing societies and should also 
give a subsidy for the first 2 years up to 50 per cent of their 
establishment charges and 25 per cent thereafter till the 5th 
year. The membership of the society should be open to village 
primary societies, marketing societies, central banks and 
indivi~als. 

68 An All-India Marketing Association should be set up to 
co-ordinate the activities of the provincial marketing societies, 
to establish contact with marketing organizations abroad, and 
to act as a clearing house of information on all aspects of 
agricultural marketing. The right time for the establishment of 
the Association should be decided by the All-India Council 
of Co-operation. 
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The cost of the staff of this organization, when established, 
should be borne by the Gvvernment of India for at least the 
first five years ; afterwards the Government should give a grant 
to cover 50 per cent of the establishment charges. 
A system of licensed warehouses should be established and 
legislation introduced for the purpose. The Provincial 
Co-operative Council should recommend the establishment of 
co-operative warehousing societies in suitable areas. 
Godowns owned by the Central and provincial governments 
and the Defence Department.and not required by them after 
the war should be handed over to co-operative marketing 
organizations after the war. 
The Government in all the provinces should maintain an 
adequate staff for the organization, supervision and direction 
of the various marketing organizations. 

CHAPTER VI. 
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT. 

The Gadgil Committee's analysis of the problem of agricultural 
credit in India is generally approved and it is emphasized that 
the expansion of the Co-operative movement will provide the 
best solution of the problem of rural credit in the country. 

Credit societies will render greater service and ensure their 
own success if they do not confine their activities solely to the 
supply of credit but take up other activities as recommended in 
Chapter III. · 
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In all provinces and states, the provincial co-operative banks 
or other co-operative financing institutions will be in a position 
to provide the agriculturist with all the facilities which are 
intended to be given by the Agricultural Credit Corporation 
suggested by the Gadgil Committee to provide finance to 
persons outside the Co-operative movement, if the same 
measure and type of aid proposed to be given to the Corporation 
are extended to them. In that case, there will not be any need 
for starting a separate organization like the Credit Corporation. 

In reorganizing a provincial co-operative bank, it will be 
necessary for the State to provide it with a good deal of share 
capital, and also finance at a rate of interest which will enable 
the bank to advance loans to the ultimate borrower at not 
more than 6j per cent for short-term loans and about !l per 
cent for long-term loans. 

CHAPTER VD. 
SMALL AND SUBSIDIARY INDUSTRIES. 

The two main problems which must be tackled before any 
substantial and continuing improvement in rural welfare can 
be expected are the relief of the pressure of population on the 
resources by measures calculated to improve per man hour 
productivity in general, and the transfer of a substantial 
proportion of the large mass of population from farming to 
non-farming pursuits. 

The Government of India should undertake the tabulation of 
occupational statistics, furnishing thereby the distribution of 
labour in various kinds of industries, as, without accurate 
guidance, it is not unlikely that, while agricultural industry is 
relieved, its surplus population may be dumped on some 
already congested industries. One of the most important 
avenues of employment for the surplus population is small-scale 
and cottage industries. 

Regional organizations to be called Regional Promotional 
Agencies, to foster the growth of small-scale and cottage 
industries and all subsidiary occupations should be set up in 
each province and state. 

The area of operation of an Agency should be suitably selected 
with a view to entrusting it with just that volume of work 
which it can properly discharge. Large provinces should 
have more than one agency while small provinces may be 
served with only one agency at the start, though more agencies 
than one will be necessary when the work is in full swing. 
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The functions of the Agency will be to ascertain what small- 16 
scale and cottage industries exist in its jurisdiction and what 
facilities exist for marketing their products, to determine 
which of them should be maintained and encouraged and what 
new avenues of selling their products should be explored, to 
devise means to place those, which are to be encouraged, in 
such a position as will give a fair return to the workers, and 
to ensure that the products of these selected industries find an 
assured and remunerative market, etc. 

Further, the Agency should organize the supply to the workers 11 
of the necessary equipment, tools and plant and raw materials 
and arrange for the sale of the products. 
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The Agency should pay particular attention to the introduction 
to and use by industrial co-operatives of small electric motors 
and m!chine tools where the supply of electricity is cheap. 
The Agencies in electrically developed parts of India should 
investigate the possibility of supplying on hire-purchase system 
electric motors and the necessary equipment to the workers. 
The conclusions arising out of their investigations will be one 
of the items in the programme which the Agencies will submit 
to the Provincial Co-operative Council. In deciding whether 
a certain hydro-electric scheme should be undertaken or not, 
the Government should take into account the estimated 
demand of small-scale industries for electric power in addition 
to that of larger industries and for domestic use. 

The-Agency should hold an enquiry into the methods of supply 
of yarn to weavers, and report, within one year of its establish
ment, to the Provincial Co-operative Council whether a 
spinning mill owned by co-operative handloom · weavers' 
societies or the State should be set up in its region. If the mill 
is owned by the former, a loan at the prevailing Bank Rate and 
repayable within 20 years should be made by the State for the 
construction of buildings and purchase of machinery and other 
equipment, and for fixed capital generally. The State should 
also give a guarantee to the provincial co-operative bank for 
opening a cash credit account up to a fixed limit in favour of thl' 
spinning mill for one year from a date fixed by the State in 
consultation with the Regional Promotional Agency, which 
guarantee should be renewed from year to year so long as the 
State in consultation with the Regional Promotional Agency 
considers it necessary. 

Wherever schemes of hydro-electric development for the supply 
of light and power are in operation or come into operation, the 
Provincial Co-operative Council should examine the possibili
ties of establishing and, if satisfied as regards their prospects of 
success, establish co-operatives for the distribution of electricity 
for light and power in rural areas. 

Women's co-operative societies should be organized by Regional 
Promotional Agencies, special arrangements being made for 
supplying raw materials and for marketing the products of the 
industries to their best advantage. 

The Regional Promotional Agency ·should have a whole-time 
officer called a Promotional Officer, and a Board of Advisers. 

The Promotional Officer·~ chief qualification should be his 
aptitude for and sympathy with the Co-operative movement. 
He should also have business experience and possess knowledge, 
so far as possible, of the technical and organizational side of the 
industries with which he may have to deal. The post of 
Promotional Officer should have the same status and salary 
as that of a Joint Registrar. 

The Promotional Officer will be the chairman of the Board of 
Advisers and the chief executive officer of the Regional 
Promotional Agency. For administrative purposes, all Promo
tional Officers and Regional Promotional Agencies will be 
under the Registrar of Co-operative Societies or the Registrar 
of Industrial Co-operative Societies as the case may be. The 
Registrar should have, at all time, the right to attend any 
meeting of the Board of Advisers. 

The Board of Advisers should consist of not more than seven 
members, including the Promotional Officer. 
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The appointment of the Promotional Officer and members of 
the Agency should be made by Government. The appointment 
of the members should be on the nomination of the Provincial 
Co-operative Council. The Council should nominate two 
persons who are directly engaged in the chief small-scale or 
cottage indust~ies of .the region ; one person who possesses 
~nowle~ge of ~nd.ust~Ial finan~e, preferably of financing the 
mdustnes flounshmg 1n the reg1on, and carries out his business 
in or has had business connexion with the region ; one p.rson 
who is engaged or interested in the whole;ale trade of the 
products of local industries; and two persons recommended 
by the Registrar of Co-operative Societies or the Registrar of 
Industrial Co-operative Societies as the case may be (as referred 
to later) on the ground of special knowledge of the technical 
aspect of the industries, or markets, or finance, or business in 
general, these two generally being the expert advisers employed 
by the Industrial Co-operative Department for the supervision 
and guidance of small industries. 
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In course of time, when industrial co-operatives attain sufficient 25 
strength and stability, they should be encouraged to form their 
own federations. The federations should take over the 
functions first of the Board of Advisers of the Area Promotional 
Agency and later of the Board of the Regional Promotional 
Agency. -
When the federations have assumed these functions, the 
appointment of members to the Board of Advisers of the 
Promotional Agencies should also be made by them, the 
qualifications of members continuing to be the same as before. 

The jurisdiction of the Regional Promotional Agency should 
be divided into a number of convenient Areas and each Area 
should be in the charge of a Deputy Promotional Officer. 

The Deputy Promotional Officer should be a whole-time 
government officer, appointed on the scale of Rs.250-25-500-50-
750. His qualifications should be possession of knowledge, 
generally, of business methods and commercial practices and, 
particularly of at least one of the important small industries 
in his Area. · 

To the Deputy Promotional Officer should be attached a Local 
Board of Advisers which should have the same number of 
members possessing the same qualifications as the members 
of the Regional' Board; the members of the Local Board 
should be appointed on the recommendation of the 
Provincial Co-operative Council. 

Each Deputy Promotional Officer should be.assisted by about 
six Field Workers appointed by the Registrar on the recom
mendation of the Promotional Officer. They should be 
drawn, as far as possible, from the rank of the workers en!la.ged 
in small industries in the locality and should possess sufficient 
technical and educational qualifications to be able to study 
the literature dealing with the industries in their charge. 
Their pay should be in the scale of Rs.l25-7l-200-10-250. 

The Regional Promotional Agency.will thus have a staff .which 
will place at its disposal the matenal necessary for drawmg up 
a programme for the development of existing and encourage
ment of new industries. At the same time as the Agency 
selects industries as suitable for development, it will prepare 
a statement of capital expenditure on th~ supply of machinery, 
tools and plant; of working funds requrred for raw matenal, 
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and holding and marketing of finished products; and of 
estimates of profit and loss. The report on the industries 
selected, along with this statement, will form a programme 
which will be submitted for approval to the Provincial Co-opera
tive Council. On approval, the Council will forward it to the 
Registrar who will obtain from Government such orders as may 
be necessary. 
The entire cost of the Promotional Agencies should be borne 
by the State. 
The existing arrangement, in most provinces, whereby 
administrative control over small industries is jointly exercised 
by the Department of Industries and the Department of 
Co-operation is not desirable and should be discontinued. 
The Industries Department will not have the necessary 
qualifications, equipment or time to look after the many-sided 
activities which it is proposed to be undertaken, in order to 
improve rural conditions by the organization of small-scale 
industries. 
The Co-operative Department should, therefore, be placed in 
charge of fostering the growth of these industries as it has the 
necessary qualifications for undertaking this responsibility. 
In provinces where the Registrar of Co-operative Societies 
may lind it impossible to devote the necessary attention to 
rural industries, a separate Department should be created 
exclusively to look after the industrial development. of rural 
population generally and the development of small-scale and 
cottage industries, whether in rural or urban areas, in particular. 
The head of this Department should be of the same status as 
the Registrar of Co-operative Societies and called the Registrar 
of Industrial Co-operative Societies and Director of Small 
Industries. The officer selected for this post should have had 
adequate experience in the Co-operative Department. 
Where the Registrar of Co-operative Societies und.ertakes the 
organization of small and subsidiary industries, he should be 
assisted with all the staff recommended. 
In those provinces where the Registrar of Co-operative Socie
ties remains in charge of small and subsidiary industries, a 
separate Joint Registrar should be appointed to assist him. 
At present and for a number of years to come, the financial 
assistance required by the industrial co-operatives for fixed 
capital and working expenses will have to be given by an 
outside agency. For the purpose of fixed capital like buildings 
and expensive capital goods, the State should give subsidies 
and advance loans at the Bank Rate of interest, repayable in· 
20 years. These subsidies and loans should be given through 
the provincial and central co-operative banks or through the 
co-operative industrial banks. 
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So far as the funds for raw materials and working expenses are 3i 
concerned, guarantees as in Madras and Bombay, should be 
given by all provincial governments, until such time as the 
industrial co-operatives are able to lind their own funds. The 
marginal advance by and the cost of the guarantee system to 
Government will be comparatively small. The guarantee may 
be discontinued on the report of the Promotional Agency, 
confirmed by the Registrar, that the need for such Government 
assistance no longer exists. The supply of funds for raw 
~aterials and working expenses should be made by the pro-
vmclal and central banks, where they exist and have sufficient 
resources. At those places where these banks do not exist or 
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do not possess sufficient resources, or it is considered desirable Pa"'crapb 
to do so for any other reason, separate Co-operative Industrial No. 
Banks should be established exclusively to look after . the 
financing of industrial co-operatives. 
As the industrial co-operatives should eventually provide their :f1 
own funds, they should utilize their profits to build up funds 
for two purposes, viz., (1) to repay loans and advances taken 
from Government for fixed assets or for use as a margin for 
working expenses, and (2) to provide for working expenses, 
replacement and expansion. . 
Questions such as what industries should be selected for the 38 
post-war period, what relative spheres should be assigned to 
small and large industries, whether markets should be reserved 
partly oi exclusively for the products of small industries and 
whether tariff protection should be extended to certain small 
industries, should be referred to either a separate committee 
or to the Tariff Board which has been recently set up by the 
Government of India or to the permanent Tariff Board which 
may be constituted hereafter, for considering the question of 
protecting Indian industries from foreign competition. The 
Tariff Board should be specially charged with the duty of 
safeguarding the interests of cottage and small-scale industries. 
As a contribution towards securing an assured and remunerative 39 
market for the products of small industries, Central and pro
vincial governments should adopt a policy of purchasing for 
their requirements these products in preference to the product.! 
obtaina~le from any other source. 
Ex-servicemen and war technicians should be encouraged to 40 
join industrial co-operatives, especially as many thousands of 
them have been and will be given training in small-scale 
industries. 
Section 17 (2) (a) of the Reserve Bank Act should be so amended 41 
as to empower the Bank to give financial accommodation to 
provincial ce-operative banks for advances and loans tD 
industrial co-operatives, up to one year. 

CHAPTER VID. 
LABOUR AND CIVIL CONSlRUCTION. 

99 From a study of labour co-operatives in foreign countries it is 
observed that:-

(a) co-operative method of work seems to be very suitable 8 
for a number of tasks on the construction of railways, 
roads and canals, levelling, ballasting etc., 

(b) labour co,operatives should be generally composed of a 
small number of men, or of groups of small numbers of 
men, 

(c) the co-operative group should have the right of choice of 
work-mates, 

(d) the employer who engages into a contract with a labour 
co-operative society should prepare a schedule of the 
nature and quantity of work to be done and fix a price 
per unit, 

(•) the employer should provide the necessary tools and 
equipment for the execution of the work; a certatn 
deduction should be made from the payments to the 
society and kept as a deposit till the work is completed, 
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(f) -contracts should be assured to labour contract societies 
and awarded to them at rates which enable an average 
workman to earn a fair wage, 

(g) payment to the workmen should be made by the employer 
at short, regular intervals, a deduction being made from 
the payment in order to insure that the contract is not 
abandoned before completion, and 

(h) the safeguard of a well organized federation IS necessary 
to protect the rights of the co-operative societies, to check 
the prices fixed by the employer and to stop the co-opera
tives from undercutting one another or accepting 
conditions which may undermine the position of other 
workers. 

The G.H.Q. Scheme for Civil Construction Co-operatives is not 
entirely co-operative in character. The scheme may, however, 
be considered by the provinces and states for preparing their 
own schemes for the organization of Construction Co-operative 
Societies, particularly for the resettlement of ex-service 
personnel. The scheme should be modified to make it fully 
co~operative in character. 

. The Regional and Area Promotional Agencies (proposed in 
Chapter VII) should undertake the organization of labour 
co-operative societies for rural labour and secure employment 
by engaging them on village works during those parts of the 
year when agricultural employment is slack. 
In organizing labour co.-operatives for ordinary labourers, the 
model of those set up in Italy or New Zealand should be 
adopted. Labour co-operatives should be generally composed 
of a small number of men. There is, however, no objection to 
co-operative societies being organized for a large number of 
men, but it will be necessary for them to work through small 
self-contained units. 
The Government and local bodies should give preference for 
contracts to labour co-operative societies. • 
The Public Works Department should draw up plans and 
specifications and prepare schedules showing as accurately as 
possible the nature and quantities of the work to be executed. 
Contracts for such work should not be given by tender but by 
offer to a labour contract society. The schedule of rates should 
be so prepared as to permit a workman of average ability to 
earn a reasonable wage or the market rate whichever is higher. 
The Public Works Department should extend some tolerance 
and pass on unforeseen but necessary additions to expenditure 
incurred by a society, as it would have done ifthe work had been 
executed departmentally. It should also show tolerance in 
specification and standard of work, in the initial stages. 
Losses incurred by labour co-operatives must be financed by 
Government, at any rate for a period of time until they are 
finally established. . 
Materials required for the work should be supplied by co-opera
tives themselves so far as possible, as this will provide an 
additional source of profit and employment. When not 
manufactured by a co-operative employed on a work, materials 
should preferably be obtained from other co-operatives. This 
preference should also apply to additional services which may 
be required. · · 

Tho Regional and Area Promotional Agencies (proposed in 
Chapter VII) should discharge the functions of a Federation, 
until it is set up. 
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CHAPTER IX. 
CONSUMERS' CO-OPERATION, 

· The simplest organization to supply the consumer needs of tho 
rural population is a consumers' society for each village or a 
group of villages. However, where the organization of 
independent consumers' societies may not be justifiable at 
present, as many as possible of the satisfactorily working 
village primary societies should undertake store• business. 

The village primary society undertaking stores business should 
(i) separate the stores section from the credit section, 
(ii) deal, in the beginning, only in those commodities 

which are in daily demand, 
(iii) purchase stock after preparing an estimate of demand 

with reference to established needs for a period of months or 
preferably after obtaining indents, 

(iv) sell its goods for cash or against trade deposits, and, 
if at all it gives credit, restrict it to members and limit it to such 
amount that, together with credits given for other purposes, it 
does not exceed his total assessed credit-worthiness, · 

(v) not be prohibited from selling its goods to non-members, 
(vi) distribute patronage dividends only among members, 
(vii) encourage thrift among members by inducing them 

to leave their dividends with it as deposits or to convert them 
into shares, and 

(viii) make constant effort to educate members in utility 
purchasing, i.e., buying goods that yield the best. return for 
their price. 

Half the working cost of the stores section should be borne by 
Government for the first five years. 

In the case of industrial undertakings and large employers of 
labour like railways, workers and other employees in each of 
them should have conveniently situated co-operative stores. 

In the working of such stores, the following features of similar 
organizations in Madras ,should generally be adopted, the 
features· being :-

(1) Credit trading is backed by the employer's undertak
ing to recover bills from wages. . Often, the employer himself 
makes trade deposits in the name of the worker, effecting 
recoveries from wages in easy instalments. 

(2) The employers supply the society with funds when
ever needed so that there is no outside borrowing. These 
advances carry a low rate of interest, and at times no interest 
at all. 

(3) The employers place at the disposal of. the society 
the services, free of cost, of clerks, stat10nery, furmture, butld
ings, godowns, transport vehicles, etc. 

(4) On certain festive occasions, the employers subsidize 
sales at or even below cost price, 
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In provinces, such as :Madras, where the consumers' movement 
in udlan areas has successfully established itself by starting 
with a number of unitary societies and later fanning central 
societies of a federal character, this type of organization should 
continue and every endeavour should be made to expand the 
movement on these lines. 
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In such provinces, a consumers' society on the Rochdale 12 
principles sho1,1ld be established in each town, the aim being to 
have one society for a population of about 5,000. 

These societies will draw the funds needed to run their business 
from their share capital and loans from central co-operative 
banks. 

The Co-operative Department should fix targets concerning 
sha~e capital for various types of stores in accordance with 
local conditions. The Department should similarly prescribe 
limits for borrowing by societies. 

Half the cost of working a primary urban society should be 
borne by Government for the first five years. 

For each group of about fifty conveniently situated urban 
consumers' societies and rural societies dealing in stores, a 
central society should be organized, to which they should be 
affiliated by purchase of a prescribed number of shares. 

Half the cost of running a central society should be borne by 
Government for the first five years. 

A provincial consumers' society should be organized to co
ordinate the work of the central societies and also to undertake 
inter-provincial trade and to collect and disseminate market 
intelligence such as that regarding production and marketing 
centres and agencies in the province and outside. 

Half the cost of running a provincial society should be borne 
by Government for the first five years. · 

As regards the small co-operative stores organized in large 
numbers in towns and cities during the war, an active policy 
of amalgamation of these stores into a single town or city 
store should be pursued. The city store may use the present 
small stores as branches till the controls exist ; but when the 
controls are withdrawn, it may either deal through these 
branches or convert itself into a unitary store. · 

In provinces, such as Bombay, where co-operative organiza
tions are likely to fail unless full advantage is taken of the 
economies offered by large-scale enterprise, the organization of 
consumer co-operatives should start with the establishment 
of a provincial society having branches spread over suitable 
regions, with local members and local.committees. 
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The provincial society should, as far as possible, combine in 13 
itself the functions of the primary, central and provincial. 
societies. 

As its business is established and its position stabilized, it will 
gradually extend its services to other towns by opening branches. 
As the aim is ultimately to convert the branch organizations 
into independent societies, the parent institution should allow, 
consistent with efficiency, the patrons of each locality to man 
a local branch, and, when sufficient local interest has been 
aroused, it should offer to the local patrons the option of 
converting the local institution into a society of their own. 
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The central and provincial consumer societies should purchase 
their requirernenk, whenever possible, from producer societies, 
preferably from those marketing goods in bulk. 

To ensure fair terms of business and generally to harmonize the 
interests of producer and consumer societies in their mutual 
dealings, the Provincial Co-operative Council should constitute 
a Provincial Advisory Committee and other similar com
mittees for suitable regions, to settle amicably question• 
relating to prices an(! other terms of sale in case of disagreement. 

The Provincial Committee should consist of the Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies as chairman, one representative of the 
provincial consumers' society, one representative of the 
Regional Promotional Agencies attd one representative of the 
provincial marketing society. A Regional Committee should 
.consist of a representative of the Registrar of Co-operative 
Societies to act as chairman, and one representative of the 
central consumer society, one representative of the marketing 
societies in the region and one representative of the Regional 
Promotional Agencies. 

In all towns in which milk unions are established, consumers' 
milk distributing societies also should be established. 

The consumers' milk distributing societies, in order to have a 
large and growing membership, which constitutes one of the 
factors on which their successful working will depend, should 
not seek to attain it by restricting the sale of milk to members. 
The daily milk requirements of the consumers' milk 
distributing society should be supplied by the producers' union 
on the basis of a contract fixing the terms relating to quantity, 
quality, price, time of delivery, etc. 

The society should arrange for pasteurization of the milk 
before distribution and also for processing any milk that 
remains unsold. 

The capital expenditure incurred by the society on pasteurizing 
and processing plants should be entirely met by the State. 

Arrangements for distributing milk should be decided by the 
members of the society after taking local conditions into 
account. 

Ex-service personnel employed in R.I.A.S.C., Detail Issue 
Depots, Officers Shops, etc., will be very useful in organizing 
and managing consumers' co-operatives. 

Each central consumer society is to be provide"d with a godown 
costing about Rs.20,000 and each provincial consumer society 
with a godown costing about Rs.50,000.. This cost should be 
met entirely by Government as a free grant. 

The Co-operative Department should app~int the following staff 
to be in charge of the consumer movement m the provmce :-

(i) An officer of Class I in charge of urban stores. 

(ii) One auditor for every ten urban societies to audit, 
inspect and oupervis~ them. 

(iii) One audit party for every five central societie• to 
audit, inspect and supervise them, each party consisting of 
one auditor and one assistant auditor. 
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CHAPTER X. 
URBAN CREDIT. 

Urban banks should be organized in all towns. It should, 
however, be ensured that they function on proper co-operative 
Jines. · 
When urban banks .receive deposits on current account they 
should (a) have a paid up share capital of at least Rs. 20,000, 
(!7) maintain fluid resources on the scale prescribed by the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies, (c) carry to the reserve 
fund at least trd of their net profits till it equals the paid up 
share capital, and thereafter at)east ith of the net profits, and 
(d) invest the Reserve Fund in gilt-edged securities or deposit it 
in banks approved by the Registrar instead of using it in the 
business of the bank. 
Urban banks approved by the Registrar, should be allowed to 
collect salary, provident fund and pensions, a list of such banks 
being supplied for the purpose to the Treasuries concerned. 
Cheques drawn on these banks in payment of taxes should be 
accepted by the Treasuries. 
The demand made by certain urban banks to convert 
themselves into joint-stock banks is unreasonable. However, 
Government should delegate some of the powers exercised by the 
Registrar such as inspection and supervision and determination 
of credit limits to a non-official federation of urban banks, 
particularly in those provinces where urban banking has 
made good progress and the banks are well managed. The 
Registrar must, however, in order to fulfil his statutory 
obligation, be placed in a position to revise the action of the 
federation either on his own initiative or on a representation 
made to him. 
All offices employing fifty persons and more should organize 
employees• co-operative societies. 
With a view to overcoming the difficulties created by the amend
ment to the Civil Procedure Code raising the non-attachable 
limit of salary from Rs.20to Rs.lOO, the Co-operative Societies 
Acts should be amended on the lines of the amendment made 
in Bombay and Sind whereby if a member executes an 
agreement in favour of the society authorizing his employer to 
make deductions from his salary towards payment of the debts 
ur other demands owing to the society, the employer is bound 
to make such deductions till the loan is fully repaid or the 
demand of the society satisfied. 
Where separate societies for menials or low-paid employees 
are organized, the employers should assist such societies by 
providing the staff required .for their management, and by the 
grant of interest-free loans. 
Credit societies should be organized in every mill or factory 
for providing the credit needs of its workers and also for pro
moting habits of thrift. 
The factory workers' societies should be assisted· by the 
employers by supplying the necessary staff for their manage
ment, by contributing towards their expenses, by giving loans 
free of interest or at a low rate of int~rest and by recovering the 
amount due to the society from the wages and salaries of the 
employees. · 
The Registrar of Co-operative Societies should work in close 
co-operation with the Labour Officer in organizing societies for 
promoting the welfare of workers. 
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CHAPTER XI. 
HOUSING, HEAL Til AND BETTER UVING. 

HOUSING. 

In any housing scheme, co-operative effort has an advantage Paragraph 
over private enterprise because it is primarily concerned with • No. 
the interests of its members. 3 

In all schemes of town planning, a definite place should be 18 
given to co-operative housing and specific areas should be 
reserved for people belonging to low or middle income groups 
grouped into co-operative housing societies, 

140 Whenever the Government, municipalities, improvement 18 
trusts and similar bodies have at their disposal lands to sell or 
lease for long terms, for the construction o( houses, they should 
give them preferably to co-operative housing societies at 
favourable rates. The present policy of selling the land by 
auction to the highest bidder forces up prices and contributes 
to high rents to the detriment of poor and middle class people. 

141 The Provincial Co-operative Council should organize, when it 18 
considers that conditions are favourable, a Central Co-operative 
Housing Society in each province, whose main function will be 
to grant long-term loans to. housing societies mainly for the 
purchase of house sites and for the construction of houses. It 
may also purchase building materials on a large scale from 
wholesalers and supply them at reasonable rates to the housing 
societies. If it is to attract cheap capital and command 
sufficient funds to discharge the functions mentioned above, 
its debentures should be guaranteed by Government. 

142 The finance required by-the housing societies should be supplied 18 
on easy terms by the State or by insurance companies, pre
ferably co-operative insurance societies, or in special cases, by· 
land mortgage banks. 

143 Although the value of the entire property owned by a housing 18 
society may be large, the share of each individual member in 
it is small. If in levying taxes on a housing society the 
principle of progression is follo'\'ed, it will operate to the 
detriment of the individual member who will be called upon 
to pay a rate much higher than what he would have to pay, 
if the rate were based on the value of his individual property. 
The taxes levied on a housing society should, therefore, be so 
calculated as to make full allowance for the fact. 

144 The co-operative housing society should,_ as f~ ~s po~si~le, 18 
engage the services of labour contract soctehes m 1ts b01ldmg 
operations. 

Labour construction co-operatives should undertake the 
preparation' and supply of bricks a~d other ~aterials. a_nd t~e 
construction of houses. Ex-serv1cemen w1th trammg m 
leadership should also organize Community. Welfare Cen~res 
on these housing estates, containing facilities for recreation, 
reading-rooms, etc. 
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A co-operative society of tenants may be formed and may 
undertake to collect rents from the members who occupy 
tenements, particularly tenements belonging to Government 
or public bodies. Where the landlord is" Government or a 
public body, arrangements may b~ made for the purchase of 
the property by the co-operative society. 
The feasibility of providing rural houses on a co-operative 
basis should be examined by the Provincial Co-operative 
Council as soon as it is established. A co-operative housing 
society may be organized for a group of villages selected by the 
Provincial Co-operative Council or housing may be undertaken 
by the multi-purpose co-operative society operating in those 
villages. The houses may be taken over by the society and 
given on rent to members, option being given to them to 
purchase the houses occupied lty them on hire-purchase system 
over a period of 20 to 30 years. 
WQere there is a sufficient number of ex-servicemen and others 
in a village or a group of villages desiring to build new houses, 
separate rural housing societies should be formed. 

HEALTH AND MEDICAL CO-OPERATIVES. 
The needs for health and medical services in rural and urban 
areas differ widely. In rural areas there is a lack of medical 
amenities, while in urban areas they need to be supplemented 
on a large scale. 
Provision of medical service, improvement of sanitation. 
control of epidemic diseases and the undertaking of other similar 
measures for improving the health of the population are 
primarily the duty of the State. It may, however, be long 
before a complete State medical service is available to the 
people for the prevention and treatment of diseases. Volun
tary effort organized on co-operative lines can therefore play a 
useful part, in the meanwhile, in the furtherance of these 
objects and in supplementing State effort in these directions. 
Pending organization by the State of medical services on a 
comprehensive scale, the State should help voluntary effort 
organized on co-operative lines for such purposes as the 
prevention and treatment of disease, clearance of jungles 
and swamps, reclamation of marshes, draining of pools and 
trenches, spraying of mosquito-infested areas with insecticides, 
etc. 
For societies engaged in anti-malarial work, jungle clearance, 
reclamation of marshes, etc., the Army personnel which has 
been trained on up to date lines in the medical, sanitary and 
anti-malarial services will provide excellent members. 
The State should initiate and work· a subsidized scheme for 
rural health co-operatives, as in the Punjab, whereby the 
latter will obtain for their members for a small fee the services 
of medical practitioners. 
Facilities should be provided to the rural co-operatives to 
obtain supplies of medicine through the State dispensaries and 
hospitals. 
The State should meet the working costs of the rural societies 
to the extent of 75 per cent and grant subsidies to central 
organizations among them to ensure efficient supervision J>y 
them of the work of the primaries. Whatever the degree of 
assistance rendered by the State to co-operative organizations, 
the voluntary effort is likely to be limited and therefore needs 
to be supplemented by large-scale State action. 
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In urban and suburban areas, co-operative medical service 
· societies should be established with as large a membership as 

possible. These societies have greater chances of establishing 
themselves in localities -where co-operative stores societies 
already exist and where, owing to their existence, co-operative 
ideas have taken root .• Such societies will derive their funds 
from an admission fee and a !egular monthly subscription. 

Life insurance companies should find it in their interest to 
assist voluntary associations which adopt special measures for 
the prevention of disease and its treatment in the earlier stages. 
The insurance companies may take a special interest in starting 
such societies among their policyholders by offering them 
rebates in insurance premium or direct medical assistance .. 
The Provincial Co-operative Council should take early steps 
to bring into existence co-operative health organizations, 
after arranging the details of the working of these bodies in 
consultation with the various interests concerned. 

BEITER LMNG SOCIETIES, 

The activities of better living societies should centre on some 
economic objective such as credit, marketing, provision of 
household requirements, etc. The reformed and reorganized 
village primary societies (mentioned in Chapter III) should 
undertake the functions of better living societies. Where 
this is not possible, separate societies may be started with 
retu'tned service personnel and other village folk, both men and 
women, as members; and when the co-operative idea takes 
root, their activities may be expanded and they may be 
converted into ordinary primary societies. 

CHAPTER XII. 
WOMEN AND CO-OPERATION. 

The Co-operative movement has not paid sufficient attention 
to the special features of the position of women in Indian 
society. 
The participation of women is of particular importance for tho 
success of activities engaged in by consumers' stores, industrial 
societies, co-operative dairies and voluntary health associations. 

Women workers will be the best agency available to the 
Co-operative movement to further its programme of social 
reconstruction and betterment. 
The Co-operative Department in each province should employ 
at least one Lady Assistant Registrar or Woman Special Officer 
to encourage women to join the Co-operative movement and to 
organize and supervise women'~ societieg, 
The Department should employ for every 25 women's societies 
at least one woman welfare worker and the requisite subordinate 
staff to direct and supervise their working. 

There is already in existence a trained body of women welfare 
workers in the Army known as " Sevadanis ". They shoul~. 
if they are qualified, be preferred to others for employment m 
the Co-operative Department as lady welfare workers. 

A special effort should be made to encourage women to join 
consumers' and better living societies. 
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In rural areas, women should be enrolled as members in the 
villag"" primary society, but if in any locality their interests 
are likely to be better served by forming a society of their own, 
they may form a separate society. 
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Co-operative societies exclusively for women should be formed 
for the purpose of undertaking activities such as home industries 
and thrift. Maternity and child welfa,re, recreation clubs, 
and eradication of social evils, e.g., dowry, extravagant social 
expenditure, etc., may also be undertaken by them where 
special funds for these purposes are available. 

In urban areas, women should be encouraged to join all types 
of co-operative activity, particularly health and medical societies 
and thrift and consumers' stores, and to participate actively in 
their management, by making, for instance, provision for 
special women's committees and for seats for women on the 
managing board. 

The Regional Promotional Agency, the formation of which has 
been suggested in Chapter VII, should organize and assist 
women both in rural and urban areas to undertake home crafts 
and cottage industries such as tailoring, embroidery, knitting, 
lace-making, pickle-making, hand-spinning, hand-pounding 
of rice, basket-making, mat-weaving and making of various 
kinds of fancy articles. It should specially assist women 
belonging to the s~heduled castes who are experts in making 
baskets, winnows, thatties, and other domestic and household 
goods. Further, it should arrange where necessary, training 
classes to teach all women simple home industries and arts. 

CHAPTER Xlll. 
TRANSPORT. 

Transport co-operative societies composed of ex-servicemen 
and small owners of vehicles should be organized in diffecent 
parts of the country and Government should place at their 
disposal surplus vehicles at nominal rates. 

The Provincial Co-operative Council should watch the progress 
in the development of road construction and suggest to the 
Co-operative Department from time to time in what areas trans
port co-operative societies should be organized. 

Passengers and goods traffic on new roads should be reserved 
for co-operative transport societies. 

When a sufficient number of transport societies have been 
organized in a particular area, steps should be taken to organize 
them into unions for co-ordinating their activities specially as 
regards rates, freights and rontes and for obtaining collectively 
their various requirements such as tyres, petroleum, lubricants, 
accessories, etc. 

Machine shops should be organized on co-operative lines where 
necessary and Government should place at their disposal surpl ns 
machinery and tools at specially reduced prices. The possibi
lity of converting after the war the ordnance factories and 
engineering workshops into manufacturing centres for the 
supply of tools and agricultural implements should be 
examined, 
In organizing machine shops, the services of Regional Promo
tional Agencies should be utilized. 
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Attempt should be made, with the co-operation of the Country 
Craft Organization Officer, to organize co-operative societies at 
important centres of country craft building. 
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The Provincial Co-operative Council should examine the scope 
for organizing country craft societies on co-operative lines and 
select places where they should be organized. 

The country craft societies should be supplied with better 
boats and in some cases diesel engines. Finance for this 
purpose should be supplied by Government. 

The Provincial Co-operative Council should consider the 
question whether a particular area should be reserved exclu
sively for transport by country craft and should approach 
Government to have it closed to other forms of transport. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE. 

6 

8 

8 

8 

Simultaneously with the working·out of plans for development. 1 & 4 
the State should foster any organization which is set up for 
enabling persons of small means to make provision for the 
future. What is required for the purpose is a co-operative 
society having contact with the masses of people in rural as well 
as urban areas through various types of co-operative organiza-
tions and issuing policies for small sums even below the present 
limit of Rs. 500. 

In view of the importance of insurance schemes as part of a 4 
programme of social security, facilities for insuring low income 
groups must be provided, and the State should render full 
financial assistance, even if it is considerable. Further, the 
State should pay a subsidy by way of contribution to the 
premiums on life assurance policies taken out in rural areas for 
Rs. 600 and }?elow. 

The agriculturists who are not indebted, should be persuaded 5 
to take out insurance policies particularly marriage endowments 
and whole life (limited payments). 

As the cost of issuing small policies is likely to be comparatively 4 
high, the co-operative insurance society should utilize the 
services of other co-operative organizations so as to keep down 
the expense ratio. 

The co-operative insurance society will have, in certain respects, 6 
to adjust its methods of business to suit the special requirements 
of the rural areas. In order to safeguard its interests, the 
society should lay down rules and conditions for the limita-
tion of its risk during the first three years, but should accept 
full risk under the policy from the fourth year. 

Insurers should be persuaded, by offer of a liberal rate of 
interest on advance payments to pay premiums in advance in 
good years to forestall defaults in bad years. 

The co-operative insurance society should prepare schemes of 8 & 14 
insurance to suit the special requirements of the borrowers of 
land mortgage banks, and members of primary and housing 
societies. 
It may introduce depositors' insurance benefit scheme for the 10 
benefit of depositors and members of employees' societies, 
urban banks, and central and provincial co-operative banks. 
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The co~operative insurance society should specially try to insure 
the lives of industrial workers and should in this connexion 
seek the help of the employers and of the Labour Officer. 

Co-operative insurance societies should frame group insurance 
schemes at an early date and introduce them for industrial 
workers. · 
Though the main object of the co-operative insurance society 
will be to extend the benefits of insurance to small and middle 
class people, it should not refuse business from higher income 
groups, as the larger its business, the lower will be its expense 
ratio. However, the maximum limit for a policy issued by it · 
should be Rs.5,000 or in special cases with the approval of the 
Registrar, Rs.IO,OOO, provided that this limit should not apply 
to policies taken out to cover loans from land mortgage banks 
or housing societies. 

Provincial co-operative life insurance societies should be 
organized in all provinces. 

V~ous co-operative organizations such as co-operative banks, 
factory workers' societies, consumers' societies and rural 
societies should actively take part with co-operative insurance 
societies in promoting insurance business among their members, 
t.g., by persuading their members to insure with co-operative 
insurance societies and collecting and remitting premiums on 
behalf of their members as commission agents. 

In order to enable the co-operative insurance societies success
fully to undertake insurance business among lower and middle 
classes and thereby encourage among them the habits of thrift, 
Government should pay them interest at 1 per cent above 
Reserve Bank Rate, in respect of the statutory deposits and· 
that proportion of their liabilities which have to be invested in 
approved securities. The interest earned by these societies on 
all their investments should be exempted from payment of 
income-tax. 
An All-India Fire and General Insurance Society should be 
organized having on its board of management representatives 
of different provinces as well as of different • interests. The 
working of the society will be very much facilitated if it sets up 
local boards with authority to accept proposals as well as to 
settle claims within limits fixed by its central board. 

The Registrars of Co-operative Societies should advise all 
co-operative societies to deal with the all-India co-operative 
insurance organization when it is formed_in matters relating 
to fire and general insurance business. 

The Fire and General Insurance Society of Madras may be 
amalgamated with the all-India organization when it is 
established, If there is any objection against this proposal 
it may continue as a separate and independent organization, 
but in that case, competition should be avoided by excluding 
Madras from the area of operations of the all-India organiza
tion. 

The existing conditions are not suitable for entrusting the 
business of cattle insurance to co-operative societies. The 
provincial governments should, therefore, make an experiment 
in that direction on the lines set out in the Report. After 
sufficient experience has been gained, the question of giving the 
insurance business a co-operative fonn should be considered. 
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When cattle insurance is organized on co.operative lines, 
arrangements for re-insurance•should be made either with the 
Government or with re·insurance societies organized for the 
purpose. 

In the present circumstances, crop insurance is beyond the 
scope of private agencies or co-operative organizations. A 
scheme of crop insurance should, therefore, be undertaken 
experimentally by the State. The nature, size and scope of each 
experiment should be determined by statistical experts who 
have experience of crop estimating. The funds required for 
these experiments should be estimated in consultation with 
agricultural and actuarial exp<>rts and provided by the Central 
Government. The War Risks Insurance (Goods) Fund of the 
Government of India estimated to amount to over Rs. 21 
crores provides a useful source for meeting the cost of these 
experiments. 

CHAPTER XV. 

ADMINISTRATION AND LAW. 

ADMINISTRATION. 
. If the Co-operative movement is to be developed on com
prehensive lines and is to make proper contribution to the 
economic development of the country and the raising of the 
standard of living of the people, the essential requirements, 
inter alia, are the equipment of the Co-operative Department 
in each province with adequate and right type of personnel, the 
increasing participation of non-officials in the movement and 
the forging of a link between the non-officials and the State 
represented by the Department of Co-operation and other 
nation-building departments. 

The Co-operative Department should be properly equipped not 
only for discharging efficiently its present duties but also for 
undertaking the increased responsibilities placed on it by the 
plans of development proposed in the Report. 

It will be an advantage if the officers of the Co-operative 
Department in the various provinces are, as far as possible, 
uniformly designated. 

As the importance of the Registrar is likely to be considerably 
increased in the scheme of co-operative development proposed 
in the :ij.eport, special care should be exercised in his selection. 
He should be a man of outstanding ability and temperamentally 
suited for the work of running a popular movement of this kind. 
Before he assumes charge of the post, he should undergo a 
thorough training and should work for at least two years as 
Deputy or Joint Registrar. During the course of his training 
as well as during his tenure of office he should be allowed 
opportunities to study the working of the movement in other 
provinces and outside Indi~. 

The Registrar should ordinarily be an officer of the Indian 
Civil Service or the Provincial Co-operative Service. 

In view of the responsible nature of the duties of the Registrar, 
he should enjoy"" higher status than he does at prese.nt; he 
should rank with the heads of such departments as Pollee and 
P.W.D. for general purposes. 
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The tenure of office ,of the Registrar should be for about ten 
years. o As such a long term of offic~ is likely to make ~he o!ficer 
senior enough to be due for promotmn to posts carrymg htgher 
emoluments, he should be fully compensated for holding the 
post till the end of the term. 
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The staff of the Co-operative Department should be properly 
trained and in order to attract persons of high qualifications to 
the Department, its officers should enjoy the same status and 
draw pay on the same scale as officers of the Revenue 
Department. 

The work of organizing new societies should be entrusted to 
the non-official organization suggested for undertaking the work 
of supervision. The practice of appointing honorary organizers 
should be more actively followed. 

The most. popular systems of supervision obtaining in the 
various provinces are two. One is a federation of co-operative 
societies formed for a province and maintaining an adequate 
and efficient staff. Such a federation derives its income from 
contributions from societies and subsidies from Government. 
It gives adequate representation to co-operative societies 
which are to be supervised and conforms to the co-operative 
ideal of mutual help. This type of provincial co-operative 
federation for supervision is the most desirable one and where 
such a federation or institute or union exists or can be organized 
it should be .,entrusted with the work of supervision. Govern
ment should provide it with subsidies, large enough to enable 
it to meet its expenses without levying unduly heavy contribu·. 
tions on the societies which may lead to an enhancement of the 
lending rate to the ultimate borrower, above 6! per cent. In 
the present circumstances, as the majority of co-operative 
societies are not properly developed, and as a rapid programme 
of expansion is contemplated by us, the entire cost of supervi
sion in many areas may have to be borne by Government. 
With a view to providing increased representation for co-opera
tive societies and with a view to improving administrative 
efficiency, it is desirable that the federation should decentralize. 
its functions and entrust them to local units constituted for 
convenient areas. These units may either be branches of 
the federal body or they may themselves be the primary units 
which may be federated together into the provincial federation. 
The second system is the one in which central banks themselves 
supervise affiliated co-operative societies. This system is 
open to the criticism that the financier's interest is likely to 
preponderate over the interests of societies which are to be 
shpervised, and may therefore lead to their decay. This 
criticism of combining supervision and finance in one and 
the same institution. however,loses its force when the financing 
institution itself consists largely of representatives of societies 
to be supervised, as in Madras. This system may be adopted . 
in provinces which find it "Suitable and the subsidies recom
mended to be given to the provincial co-operative federation, 
should be given to the central banks which undertaJ<e the 
supervision. 

The function of inspection should continue to be performed 
by the Registrar as it will also help him to keep in close touch 
with the working of the movement ; but as the movement 
develops and non-officials are trained up to undertake i,ncreased 
responsibility this function should also be gradually transferred 
to non-official b<>\lies. 
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Audit of societies should remain one of the statutory duties of 
the Registrar. He may, however, delegate this function to 
no~official federations or institutes, who should maintain a 
staff of duly qualified auditors for auditing the smaller societies. 
For the larger societies and central banks the Registrar may 
assign the audit to auditors placed by him on a panel. 
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The practice of combining the functions of audit and supervision 
in.one person is undesirable as it is likely to lead to inefficiency. 

The classification of societies should not be published in the 
official gazettes. 

In order to implement the various· plans of development 
recommended in this Report, a certain increase in Government 
supervision is inevitable in initial stages, but this control 
should be viewed only as a temporary expedient for assisting, 
guiding and training up the workers and must be so exercised 
as gradually to disappear. 

As the most important requisite for the development of the 
movement and for giving it stability and permanence is the 
stimulation of interest among the people in order to make them 
run it themselves, the Co-operative Department should 
encourage non-officials to participate in the development of the 
movement with a view ultimately to handing over the entire 
working of societies to them. 

The various non-official institutions like institutes and unions 
existing in almost every province should be greatly streng
thened so that they may be able to perform more efficiently 
the important functions of educating and. organizing non
official opinion and providing an effective medium for the 
expression of public opinion and generally promoting. the 
common interests of the movement. The institutes should be 
non-official federal bodies ; but they should be liberally 
subsidized by the State to enable them to perform their 
functions. 

An important requisite of co-operative progress is the establish
ment of a living link between the non-officials and the State 
represented by the various nation-building departments. 
The State will require an organization which will continuously 
prepare projects of economic development and devise co-opera
tive methods for their implementation. Such an organization 
should include the best and most constructive elements in the 
province, and establish close and continuous association 
between Government officers in the nation-building depart
ments, co-operative workers and leading non-officials. 

Every province should provide itself with such an organization 
· by setting up a body, which may be known as the Provmctal 
Co-operative Council. The Council should be under the 
chairmanship of the provincial Minister-in-Charge o( Co-o,Pera
tion, the duties of Secretary being discharged by the Regtstrar 
of Co-operative Societies with the assistance of -a full-ttme 
Assistant Secretary. 
The Assistant Secretary should he an officer of the status of a 
Joint Registrar, or any other person who has had long experi
ence of the Co-operative movement. 
As regards the membership of the Council non-officials should 
be in a majority. 
The functions of the Council will he to form~late plans ~nd 
policies for the development of the movement m the provmce 
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There should be an executive committee for the Council. · 

The entire funds required by the Council should be provided 
by the provincial government. It will need funds to meet its 
recurring expenditure and to make grants and subsidies to 
co-operative institutions organized for special activities or 
undertaking special work such as co-operative farming, cattle
breeding, etc., at the instance of the Council. These grants and 
subs~dies will be in addition to those administered at present 
by the Registrar of Co-operative Societies. 

The grants will be given on the recommendation of the executive 
committee. " 

For the first 5 years the provincial government should grant 
to the Council a sum of Rs.5lakhs per annum for making these 
subsidies. In subsequent years, the financial requirements of 
the Council should be provided for in a budget which should 
be submitted for the sanction of Government. 

There should be co-ordination of effort not only between 
officials and non-official agencies but also among the various 
development departments of the State on an all-India basis. 
With this object in view, an All-India Council of Co.-operation 
should be set up. 

The Council will consist of two parts, a Governing Body which 
will have the management of all the affairs and funds of the 
Council, and an Advisory Board, which will advise the Govern-
ing Body on all proposals sent by it.. · 

The functions of the All-India Council of Co-operation would 
be generally to watch, guide and foster co-operative develop· 
ment in the country and to advise the different provinces and 
states on various matters relatjng to agricultural co-operation, 
industrial co-operation and co-operative marketing, etc., and 
on the applicability of co-operative methods for carrying out 
schemes of improved farming, cattle-breeding, etc., that may be 
suggested by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research 
or by the Indian Central Cotton Committee and similar bodies. 
It will also work as a clearing house of information for the 
country on: all matters relating to the Co-operative movement. 

The working cost of the Council will approximately be Rs.l• 77 
lakhs per annum. The Council will require funds for making 
grants to the provinces for encouraging experiments and 
development of new types of co-operative activities. A sum 
of Rs.20 lakhs may be. placed at its disposal by the Government 
of India for the first 6 years ; the amounts to be placed at its 
disposal in subsequent years should be determined in the light 
cf the experience gained from year to year. 

CO.OPERATIVE LAW. 
The experience of the working of the Ce>-operative Societies Act 
of 1912 and the Acts passed by the provinces has shown that 
they stand in need of revision in certain respects. It is 
necessary that the defects in the laws should be removed 
so as to facilitate the smooth working of the plans. The 
provinces in which the Co-operative Societies Act, 1912, is still 
in force should pass special acts keeping in view their past 
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experience and the future needs of the movement. The 
provinces which have already special acts should examine 
their provisions and bring them up to date. 

The provincial governments should also examine other acts 
which have a bearing on the Co-operative movement and 
amend them suitably. Where such an Act falls within the 

.legislative jurisdiction of the Central Government, they should 
take necessary steps to amend it. · 

The definition of the word ' Registrar ' in Section 2 of the 13 
Co-operative Societies Act, 1912, should include the Registrar 
of Industrial Co-operative Societies and Director of Small 
Industries. · 

In view of the considerations set forth in Chapter III, a society 13 
may be permitted to adopt limited or unlimited liability. 
Again, a provision should also be made in the Act enabling 
societies to change their liability. 

A specific provision for appeal against refusal by the Registrar 13 
to register a society should be made in the Act as is the case 
with regard to an order cancelling the registration of a society. 

The Registrar should ordinarily register all amendments which 13 
are in conformity with the Act and Rules. In cases where he 
rejects an amendment he should assign reasons therefor and an 
appeal to Government may be filed within two months after 
the rejection. 

A specific provision should be made for splitting a society into 13 
two or more societies and also for amalgamating two or more 
societies into one without having to liquidate them first. 

Section 13 of the Act should be amended so as to provide that 13 
every member of a society whatever its liability, shall have 
one vote irrespective of the shares held by him. In the case of 
societies having an extensive area or large membership a 
representative assembly may be constituted composed of 
delegates elected in separate constituencies of members set up 
on a regional basis or according to the number of members. 

The lien under Section 19 given to a co-operative society on 13 
certain properties of the borrower should be converted into a 
first charge and its wilful breach should be made a criminal 
offence. The lien in respect of loans granted for seed or 
manure, extends only up to eighteen months. This period is 
inadequate and it should be extended to·two years. 

Under Section 23 of the 1912 Act the liability of a past member 13 
for the debts of a registered society alJ they existed at the time 
when he ceased to be a member continues for a period of two 
years from the date of his ceasing to be a member. Under 
Section 24 of the Act the estate of adeceasedmember,however, 
is only liable for· a period of one year from the time of his 
decease for the debts of a registered society as they existed at 
the time of his decease. Experience shows that the period 
of one year is too short; it should be extended to two years ~ 
has been done in Madras. Similarly, it should be clearly latd 
down that from the date of cancellation of a society, the liability 
of all members remains as it existed at the time of cancellation 
and cannot be extinguished by lapse of time. A member who 
resigns from the society li years before its liquidation should 
not be permitted to escape all liability six months later as 
he would have done had the society not gone into liquidation. 
All the members of the society on the date of cancellation 
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should continue to be liable for its outside liabilities till they 
are dl;charged. Similarly, all persons who ceased to be 
members less than two years before the date of cancellation 
should continue to be liable for the outside debts of the society. 

Paragraph 
No.-

A provision should be enacted to permit urban banks with a 
paid up capital and reserve of Rs. 50,000 and over and with · 
ten years' standing to invest up to 40 per cent of their surplus 
funds iu such manner as their boards may unanimously 
determine. 

Any dispute about a person being or not being a member of 
the society should be referred to the Registrar whose decision 
shonld be tina!. No dispute of this nature should be cognizable 
by a civil court. 

It is necessary to provide for the appointment of a liquidator 
to manage the society's affairs till the appeal against the 
cancellation order is rejected or accepted as has been done in 
Sections 47 and 49 of the Bombay Act. 

The liquidator should be equipped with adequate powers like 
the power of issuing subsidiary orders, determining the con
tributions to be made by members from time to time, etc., and 
should be authorized to carry on the business of the societies 
while under liquidation. 

No liquidator should determine the contribution, debt or dues 
to be recovered from any person without giving him an oppor
tunity to be heard. 

13 

13 

13 

It is necessary to provide for attachment before award. The 13 
attachment should be by order of the Registrar as has been 
done iu Section 50 of the Madras Act, and Section 55 of the 
BombayAct. · 

As a general rule, the Registrar and his officers should either be 13 
given powers of civil courts or in the alternative, dues of 
co-operative societies should be recovered as arrears of land 
revenue. In the latter case the Collectors should be asked to 
depute special officers for this work in order to expedite 
recoveries. .. 

It is necessary iu the interest of justice to give the Registrar 13 
power to call for the record of any case pending before or 
disposed of by any arbitrator or arbitrators and pass such orders 
as he thinks tit. Full opportunity to the parties must, how-
ever, be given before any such order is passed. In cases where 
such action is being taken, the Registrar may order the court 
in which such an award is pending for execution to stay the 
execution proceedings and may call for the tile of the case, · 

No civil court sho d entertain any case regarding the affairs . 13 
of a co-operative soetety except on the question of jurisdiction. 

The question whether the Indian Limitation Act applies to 13 
awards of arbitrators under the Co-operative Societies Act 
should be examined and the law on the point made clear. 

Co-operative societies should as far as possible be exempt 13 
from the provisions of different provincial debt legislation 
acts iu order to enable them to play their legitimate part in the 
economic life of the country. 
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Steps should be taken to ensure complete exemption to the 
societies from stamp duty, whether leviable by the Central or 
provincial government and the registration fees. Provincial 
governments should refund to primary societies 75 per cent 
of the money order charges paid by them in regard to the 
remittances to their co-operative financing institutions. 

Salary earners' societies and consumers' stores should be 
exempted from the provision of Section 60 of the Civil Procedure 
Code, as amended by Act No. 5 of 1943, nnder which salary to 
the extent ofthe first I 00 rupees and one-half of the remainder 
is exempt from attachment. 

The Act should be amended on the lines of the amendment 
made in Bombay whereby if a member executes an agreement in 
favour of the society authorizing his employer to make deduc
tions from his salary towards payment of the debts or other 
demands owing to the society, the employer is bound to make 
such deductions till the loan is fully repaid or. the demand of 
the society satisfied . 

If some landowners who are likely to benefit by the scheme of 
minor irrigation works [recommended in para 2 (viii) of Chapter 
III] of a society refuse to join the latter, the Collector of the 
district should be empowered to make a proportionate levy 
of the cost on them and recover the same as arrears of land 
revenue. 

The Reserve Bank of India Act should be so amended as to 
increase the maximum period for rediscounts under Section 
17 (2)(b), and for a<lvances under Sections 17 (4) (c), and 17 (4)(d) 
to twelve months. The word '' crops 11 occurring in the three 
sub-sections of Section 17 of the Reserve Bank of India Act 
should be defined or the scope of the sectiC»>s widened so as 
to include animal products like milk, cream, butter, ghee and 
wool, and processed crops like sugar, cotton which has been 
ginned and pressed, groundnuts which have been decorticated, 
and vegetable oils, and oil-cake. Section 17 (2) (a) of the 
Reserve Bank of India Act should be amended so as to em· 
power the Bank to give financial accommodation to provincial 
co-operative banks for a period up to twelve months for 
making loans and advances to industrial co-operatives. 

CHAPTER XVI. 
EDUCATION, TRAINING AND RESEARCH. 
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235 The inadequate and uneven progress made by the Co-operative 1 
movement in India is largely due, among other things, to the 
lack of general education among those whom it seeks to serve. 
If the Co-operative movement is to develop on a sound 
basis and to expand in diverse directions, it is necessary not 
only to spread geperal education but also to make members 
of societies conversant with the principles and practice of 
Co-operation. 

as General education is a function of the State. The Co-operative . 11 
movement can, however, make a contribution in spreading 
general knowledge by arranging in villages a regular series of 
talks on subjects of general or topical interest delivered by a 
few paid workers assisted by a much larger number of non· 
official social workers. These talks may be arranged by the 
provincial co-?perative institutes or unions. To make the 
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talks attractive, they may be interspersed with " Kathas ", 
drama.~ic performances or musical interludes or displays of 
lantern slides or films of instructional or general interest . 

It is necessary for the continued suecess of the movement to 
infuse the ideals of Co-operation into the minds of young boys 
and girls and to lay before them the outlines of the work done 
by the Co-operative movement. For this purpose, lessons on 
Co-operation should be included in the series of Readers in the 
regional languages in schools. These lessons should be supple
mented by a working knowledge of the principles of Co-oper
ation by organizing small co-operative stores and canteens 
in every school. Similar stores and canteens should be 
attached to colleges and universities also. 

Constant opportunities should be provided to students to work 
together in groups so as to develop in them the spirit of 
Co-operation. Every school should have a garden and a small 
farm which should be run by students. Handicrafts and 
games which develop the spirit of team work should be 
encouraged on a very large scale. 

Co-operation should be recognized as one of the optional 
subjects of study for the degrees of Bachelor and Master of Arts, 
Commerce and Agriculture. 

Instructions in principles and practice of Co-operation should 
form an integral part of the peace-timeoeducational syllabus of 
each of the Defence Services. 

Co-operative training is required for (I) members of managing 
committees of rural co-operative societies, (2) secretaries of 
rural co-operative societies, (3) staff of co-operative institu-
tions, (4) staff of co-operative departments, and (5) research 
workers. There are organizations in all provinces. e.g., 
institutes, unions or federations imparting this training in 
various degrees. The training of persons belonging to classes 
(1) and (2) and some of (3) and (4) above may continue to be 
imparted by these organizations wherever they exist. 

As regards the training of members of managing committees 
of rural societies, classes of a short duration, not exceeding a 
fortnight should be held at the taluka headquarters or con
venient centres. The members should not be required to 
undergo a test by examination. 
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The secretaries of primary societies should be trained for a 12 
period of six weeks at district headquarters or convenient 
centres. They should be paid a stipend to meet their additional 
expenses during the period of training. An examination 
should be held at the end of the period and a certificate given 
to successful candidates. It will be advisable to hold refresher 
courses from time to time for the successful secretaries in order 
to keep up to date their knowledge of co-operative practice 
and principles. . 

The training of the staff of co-operative institutions and 
departments is so important that separate colleges should be 
set up in each province for them, facilities being provided 
where necessary for imparting training in all principal languages 
of the province. It is undesirable to have training colleges 
exclusively for the employees of the Co-operative Dopartment. 
It is desirable that both official and non-official co-operators 
should be trained together. 
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The College should be under a separate governing body com
posed of one representative each of the Provincial Co-operativ~ 
Bank and the Provincial Co-operative Institute, the Registrar 
of Co-operative Societies, two Professors to be nominated by 
the University, and two other non-officials to be nominated by 

· Government. 
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The Provincial Co-operative Colleges should have a well
qualified and adequate staff, the principal being of the rank 
of a gazetted officer. The principalship should not be 
necessarily reserved for an officer of the Co-operative Depart
ment as a successful co-operative officer may be a good admini
strator but not a good educationist. Besides the Principal there 
should be at least 3 Professors of the same rank as those in 
Govemment colleges. 

No course of training should be considered complete ;..,ithout 
a period, of at least six weeks, of field work. 

For the employees of the Co-operative Department, such 
further departmental trainiiig as may be considered necessary 
may be arranged for by the Department. 

13 

13 

For the success of the Co-operative College it is necessary that 13 
Government shollid accord definite recognition to the examina-
tion conducted by it. To this ena, the affiliation of the College 
to the University is desirable. 

No new staff recruited to the Co-operative Department or 
co-operative organizations ~hould be confirmed unless the 
recruits have passed the examination and obtained a certificate 
from the College. 

. 
The cost of the College should be met by the provincial 
government. 

The syllabus of the various courses of training should be 
carefully drawn up. 

The members of the managing committee of the primary 
society should be taught the principles of Co-operation and their 
application to the various aspects of the economic life of the 
people in the rural areas. The by-laws of the society with 
special reference to those dealing with the duties of the com
mittee shoulq also be explained to them. 

The syllabus of the secretaries' classes should consist of the 
Principles and Practice of Co-operation, by-laws, rules and 
provisions of the Co-operative Societies Act, and in particular, 
Book-keeping and Accountancy. 

The courses of studies for the departmental staff should include 
Rural Economics, Principles and Practice of Co-operation in 
India and abroad, Co-operative Law, and certain relevant 
provisions in the Civil and Criminal Law, Accountancy, 
Auditing, Co-operative Finance and Banking, Modem Economic 
Development and Business Organization. 

Greater attention should be paid to the training of the co-opera
tive staff in banking than has been done hitherto. 

Wherever possible, arrangements should be made for the 
training of the higher staff of the Co-operative Department and 
the co-operative banks with a commercial bank for about 3 
months. 
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The syllabus for the classes of the staff of the co-operative 
i>nstitutions should include, besides Rural Economics, Principles 
and Practice of Co-operation and Co-operative Law, special 
training in the particular activity in which the institutions are 
engaged. 

Though in India, co-operative ideas and methods have been 
borrowed from other countries, there has been lacking a 
comprehensive study of their applicability to the facts of 
Indian life, and of how they are to be fashioned to meet its 
needs. 

The Provincial Co-operative Departments are too much 
immersed in humdrum duties of the daily routine and have 
little time for study and reflection, and their organization has 
assumed a form and a tradition which do not allow the growth 
of the spirit of research. Co-operative research is much beyond 
the range of the ordinary field worker, whether official or 
non-official and requires a special band of scholars and students 
assembled in the calm and detached atmosphere of a Research 
Institution. 

The Government of India should establish an All-India 
Co-operative Institute of Advanced Studies and Research. 

The Institute will serve two purposes, viz., of providing facilities 
for advanced studies and of organizing research. 

Every person joining the Institute for higher studies should 
attend a course of lectures on Ecopomics and Sociology. 

The largest number of seats (i.o., 60 per cent) in the Institute 
should be reserved for the students who belong to a Co-opera
tive Department or are nominated by a Provincial Co-operative 
Institution and the remaining seats being reserved for meri
torious post-graduate students who have had previous training 
in economic and commercial subjects. 

The Research Scholars should be given a scholarship by the 
Go~ernment of India if they are not already in service. 

Side by side with the facilities for advanced studies, the 
Institute should undertake and organize research work in 
different branches of Co-operation. The largest number of 
subjects for research will be those selected by the authorities 
of the Institute, but the Institute should be. prepared to 
undertake research on special subjects referred to it by the 
provinces or constituent Indian states. 

The diplomas issued by the Institute should be an 
additional qualification for employment in Government and 
co-operative service. 

The Institute should be placed under the All-India Council 
of Co-operation when the Council is established in accordance 
with the suggestion made in Chapter XV ; and, in the mean
time, it should be under the Government of India, which 
should bear all its cost. The Institute should be organized in 
seven sections, vie., (1) Theory of Co-operation, (2) Agricultural 
Co-operation (including Animal Husbandry), (3) Industrial 
Co-operation, (4) Consumers' Co-operation, (5) Co-operative 
Finance, (6) Co-operative Marketing, and (7) Statistics. 

The head of the section of the Theory of Co-operation should 
be the Director of the Institute. The lecturers on the subjects 
of Economics and Sociology, should be attached to him. 
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No appointment to this post should be made if a person of the 
required qualifications is not available. 

The heads of the other sections should also be persons of high 
achievement in the field of research. · 

The tendency of selecting persons on the basis of their academic 
degrees only is deprecated. The heads should be appointed 
entirely on the merit of their actual research work. A post 
should not be fi.lled up if the Institute cannot find a person who 
is qualified to give the work of his section a true bias of original 
researc!J,. 

• In the beginning, the heads of the sections should not stand 
in need of assistants, but, if they do, the assistants should be 

· recruited in accordance with the demand made by each Head 
and approved by the Director. They will, however, stand in 
need of field workers who should be appointed as may be 
necessary. The detailed field work must necessarily be 
undertaken by each province through its Co-operative Depart
ment or co-operative institutions. .• 

The question of location of the Institute should be decided by 
the Central Government. ' 
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